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STRUCTURE OF VERBAL STEMS.

CONTENTS. — $ 1. STRUCTURE OF THE SANSKRIT VERB.— $ 2. BEGINNINGS OF

THE ANALYTICAL SYSTEM IN SANSKRIT. - S 3. CONJUGATIONS OF THE PALI

VERB. - $ 4 . TENSES OF THE PALI VERB. — $ $ 6 , 6 . THE VERB IN JAINA

PRAKRIT . - 7 . SCENIC PRAKRIT VERB. - $ 8 . APABHRANÇA VERBAL FORMS.

- 9 . THE MODERN VERBAL STEM . — * 10 . PHASES OF THE VERB . - 11.

SINGLE AND DOUBLE STEMS. - $ 12. SINGLE NEUTER STEMS FROM SANSKRIT

BHŰ Roots. - 13. THE SAME FROM OTHER CLASSES OF SANSKRIT Roots. —

$ 14 . MODERN NEUTER STEMS FROM SANSKRIT PASSIVE PAST PARTICIPLES.

- $ 15 . SINGLE ACTIVE STEMS. - 16. TREATMENT OF SANSKRIT Roots

ENDING IN A VOWEL. — $ 17. THE STEM DEKH . - $ 18 . DOUBLE VERBS.

$ 19. SINDHI DOUBLE STEMS DIFFERING IN THE FINAL CONSONANT. - $ 20.

DOUBLE STEMS DIFFERING IN VOWEL AND FINAL CONSONANT. - $ 21. DOUBLE

STEMS DIFFERING ONLY IN THE VOWEL. - $ 22. EXAMPLES AND ILLUSTRA

TIONS. - $ 23. LAWS OF THE FORMATION OF MODERN STEMS. - 24 . THE

PASSIVE INTRANSITIVE. — $ 25. THE PASSIVE.— § 26 . THE CAUSAL. — $ 27.

The PASSIVE CAUSAL . — § 28. THE CAUSAL IN A NEUTER Sense. — $ 29.

SECONDARY STEMS. — $ 30. REDUPLICATED AND IMITATIVE STEMS. $ 31.

GIPSY VERBAL STEMS.

§ 1. The Sanskrit verb, with its long array of tenses, intricate

phonetic changes, and elaborate rules of formation, seems to

have been subjected at a very early period to processes of

VOL. III.



STRUCTURE OF VERBAL STEMS.

simplification. Indeed , we may be permitted to hold that

some, at least, of the formslaid down in the works of Sanskrit

grammarians, were never actually in use in the spoken lan

guage, and with all due deference to the opinions of scholars,

it may be urged that much of this elaborate development arose

in an age when the speech of the people had wandered very far

away from the classical type. Even if it were not so , even if

there ever were a time when the Aryan peasant used poly

syllabic desideratives, and was familiar with multiform aorists,

it is clear that he began to satisfy himself with a simpler

system at a very distant epoch , for the range of forms in

Pali and the other Prakrits is far narrower than in classical

Sanskrit.

Simplification is in fact the rule in all branches of the Indo

European family of languages, and in those we are now dis

cussing, the verb follows this general law . To make this clear,

it may be well to give here, as a preliminary matter, a slight

sketch of the structure of the verb as it stands in the Sanskrit

and Prakrit stages of development.

In that stage of the Sanskrit language which is usually ac

cepted as the classical one, the verb is synthetical throughout,

except in one or two tenses where, as will be hereafter shown,

the analytical method has already begun to show itself. By

separating the inflectional additions, and unravelling the

euphonic changes necessitated by them , we may arrive at a

residuum or grammarian's abstraction called the root. These

roots, which have no real existence in spoken language, serve

as useful and indispensable pegs on which to hang the long

chain of forms which would otherwise defy all attempts at

reducing them to order. Some writers have lately thought fit

to sneer at the philologist and his roots, and have made them

selves merry over imaginary pictures of a time when the

human race talked to each other in roots only . These gentle

men set up a bugbear of their own creation for the purpose of
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pulling it to pieces again . No one, as far as I am aware, has

ever asserted that at a given period of the world's history a

certain race of men used such words as bhû, gam , or kar, till

some one hit on the ingenious device of adding to bhủ the word

ami, and, modifying bhů into bhara, burst upon his astonished

countrymen with the newly-discovered word bhavâmi, “ I am .”

What has been asserted , and truly too, is that in Sanskrit we

find a large number of words expressing the idea of “ being ,"

in which the consonantal sound bh is followed by various

vowels and semivowels, which , according to phonetic laws,

spring from the vowel û , and that as, for scientific purposes,

some common generic term is required to enable us to include

under one head all parts of the verb , we are justified in putting

together these two constant unvarying elements, and so obtain

ing a neat technical expression bhů, to which, as to a common

factor, can be referred all thewords expressive of “ being ” in

its relations of time, person , and condition. Analysis and ar

rangement of this sort is an essential part of every science, and

the native grammarians had done this much work for us before

European skill was brought to bear on the subject.

Verbal roots, then , are grammarians' tickets, by which actual

spoken words are classified and arranged in groups for con

venience of investigation . The roots in Sanskrit are mostly

monosyllabic, consisting of a consonant followed by a vowel, as

bhủ, yâ, ni, or of a vowel followed by a consonant, as ad , ish ,

ubh, or of a vowel between two consonants, as kar, gam , pat.

Rootsmay also consist of a single vowel, as i, and in the place

of a single consonant there may be a nexus, as grah, pinj, mlai.

Those roots which havemore than one syllable are usually of a

secondary nature, being in some cases produced by reduplica

tion , as jägar , in others made from nouns, as kumar.

Each verbal root presents six phases or grades of action :

active, neuter, passive, causal, desiderative, intensive. All

these are distinguished by certain modifications of the letters
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of the root, and by certain prefixed and affixed syllables. Thus

2 bhủ, “ to be,” undergoes the following modifications :

Active
bhava.

Neuter )

Passive bhūya.

Causal bhavaya.

Desiderative bubhûsha.

Intensive bobhūya.

The causal also is in some cases treated as primary stem , and

gives rise to subsidiary forms; thus from påtaya “ cause to

fall,” is made a passive pâtya, whence comes a desiderative

causal pipatayisha .

Each of these six phases may be conjugated throughout

thirteen tenses, in each of which are nine forms representing

the three persons of the singular, dual, and plural. It rarely

happens in practice that any one verbal root exhibits the whole

of these forms, but if we regard the general type, we may

fairly say that a Sanskrit verb , as an individual entity , is an

aggregate of seven hundred and two words, all agreeing in

expressing modifications of the idea contained in the root

syllable, which is the common inheritance of them all. Of

the thirteen tenses, nine are conjugated according to certain

rules which, with some exceptions, hold good for all verbs in

the language, but the remaining four tenses are subject to

rules by which they are divided into ten classes or conjuga

tions. These four are the present, imperfect, imperative, and

optative ; and before we can determine what form a verbal

1 Namely, 6 phases x 13 tenses x 9 persons = 702 . But this is an extreme calcu .

lation, for the Subjunctive (Let) is only found in Vedic Sanskrit ; and the two forms

of the Perfect (Lit) may be regarded as variations of the same tense. Thus the

number of tenses may be reduced to ten , viz. Present (Lat), Imperfect (Lan),

Optative ( Lin ), Imperative (Lot), Perfect ( Lit), Aorist (Lun ), Future (Lșt), Con

ditional ( Lrn ), Second Future (Lut) , Benedictive (asir Lin ) . By this reckoning the

number of forms would be 6 x 10 x 9 = 540.
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root can take in any of these tenses,we must know what con

jugation it belongs to .

Inasmuch also as the Sanskrit grammarians class the active

and neuter phases together, we must find out which of these

two phases any given verb employs, for the terminations of the

tenses and persons are different. Some verbs employ both, but

the majority are conjugated only in one of the two, and as

there is no rule as to which of the two is to be used , the dic

tionary is our only guide. The active, or Parasmaipada, as it

is called , stands to the neuter, or Atmanepada, in the same rela

tion as the active in Greek does to the middle voice , and the

resemblance is the greater, in that the Atmanepada, like the

middle voice in Greek , uses the terminations of the passive .

Although each of the seven hundred and two words which

make up the complete typical Sanskrit verb contains the

common root-syllable, yet this syllable does not appear in the

same form in each word, but is subject to certain euphonic and

other influences which affect both the vowels and consonants

composing it, and often materially alter its shape. Thus the

verbal root KAR, “ do,” appears in classical Sanskrit in the

following forms:

1. & Kri, in 1 du . pf. Par. chakriva , 1 pl. id . chakrima, 2 s.

pf. Atm . chakrishe, 1 du., 1 and 2 pl. id . chakſivahe, chakrimahe,

chakridhve ; in the whole of the 1 aor. Atm ., as akrishi, akrithâh,

akrita , etc. ; in the pass. part. kritah , and gerund kritvå, and in

the benedictive Âtm ., as krishishta, etc.

2 . fa kri, in bened . Par., as kriyâsam , kriyâh, kriyât, etc.,

and in the passive present, as kriye, kriyase, kriyate, etc .

3 . ay kar , in pres. Par., as karomi, karoshi, karoti, and before

all weak terminations.

4 . T kur, in pres. Âtm ., as kurve, kurushe, kurute, and

before strong terminations.

5 . OTT kâr, in pf. Par., as chakára, and 1 aor. Par., as

akârsham , also in the causal, as kârayati.
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6 . 5 kr, in 2 and 3 pl. pf. Par., chakra, chakruh, and 1 and

3 s. pf. Atm . chakre.

In the sameway the root ÇRU “ hear," appears in some parts

of the verb as çri, in others as çru, çrů , çrin , and grâv. In the

whole range of verbal roots there is perhaps not one which

does not undergo more or less modification in the course of

being conjugated .

Not only does the root-syllable present itself in various

forms in the several tenses, but the terminations of the nine

persons differ in each tense , and sometimes one tense will have

two sets of terminations. Moreover, the endings of any given

tense in one phase, differ from the corresponding ones of the

same tense in another phase. Thus the terminations of the

present tense are in the active phase

Singular 1. ami. 2. si. 3 . ti.

Dual 1. avah. 2 . thah. 3. tah.

Plural 1. amah . 2 . tha. 3. nti.

But in the middle phase the same tense ends in

Singular 1. i 2 . se. 3. te.

Dual 1. avahe. 2. ithe. 3 . ite .

Plural 1. amahe. 2. dhve. 3. nte.

This slight outline will suffice to show how vast and intricate

are the ramifications of the Sanskrit verb . The reader who

has followed the steps by which the noun has been simplified ,

as shown in the second volume of this work, will not be sur

prised to find in the present volume how widely the modern

verb differs from that of Sanskrit. It was impossible to reduce

the verb to anything like the simplicity required by modern

speakers without sacrificing by far the greater portion of the

immense and unwieldy apparatus of ancient times.

§ 2 . Owing to the want of a continuous succession of literary

documents, such as exists in the case of the modern Romance
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languages of Europe, it is scarcely possible to trace step by step

the changes which have occurred in the verb. It is necessary ,

however , to make the attempt, and to piece together such evi

dence as we have, because the modern verb is an undoubted

descendant of the ancient one, though only a slight trait here

and there recalls the features of its parent, and its structure in

many points can only be rendered intelligible by tracing it

back to the ancient stock whence it sprung.

The first steps in the direction of simplification occur in

Sanskrit itself. Many of the elaborate forms cited by gram

marians are of very rare occurrence in actual literature, and

some of them seem almost to have been invented for the sake

of uniformity . Three instances of this tendency in classical

Sanskrit may here be noticed.

The perfect tense in Sanskrit, as in Greek , is usually formed

by reduplication, so we have from v aq “ burn ,” pf. nata ,

V EU “ see," pf.F r , just as nelmw makes émolta and TPétro ,

Tétpopa. But there are certain roots which cannot take re

duplication , and these form their perfect by an analytical

process. The root is formed into a sort of abstract substantive

in the accusative case, and the perfect of an auxiliary verb is

added to it. The verbs # “ be,” We “ be," and a “ do,” are

the auxiliaries principally employed for this purpose. Thus ,

VŠE " wet,” makes pf. Get aat, 571 qua or szi .

चकास “ shine," , , चकासां चकार, etc.

Vatry " explain ,” „ „ ayyi qalt , etc.?

Another instance of the analytical formation is seen in the

future tense made out of the agent of the verb with the present

tense of the auxiliary # “ be.” Thus from v qy “ know,”

comes the agent atfeat,which with the present of we makes

s . 1. arealfan P . 1. afyaten :

2 . atfuatia 2. attuare .

1 Mar Müller’s Sanskrit Grammar, p. 172 .
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A third instance is a form of phrase in which the passive

past participle is combined with this same auxiliary w to

form a perfect definite, as atsfer “ I have come,” or, as

more faithfully represented by other European languages, “ je

suis venu,” and as we sometimes say ourselves, “ I am come.”

Here an analytical construction supplies the place of the per

fect. Closely allied to this is the frequent habit in writers of

the classical style of expressing the same tense by the neuter of

the p. p. p. with the subject in the instrumental, as aa ja " by

him gone,” i.e. " he went," instead of JOTTA .

These are the first faint indications of a method which, in

the course of ages, has developed to such an extent as to consti

tute the leading principle in the organization of the modern

verb . By this system a greater facility for expressing nice

shades of meaning is obtained . FOT# may mean “ he went,"

or, " he has gone,” but by the other system each of these two

meanings has a phrase peculiar to itself, vatsfen meaning " he

has gone,” and aa ta " he went.” Precisely in the same

way the Latin had only ego amavi for “ I loved ” and “ I

have loved," but the Romance languages found this insuffi

cient, and they have

“ I loved.” “ I have loved ,"

French j'aimai j'ai aimé.

Italian io amai io ho amato .

Spanish yo ame yo he amado.

§ 3. The next step in the reduction of the numerous Sanskrit

tenses to a more manageable compass is seen in Pali, originally

an Indian Prakrit, but which became the sacred language of

the Buddhists of Ceylon, having been carried thither in the

middle of the third century ' before Christ, by Mahendra ,

son of King Açoka, and spread thence to Burmah and Siam .

1 Kuhn , Beiträge zur Pali Grammatik , p . 1. But Turnour, Mahawanso xxix .,

gives B .C . 307 . So also Childers, preface , p . ix .
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Although the Pali grammarians, in their anxiety to exalt their

sacred speech , tell us that the verb has ten conjugations, yet

examples of all these are but rarely found. Four of the ten

Sanskrit conjugations, the first, fourth , sixth, and tenth , re

semble each other very closely even in that language, and are

easily brought down to one in Pali. The seventh of Sanskrit

also loses somewhat of its peculiar type, which consists in in

serting between the vowel of the root and the final conso

nant, or a before weak terminations. Thus in Skr. V Ty rudh,

“ to obstruct,” makes its present quis runaddhi, but in Pali,

while the a is retained , the present is rundhati, after the type

of the first class.

Five out of the ten Sanskrit conjugations are thus reduced

almost, if not entirely , to one. Of the remaining five, the

second of Sanskrit in roots which end in a vowel exhibits some

traces of Sanskrit forms, while in those which end in a con

sonant the types of the first, or Bhủ, class prevail. Thus

Skr. VIT " to go,” pr. Etfa , Pali also yâti, but

Skr. V HET “ to rub,” pr .AlfÊ . Palimajjati,as if from a Skr.Asifa .

VOT “ to milk,” „ atract. „ dohati.

v faz “ to lick,” „ afe . lehati.

The third conjugation occasionally takes the reduplication as

in Sanskrit, but in many instances prefers the Bhû type. Thus

Skr. V 21 " to fear,” ferzjfa . Pali utafa .

V ETT “ to hold,” ufa . „ zufa and Tefa .

The verb dâ , “ to give,” which belongs to this conjugation ,

has special developments of its own, and is discussed in $ 16 .

The fifth, eighth, and ninth classes are very similar even in

Sanskrit, for while the fifth adds to its root, the eighth

adds 3 ; but as all its roots except one already end in 7 , it

i Seven classes are given by Kaccâyana. See Senart, Journal Asiatique, vi. série,

vol. xvii. p . 439.
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comes practically to pretty much the same thing as the fifth .

Theninth adds 7 , at ,and off to the root before various termina

tions. Here Pali draws very slight distinctions, making verbs

of the fifth class take a and at indifferently, and both fifth and

ninth appear occasionally in the guise of the first. Thus ,

Skr. v " hear,” v. Tutfa . Pali Fulfa and Furfa.

Vaal" bind,” ix. quifa . „ ayfa .

VE " do,” viii. attfa . „ arifa .

VAT “ think ,” viii. * ga . „ Asfa .

The reason why the forms of the Bhù conjugation exercise

so great an influence , and, like the -as-stem in nouns, so largely

displace all the other types, is probably that the first conjuga

tion is by far the largest, containing upwards of nine hundred

out of the two thousand roots said to exist in Sanskrit. The

second conjugation has only seventy -three, the third but

twenty- five, the fourth and sixth about one hundred and forty

each . The tenth , it is true, contains four hundred , but it is

identical in form with the causal. The fifth has only thirty

three, the ninth sixty -one, while under the seventh class are

twenty -five, and under the eighth only nine. These figures, it

must be added , are taken from the Dhâtupâtha, a grammarian's

list of roots, which contains many roots seldom , if ever, found

in use, so that for all practical purposes the first conjugation

covers more than half the verbs in the language. When it is

also remembered that the fourth , sixth , and tenth differ but

slightly from the first, it is not surprising that the terminations

common to these four conjugations should have fixed them

selves in the popular mind, and been added by the vulgar

to all roots indiscriminately . Nearly all those verbs which

retain the type of any conjugation , except the first, are words

of extremely common use, which would naturally keep their

i Westergaard , Radices Sanskr. p . 342.
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well-known forms in the mouths of the people in spite of all

rules and tendencies to the contrary .

§ 4 . The dual number has entirely disappeared from Pali,

and the Âtmanepada, or middle phase, has practically merged

into the active, for although Kaccâyana (J . As., vol. xvii.

p . 429, sůtra 18) gives terminations for it, yet it is admitted

that those of the active may be used instead, and practically it

would appear that they are so used . The other phases, as

causal, passive, desiderative, and intensive, have their own

forms as in Sanskrit.

Among the tenses the chief is the present, and it is in Pali

that we first find a tendency to retain throughout the whole

verb that form of the root which is in use in the present. This

tendency grows stronger in the later Prakrits, and becomes an

almost invariable rule in the modern languages. Thus,

Skr. / पच " cook, " present पचति . Pa. पचति .

future qafa . „ uformfa .

aorist morata . „ ware .

gerund at. „ ofert

Phonetic influences in Sanskrit change this root as regards

its final consonant in the different tenses, but Pali, having got

hold of the form pach in the present tense, retains it throughout

the verb. It is still, however, only a tendency, and not a law ,

for we find instances in which Pali forms are derived directly

from the corresponding tense in Sanskrit. One who should

attempt to learn Pali without reference to Sanskrit would find

it difficult to understand how the words karoti, kubbati, kayirå ,

kâhâmi, akâsi, kattum , could all spring from the same verbal

root. It is only when the corresponding Sanskrit forms karoti,

kurvate, kuryat," kartåsmi, akârshit, kartum , are put by their

i Or more strictly from an older karyât not in use in classical Sanskrit. Kuhn,

Beiträge, 105.

.
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side, that the thread which connects them all becomes evident.

Just so in the Romance languages, Italian so, sa, sapete, sanno,

seppi, seem to have very little beyond the initial s in common ,

till it is perceived that they come from the Latin sapio, sapit,

sapitis, sapiunt, sapui; thus, also , ho and ebbi can only be seen

to be parts of the same verb when their origin from Latin habeo

and habui is recognized . In Spanish there is the same diffi

culty , as will be seen by comparing hacer, hago , hice, hare, and

hecho, with their Latin originals facere, facio, feci, facere habeo,

and factum . In Portuguese , which seems to be the lowest and

most corrupt Apabhrança of the Romance Prakrits, the changes

are such as almost to defy analysis. For instance , ter, tenho,

tinha, tive, terei, correspond to Latin tenere, teneo, tenebam ,

tenui, tenere habeo : also hei, houve, haja , to habeo, habui, habeam ,

and sou , he, foi, seja, to sum , est, fui, sit.

The tenses of the Pali verb are eight in number. These

correspond to the tenses of the Sanskrit verb, omitting the

periphrastic or second future (lut), the benedictive (âçir lin ),

and the subjunctive (let). The present active is almost exactly

the same as the Sanskrit as regards its terminations in the Bhû

form , and the middle only differs, and even then very slightly,

in the 1 and 2 plural. Thus

Skr. 1 pl. Tetag.

Pa. 1. qat .

2. qersą.

2. qu .

In this tense , as in many others, Pali is not very instructive,

it clings too closely to the Sanskrit. It is, however, necessary

to give a sketch of its forms, because they exhibit the first

traces of that gradual change which has led to the modern con

jugation. Even when the Pali conjugates a verb according to

1 Diez , Gramm . d . Romanischen Sprachen , vol. ii. p . 188.

2 Thematerials for this section are taken chiefly from Kuhn , Beiträge, p . 93 seqq.,

with someadditions from Childers's Dictionary , and a few remarks of my own.
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any class other than the Bhů, it still keeps the personal end

ings of Sanskrit for that conjugation ; thus from V on " go,"

we have —

Pa. S. I. OnfA , 2. OTTA , 3. umfa ; P. 1. UTH , 2. ETŲ , 3. uffa .

which differs from Sanskrit only in omitting the visarga

in P . 1.

The imperative follows the type of the present, and may be

thus compared with Sanskrit Parasmaipada,

Skr. 8 . 1. TETT, 2. 97 . 3. 999; P. 1. TETA , 2. 99a , 3. 999.

Pa. S. 1. qaTTA , 2. qafe , 3. 977 ; P. 1.GOTA , 2.494, 3. gefa .

and with the Atmanepada, thus

Skr. S. 1.qê , 2. OT , 3. oqat; P. 1.TETA , 2. 975 , 3. quiat.

Pa. S. 1. q @ , 2. q . 3. 998 ; P . 1. GETHÊ , 2.99 $ t, 3. 490 .

Here the S. 1 Parasmai seems to have arisen from some con

fusion with the present, as also P . 2 . Noteworthy is S. 2, with

its ending fe , which, though only found in classical Sanskrit

in the second, third, seventh, and ninth conjugations, has crept

into all in Pali, and has continued on into themediæval period ,

thus Chand

faa Tee voet oefeu

“ Say thou a good word of them .” — Pr. R . i. 9.

where कहहि = Skr . कथय (हि ). In Vedic Skr. हि appears in

all the conjugations. Of the Atmane forms P . 1 seems to be

derived from an older form , masai. P . 2 should perhaps

be read hvo, not vho, in which case it is a regular resultant

from Sanskrit dhv.

The potential is the Sanskrit optative (lin ), thus

PARASMAI.

Skr. S. 1. Tư, 2. Tư , 3. Tha; P. 1. Tân, 2.La, 3. Vậg .

Pa. S . 1. Taufa , 2. •22TfH , 3. •21 ; P. 1. OPTA , 2. o2119 , 3. omj.
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ÂTMANE.

Sk. S. 1.Tên , 2. q @ TH , 3. q @ T ; P. 1. qafe, 2. 5 , 3.qēta .

Pa. S. 1. qezi, 2.quit, 3. ; P. 1.ve 217 , 2. 281,3.gori .

In this tense the point specially to be noticed is the tendency

to simplify not only the root-syllable, but the range of termi

nations also. Having got the syllables eyya as the type of the

tense , Pali seeks to avoid all further distinctions, and to use as

much as possible the personal endings of the present tense. It

sometimes conjugates the potential according to the types of

other classes, and in this respect follows the lead of the present

less faithfully in this tense than in the imperative. Thus,

though in the present and imperative of kar, it follows the

Sanskrit, and has karoti, karotu , yet in the potential it treats

kar as if it belonged to the Bhû class, and has kareyyâmi as

though from a Sanskrit kareyam instead of the actual kuryâm .

There are other peculiarities about this tense which are not

here noticed , as having no bearing upon the subject of the

modern languages.

The imperfect has been, to some extent, mixed up with the

aorist (lun ), and both , together with the perfect, lead us into

considerations which are of interest only for Pali itself, not

having survived or had any influence on modern developments.

They may therefore be passed over as immaterial to our present

inquiry.

The future, on the contrary, offers many interesting peculi

arities, especially , as will be seen hereafter , in reference to

Gujarati and some of the rustic dialects of Hindi. The future

is a different tense in the modern languages, and every scrap

of information which can help to elucidate it deserves special

notice. It runs thus in Pali ( V TA “ go " ) —

Skr. S . 1.OfAUITA , 2. oufa , 3. oofa ; P . 1. UITHE, 2 . 4 , 3 .vfa .

Pa. 8. 1.afATTA,2. omg,3. omfa ; P . 1.OFTA ,2. 9 , 3. Rifa .
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Here the only noteworthy feature is the change of u

into . The Atmanepada follows the same rule throughout.

Although the tendency to keep that form of the root which

exists in the present leads to divergences from the Sanskrit

future type, yet instances occur in which the Sanskrit type is

preserved . These occur in reference to that very troublesome

feature in the Sanskrit verb, the intermediate ,which is some

times inserted between the root and the termination, and some

times not. When it is not inserted , the euphonic laws of

Sanskrit require that the final consonant of the root be

changed to enable it to combine with the initial consonant

of the termination. Thus vun “ cook ,” when it has to take

the future termination ofa , becomes an and qa + ufa = aufa .

Here Pali sticks to the form TT, because it is used in the present

and makes its future ufahara as though there had been (as

there probably was in colloquial usage) a Sanskrit future

oferofa with the intermediate inserted .

In a certain number of verbs, however, it has two forms,

one as above retaining the root- form of the present, and the

other a phonetic equivalent of the Sanskrit. Kuhn gives

the following examples, to which I add the Sanskrit for com

parison.

Skr. / लभ " get,” future लप्स्य ते. Pali लच्छति but also लभिस्सति .

va “ speak,” „ qua. „ Tarafa .

V T " put,” „ refa . „ umfa.

VaR " dwell,” „ greifa . „ Tefa but also aforefa .

V fee " cleave,” „ Dreifa . „ Cefa u fafafa .

V “ eat,” „ atera . „ Hangfa „ formfa .

V " loose,” „ Atefa . „ Hargfa „ femra .

va “ hear,” „ ufat . „ Defa „ gforefa .

1 Beiträge, p. 115 .
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The consonantal changes are in accordance with the treat

ment of the nexusas explained in Vol. I. p . 304. The striving

after uniformity is seen , however, in the retention of the alter

native forms having the same type as the present, and it is,

moreover, worth observing that the formswhich reproduce the

type of the Sanskrit without the intermediate T seem by

degrees to have been misunderstood. The illiterate masses,

and even those better instructed , seem to have missed the issati

which so generally indicated to their minds the future tense,

and regarded those formswhich had not this familiar sound

as present tenses. So they made double futures by adding the

issa to them . Thus from ET “ to see,” future paifa , Pali

made a form dakkhati, but the people by degrees took this for

a present, and madewhat to them seemed a more correct future

dakkhissati. I mention this here as I shall have occasion here

after to discuss the much -debated question of the origin of

the familiar modern stem dekh “ see ” (see § 17) . Another

instance is

Skr. V TF " be able,” future Teufa . Pa. # fagfa , whence vulgo

Hawa.

In one case Pali has a future which points back to a Vedic

form :

Skr. V TF " weep." Vedic future trifa . Pa . Trofa .

Classic ditto Tiffufa . „ Tiffa .

Occasionally the स्स is softened to ह, as in काहति , काहिति from

करिस्सति, Skr. करिष्यति . This is noteworthy with reference to

Bhojpuri and the eastern Hindi dialects generally .

tuturd ce

$ 5 . It used to be held that Paliwas a descendant of the

Màgadhi dialect of Prakrit, but this opinion is now , I believe,

exploded. Though the question is not yet set at rest, it would

seem to have been fairly established that Mahendra was a
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native of Ujjayin , and that the language which he carried to

Ceylon was the ordinary vernacular of his own province."

This dialect was not very different from that of Magadha, and

Mahendra may have slightly altered the Mâgadhi sayings of

the great master,byhis Ujjayini pronunciation , while retaining

the name Mâgadhi out of deference to the sacred associations

which clustered round the birthplace of Buddha.

Be this as it may, the nearest Indian dialect to Pali seems

undoubtedly to be the Prakrit of the Bhagavatî, a sacred book

of the semi-Buddhist sect of Jainas. If Hemachandra, him

self a Jain and author of several works on Prakrit, were

available for reference , our task would be easier ; as yet, how

ever, none of Hemachandra’s writings have been printed or

edited. Weber's articles on the Bhâgavatî are at present our

only source of information .2

In the Jaina Prakrit the ten conjugations of the Sanskrit

verb are, with few exceptions, reduced to the Bhû type. In

this respect it goes further than Pali, treating as verbs of the

first conjugation many which in Pali retain the type of other

conjugations. The fifth , seventh , and ninth conjugations,

which in Sanskrit insert 7 with certain variations, are all

reduced to one head by regarding the as part of the root,

as is also the case with the y of the fourth class. The a

inserted between the root and termination of the Bhû class

is used throughout, though occasionally weakened to i, or

changed to e from some confusion between this and the e = aya,

which is the type of the tenth class. The following examples

will illustrate the above remarks.

1 Kuhn, Beiträge, p . 7 .

2 Pischel's admirable edition of Hemachandra 'sGrammar (Orphanage Press, Halle,

1877) has reached me just as this work is going to press, and too late to be of use

for this edition , except for a few hasty notes here and there. Mueller's Beiträge zur

Grammatik des Jainaprakṣit came into my hands about the same time. I find it

enables me to add a few illustrations to this section , which, however, was written in

the latter part of 1876 .

VOL . III.
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Skr. / ह “ take," i. हरति Jaina हरति , हर .

Vविद् " know ," ii. वेत्ति , वेदेह .

Pl. 3 विदन्ति , वेदेति.

Vधा " put," iii. दधाति

with अपि , अपिदधाति , पिहर " puts on (clothes) "

___ and पिहार.

V सिध् “ succeed, " iv. सिध्यति , सिन्झर .

but आराध “ propitiate, " आराध्यति , आराहेर.

Vआप " get, " v. आप्नोति.

with प्र , प्राप, प्राप्नोति , पाउणइ, the न being

treated as part of the

root.

v fe “ gather,” v. foaitta , चयति, चयह,but alsoचि.

नाह, with the same

confusion between the

ait of y.and OTof viii.

as occurs in Pali .

श्रु " hear," v. शृणोति

___ with प्रति, प्रतिशृणोति , पडिसुणे " promises. "

- स्पृश “ touch, " vi. स्पृशति , फुसेड्.

V HET “ break,” vii.Wafa , भंजद .

VF “ do," viii. करोति " करह .

V ग्रह "take," ix. गृह्णाति , गेएहह, here again the ण

has passed into the root.

Vघा " know, " ix. जानाति " जाणद.

The tenth class being identical with the first is omitted. It

will be seen that the present tense is formed throughout on the

model of the first conjugation , the Jain words given above

being phonetic modifications of words which would be in

Sanskrit respectively harati, vedati, dhati, ârâdhati, prâpanati,
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chayati, sunati,bhanjati, karati, grihộati, and jânati, if all those

verbs belonged to the first or Bhû conjugation .

It is not so easy to draw out a full verbal paradigma in this

dialect as in Pali, because we have as yet no grammars, and are

obliged to fall back on the words that occur in a single text.

The range of tenses appears to consist of a present (corre

sponding to the Sanskrit lat), imperative (lot), potential (lin ),

imperfect and aorist jumbled together as in Pali, and future

(lrit). The perfect (lit) seems to be altogether wanting, as it

is in the modern languages.

The present runs thus : - V TH “ bow .”

S. 1. THIFA , 2 . THfH , 3. Tafa ; P . 1. THTHT, 2.976, 3. trifa .

qafi , tafa , Häfa ; Teret, fa .

नमः afifa .

TAT:

Those terminations which contain the vowel e have crept

into the conjugation of all verbs from the tenth , to which that

vowel, as shortened from aya, must be held strictly to be

long, or to causals. Thus in Bhâg. i. 60, we have phâseti,

pâleti, sobheti, tireti, pûreti, kitteti, anupaleï, ârâheï, for San

skrit स्पर्शयति , पालयति , शोभयति, तारयति , पुरयति , कीर्त्तर्यात ,

अनुपालयति, आराधयति , respectively . In the last word the

causal form becomes the same as the active given above. Of

the imperative we have only the S . 2 and P . 2 , which are in

fact the only persons which an imperative can properly have.

The S . 2 takes the ending fe as in Pali with junction vowels &

and e, the P . 2 ends in , which , as Weber points out, is from

the P . 2 of the present, in Sanskrit y . Thus,

Skr. / कच् "shine," causal रोचय,impv. रोचय, Jaina रोएहि .

ST “ believe,” af , HĘ Elfę (pres.

HEET).

V 4 “ bind,” impv. P.2. axita , „ QUE.
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The potential, of which only the S . 3 is traceable, resembles

Pali in using the termination eyya with variant ejja .

Skr. V ITA “ go," S. 3. open Jaina Jou , too .

V ve “ take,” „ Tatata „ info .

But there exist some old simple forms derived by phonetic

changes from the corresponding Sanskrit tense, as kujja =

kuryât, dajja = dadyât (Mueller, p . 60).

The future resembles that of Pali, thus

S. 1.aftfA, 2. °C f , 3.•FFT; P. 1. °FFYHT, 2. og tre ,

3 . Taifa .

It also appears with a termination ihi produced by weakening

into & and the following a to i, thus -

Skr. affufa , Jain ofefefa and offifefa .

Moreover, there is a trace of the double future like Pali

dakkhissati.

Skr. / पद् " go,” with उप, उपपद् " attain," future उपपत्स्यते ,

Jainagaffefa .

Here उपपत्यते would phonetically become उववच्छह , and by

still further softening 399 ,whence,as if from a present, is

formed the futuresafe and gaaffefa .

$ 6 . The reduction in the number of tenses necessitates a

greatly extended use of participles. This is one great step in

the transition from the synthetical to the analytical system .

The Sanskrit present active participle takes in that language

the characteristics of the ten conjugations, and is declined as

a noun in three genders. It ends properly in ant, but the

nasal is dropped before certain terminations, as

M . P.

पचन पचन्ती gan

रंधन रंधती un
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The nasal, however, is retained throughout in Jaina Prakrit,

thus

Skr. ज्वलन् ज्वलन्ती ज्वलत् .

Jaina जलंतो जलती जलंतं .

This peculiarity is worth remembering ; much depends on

this retention of the nasal, as will be seen when we come to

the modern Sindhi and Panjabi verbs.

Very great interest attaches to the participle of the future

passive, which in Sanskrit ends in Tral. In verbs which do not

take intermediate 7, this ending is added directly to the root

with the usual Sandhi changes ; but as Prakrit prefers to insert

the 7 in order to preserve the root-form of the present, it

comes to pass that the 7 of the termination stands alone be

tween two vowels, and in consonance with Prakrit phonetics

is elided . The hiatus thus produced is in the Jaina writings

filled by J . If to this we add the regular mutation of an into

, we get from can the form yg . In its original meaning this

participle corresponds to the Latin in ndus, as faciendus, and

expresses that which is to be done, as ren nai“ by thee it is

to be gone,” i.e. “ thou must go.” In this sense it occurs

frequently in Bhagavatî, as for instance in § 56 :

Jaina एवं देवाणुप्पिया गंतव ,ं चिट्टियव ,ं निसीतियवं, भुजियव ,ं etc.

Skr. Ve aangruent Janizi, eraai,fanai, itataj, etc.

“ Thus, 0 beloved of the gods, must ye go, must ye stand,

must ye sit,must ye eat,” where the last two words postulate

a Sanskrit form with the 7 inserted , such as footfanai,

ajfornai .

It is obvious that it would require no great straining of the

sense of this participle to make it into an infinitive, and seeing

that as early as this Jaina dialect the use of the regular Sanskrit

infinitive in gj has becomerare, it follows that recourse should be

had to some participial form to supply its place. In this way

we find the past passive participle in ga , with the a elided and
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its place supplied by , employed in a construction where we

should expect the infinitive. Thus Bhâg. $54, TOIFA Taifa ,

sifat, eetfaci, faqetfazi (Weber, Bhâg . p . 274): " I wish to

wander, to take the tonsure, to practise austerities, to learn ,"

as though from Sanskrit forms qatfora , Fugtfaa , hufari,

farfod , the three last being causals formed with âp, as is

frequently the case with causals in Prakrit, though of course

these forms are not found in Sanskrit. In that language the

formation of causals by means of q is restricted to a few stems.

More will be said on this subject in a subsequent chapter,

but it is necessary here to note an early instance of this process

which takes a much wider development in later times, the

infinitive in Gujarati and Oriya and several participial con

structions and verbal nouns being derived from it.

$ 7. The scenic Prakrits represent a further step in develop

ment. Despite the admittedly artificial character of these

dialects, they probably retain forms which were at one time

in general use, although that timemay not have been the epoch

when the dramas were written , and without referring to them ,

the structure of the modern verb could not be clearly under

stood. It is expedient to avoid discussing this question , lest

attention should be drawn away from the real subject of this

work , namely , the modern languages. All this part of the

present chapter is merely introductory and is only inserted in

order to pave the way for a more intelligent appreciation of the

origin and growth of Hindi and its fellows.

In the Mâhârâshtri or principal poetical dialect all conjuga

tions are reduced to the type of the first or Bhû class, and the

same holds good for the Çauraseni or chief prose dialect. Only

here and there do we find faint traces of the peculiarities of

other conjugations. Of the six phases only three remain ,

active, passive, and causal. The passive differs from the

active only in the form of the root, the characteristic y of the
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Sanskrit passive having been worked into the stem , and the

terminations of the active being added to it. The Âtmanepada

and the dual are of course rejected .

Of tenses these dialects have a still more restricted range

than the Jaina Prakrits. They have the present, imperative

and future, with traces of the potential. The past tense is

chiefly formed by the p .p.p .with auxiliary verbs. Thus from

V2" shine,"

Present S. 1. taifa , 2. Trafa , 3. traff .

trafH, रोच .

रोचम्हि ,

P. 1. TETH , °7 ,OA , 2. TEU ,•f, 3. tafa .

TECH , °F , PET, P , opa, out.

Traut, o7 , ore .

Here are observable those first indications of a confusion of

forms, and uncertainty in their use,which are always character

istic of that period in languages when the synthetical structure

is breaking down into the analytical. In these dialects, as in

Jaina Prakrit, the practice exists of inserting T as a junction

vowel ; thus we have such formsas qafa “ I do,” Skr. attra ,

instead of arifa , which would be the regular result of treating

ayas a Bhû verb, or for IRTH , “ let us go.” The presence

of the in S . 1 and P . 1 is accounted for by its being confused

with that construction in which the present of we is used with

a past participle ; thus we findaffe “ I was made " = Sanskrit

कृतोऽस्मि , and पेसिदम्हि " I have been sent " = Skr. प्रेषितोऽस्मि .

The imperative has the following forms—

S. 2. The 3. trag . P . 2. Tau 3. reg .

रोचाहि रोचउ. रोचह.

The S . 2 has also forms tam , teh , pointing to a Sanskrit

Atmane form रोचस्व and P. 2 similarly रोचधं = Skr. रोचध्वं ,

though neither are used in a middle sense, but are equivalents

as regards meaning of the Sanskrit active.
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The following are a few examples:

पेकबस्स "look thou ! " Skr. प्रेक्षस्व .

णमस्स “ bow thou ! " , नमस्त .

वहध " bear ye. " , वहत .

जाध “ go ye. " यात.

अबेध " go away. " ,, अपेत .

ओशलध " get out of the way ! " , अपसरत .

कलेध " do. " " कुरुत .

बग्गेध “ wake up." , बाग्टत.

The future most usually exhibits the form of the Sanskrit

present in इष्य = इस्स .

S. 1. रोचिस्सामि , 2. रोचिस्ससि, 3. दुस्सह.

रोचिस्सं

P. 1.°स्सामो, 2. सध, 3. संति .

etc. इस्सह .

This form is used indifferently with roots of all classes as in

Pali, but here also there still subsist some traces of a future

formed without the intermediate इ. Vararuchi ( vii. 16, 17 )

gives the following :

Skr. / श्रु " hear, " fut. श्रोष्यामि . Pr. सोच्छं .

Vवच् “speak, " , वक्ष्यामि . , वोच्छं .

V गम् “ go," , [गस्यामि]. , गच्छं .

Vषद् " weep, " , Ved. रोत्स्यामि . , रोच्छं .

Vविद् "know, " , वेत्स्यामि. , वेच्छं .

These forms are, however, justly regarded as exceptions; for

the rule in scenic, as in other, Prakrits is to retain throughout

the root- form of the present. The regular type of the future

is that in issa-, and the above words have also a future formed

in the regular way, सुणिस्सद , वचिस्सइ, गमिस्सर, etc. This स्स

1 Some of these are Magadhi Prakrit, but for my present purpose it is not neces

sary to draw a distinction between Magadhi and Çauraseni,
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is softened to Z , and the following vowel is weakened to T ,

producing as characteristic the syllables ihi. Thus

V TA " laugh,” 8. 1. gfarefa . 2. fefefa , 3. fafcc, etc.

By a forgetfulness of the origin of such forms asH e , the

ordinary future terminations may be added to them too, just

like dakkhissati in Pali ($ 4 ), so that we find themifa , and

सोच्छिहिति .

The various tenses which in Sanskrit indicate past time have

already in Pali and the earlier Prakrits been fused down into

one. In scenic Prakrit a further step is taken , and the

syllables ia, erroneously written ia in someMSS., are added to

the root for all persons of the past tense (Var. vii. 23, 24.

Lassen, Inst. Pr., 353). This is probably the neuter of the

p .p .p . in Sanskrit, and its use is due to the frequency of the

construction with the instrumental. Instead of saying “ I saw ,

I went, I heard ,” the people said , “ by me seen, gone, heard .”

This point is one of great importance in modern Hindi and

Gujarati.

$ 8. While the Maharashtri and Çauraseni dialects are con

sidered the principal ones in the dramas, there are yet others of

great importance, such as the Mâgadhi, with its sub -dialects.

Among these, however, it is necessary only to notice that called

Apabhrança . I do not wish here to touch upon the question

whether the dialect called by this name in the dramas really

represents the speech of any particular Indian province or not.

I assume, for the sake of convenience, that Apabhrança is

really a vulgar speech further removed from the classical idiom

than Maharashtri or Çauraseni. There may have been half a

dozen Apabhranças, probably there were. In this section I am

merely seeking to put together examples of verbal forms in a

dialect one step nearer to modern times than the principal

scenic Prakrits, and having done so, shall go on to my own

special subject.
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All that we can expect in the way of tenses after what has

been said in the preceding sections, is a present, an imperative,

and a future. The rest of the verbal work is done by participles.

V un " ask,” Present S. 1. Tofa , 2.ofa , 3.•UR .

gofa ,

oyfh opfa .

P. 1. TOOTH , 2. Tode , 3.ora .

OTE .

v " do,” Imperative S . 2 . arcfe , P . 1. T . , P. 2.aT .

od

aft ato .

oo,

at,

In the future, although the form with the characteristic issa

is found as सुमरिस्सदि = स्मरिष्यति, Skr. / , yet more commonly

we find the form in which has been softened to ; thus

S. 1. aftrefA , 2. aftfefe , 3. aftres , etc.

The grammarians also give a

P . 1. in as es = afTUTA .

The participles resemble in most respects those in other

Prakrit dialects, but that in gai becomes e , as ate and

aftarafraal (atra ). The gerund ends in fuq , fut, and

a softened form fa ; the ordinary Çauraseni form 7 , which

will be found in several modern languages, is here also used .

To the gerund rather than to the infinitive, as the grammarians

would have it, seems to belong the form in Tag , as dicas , the

exact genesis of which is doubtful, though, as to the final $ ,

there is an analogy in the true infinitive EU , which very

closely approaches to Chand's forms, as atus , atua.

In addition to the above formswhich are found in scenic

Apabhrança, others and those more genuine fragments of

popular speech are to be picked out from scraps that have
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been preserved by bards. It is much to be wished that we had

more of Hemachandra's works accessible, as in them we should

doubtless find a rich mine of such words. Thus for all past

tenses there is the participial form in te for all three persons, as

unfug = Hifaa (urai) .

afe = afun .

ufugo = ufua .

It has a plural in 1 or ET,as:

T = witAT:

वारिया = वारिताः

effet = great:

Sometimes also the u of the singular is rejected and a sub

stituted , as भणि = भणितं. There are other forms to be found

in these poemswhich will be referred to hereafter when the

modern formswhich they illustrate are under discussion .

As a general result from the preceding brief sketches it may

be asserted that Sanskrit, Pali,and thePrakrits taken collectively

as the languages of the earlier stage have a common structure,

though in different grades. Sanskrit, with its full range of

synthetical tenses, yet admits here and there analytical con

structions. Pali does the same, though its synthetical tenses

are fewer and simpler. The Prakrits reduce the tenses still

further, and make greater use of participial constructions. The

treatment of the root-syllable also shows a gradually increasing

tendency to simplification , for whereas in Sanskrit it is changed

in form repeatedly in the various tenses, a practice begins in

Pali and grows more common aswe go down the stream , of

using in all parts of the verb that form of the root which is

found in the Sanskrit present.

From the review of these languages given above the passive

and causal have been purposely omitted , because the parts which

they play in the development of the modern verb are peculiar ,
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and will be better understood when seen side by side with the

modern forms. The desiderative and intensive have left few

or no traces of their existence, and may be passed over un

noticed .

$ 9. We may now approach the languages of the present

day, and the discussion becomes more minute and particular.

Though the verb of the new world has ways of its own, yet it

stretches out handsacross the gulf of centuries to the old world

verb, and supports its claim to descent from it by still pre

serving traces unmistakeable , though often faint and irregular,

of the ancient forms and systems.

As in the noun, so also in the verb, the first thing to be con

sidered is the stem . The modern verbal stem undergoes no

changes, but remains absolutely the samethroughout all moods,

tenses and persons. To this rule there is a small though im

portant exception , consisting of someparticiples of the preterite

passive which are derived direct from the Prakrit forms, and

are thus early Tadbhavas. The number of these early Tadbhava

participles differs in the various languages. They are most

numerous,as might be expected , in Sindhi, which has a hundred

and forty of them in a total of about two thousand verbs. In

Panjabi,Gujarati and Marathi the number is rather less,while

in Hindi only five, and in Bengali and Oriya only two exist.

They will be found, together with their derivations, in Chapter

III. $ $ 46, 47 , 48.

With this slight exception the verbal stem remains unaltered

throughout. Thus, having got, by means hereafter to be ex

plained, the word sun for “ hear,” Hindi simply tacks on to it

the terminations; thus sunnå to hear, suntá hearing, sunđ

heard, sunûn I hear, sune he hears, suno hear ye ! sunegå he

will hear, sunkar having heard.

Primary stems are almost alwaysmonosyllabic , but secondary

or derivative stems have often more syllables than one. The
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latter may be brought under three heads. First, stems derived

from Sanskrit roots with which a preposition has already been

compounded , principally 30 , fa , 4 , and # , as utar “ descend,”

nikal “ go out,” pasar “ spread,” sankoch “ distress." Second,

stems formed by reduplication , as jhanjhan “ tinkle," tharthar

“ flutter.” Third, stems with an added syllable, as gutak

“ swallow ," ghasit “ drag,” karkach , “ bind.”

It was seen above that in the old world verb there were six

phases,and that two of these, the desiderative and intensive, have

since been lost. The modern verb having to provide for active,

neuter, passive, causal and other phases, has been obliged to

have recourse to processes of its own, by which it arrives at

the possession of a much wider range than Sanskrit can boast

of, and does it too by far simpler means. Partly this result is

obtained by ingenious adaptations of Prakrit forms, partly by

modifications of, or additions to, its own stems, and partly by

combining two stems together. It will first, therefore, be

necessary to examine what phases the modern verb has, and

then to proceed to examine the processes by which it has

provided itself with the necessary forms for each phase.

§ 10 . Those phases which are expressed by one word may be

ranged as regards meaning in a regular scale of grades of ac

tion, according to the degree and kind of activity they express.

In the following scheme we take the neuter as the point of

quiescence, and trace degrees which start from it towards a

positive pole indicating activity , and a negative pole indicating

passivity .

NEGATIVE - 3 - 2 0 + 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 POSITIVE
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The foregoing table looks, I fear, somewhat fanciful, but I

know not how better to express a matter which is a striking

and very important feature in the modern Aryan verb . It

may be explained by considering each phase separately.

The neuter verb (0 ) expresses neither action nor passion . It

conceives of the subject as in a condition of mere existence, as

being something, not doing, and is therefore the simplest phase

of verbal description . Pure neuter verbs are ho “ be," rah

“ remain .”

The next grade is the active intransitive ( + 1) which con

ceives of the subject as indeed acting, but acting in such a

way that his action does not pass beyond himself to affect

an external object, as soch “ think," chal “ walk ,” phir “ re

volve.”

The active transitive comes next ( + 2 ). In this the subject

is considered as acting in such a way that his action affects

external objects, as mâr “ beat,” khả “ eat,” pi “ drink .”

The next grade is the causal ( + 3 ), in which the subject acts

upon an external object in such a way as to cause it to act in

its turn upon a second object, as H . suna “ cause to hear,"

H . phirâ “ cause to turn."

In some of the languages there is a yet further grade, the

double causal ( + 4 ), in which the subject causes the first object

to set in motion a second object, so that it affects a third object,

as S . pherà “ cause to cause to turn,” S . ghårå “ cause to cause

to wound.”

Returning now to the neuter or central point, and starting

off again in the opposite direction towards the negative pole,we

arrive at the passive intransitive ( - 1). In this phase the

subject not only takes no action , but is himself under the in

fluence of exterior agencies. It differs as much from the

neuter on one hand as from the passive on the other, and is a

sort of middle voice . It is called in Sanskrit grammar Bhava

or Sahya-bheda, and is principally used in Gujarati, though ex
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isting in the other languages also, as G . abhada “ be polluted ”

(be in a state of pollution ), H . ban “ be built " (be in process

of construction).

The passive ( - 2 ) is that phase which regards the subject as

no longer an agent, but as being acted upon, as S . dhoija “ be

washed.”

Lastly comes the passive causal ( - 3 ), where the subject

causes an object to be acted upon by a second object, as M .

maravi “ cause to be struck ."

It must not be supposed that all of these phases are found in

every language. On the contrary, in none of the languages

are there separate forms for each phase. It is only on re

viewing the whole seven in a body that the full range of

phases is seen . Generally speaking , the eight phases are re

presented by six sets of forms:

1 . Neuter , including 0, + 1 and – 1.

2. Active, » + 2 .

3. Passive, - 2.

4 . Causal, + 3 .

5 . Passive Causal,

6 . Double Causal,uble Causal, + 4 .

The double causal and passive have separate and distinct

forms only in Sindhi. The passive, however, is found in some

rustic dialects of Hindi. Generally the use of the passive con

struction is avoided by having recourse to the passive intransi

tive ( - 1) or the neuter (0), the former of which has a distinct

form in Gujarati, Old Hindi, and Bengali, and in the construc

tion of sentences in which it is used resembles the active ,

like vapulo in Latin .

Of the above phases the neuter and active are the simplest,

the other forms being derived from them by the addition of

syllables or internal modifications ; the secret of the formation

+ o
o
s
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of the modern verb is therefore to be sought for in the neuter

and active.

§ 11. Some verbal stems are found only in the neuter form ,

others, again , only in the active, while a third and somewhat

large class has both a neuter and an active form . For con

venience, the first two classes may be called single stems, and

the last double stems. Those double stems arise from the cir

cumstance that two separate but, so to speak , twin verbs, have

been made by the moderns out of one old Aryan root, each

modern stem being derived from a different part of the old

verb , as will be shown further on.

Among single stems, those which are neuter (including

active intransitive and passive intransitive ) supply the place of

an active by employing the causal, thus H . 27 (passive in

transitive ) “ to be made,” takes as its corresponding active

qatat “ to make,” which is really a passive causal, meaning

“ to cause to be made.” Those single stemswhich are active

mostly require no neuter, but should it be necessary to express

one, the passive intransitive is used , as eat “ to tell,”

utat “ to be called.”

Moreover, in Sanskrit there is a class of verbs derived from

nouns, and called denominatives, which express the being in

the state described by the parent noun, and sometimes (though

more rarely ) the action of the subject. Verbs of this sort are

common in all languages of the Aryan stock, and notably so in

modern English , where a verb may be formed almost at will

from any noun ; thuswe say “ to eye,” “ to mouth ,” “ to beard,”

“ to house oneself," " to shoe a horse," etc. In Sanskrit these

verbs take the form of the tenth conjugation, or perhaps it

would be more correct to regard them as causals. Ex

amples are Sanskrit agadyati “ he is in good health ,” from

agada “ healthy ” ; chapalâyate " he trembles," from chapala

“ tremulous ” ; paņditâyate “ he is learned ,” or “ he acts the
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pedant,” from pandita “ a (so -called) learned man ” ;l yoktrayati

“ he yokes,” from yoktram " a yoke.” Probably from this cause

it arises that there are in the moderns neuter verbs with a

causal termination, as M . acaifau “ to bang," " crack ,”

H . ETT “ to be amazed ,” TUTOTT " to totter.” See $ 28.

All these points will be noticed in detail in their proper

place, they are cursorily mentioned here as an introduction

to the general subject, and to show that there is an inter

change and playing to and fro of forms and meanings which

is somewhat difficult to unravel, and the more so as in collo

quial usage the verbs are often very laxly and capriciously

employed.

$ 12. Single neuter verbs are to a great extent early Tad

bhavas as far as their stems are concerned , and consequently

retain the Prakrit type. Thus they exhibit few or no traces of

the tenfold classification of the Sanskrit or of the numerous

phonetic changes that take place in the interior of the verb ,

but follow as a rule the form of the root in the present tense

of the Bhû class. Here follows a list of some of the simplest

and most used stems in the modern languages derived from

verbs which in Sanskrit are Bhû. In the dictionaries the

modern verbs are generally shown under the infinitive mood,

but in the following lists I have thought it better to give only

the stem ; the reader can add the form of the infinitives if he

wishes to refer to them in the dictionaries, as H . OT, P . UTor

AT, S . U , G . 9 , M . T , 0 . Tat. In the Bengali dictionaries

verbs are given under the stem alone.

Skr. V 27 " be," pres. Hafa , Pa.Hafa and gira , Pr.Hife , gife ,

TF , . Et and so in all,except S. 57 , and in 0 . TC is contracted

" A pandit in the present day in India is an individual who is supposed to be

deeply read in all the most useless parts of Sanskrit literature, and is densely

ignorant and contemptuous of all other branches of human knowledge.

VOL. III.
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to g . This verb will be treated at full length further on as the chief

auxiliary of these languages (see Chapter IV . § 66).

__ / चल " move,” चलति , Pa. id . Pr. चल , H. S. चल, P. चन,

G . चाल, चळ, M. चाल, चल, चळ , 0. B. चाल.

लग " stick, " लगति, Pa. लगति and लग्गति, Pr. लग्गद, where the

ग्ग is probably caused by the passive लग्यते or the p.p.p. लप, H. लग ,

P. लग्ग, S. लग,in the rest लाग . It is neuter in the moderns.

· / कम्प " tremble ," कम्पति , Pa. id., Pr. कंपद, H. कंप , कांप, P. कम्ब ,

s. कंब , G . M. B. कांप, 0. कम्प .

VHA " wander,” Pa. Hafa , Pr. HAT (Vik. iv. passim ), H . HA ,

भौं , भंव, P. भरम, भौं or भउ ,ं S. भर्म, भम, भउ, भंव, G. धम, भम,

M. भोव, भोंव.

There is little that is remarkable in the above list, the

modern forms being regularly produced by the working of the

usual phonetic laws. The verb stha " stand , " being one of the

common auxiliaries, demands a fuller notice. Here follow

some of the principal tenses in the old languages :

SKR. PA. PR.

। स्था and ष्ठा i. s. 3) तिट्ठति ठाति (चिष्ठदि ( Mag.),चिट्ठदि ( Caur.),

pres. तिष्ठति । ठाअह, ठार (Var. viii. 25, 26).

P. 3. तिष्ठति | तिटुंति, ठांति चिठंति , चिट्ठति, ठांति .

Impy. S. 2. तिष्ठ तिट्ट | चिष्ठ, चिट्ट , ठाहि .

S. 3. तिष्ठतु | तिट्टत ,ु ठातु | चिष्ठद ,ु चिट्ठद ,ु ठाउ.

Future S . 3. स्थास्यति ठस्सति ठाहिह.

Infin. स्थातुं ठातुं | चिट्ठिद .ु

P. p. p. स्थितं ठिएं | चिट्ठिदं, हि , ठिनं.

Gerund स्थित्वा | ठखा, ठखान | ठिच्च , ठिअ.

Of the three forms in Pali that having U as its root- syllable

has survived to modern times, though in most cases with the

dental instead of the cerebral aspirate. In H . there is only a
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fragment in the shape of a past participle S . O m . ut f., P .

थे m. थीं /. S. G . and O . have a whole verb, thus

. | G.

Infinitive थिअणु “to be. " थर्बु (थाअg) थिबा (थाइबा)

Aorist S. 1. थिमा थाउ थाएं

( = Skr. pres.) 2. थिएं , थी थात्र (थाय) थाउ

3. थिए थाअ(थाय) थाए

' P. 1. थिऊं थइए थाउं

2. थिो थाओ

3. थिअनि थाय थांति

Present part. थीदो थतो थाउं

Past part. थिओ थो and थयेलो थिला

Future S. 3. थोंदो थ

P. 3. थोंदा थिबे

था

थिब

थशे

The structure of these forms will be found discussed in

Ch. IV . 8 69 . M . has an old poetical ठेणें “ to be, " but from

the Pr. form fas there is, as far as I know , only one de

scendant, and that is the modern Oriya adjective fact “ stand

ing,” which seems to point to Pr. fafzy, Skr. fer.

It is interesting here to notice the parallel treatment of

Sanskrit en and Latin sta in their respective descendants.

Both roots survive, but have almost entirely lost the sense of

“ standing," and have come to mean “ be," “ become.” In S .

G . and O . the above quoted verbs are used as auxiliaries denot

ing a more special and definite kind of being or becoming, and

are thus distinguished from the less definite auxiliaries derived

from 2 or we . Sindhi huanu and thianu, Gujarati hovun and

thavun,Oriya hoibâ and thibâ, stand to each other exactly in the

same relation as Spanish ser from esse does to estar (from starej.

Thus Pedro es enamorado “ Pedro is loving (by disposition ),” but

Pedro está enamorado “ Pedro is in love (with some one).” So

el es bueno “ he is good (by nature),” but el está bueno “ he is
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well (in health).” In Italian , although stare still means “ to

stand,” yet it is constantly and regularly used in the sense of

being, thus sto leggendo “ I am reading,” does not imply that

the speaker stands while he reads, but merely indicates that he

is engaged in reading ; just so an Oriya would say parhu thâun .

Stai bene ? “ art thou well ? ” sta qui vicino “ he is living close

by," would be correctly rendered in 0 . by the exactly parallel

expressions bhála thâü ? and ethi nikat thâe. In French, as in

Hindi, the verb has been lost, and a Frenchman has to use the

roundabout expression il se tient debout for “ he is standing ,"

literally “ he holds himself on end ,” just in the sameway as the

Indian has to say kharâ hai literally " he is propped up,"

( खडा = Pr. खड्डा = Skr. स्कब्ध from / स्कम् to support).

ras

$ 13. Examples of verbs derived from roots which in Sanskrit

belong to other conjugations than the first are now adduced to

show how completely all traces of the peculiarities of those

conjugations have been abandoned . .

___ Skr. / या " go,"ii. याति, Pa. id., Pr. जादि and जाअदि (the latter as

if from a Bhù verb Utufa), H . JT, P. M . B . id., G . and O . retain 37 in

some tenses,but in others shorten it to G . 5 , 0 . FH .

v6q" sleep,” ii. Fafufa , Pa. gufa , Pr.H97, , gag, H . ,

P. I, . FE , G . 7 , B .and 0 . g .

V 717 fear,” iii. fazifa, Pa.Hefa , Pr.HU , Ht# f , ates

(Var.iii. 19), M . f , Ħ , G . ate , artet, fag (not in the rest).

v qa “ dance,” iv. grafa , Pa. Tafa , Pr.TEE , H . ata , P. TE ,

s . 77 , G . M . O . B . aTq .

V to “ be able,” v. waitfa and iv. Taura , Pa. Hafa, Haifa ,

Hautfa , Pr. ART, Hautfa, and A °, H . 79 , P . HER , S. HET,

G . M . 4 .

In nâch , as in several other verbs derived from Div roots,the

characteristic o of the Div class seems to have got mixed up
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with the root and has thus been preserved . Although in sak

both Pali and Prakrit retain some traces of the peculiar type of

the Su class, the moderns entirely reject them and form as if

from a Bhû root, thus H . Fã " he can,” postulates a Sanskrit

Tafa , and so with the other languages.

How the following verb came by its modern form I know

not, but all the authorities agree in referring it to . It is

a very common word , and it is just these very common words

that are the most difficult to trace . Perhaps a becameat, and

so go and ata ?

Skr. V a “ speak,” ii. Totfa and qa , Pr. Otec (Msich.230, end of

Act vi.) Old H . qe (o is short in Pr.), H . ata , s . ata , all the rest ata .

§ 14 . In the above examples the modern verb retains the

form of the present tense, but there is a tolerably large class

of stems which retain the type of the p.p.p. of Sanskrit as

modified by the Prakrits. These verbs express positions of the

body, states or conditions whether material or mental, and the

possession of qualities. The past participle of the Sanskrit has

been treated as an adjective and a new verb formed form it,

just as in English we have verbs “ to contract,” “ to respect,”

“ to edit,” from the Latin contractus, respectus, editus, the re

spective past participles of contrahere, respicere and edere.

The modern Romance languages often preserve a long string

of nouns derived from a Latin verbal root, while they have lost

the verb itself; for instance, French, while it possesses no verb

1 Since writing the above I see that Hemachandra gives bollaž as one of the ten

Prakritismsof kath ; he means it evidently not as derived from kath , which is im

possible , but as a popular equivalent (Pischel's Hem . iv . 2 ). In the same sûtra he

gives also sanghai for kath , in which we see the origin of M . sånganen " to speak."

Hemachandra has also bolliai = kathayishyati (iv. 360), bollium = kathayitum , bolliem

= kathyante (*) , ib . 383. But he gives bruva as the equivalent of brû in iv. 391, so

that the origin of bol still remains doubtful.

2 This process was indicated by me in Vol. I. p . 179. Hoernle afterwards

discussed it as if it was his own discovery in Indian Antiquary , vol. i. p . 357.

Perhaps he had not then seen my first volume.
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directly representing the Latin sta “ stand," has numerous

nouns from that root, as station , étage, from statio, état from

status. From these nouns fresh verbs are derived, as stationner

and the like. So also the modern Indian languages,while they

have lost such roots as dip, kram , as verbs, have nouns dipa,

diyà and derivatives, also krama as a noun with numerous

secondary formations.

Analogous to this is the practice we are now discussing of

forming verbs from Sanskrit participles, a practice which

begins as early as Prakrit, and appears to have arisen from

the habit mentioned in § 2 of forming a definite preterite by

compounding the participle with wh, as in matsfer " I have

gone." It was pointed out in § 7 that this practice had been

extended in Prakrit so widely that it had resulted in giving a

termination in fig to the present tense, as in afgefok . Ex

amples are :

Skr. v fan “ enter," with 39, bufau “ take a seat,” i.e. to pass

from a standing to a sitting posture, p.p.p. Bufag " seated,” Pa.

उपविट्टो, Pr. उबविट्ठो, and later उवट्ठो, whence, by rejection of उ ,

h . 7 , P. id ., M . aa, where the last consonant is due to a confusion

between बैठ and वस. G. has बेश , which is from Skr. pres. उपविशति .

Its p.p.p . is aat. S. also faz by softening of H to E , p.p.p. aut.

With 9 , ufau ,“ enter," “ penetrate,” P. ofast, Pr. Ogst,whence H .

da , “ to enter ” (generally with the idea of penetrating forcibly). G .

again ou from ufaufa , p.p.p. 977, s. foe, p.p.p. 031.

___ Skr. / पच “ cook, " पचति , p.p. p. पक्व , Pa. Pr. पक्को, H. पक “ to

be cooked ,” to be in process of cooking (if you ask , “ Is diuner ready ? ”

your man answers, Jant “ It is being cooked ” ), P . TE , G . Ma,

M . fua . It also means “ to ripen,” “ to be in course of growing ripe,”

B. पाक. There is also a stemfrom the present पचति , as S. पच् “ to

grow ripe,” p.p.p. want . H . and all the rest have 9€ , but in the sense

of rotting, decaying.
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Skr. V शुष् “ dry," p.p.p. शुष्क , Pa. Pr. सुकलो, H. सूख “to be dry,"

P. सुकब, S. G . M. सुक, B. 0. शुक .

Skr. / भञ्ज “ break," p.p. p. भम, Pa. Pr. भग्गो, म. भाग “ to flee "

(said originally of an army, “ to be broken up and dispersed "), G . भाग,

M . भांग , “ to yield, give way, " also भंग a, “ to break, " 0. भांग . Here

again there are stemsas if from the present form Bha ajafa , Pa. fofa ,

Pr. भंजद, H. भंज “ to be broken, ” and भज. (See $ 19.)

Skr. / गम “ go, ” with उद्, p. p.p. उद्गत “ sprung up, " Pr. उग्गो ,

H. उग , “ to spring up " (as a plant), P. उग्ग, S. G . उग , M. उगव.

It is questionable whether we should here class some words

which come from VH with B . The present would be

उद्भरति, but though the p. p. p. in Sanskrit is उद्भत, yet in

such verbs Prakrit forms the p .p .p . on the model of the

present tense, and has उब्भरित्रो as if from Skr. उद्भरित , so that

the modern verbs उभर, उभल, and the like keep the type of

the present tense asmuch as that of the participle.

Another very common word is B7 " to rise,” but in this case

Prakrit has already adopted this form for all parts of the verb ,

as has also Pali ; thus from / उद् + स्था Skr. makes उत्था “ to

stand up. "

SKR .

Present _ s. 3. उत्तिष्ठति | उट्टहति, उट्टाति उहदि, उद्वेदि , उट्टे

Impv. S. 2. उत्तिष्ठ उट्टह | उडेहि

S. 3. उत्तिष्ठतु | उदृतु उद्देउ

Future S. 3. उत्थास्यति | उट्टहिस्सदि | उहिस्सद

Pres. part. यत्तिष्ठत् | उट्ठन्तो उटुंतो

P. p. p . उत्थित | उट्टितो | उढिदो, उट्टिो

Infin. उत्थातुं उट्ठातुं

Gerund उत्थाय | उहाय, उट्टहित्खा | उट्टि

Here, whatever be the form taken in Sanskrit, both Pali and

Prakrit assume a stem us , and conjugate it as if it were a

Bhû verb throughout. It seems as though ez being com

PA. PR.
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pounded with y had lost its final consonant, thereby making

a form 38T, whence Prakrit 3 . Sanskrit has adopted the

opposite course, and while keeping B7 intact, has sacrificed

the of e in the non -conjugational tenses, retaining it in the

conjugational ones where it is prevented from coalescing with

the preposition by the reduplicated syllable. In the modernswe

have H . 37, P. 53 , S. By and 58 , and in all the rest 37 .

The stem tg has undergone a change of meaning which is

explainable only by bringing it under this head.

Skr. V TE “ desert," tera , usually found in Prakrit only in

the p .p.p ., treu ( = trea) in the sense of “ deserted," then

almost adverbially, as “ without,” hence probably the meaning

which it bears in the modern languages, “ to stop,” “ stay,”

“ remain ,” from the idea of being deserted, left behind . It is TE

in H . and all except M . TIE , G . TE . It is ancillary in most

of the languages as oca TOT " go on reading.” (See $ 72, 10 ) .

$ 15 . Single active stems exhibit the samemethod of forma

tion as the single neuter stems given in § 12 . A few examples

are given of roots which in Sanskrit are of the Bhû, or the

closely allied Div, Tud, and Chor classes.

Skr. V Oto " eat,” atafa , Pa.id.,Pr. TTT (Var. viii.27, for CT98),

H . TT, and so in all. Gipsy khava, Kash . khyun, Singhalese kanava.'

Skr.Ve “ chew,” ara , Pr. 995, H . ETA , P . , s . 977 ,

G . M . FT9 , 0 . stat, B. a .

Skr. V 97 " read,” uafa , Pa. id., Pr. UGT , H . UC (paȚh ), P . M . G .

id., S. पडह (which is only their way of writing पढ), B. पड, 0 . पढ़ .

Skr. V “ ask," gefa , Pa.gefa , Pr.ya,H . , P. ya ,

G . B .id., M . TE (see Vol. I.p. 218), 0. gą , uaTT .

Skr. V Atof (and ) “ seek,” i. Atoffa , x. Attefa , Pa. Hafa

and Hrafa , Pr. HUIC , H . HTT, P . HJ , S. HE (mang), G . M . HTT,

B .HTT, O . ATT.

· Childers, in J . R . A . S . vol. viii. p . 146.
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Skr. V TV “ keep,” Tofa , Pa. Torefa , Pr.TCT, H . TE “ keep,”

also simply “to put," पोथी को पीढे पर रखो " put the book on the

stool,” P , TORE , S . TC , G . M . B. Te, 0 . TC, Singh. rakinavá .

Skr. Var “ say," quefa , P.qfa, Pr. TET, ET , H . ane ,

P. S. B . O . id. In M .it is wanting. G . ane , Singh.kiyanavá .

Those roots which belong to other conjugations are almost

always reduced to the Bhû type, even if Prakrit retainsany of

the conjugational peculiarities the moderns do not. They take

in most instances the root- form of the present as it occurs in

Prakrit, and keep it throughout. Instances are :

Skr. V JT “ know ,” ix. Atqfa, Pa. id., Pr.Flutfa , also STUT ( Pr.

keeps tu throughout, but it and Pa. occasionally drop the initial, having

rutie , etc .), H . B .59, the rest ory . Gipsy janava, Kash .zánun,

Singh. dannavá.

Skr. " do,” viii. antifa , Pa. id. (see $ 1 and $ 4), Pr. anus and

at and the stem aT is adopted in most tenses. Themoderns universally

reject all forms but an ,which they use throughout except in the p.p.p.,

which is the phonetic equivalent of Prakrit (see § 48).

Skr. V “ hear,” v. qutfa , Pa. gulfa ,gufa , Pr.Que, H . 99,

and in all सुन or सुण .

___ Skr. / आप " get;" v. आप्नोति (but also i. आपति), Pa. आपनोति,

आपुनाति and अप्पोति, Pr. ( see $ 5 ) आवद, seldom used alone. Old H.

Top “ to obtain," also used in the sense of giving.

you af HTÊ Haa

“ Having obtained wisdom and the aid of Sarasen (Saraswati).”

- Chand , Pr. R . i. xv.

Also G . ATO “ to give,” which is the ordinary word in that language,may

be from this root or from ( ). Far more common is the compound

with प्र = प्राप, Pa . as above. Pr. पाउण and later पाव , old H. and

P . UT3 , H . ata and UT , S. 9T, O . id ., G . OTA, M . OTC , B . OTWT. In

all in the sense of finding , getting, obtaining.
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___ Skr. / ग्रह “ seize, " ix. गृह्णाति . The treatment of this root is peculiar .

Pa . for the most part takes a form te , and Pr. generally hue . Some

of the principal tenses are given here.

SKR . PA. PR.

Pres. S. 3. गृह्णाति गहाति , गएहति गेहद

Atm. Pres. S. 1. गृहे गरहे

____ 1Aor. S. 3. अग्रहीत् अग्गहि, अग्गंहि

Impy. s. 2. गृहाण गह, गण्हहि । गएह, गेहह

S. 3. गृह्णातु गबहदु गेएहदु

Impv .Âtm . गण्हहो गेहध

Fut. S.1. ग्रहीष्यामि गएिहस्सं गएिहस्सं

S. 3. ग्रहीष्यति गएिहस्सति , गहेस्सति गएिहस्सद

Inin. ग्रहीतुं गण्हितं गणिहद ,ु गहिदु ,ं घेत्तुं

P. p. p. गहितो गहिदो, गिहिदो

Gerund गरिहत्वा गेण्हित्र, घेत्तून

There are thus two types in Pa. ganh and gah, and three in

Pr. genh, gah, and ghe. The double t in ghettum and ghettuna

arises, I fancy, from e being short in Pr., and is not an organic

part of the word (Var. viii. 15).

In the modern languages H . has 7 as an archaic and poetic

word. P. also गह. But M . घे “ take, " is very much used , as

also S. गिन्ह, and O . घेन , the other languages prefer the stem ले

from 74 . Singh. gannavâ ,perhapsGipsy gelava , is connected with

this root, though it means rather “ to bring. ” ( Paspati, p. 241. )

गहीत

§ 16 . Some Sanskrit roots ending in vowels have undergone

curious and interesting changes in the modern languages.

Such is Skr . / दा " give, " iii . ददाति . This is one of the

primitive Indo-European race-words, and being such we pro

bably have not got it in its original form in Sanskrit. With

the idea of giving is intimately connected that of dividing, or

apportioning, and we find in Sanskrit several roots with this

meaning, all of which seem to point back to some earlier
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common root which has been lost. Thus we have / दा , iii.

ददाति " give, " / दा or दो , ii . दाति and iv. यति “ divide, "

दाय , i. दायते and ti. दयते . Some grammarians, misunder

standing a rule of Panini's about reduplication, have imagined

a / दद् , i. ददते, but this does not seem to be entitled to a

separate existence. It is also to be observed that in some roots

in â there are traces of a form in e or ai, which may perhaps

be the older form , as OT and “ to sing," w and “ to

meditate, " ग्ला and ग्लै “ to languish, " ला and ले “to wither, "

त्रा and 3 “ to rescue, " मा and मे “ to measure. ” Also roots

ending in à exhibit in the course of conjugation many forms

in which the root -vowel is changed to i ore. It is not within

our scope to do more than hint at all these points, as possibly

accounting for the fact that at a very early stage the root

I began to be superseded by , and that in the modern

languages the universal form is DE. The principal tenses in

Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit are here shown together .

SKR. PA . PR.

देमो

Pres. s. 1. ददामि | ददामि , देमि , दम्मि देमि ।

दज्जामि

S. 3. ददाति ददाति, देति , दज्जति देह , दह

P. 1. दयः दम्म, देम

P. 3. ददति दंति देंति

Impv. S. 2. देहि

S. 3. ददातु

Atm. P. 2. दद्धं देथ, ददाथ

Fut. S. 3. दास्यति दस्सति दहस्सह, दाह

Inin. दातुं दाउं, देउं

Pres. Part. ददत ददन्तो, देन्तो देंतो दिंती .)

P.p. p. दिलो

Gerund दत्त्वा । दवा, दाय, ददिखा | दाऊण, दचा, दर

1 Westergaard, Rad. Sanskr. p. 6, note.

दिन्नो
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Childers thinks the form deti has arisen either from Sanskrit

dayate, or from confusion with the imperative detu . The form

dajjati he, with great probability, considers as a future on the

analogy of dekh (see § 4). In Çauraseni Prakrit the form a is

used throughout (Var. xii. 4 ), as also in the moderns. H . 2 ,

P . M . G . id., S . 164 , B . alone has 77, 0 . 2 , shortened in some

tenses to fę . Gipsy dava , Kash . dyun, Singh. denava. This

is one of the few irregular verbs in the modern languages ;

being subjected to numerous contractions, and retaining several

early Tadbhava forms.

Further examples are :

___ Skr. / पा “ drink," i. पिवति [ Vedic पाति, there is also / पी , iv .

पोयते , Pa. पिवति and पिब , Pr. पिअह, H. पी , S. and B. पि , in all

the rest of. Gipsy piáva , Kash . chyun, perhaps through an old form

pyun, Singh. bonava, p .p .p. bi.

Skr. / नी " lead," i. नयति , Pa. नयति, नेति, Pr. नेह, णे (pres.

part. णअंतो = Skr. नयन, fut. णस्सं = Skr. नेष्यामि , Impv. णेह = Skr.

93). Used in themoderns only in composition, thus

( a) With आ = आनी “ bring, " Pa. आनेति, Pr. आणेह, H. आन

“ bring,” in all the rest nu . Kashm . anun , Gipsy anáva.

(6 ) With off = oftot “ lead round the sacrificial fire during the

marriage ceremony,” hence, “ to marry,” Old- H . 454 ,atat,

P. UTE , S. qu , G . M . ITU .

Skr. V ET « fly,” with Bp = Eşi “ fly up,” i. Eşca, iv. Estaa,

Pr. EŞE, H . EF (ur) “ to fly,” and so in all. S. has efst, probably

a diminutive. Kashm .wudun ,Gipsy uryáva .

The root UT “ to go,” wasmentioned above ; with the preposi

tion forming W T, it means “ to come,” and it is from this

word that the following are apparently derived :

Skr. PITET “ come,” ii. menfa , Pa. id., Pr. YHT, WIT , H . HI

“ to come,” P . id ., G . 19 , M . Ê , Gipsy aváva, Kash. yun. The B .
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HIGH , 0. IE , S . Y seem to come from thera , but both in B .

and 0 . one often hears T, thus 0 . ásild or dila , “ he came,” and

S . makes the imperv . âu, so that there is some confusion between the two

roots.

In the roots ending in long i the modern languages have

words descended from compound verbs only , and in them the

final vowel of the root has dropped out altogether, while in

roots ending in long a there is a tendency to soften the final

vowel into i or e.

§ 17 . A few wordsmust be given to a verb which has been

somewhat hotly discussed of late. In all the modern languages

except perhaps M ., the idea of seeing is expressed by dekh. .

Kashmiri has deshun, Gipsy dikáva, and Singhalese dikanava.

The root is in Sanskrit v ET, but the present is not in use ;

instead of it classical Sanskrit uses qura , from which M .

derives its verb utg . Marathi stands alone in using this stem ,

instead of dekh . From V ET comes future zaufa , and it is

from this future that Childers derives the Pali Fefa. He

shows' that in the earlier Pali writings it is always used in a

future sense, and only in later times becomes a present. As I

hinted above ($ 4 , p . 16 ), it is very probable that the vulgar,

missing in this word the characteristic issa of their ordinary

future, considered it a present, and made a double future

dakkhissati. A similar process has been shown to have taken

place in several verbs in Prakrit. Pischel draws attention to a

fact pointed out in Vol. I. p . 162 of this work, that there is

much similarity between dekh and the Prakrit pekkh from

Sanskrit 99 . He, however, goes so far as to assume that the

word dekh was unknown to the authors of the dramas, that

they used pekkh , which has been changed to dekkh by the copy

1 In Kuhn's Beiträge zur vergleichenden Sprachforschung, vol. vii. p . 450.

Pischel's article is in the same work.
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So
northern

beat
Studien ,

Pf
Childers a lakh from

ists who heard this latter word used round them every day,

while they did not know of pekh. Unfortunately for this

ingenious theory, it happens that the word pekh is extremely

common in Hindi, Bangali, and Panjabi literature of the

middle ages, and is still used in many rustic dialects of Hindi.

The idea of a northern Indian scribe not knowing pekh is quite

untenable. Weber (Prakrit Studien , p . 69) has a long article

on this subject, controverting the views of Childers as supported

by Pischel. The learned professor would derive dekkh from

the desiderative of y , which is fogva , but I am unable to

follow the arguments adduced, or to see how a word meaning

“ to wish to see ” should come to mean " to see.” Nor do

there appear to be any actual facts in support of this theory ,

such as texts in which the word occurs in a transitional state of

meaning or form . The few desideratives that have left any

traces in modern times retain the desiderative meaning, as

piyâså " thirsty,” from pipásu (see Vol. II. p . 81). However, I

must say to the learned disputants

“ Non nostrum inter vos tantas componere lites.”

For my own part the impression I derive from the controversy

is that dekh is derived through dekkh from dakkh, which is

Sanskrit future afa turned into a present by a vulgar error.

The idea suggested by me ( in Vol. I. p . 161 et seqq.) must be

modified accordingly . It was not so entirely erroneous as

Pischel thinks, for Sanskrit i represents an older a , which

seems to be preserved in the future.

$ 18 . The examples adduced in the preceding sections will

have sufficiently illustrated the most salient peculiarities in the

formation of the ordinary single verbs whether neuter or active,

and I now pass on to the more difficult subject of the double

verbs. As I mentioned before, there is a very large class of

these ; they appear in two forms, one of which is active and
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occasionally even causal, the other is neuter or passive in

transitive. It is after much consideration that I have come

to the conclusion that this is the rightway to regard them . It

might be said that the forms which are here spoken of as

neuters are really passives, and a rule might be laid down that

these languages often form their passive by what theGermans

call umlaut or substitution of weaker vowels. Childers in fact

takes this view as regards Singhalese in the article already

quoted ( J. R . A . S. vol. viii. p. 148). I do not know how the

matter may stand in Singhalese, but it is certainly open to

much objection as regards the Aryan languages of the Indian

continent. The neuters differ from the actives in two ways in

the seven languages, either by a change in the final consonant

of the stem or by a change in the vowel only . The latter is

by far the more frequent. Wemust not be misled by the

accident that many of these neuters can only be translated

into English by a passive; that is the peculiarity of our own

language, not of the Indian ones. In German or in the

Romance languages they can be rendered by the reflexive verb.

Thus H . Coat is “ to open ," i.e. “ to open of itself,” “ to come

undone,” “ to be opened ,” while at99 , the corresponding

active , is “ to open ,” i.e. " to break a thing open,” “ to undo."

Thus TT COM " the door opens,” is in German “ die Thür

öffnet sich,” in French “ la porte s'ouvre .” While ar aan

“ he opens the door,” is in German “ er öffnet die Thür," in

French “ il ouvre la porte.” So that futat is “ sich umkehren,”

while its active üritan is “ umkehren (etwas).” In English we

use verbs in a neuter as well as in an active sense, relying upon

the context to make ourmeaning clear.

Moreover,all thelanguages have a passive, in somea regularly

formed derivative from Prakrit, in others a periphrastic arrange

ment. It is true that, owing to the large number of neuter

stems, this regular passive is not very much used ; but it is

there nevertheless, and would not have been invented had
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forms which I regard as neuters been true “ umlautend ”

passives.

Of the double verbs, then, as I prefer to call them , some

differ only in the vowel, and the difference consists in this that

where the vowel of the neuter is always short, as a , i or u , the

corresponding active has å , e or 0, occasionally i orů. As types

may be taken , H . kațnâ , n , and kâțnâ, a ; phirnâ, n , and pherná,

a ; khulná, n , and kholná , a ; lipná, n , and lipná , a ; guthna , n ,

and gûthnå , a . Of the other class, in which the final consonant

differs, there are so many varieties, that it will be better to

discuss them separately . Sindhi has the largest number of

them , and it is with Sindhi therefore that we must begin .

§ 19. Trumpp (SindhiGr. p . 252) gives a list of these verbal

stems, but it would have been out of place for him to have

offered any analysis. The following verbs I take from him ,

but the explanations are my own. The first group consists of

these verbs.

(1.) Neuter ending in . Active ending in my.

1. aug “ to be bound,” Qey " to bind .”

2. qgu “ to be heard,” eru “ to hear.”

3.Ty “ to be cooked,” tu “ to cook .”

1. Skr. / बंध, ix. बघ्राति , Pa. बंधति, Pr. बंधह, whence s . बंध ,

H. बांध , P. बन्ह. In all the rest बांध a. Skr. passive is बध्यते , whence

Pa.ayfa, Pr. 255/6 , S . ag , H .ay, used as a bunting term “ to be

caught,” also “ to stick , adhere,” P .a n . Here, though undoubtedly

derived from the passive, the stem ay is really a neuter or passive in

transitive and its conjugation closely resembles the active. There is a

regular passive S. बंधिजणु .

2. Skr. / बुध् “ to know," i. बोधत ,े iv. बुध्यते, from the latter come

Pa.gefa and Pr.99 ,whence S. 98 ,originally“ to know,” butnow

meaning “ to be heard,” H .agat “ to understand,” is active. So also

now
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0 . 7H , B . ay , G . a3 . But M . Cg is both a and n . The form of the

iv, conjugation is identical with the passive, hence S .makes it a neuter

and Sy is probably due to a false analogy with ay

3. Skr. V TH or tyi. Tufa originally “ to destroy,” but in moderns

always “ to cook,” Pa. id ., Pr. TETE , S. TH , H . Try a ,and so in all but

P. Passive Tvā, Pa. Tofa , Pr. To , S. 74, not found in the

others .

. (2.) Neuter in 27 . Active in .

1. 97277 “ to be got,” ET “ to seize.”

2. Opry “ stuprari” (demuliere), 784 “ stuprare ” (de viro).

3. FHy “ to be milked,” Gay “ to milk."

1. Skr. Veh “ to get,” i.Hà, Pa . Hifa, Pr. ( H = 8 Vol. I.

p . 268), S . OR, Old H . Ok, H . , P . afg and , G . a , M . a , o. ä ,

B. लो , all a. Pass. लभ्यत ,े Pa. लब्भति, Pr. लब्भह, S. लभ , Old H.

247, notin the others.

2. Skr. / यम “ coire," i. यभति , Pr. जहह, S. यह, Pass. यभ्यते,

Pr. Fat , S . Th . Not in the others, except perhaps M . yaw ,where

the aspiration has been thrown back on the .

3. Skr. V TE, ii.Cifre , Pa. tafa , Pr. 2ter and GET, S. GE ,

H. दुह and दोह, and so in all a. Pass. दुह्यते , Pa. दुह्यति (Childers

writes duyhati, which can hardly be expressed in Devanagari letters),

Pr. Con. From this we should expect 8 . go . The form GĦ recalls

a similar one in Jaina Pr. fratg for fast (Weber, Bhàg. 389, 429),

Skr. forwâ,but this seems to rest upon a doubtful reading of one of those

obscure composite characters sometimes found in MSS. written with the

thick Indian reed pen. See also Cowell's Var.viii.59, note.' Possibly we

have here again a false analogy with 27 , like ay with ag .

i Hemachandra collects a number of passives in bh from roots ending in h, dubbbaï,

libbhaï, vabbhaï, rubbhaï, from duh, lih , vah , ruh (or ruddh ?). – Pischel, Hem .,

iv . 245 .

VOL. III.
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(3 .) Neuter in . Active in a

çay " to be envious," GET “ to torment.”

Skr. V T “ burn,” i. gefa ,Pa. Erfa , Pr. ZTE, S. EE, H . ETE ,

378 , Pass. Ea,Pa. gufa (Childers dayhati), Pr. 7 , S. GH .

(4.) Neuter in a . Active in 57, U , 7 .

1. Hory “ to be broken,” HERY “ to break.”

2. You “ to be fried,” ysry " to fry."

3 . fegu “ to be plucked," fety “ to pluck .”

4 . " to be heard,” guy " to hear."

5 . Cay “ to be raised,” que “ to raise."

1. Skr. / भंज “ break, " vii. भनक्ति, Pa. भंजति, Pr. भंजन; अ becomes

in S. ञ , hence भत्र, Pass. भज्यते, Pr. भज्जह, s. भज़ ( ज्न = ज ), H. भंज

and भन,

पुरुषातन भजे कित्ति हान ।

“ Manliness is broken , famedestroyed.” — Chand, Pr. R . i. 172.

P . HET , G .HT .

2. Skr.VoorYa , i.Ha, vi. Tofa , Pa. Hofa . Pr.would

probably be yale . I have not met the word, ajete (Bhag. 278) is

from aja “ to enjoy,” .ya postulates a Pr.aja . In the other lan

guages the n occurs. H . 47 “ to fry,” and 279 , P . YA , G . 273 , M .

भाज, but also भुंज, 0 . भाज, B. id., Pass. भज्यते, which would give

Pr. Ok, whence S. ya, but the whole stem is somewhat obscure.

P . 78 n .

3. Skr. V fees " cleave, ” vii. faf77, Pa. fequefa , Pr. for

(Var. viii. 38 ),whence S . For by the process T9 = TICT (Vol. I. p. 299 ),

Pass. forza, Pa. fofa , Pr. folk , s .fo.

4. Skr. V “ hear,” which , as already explained, is always u in

Prakrit and in modern languages. Pass. श्रूयते, Pa. सूयति or सुव्यति ,

Pr. generally सुनिज्जद् (Var. viii. 57), also सुव्वद, but a form सुज्जद is

also possible,whence S . H .

lates
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5. Skr. V Die “ rise,” i. mefa ,which would give a Pr. CKER ,

whence S. खण, Pass. स्कद्यते, Pr. खज्जद, S. खज़ . This stem does not

seem to occur in the other languages, it is peculiar to S ., and must not be

confounded with QUY “ to dig,” from Skr. v 9 , nor with Skr. aus

“ to divide.”

(5 .) Neuter in H . Active in E .

1. Que to be slain ," gay “ to slay.”

2. THU “ to be rubbed.” TEU “ to rub.”

3 . HY “ to be scorched .” Ey " to scorch .”

4. H y “ to suffer loss.” HEY “ to inflict loss.”

1. Skr. V og and gro “ tear ” “ drag,” i. grofa , Pr. hf , S . ga ,

(H = , Vol. I. p. 250),Pass. quà, Pr.would be a T ,whence S. oh ,

byrejection of one8. Persian was to kill."

2. Skr. / घष् " rub," i. घर्षति , Pr. घसह, S. गह, Pass. घृष्यते , Pr.

ferrag and ETHE, S. Th . The other languages have a different series

of stems. H . घस and घिस, n and a, घसीट, a, P. id., G. घस and

E , a , M . ETH , EHZ , ate n and a , 0 . B. X .

3. Skr. V The “ burn,” i. wafat, Pr. php ,s. Te, Pass. qera, Pr.

E , .

4. Skr. V ne “ rob,” i. Hafa , Pa. Hefa , Pr. HHT, S. JE, Pass.

quâ , Pr. E , s. .

There are several other pairs of stems which exhibit special

types ; all, however, are explainable by the above noted process.

Thus

(6 .) Neuter in q . Active in g .

guy “ to be touched,” EY “ to touch .”

Skr. V 89 “ touch ,” i. gufa , Pa. id.,Pr. 4 . q being unsupported

goes out and Ę is employed to fill up the hiatus, giving S. p . Pass.

छुप्यते, Pr. छुप्पद, whence S. छुप, by rejection of one प. In the other

languages only the active is found. Old -H . O , H . , P. and ,

G . B, E, I, O . , B.id.

ass .
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§ 20. There is a group of words running through nearly all

the seven languages in which the divergence between the two

members of each pair is slighter than that just discussed . It

consists in the final consonant of the neuter being the surd

cerebral Z , while that of the active is the sonant 3 ; the neuter

at the same time has the simple short vowel while the active

has the corresponding guna vowel.

The words are in Hindi.

Netter . ACTIVE .

1. gpz “ get loose,” TE “ set free.”

2. FE ( TZ ) “ fall in pieces,” (ata ) “ break.”

3. Tic “ burst, split,” UTE “ tear.”

4 . fue “ be discharged," Os “ discharged.”

5 . yiz “ be squashed,” 0175 “ squash .”

6 . JC “ be joined,” HTC " join .”

The process in these words differs somewhat from that in

the Sindhi stems in the last section , as will be seen from

the following remarks.

1. Skr.Vez (also rz , Z Westergaard , Rad. Skr. p. 128 ) “ to cnt,”

vi. zzfa ,but the Bhû type would be patefa , Pr. RTEC, H . DTE , and

so in all except M .,which has HTC , with its usual change of me to (Vol.I.

p . 218 ). H ., which is pronounced chhoſ, while M . is sod, is active, and so is

theword in all the other languages. Itmeans “ to release, let go, loose.”

Pass. कुट्य ते, Pr. कुट्टइ , whence H. कुट , and so in all, but M . मुट. It is

neuter and means “ to get free, be unloosed , slip out of one's grasp , come

untied .”

The modern languages appear to have mixed up with this

verb one that comes from a totally different root, namely ,

Skr. V कृद् “ vomit, " vii. कृणत्ति , also i. छर्दति and x. छर्दयति, Pa.

छड्डेति , Pr. छड्डद् and ठंड , old H. छंड, P. छड, B. छाड, 0. id., H.

DIG , M . Hie . These words all mean " to reject, abandon ," and thus
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come round to the same meaning as etc , with which in consequence B .

confuses it. So does Oriya. Even so early as Pali the meaning has

passed over from that of vomiting to rejecting , releasing and the like.

In modern H ., however,ætETT retains themeaning of vomiting, and M .

Hit means“ to spill," with secondary senses of “ giving up," “ letting go."

2. Skr.VR “ break ” (n), i. gefa , iv . rufa , Pr. JEC, H . az

and ZZ , with abnormally long u , P . , S. ZZ , B . id., M . TE . It is

neuter in all and means “ to be broken, to break itself.” Being neuter in

Sanskrit, a new process has to be brought into play, namely, causal

itzufa , H . a15 ,and so in all but s. ute . It is active, meaning “ to

break in pieces, tear, smash .”

3. Skr. V the has three forms, each of which has left modern descend

ants,and there is a different shade ofmeaning to each of the three groups.

( a) / स्फट " split, " i. स्फटति, Pa. फरति and फलति ( ट = = ल ),

Pr. फल and फटइ, H. फट (rustic फाट), P. S. फट and फाट ,

the rest only 472 , neuter.

Causal स्फाटयति, Pr. फाडे , H. फाड and so in all. This group

with stem -vowel A indicates the splitting, cleaving ,or rending

asunder of rigid objects. Thuswe say in H . and yu #

“ the wood splits, or cracks, in the sun,” but aty ant zijn a

UTE “ he cleaves the wood with an axe.”

( B) / स्फिट " hurt, ” x.स्फिटयति, but also vi.स्फिटति, Pr.फिटइ ,

H . fors , and so in all but P. fog , neuter.

Causal स्फेटयति , Pr. फेटद् and फेडइ, H. फेट, फेंट and फेड, and

so in all but B . active. This group, with stem vowel I,

implies, gently loosing or breaking up into small pieces. It is

used for beating up into froth , winding thread, untying ; also

metaphorically getting out of debt, discharging an obligation,

and in P . injuring.

(c) V IZ " burst open,” i, entzfa , vi. Ezfa, Pa. yzfa ,
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Pr. फुट्ट or फुड (Var. viii.53), H. फुट and फूट, all the rest

97 , except P. 95 ,neuter.

Causal entzefa , Pr. 19T , H . ute , and so on in all but

B. z . Words with the stem vowel U imply the breaking

or bursting of soft squashy things, as a ripe fruit, a flower

bud , a boil and the like. Only in M . is there some idea of

splitting or cracking, but there also the more general idea is

that of squashing,as eta gizē “ the eyeballs burst."

6. Skr. Vul or 58 , a somewhat doubtful root, looking like a

secondary formation from yo . It must have had a definite existence in

the spoken language as its descendants show . They appear to have

treated it as a neuter pres. Jcfa , asfa . Pa. and Pr. do not appear to

know this root, which, however , is very common in the moderns. H . 32

“ to be joined,” also 73 , and so in all.

Causal नोटयति , H . जोड, and so in all except P. जट्ट and जड ,

; meaning “ to join two things together.”

These instances suffice to exhibit the nature of the parallel

that exists between twin verbs of this class, which is a some

what limited one.

§ 21. More usual is the difference which consists simply in

the change of vowel of which I will now give some examples:

1. Skr. V q " cross over,” i. arfa , Pa. id., Pr. ATT, in all aT n “ to

be crossed over," metaphorically “ to be saved.”

Causal तारयति “ to take one across, save," Pa. तारेति , Pr. तारेत

and aftTE (Var. viii. 70). In all art “ to save.” The word is

one which belongs chiefly to religious poetry,but its compound form

with UC is a word of every -day use; viz .

2. Skr. V 87 , Pres. Orifa " descend,” H . GAT, and in all except

s . It is n ,and is used with a very wide range of meanings all akin to
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that of coming down; as alight, descend, fall off,drop down ,disembark ,

abate, decrease .

Causal BTITTUfa “ take down,” H . Bart,and so in all except G.

and 0 . Active, meaning “ pull down, take off,unload , discharge,

cast out.”

3. Skr. V “ die,” vi.faza , Pa. Azfa , Pr. ATT , H. AT, and so

in all.

Causal Hitafa , Pa. ATTtofa , Pr. FTTT , H . HTT in all, but not

necessarily meaning " to kill.” It rather means “ to beat ” ; the

sense of killing is generally expressed by adding to HTT the

ancillary ETC “ throw ” (see $ 72, 12).

4 . Skr. v " move,” i. # fa , Pr. E . In H . HT neuter, means

“ to be completed ,” and in all it has the general sense of being settled ,

getting done. In 0 . to come to an end, be done with , as a haft TET

" that affair is done with .”

Causal ETT ufa , Pr. ATTE , H . HTT " to finish,” and in all. In 0 .

this verb becomes ancillary (see § 72).

5 . Skr. V 7 “ seize,” i. fa , Pa. id ., Pr. KT . This verb is peculiar.

H . Ta, " to seize," so also in G . P. B . In these languages it has the

sense of winning a game, a battle, or a lawsuit. In M . GT means first

to carry off, then to win . In this sense it is active, as ata ofeT

डावास शंभर रुपये मांडले ते म्यां हरले “In the first game he staked

100 rupees, that Iwon.” When used as a neuter, it means to lose, as

# aiz riet “ I lost the lawsuit.” 1

Causal itafa , Pa. yttrafa and frifa , Pr. ETĪT, H . ETT ,and

so in all but M . n . In these languages it means to lose at play, etc.

M . is here also somewhat difficult, and Molesworth admits that ETT

and GT are sometimes confused. Thus it is active in the sense of

1 See Molesworth’sMarathi Dict.8.v. T and TT .
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winning, as म्यां त्याचे शंभर रुपये हारले “ I won from him 100

rupees.”

The use of the causal in the sense of losing goes back to Sanskrit

times, where the meaning is “ to cause to seize," and then “ to permit

(another) to seize,” hence “ to lose.” So also in Prakrit, in Mş.90, the

Samvâhaka says :H ufquhetu yauzi egyfas (Skr.

HTJETUR THOUT Uaua ja että sc. HET) “ By the unto

wardness of fortune I lost ten suvarnas at play.” From this and similar

instances it would appear that in M . itwould be etymologically more correct

to use in the sense of winning,and IT in that of losing ; which usage

would be more in unison with that of the cognate languages. In Kash .

hárun is stated to mean both lose and win , but there must be someway of

distinguishing the two meanings.

Somemore examples may now be given of pairs of words

derived from Sanskrit roots ending in a consonant.

1. Skr. / स्फर and स्फुर् “ tremble," i. स्फरति, Pa. फरति , Pr. फुर .

If I am right in my derivation , there must either have been a third root

fent (as in tehnię , feng, ), or the moderns have softened a to i, the

former is the more probable. H . furt n “ to turn (oneself),” “ to spin

round,” “ revolve,” and so in all except G . It is perhaps on the analogy

of similar roots, and not directly from a causal of fait, that all the

moderns have ort a " to turn (a thing) round,” « to make it revolve.”

2. Skr. V ELU “ to move to and fro ” (n ). Allied to this is ou,

i. sua, apparently unknown in Pali, Pr. atal , H . , P. M .

906 , B . ya , meaning to be dissolved by stirring in water,as sugar or

similar substances, “ to melt.”

Causal atuafa, Pr. OTOT, H . ata , P . OT and OTOS , G . M . O .

ETTOO , B . ETOT " to dissolve substances in water."

3 . Skr. v qa “ fall,” i. qafa , Pa. id., Pr. 9CC (Var. viii. 51),

H . UC “ to fall,” and so in all.
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Causal पातयति , Pa. पातेति , Pr. पाडेद , H. पाड “ to fell, " and so

in S . G . M . B ., but somewhat rare in all.

4 . Skr. V TE “ decay,” i. and vi. utya , Pr. 57 (Var. viii.51), H .

He , and in all “ to rot.”

Causal शादयति , Pr. साडेद , P. and S. साड “ to destroy by de

composition.” This root is perhaps connected with Sanskritvyz

“ to be sick ," whence 3 in Prakrit and the moderns.

5 . Skr. V að “ bow,” i. 75 . It is both a and n in Sanskrit, but

strictly would be active intransitive, as in the moderns. Pa. Hafa ,

Pr.UAC, H . 7 # and âa, P. 93 (neü),s. 7a, B. a , 0. jg , TTT (7)

“ to bow oneself down,” “ to prostrate oneself.”

Causal athufa , Pa. atafa , Pr. UTÄT, H . 712 , TT, P . faat,

s. Tai, B . ATA , TET, 0. 718 “ to bow or bend,” used as an

active with the words “ body” or “ head ” as objects, H . te

ataat “ to incline the head.” IT IT OF ATOS ATATU

“ Coming to the door, bowed his head to (the Guru 's) feet.” — T . R .

Ay- k . 63.

In very common use is the diminutive H . fafc, P . S . id .,

but in S .,meaning " to bury ,” “ press down.” M . uses the com

pound form from Skr. wagafa , Pr. Utus (p. p. p. UHT =

4997 , Hâla, 9, Mr. p . 165 ), M . vtua and puta n “ to

stoop.” Perhaps S . TOT “ to listen ,” a , is to be referred to

this, from the idea of bending the head to listen.

The following word is full of difficulties, and I am not able

to elucidate it clearly .

Skr. / कृष् “ drag, " i. कर्षति and vi. कृषति, Pa. कति, Pr. करिसद,

so, at least, says Var. viii. 11,but in Mſ. 253 occurs agtfA = TfA .

The Skr. p-p.p is 59, which would give Pa. and Pr. arg . Perhapsthis

is another instance of a verb derived from p .p .p. H . a , “ to drag

1 Hemachandra gives six popular equivalents of kțsh - kaddhaï, sâaddhaï, anchaï,

anachchhaï, ayanchaï, and âinchaï, as well as karisaï . - Pischel, Hem . iv. 187 .

With regard to the four last, see the remarks on khainch in $ 22.
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out,” “ extract,” “ to take something out” (from a box, etc.), P . 25 and

CE, s . , G . B . aTg , M . 0 . arc . H . has a corresponding neuter

016 “ to be taken out,” “ to flow forth ,” “ issue,” which is perhaps from

the p.p.p. Var. viii.40, gives Pr.agr = Skr. aefa , which affords an

analogy for a Pr. GT like the Pali, very much used in the compound

with fah; thus,

Skr. fagna ,i. famafa , Pa. fiagfa " to turn out of doors, expel;"

as to Pr. in Mș. 354 occurs fug “ begone !” and in the line above

fugtafg “ turn him out.” For the change of 3 to , Var. viii. 41

eur = bgefa affords an analogy, as the change in both words occurs

only in composition. Several of the moderns have pairs of words, thus:

H . fataan n , “ go out,” P.fkdo , S. fafat, G . fando , o . fafado ,

and H .fata a, “ turn out,” P . fardo , S . foam , faat. In the

above quoted passages of Mr., the scholiast renders faqe tafe by

निष्काशय , erroneously for निष्कासय, fromनिस and कस, but this is

not the etymological equivalent, for v anel with fate has left a separate

set of descendants, whose meaning is, however, almost the same as nikal

and its group. Thus we find H . faare n , “ go out,” P. FAKĖ, G . id.,

and H . faare a , " to turn out,” often used in a milder sense, “ to bring

out,” the substantive fuata is frequently used to mean the issue or com

pletion of a business, also as a place of exit, as utt an faath met

“ there is no exit for the water," P. FETH .

$ 22. As exhibiting the phonetic modifications of the root

syllable, as well as the treatment of roots in respect to their

phase , whether active or neuter , the list which is here inserted

will be useful. In the next section will be found some remarks

on the deductions to be made from these examples.

Skr. v aq “ heat," i. qufa , Pa. id ., Pr. 797 . In Sanskrit it is both

a and n , so also in Pali. In the latter the passive qufa (Skr. pera )

means to be distressed, to suffer, and in this sense Pr. uses 197 , as in
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jaha dittho tavaï khalo, “ as the bad man is distressed when seen " (Håla ,

229). Causal argefa “ to cause to burn,” Pa . atufa " to distress,”

Pr. Mag . The moderns take it as a neuter. H . 79 n , “ to be heated,

to glow ,” and so in all but B . arg . H . ata “ to beat,” P . AT3 , TT,

G . ata , M . id ., B . ATT .

Skr. V fery “ smear," vi. forfa , Pa. id., Pr. faus , fear , H . ata,

au, P. foruq ,fa , fam , s. feia , fam , G . fong , . 19 , B . @ 9 ,

0 . fan. Pass. faoà,Pa. faufa,Pr. fuu , H . faq“ to be smeared

with ,” M . fau , G . 99,which is the reverse of the others .

Skr.Vea " cut,” vi. grafa , also i. aita, Pa. not given . If the

Bhù type be taken, as it generally is, then Pr.should have 25g (on the

analogy of aggratia). I have not met with it. The Bhồ type being

Åtmanepada would result in a modern neuter, thus we get H . 212 “ to be

cut,” P . 73 , S . , M . id., B . 22 “ to wither,” become Alaccid, O . az .

The causal is a trufa ,whence G .pass.intrans. ( - 1) 22T,but if formed

on the usual type would give a Pr. DTÈT , whence H . 2117 “ to cut,”

S. M . B . O . id .

Skr. V Ty Toy “ tie,” i. Tufa , ix. Tyrfa , Pa . tefa , jöra ,

Pr. 137 . Hence H . G .atda, “ to knot,” P . TE , TS , S. , M .JTO ,

Tiy , both a and n, G .UTZ , B . ta , tha , O . W . Passive Tatia

used in a reflexive sense,whence H . 317 “ to be knotted,” or T7 without

apuswara , P. TU , G . TOT ( - 1). H . has also forms ofy n , and atera ,

the former from Pr. ty ,Mș. 157.

The p.p.p. ufua appears in Pr. as yrit, perhaps as if from a Skr.

afya . Hence we have a pair of verbs, H . 19 “ to be threaded (as beads

on a string),” P . The “ to be tightly plaited (as hair), to be strong, well

knit (as limbs),” M . ja and jy “ to become tangled, to be difficult or

involved (an affair),” G .Je , and H . TY “ to thread,” G . ja .

Skr. v To “ totter," i.Jofa (perhaps connected with vy titubare,

see Vol. I. p . 210 ). I have not found it in Pr. ; it is n in Skr. and thus
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H . Tan, “ to give way, yield, totter," P . G . M . Joo , s. fza , ZT ,

B . TO " to slip , stagger,” 0 . To id. CausalZoufa , H . Eta a , “ to

drive away," " to push,” P. TTOO , G . M . id., S. ZTT, B . ITC “ to

delay, put off, evade,” 0 . ITS id .

Skr.vga, ge “ raise," “ weigh,” i. tafa , x. geefa and a teretº ,

Pa. Tafa , Pr. qar, h .ata, ntara,“ to weigh,” P. ata , s.aTT, G .

ut., M. तुळ , both a and n, B. तोला and तुल , 0. तौल. Pass. तुल्यते ,

would be Pr. TFF , H . an, “ to be weighed , to weigh,” i.e. to be of a

certain weight, P . id ., S. , B . 0 . ga .

Skr. V TAT “ prop,” v. Fratra , ix .Parfa . Pa., the verb is not

given in Childers, it would be थंभति, Pr. थंभह, H. थांभ , also spelt

थाम and थांब a, “ to prop , support, " P. थम्म्ह or थंम्ह, s. थंभ, G.

थांभ , B. थामा, 0 . थाम. Pass. स्तभ्यते ; there is also an Atmane conju

gation स्तम्भते . From this latter probably H. थंभ , थम, थंब , “ to be

supported , to be restrained,” hence “ to stop , cease," P . 914 , S. YA , G .

UH , M . , UTH, uta . It also means “ to stand,” especially in G .

The p.p.p . is ro , Pr. 95 , whence Old -H . JTC " standing ," as

गोपी जन वीथिक है चितवति सब ठाढी ॥ “ All the Gopis on the terrace

standing and looking.” — S. S . Bål Kla,47, 14. On the analogy of this the

modern colloquial H . CCT is probably to be derived from a Pr. CG ,

from Tou , v Tofiat . P. has CET adj. “ standing,” whence a verb GG

" to stand.”

Skr. V an with fa , faraq, i. foarta “ to come to an end ,be finished,"

Pr. f44716 ,means “ to return,” na niattaï jovvanam aïkkantam = a

निवर्त्तते यौवनं अतिक्रान्तं " Youth when once passed does not return

again ” (Hâla , 251), but we may postulate a form fuqgg , whence H .

faqen, “ to be finished , to be done with , used up," P. id., s. fofas or

fafat, B . forae , . id . On the analogy of similar words H .fate ,

faas a, “ to finish,” P. id ., s . faat , B . O . frate , it might also come

from fagafa = Pr. fuace , but themeaning is less appropriate.
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Skr. V are with fa, fauc , i. fquca “ be destroyed ,” Pa. fquzfa ,

Pr. fauck. With loss of aspiration , H . fauen, “ to become useless, to

be spoilt,” P. id., s. fafte , G . QUE , M . retains the aspirate fare ,

B. 0 .बिगड. Causalविघटयति , but Pa. विधाटेति, with characteristic

long vowel of causal, Pr. I have not found ; it would be fair , H .

fanga, “ to spoil,” P . S . G . id ., M . faste .

There are, as might be expected , many verbs, and those

often the very commonest, in the modern languages, which

cannot be traced back to any Prakrit stem with any degree of

certainty. Others, too, though they preserve traces of a Prakrit

origin , cannot be connected with any root in use in Sanskrit.

These are probably relics of that ancient Aryan folk -speech

which has lived on side by side with the sacred language of

the Brahmins, without being preserved in it . Soinetimes one

comes across such a root in the Dhâtupâtha, but not in litera

ture ; and occasionally the cognate Aryan languages of Europe

have preserved the word , though it is strangely missing in

Sanskrit. An instance in point is the following :

H . ATE a, “ to load ,” P. O , more from analogy than anything else,

S. लड . In all the rest लाद .

H . 3 n , “ to be loaded ;” not in the others. Bopp (Comp. Gloss. s. v.)

suggests a derivation from VATA , P .p .p . 777 " tired,” or v 24, p.p.p.

ma “ tired .” This would seem to be confirmed by Russian klad' “ a

load,” klazha “ lading," na-kladevať " to load ; ” Old-High -German

hladid , Anglo -Saxon ·hladan “ to load,” hlad “ a load,” Mod. High

German laden. The wide phonetic changes observable between various

members of the great Indo-European family so seldom occur between

Sanskrit and its daughters, that I am disposed to think that neither Skr.

197 nor anyone could well have given rise to a Hindi låd. It seems

more probable that this is a primitive Aryan root which has, for some

reason unknown to us, been left on one side by classical Sanskrit.
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Of doubtful, or only partially traceable, origin , are the

following :

H. खोद and खोड a, “ to dig,” P. id., S . खोट , खोड, G . खोद, M .

DIE, , B . C . And H . 97, GE “ to be dug.” With this pair I

propose to connect H . eta a, “ to open,” P .CEE , 952, S . G . M .

ata , B . O . Ço ,and H . Gon, “ to come open,” P . CEE , S . Ch, G .

M . id . Pr. has a verb CG, and this root is also given in the Dhâtupâtha

as existing in Sanskrit, though not apparently found in actual use. The

Sanskrit form is probably v CUE “ to divide," with which another root

ET “ to dig,” has been confused, unless, indeed , the noun Tue , " a

portion,” is formed from v 07, and is the origin of vous . The

Prakrit occurs in Mș. 346, math grezut HU T gani

“ Like a golden pot with its string broken , sinking in a well,” where the

scholiast renders कूपे खण्डितपाशं, etc. Also in Mr. 219, अडुइददिनअरे

tarauitwt gfect, “ While the sun was only half risen the cow

herd's son escaped ," i.e. broke out. It is probable that the two senses of

digging and opening in the two modern pairs of verbs arose from a primi

tive idea of breaking or dividing.

H. qe or qe n , “ to dive, be immersed, sink,” S. ste , G . TE ,

M . B . O . id., and H . at a, “ to drown , to immerse," S . id ., ats occurs

in M . and S ., not as active of ag , but for HTC ( ) “ to shave.”

Apparently, an inverted form of this stem is the more commonly used

H . ga n , “ to sink ,” used in all ; it has no corresponding active form .

The origin of these words is to be found in Pr. 3 ( Var. viii. 68), which

appears to be the same as vudda in daravuddavuddanivudda mahuaro ,

" (With ) the bee a little dipped, (quite) dipped, undipped ” (said of the bee

clinging to a kadam branch carried away by a stream ).- Hala , 37. The

Sanskrit lexicographers give a vag “ to cover,” but no instances of its

use . The reversed form dubb is also in use in Prakrit, as in the quotation

1 Buậdaï =masjati. — Pischel, Hem . iv . 101.
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from Mş. 346, given under ate above, where the speaker is a Chandâla

or man of the lowest caste, who may be held to speak a low form of

Apabhrança. It is perhaps another of those Aryan roots which Sanskrit

has rejected . The classical language uses instead masj, Latin mergere.

H . HE , HE a, “ to meet ” (to join any one), FE a , “ to close, shut,” P .

E , s .He and afte , G . EZ, M . fore , both a and n , B . HZ, E , 0 .

HZ ; and H . fare " to stand close to, to be crowded,” P. id ., S . G . id.,

M . HZ , B . THE “ to approach near to,” 0 . FATE " to be tight.” The

general idea is that of closeness or a crowded state . There is also a sub

stantive te “ a crowd.” From the meaning I was led to suppose

(Vol. I. p. 176 ) a derivation from a Sanskrit p.p.p. p o " near," which ,

however, has been disputed . The question must for the present be left

undecided .

H . HE “ to efface,” P . S . id., and more common H . fut n, “ to be

effaced , to fail, wear out” (as a writing or engraving), and so in all. Of

this stem ,all that can be said is, that it is probably connected with a

“ rubbed,” p.p.p.ofVT , though one would expect a Pr. fHg or ,

and H . Hita . There are two other stems ending in I , which present

nearly the same difficulty, viz. :

___ H. पिट “ to be beaten, " ऐसा करोग ,े तो पिटोगे “ If you act

thus, you will get a beating,” P. faz , M . faz , both a and n , B .

and 0 . fat a, and H . ott a, “ to beat,” not in the others. In

Prakrit there is पिट्ठ “ to beat,” पिट्टि एवं चेड णिकबालेहि “ Having

beaten this slave, turn him out ” (Mr. 354, again in the mouth of a

Chandala), and पिट्टिदगद्दहेण वित्र पुणोबि लोहिदवं " I must roll

about again like a beaten jackass ” (Mſ. 107 ). Here, unless this is a non

Sanskritic old Aryan root, we can only refer to fue “ ground, broken,”

p .p .p . of v fut " to grind,” but this is hardly satisfactory, as this root

has a descendant, H . TE “ to grind,” and foe n , “ to be ground.”

H . E n , “ to lie,” “ to be in a recumbent posture,” and fat n , “ to
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wallow ,” P. az , faz , s . QZ , G . M . id . Probably connected with

TE ; but there does not appear to be any Prakrit root to which it can

be traced. The nearest Sanskrit root is veft to lie down;” loțțai =

svapiti. — Pischel, Hem . iv. 146 .

There is next to be noted a small group of stemsending in T ,

concerning which also there has been some controversy .

Skr. / क्री " buy, " ix. क्रीणाति and क्रीणीते, Pa. किणाति, Pr.किणह,

H . anta , s. frag (is not the here due to some confusion with Pr.

Frue = uk " take " ?), B . O . fara . This is a single verb , the compli

cations occur in the following compound with fa , fant " sell,” ix .

fantuifa, Pa. fafanufa , Pr. fafenug , s . fafanu a, " to sell,”

o . faa , Gipsy biknáva . But in H . fam is n , “ to be sold, to be exposed

for sale,” as erga Ta Ha faqat “ rice is selling cheap to -day.”

In M . fam is both a and n , as falara ai fuarat “ when it is ripe it will

sell.” So also P . s. fara n, “ to be sold .” For the active H . has a

sometimes pronounced बेंच “ to sell, " as आज चावल बेचता “ he is

selling rice to-day.” P .aa, .aq, B . are . When we remember that

all verbs are prone to take the forms of the Bhů type, it is intelligible that

faon should mean both “ to sell ” a, and “ to be sold ” n , for the Paras

mai of the Bha form would be विक्रयति , and the Atmane विक्रयते, and

the final syllable being rejected as in v oft and ✓ sit mentioned above,

the stem resulting in both cases would be fam . S. and Gipsy have

retained the U of the Pr. farang. But whence comes the T in aq ?

H . dia , commonly pronounced ca " to pull, drag ,” is a similar word .

P. खिच्च and खिंज , G. M . खेंच , B. खेच and खेंच, 0. id. Also H.खिच

n , “ to be dragged,” B . fae , fica “ to be dragged or distorted (the

face), to grin, make faces,writhe,” M . fe . From the meaning we are

led to think of Sanskrit V g “ to drag,” and although this root has

been shown to have given rise to another pair of verbs kașh and kash ,

and in composition to ni-kal and ni-kül, yet it is not impossible that, used
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in a different sense, it may have originated another set of words like

khench and its congeners.'

H . OB “ to arrive ” n , written in various ways as & T , AFT ,

45 , P . UFO , S. UF9 , G . UTE , ota , M . id ., B .qqor usa,

0 . 45 . In the dialects are some curious forms,as Marwari goy and

Ty , which also occurs in Chand, and in Nepali. Chand uses also a form

पहूं , as दिन दोय मंझ नीके पहंत ॥ “In two days one easily arrives

( there)." Pr. R . i. 175 . In Old -Gujarati also there is a verb ugta , e.g .

Job i TTTF w garu HTC a NETT “ Says Nala to Närada,

this story does not arrive at mind ” (i.e. is not probable). — Premânand

Bhat, in K . D . ii. 74 . S . UFRY has p .p. p. 457 , which latter looks as

if it were from A + Hy , but this will not account for the y . Hoernle

(Ind. Ant. i. 358) derives this word from the old Hindi adverb us “ near,”

and at " make,” assuming a change of a into 7 ; but though this

change occurs in the ancient languages, there are only very few and

doubtful traces of its existence in mediæval or modern times, and I do not

think we can safely base any argument upon so rare a process. Hoernle

goes so far as to consider H . GOTT “ to call,” as the causal of 7 , which

he says was (or must have been) anciently ya . There is another possible

derivation from Skr. UTEU “ a guest,” which becomes in H . OTFIT, but

this fails to explain the final .

Some light may perhaps be thrown on the subject by some

stems in themoderns ending in J , for as 7 arises from tu ,

so y arises from a + y (Vol. I. p. 326 ). Thus :

H . 23 a , “ send ,” P . id. Here we have Skr. v fug “ cleave,”

" separate.” Causal cefa , which would make a passive Haa “ he is

made to separate,” i.e. “ he is sent away.” Ifwe take the active causal as

the origin of this word , we must admit an elision of the vowel between d

1 See note to Krsh in $ 20.

moderns.

The cognate verb ainchna is also in use in the

VOL. III.
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and y ; or, taking the simple passive faraa , we may assume that there

was a neuter forat “ to be sent,” from which the active HT " to send,” has

been formed ; bhij, however, is not found.

H . aun, “ to sound,” P . id., S. fo and 79 , G . 79 , M . TT5 , B .id .

Also H . ar a, " to play (music),” and n , " to sound.” Probably from

Skr. / वद् “ speak, " causal वादयति , Pa. वदति and वदेति,the passive

of the causal is Skr. area , Pa. Tofa “ to be beaten ," i.e. “ to be

caused to speak," as vajjanti bheriyo " drums are beaten .” Hence the

modern bâj. The short form baj is apparently due to analogy.

8 23. It is the business of the lexicographer, rather than of

the grammarian , to work out the derivations of all the verbs in

these languages, and even he would probably find the task one

of insuperable difficulty in the present elementary state of our

knowledge. It is hoped that the examples and illustrations

given above will have enabled the reader to gain some insight

into the general principles which have governed the modern

languages in the process of forming their verbal stems. To

conclude this part of the subject, I will now point out what

seem to me to be the laws deducible from the examples above

given , and from many others which, to avoid prolixity , I have

not cited .

Single neuter stems are derived (i) from the Prakrit present

tense of Sanskrit neuter verbs, or (ii) from the Prakrit passive

past participle, or (iii ) Prakrit has assumed one form for all

parts of the verb, which form has been handed down to the

modern languages almost, if not entirely, unchanged . Types

of these three processes respectively are ho, baith , and uth .

Single active stems are formed from the Prakrit present of

active verbs, and in cases where the verb in Sanskrit is not

conjugated on the Bhû type , Prakrit usually , and the moderns

always, adopt the Bhù type. Here, also , Prakrit has oc

casionally taken one form of root and used it throughout, and
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the moderns have followed the Prakrit. Types of these classes

are parh, kar, and ghen .

In the double verbs two leading processes are observable.

Where the root is conjugated actively , or is active in meaning

in the ancient languages, the modern active is derived from it,

and in that case the modern neuter is derived from the Prakrit

form of the Sanskrit passive, as in labhanu , lahaņu, or as chhoș,

chhut. Where the ancient root is neuter, themodern neuter is

derived from it, and in this case the active is derived from the

ancient causal, as in tut, tor , or mar, mår.

These rules, if further research should eventually confirm

them , do not provide for every modern verbal stem , as there

are many whose origin is obscure and doubtful. It is highly

probable that as we cometo know more about these languages,

we shall find out other processes which will throw light upon

the method of formation of many now obscure stems.

It should here also be noted that even where the same stem

occurs in the same, or nearly the same, form in all the lan

guages, it is not used in the same phase in all. Marathi and

Sindhi have different sets of terminations for neuter and active,

so that the fact of the neuter and active stem being the same

creates no difficulty, the distinction of meaning being shown

by the terminations. Thus in M . utz , if treated as a neuter,

would be conjugated thus : Present gånthato, Past gânthalâ

Future gånthel, etc.; but if as an active, thus: Present gânthito,

Past gânthilen , Future gånthil. In this language, therefore, we

often find a verb used either as active or neuter ; while in

Hindi, which has one set of terminations for all stems, the

difference between active and neuter can only be marked by

the stem . In several rustic dialects of Hindi, however , and in

themediæval poets,we often find the neuter verb with a long

vowel, but confusion is avoided by giving to the active verb

the terminations of the causal, thus a67 “ to grow big,” “ in

crease,” makes its active a6771 " to make big ,” and rustic and
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poetical Hindi often uses atgal for the neuter , as THT Za yait

tasaista un ate Tal“ Such a god is manifest in

Govardhana, from the worship of whom wealth of cattle in

creases.” —– S .S . Govardhanlilâ , ii. 15 , et passim . So also acca Green

HTT Ha “ It grows like the threads of the lotus.” — Padm .

This subject will be more fully discussed under the causal.

§ 24 . Gujarati, as will have been noticed in the examples

given in the last section , often wants the neuter stem with the

short vowel, buthas in its place a form in which å is added to

the stem , the included vowel of which is short. This form is

not incorrectly treated by some grammarians as the ordinary

passive of the language. It should, however, in strictness, be

recognized as the passive intransitive (that form marked - 1 in

the scale, $ 10 ). The rules for its formation are simple, in

stems, whether neuter or active, having à as the included

vowel, it is shortened to a, as —

ata “ read,” 9 “ be read .”

ta " mark , test.” at “ be tested.”

HTHOD “ hear,” 727067 “ be heard.”

The shortening does not always take place when the included

vowel is î or ủ , though from the way in which short and long

vowels are used indiscriminately in Gujarati, it is not safe to

lay down a hard and fast rule on this point, thus

site “ learn,” tat (fTCT) “ be learnt.”

na “ sew ,” tat (farat) “ be sewn.”

Where the stem ends in a vowel, a is inserted to prevent

hiatus, as –

ET " wash,” T “ bewashed .”

CT “ eat,” COT “ be eaten ."

बिही “ fear, ” faktai “ be feared."

i Vans Taylor, Gujarati Grammar, p . 81, from which most of the following

remarks are borrowed , though I diverge from him in some points in which his views

seem to be open to correction .
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With regard to themeaning and method of using this phase,

it appears that its construction resembles that of the neuter,

while it implies either simple passiveness, habit, or power. As

a simple passive, TATT TTET ATTUT “ Râvana waskilled by

Rama, " आ खेतर मां बी ववायं " In this field seed has been

sown ;" as expressing habit, pe afara de at “ thus it is

correctly said,” i.e. “ this is the correct way of expressing it ;"

w tatt he haterê “ this boy is (usually ) thought to be

stupid ; " as expressing power or fitness, waruit watu het “ he

cannot walk ,” literally “ by him it is not walked ;” TITUT

TATU atte af “ a king cannot (or must not) do injustice ;”

at ETET HTETITUT otate of “ the well has become

impure, therefore its water is not drunk.” Some of the words

which take this form are, to all intents and purposes, simple

neuters in meaning, like abhadâyo in the sentence just quoted ,

which means “ to be ceremonially impure,” and points back to

a Sanskrit denominative, as though from “ not," and 275

“ good,” there had been formed a verb gta “ it is not

good .” So also auto “ to be used ,” “ to be in use," as ta

अर्थ ना बे प्रत्यय वपराय के "two affixes are in use with one

meaning, " postulates fromव्यापार, a denominative व्यापारायते ,

or perhaps the causal of वि + आ + पृ = व्यापारयति . This seems

to be the real origin of this phase, though somewould derive it

from a form of the Prakrit passive. At any rate, the two

stems just quoted (and there are several others of the same

kind ) look more like denominatives than anything else, though

in others this form inclines more to the passive signification, as

भीमक सुता नुं वदन सुधाकर देखीने शोभाय । चन्द्रमा तो क्षीण पामी

Tai date ll “ Having seen the moon-like face of the

daughter of Bhîmaka in its beauty — The moon wasted away,

having hidden itself in the clouds.” — Premânand in K .- D . 4 .74.

Here TTHT is “ to be beautiful,” and looks like a denominative ,

but raty has more of a passive or reflexive meaning, “ to be

hidden,” “ to hide oneself.” Again, zheiat o 327 zet
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yere HTTOT “ Seeing the belly of Damayanti, the lake dried

up,” (ib. ii. 75 ), literally “ was dried up.” So also a gre

ut ataterat ufo au vitatu I “ When the house has

caught (fire),he has a well dug, how can this fire be put out? ”

- K .- D . i. 184 . The verb ta is also written toº, and is

probably the same as 0 . tenet “ to descend, alight,” M . viac

“ to trickle, flow down,” which I take to be from 49 + =

अपसरति, Pr. ओशल ( Magadhi), and with change of स to

& = ut . It is used in the sense of removing oneself, thus :

ve @ ITU “ ho there ! get out of the way ! ” (Mș. 210),

and causal utanfET HU WET “ I have got the cart out of

the way,” ( ib. 211) = Skr. Vueftat. This phrase is conju

gated throughout all the tenses, thus wat “ to be lost.”

Present atat “ he is lost,” Future atatù “ he will be lost,"

Preterite खोवाओ, खोवाणो , or खोवाएलो के " he has been lost, "

and in active verbs it is used in the Bhava-prayoga, as a sort

of potential, as तेनाथी छोडाय " he can loose, " तेनाथी छोडायो

“ he could loose,” QaretGTETÎ “ he will be able to loose.”

As to the other languages, a similar form is found in the

Bhojpuri dialect of Hindi, used as a simple passive, as qane

“ seize," 7715T “ be seized ,” as BH 0961ga at “ I am being

seized .” In this dialect, however, there are signs, as will be

shown further on , of a passive similar to that in use in classical

Hindi. In the old Maithil dialect of Bidyâpati, which is

transitional between eastern Hindi and Bengali, this form is

found ; thus, fhat are are matua “ As water poured

out on the ground is dried up.” — Pad . 984. ut atetea

Tarate I “ (Hewho is) the moon ofGokul rolled himself on

the earth .” — P . K . S. 77 . 99 istat yaa afara wfe Hi

GAZTE I “ As a lotus pressed down by the wind is tilted by

the weight of bees” (var. lect. uff = by a swarm ). - Pad. 1352.

This is equivalent in meaning to our English saying, “ When the steed is stolen ,

sbut the stable door."
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There seems to be some difficulty in deducing this form from

a Prakrit passive. One of themethods in which the passive in

Prakrit is formed is by resolving the y of Sanskrit into ia or

ia, Skr. @ taa = Pr.C uf ; and it is supposed that this has

become ve , and subsequently , but no instances of inter

mediate forms are found ; it would seem , therefore, more correct

to suppose that this form originates from the causal of Sanskrit

in those instances where the causal characteristics are used

to form denominatives, and has from them been extended

to other verbs. Neither explanation , however, is quite satis

factory, and the question is one which must be left for further

research .

$ 25. The regular Passive (phase — 2 ) is found only in Sindhi,

Panjabi, and in some rustic dialects of Hindi. It arises from

the Prakrit passive in ijja (Var. viii. 58, 59) . Thus Skr. çrüyate

= suņijjai, gamyate = gamijjaï, hasyate = hasijjai. In Sindhi the

passive is formed by adding 75 or to the neuter or active

stem .' Thus

qty " to bury,” Passive usiy “ to be buried.”

EZT “ to lessen ," „ aftory " to be lessened .”

A passive is also made from causal stems, as —

fasay “ to lose,” Passive fatay “ to be lost.”

Here, also, we find denominatives which have no correspond

ing active form , and have scarcely a passive sense,asgafty

-“ to long for," where the causal termination used in Sanskrit

for denominatives appears to have been confused with the ijja

of the passive. Thus Skr. Brative “ longing,” makes a verb

Bravofa " to long for," whence the Sindhi ukhandijanu. So

also fretu “ to be entangled ,” which seems to be from Skr.

uşa, or uşft “ a finger," whence we may suppose a verb

Trumpp, Sindhi Grammar , p. 258.
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vetefa “ to be intertwined (like the fingers of clasped

hands) ; " cfasty “ to be angry,” from GAT “ anger," Skr.

डमर " uproar, " of which the denominative would be डमरयति .

In cases where the vowel of the active stem is long in the

imperative, but shortened in the infinitive, the passive retains

the long vowel. Thus

ots “ drink thou,” fogy " to drink,” atau “ to be drunk.”

93 " thread thou,” yay “ to thread,” or “ to be threaded.”

Uta " wash thou,” y “ to wash ,” utrony " to be washed .”

A similarly formed passive is used in the Marwâți dialect of

Hindi, spoken west of the Aravalli hills towards Jodhpur, and

thus not very far from Sindh. Instances are

TUT " to do,” atau “ to bedone.”

Caut“ to eat,” Catsuit “ to be eaten.”

aut “ to take," fattaut " to be taken ."

EUT “ to give,” fattorut “ to be given."

Haut “ to come,” watakut “ to be come.”

Thus they say water agT = H . MITAET ATAT“ by

me it is not come,” i.e. “ I am not coming." migatásit het

= H . THÊ het ateT OTETT “ by you it will not be eaten ,”

i.e. " you will not (be able to) eat it .” This passive construc

tion is frequent in the Indian languages, but usually with the

negative expressing that the speaker is unable or unwilling to

do a thing. The insertion of 7 instead of a in @ and @ is

peculiar and unaccountable.

Panjabi also has a synthetical passive, though rarely used .

It is formed by adding & to the root, and is probably derived

from that form of the Prakrit passive which ends in ia , as

i I have to thank Mr. Kellogg , of Allahabad, author of the best, if not of the

only really good Hindi Grammar, for communicating this form to me in a letter .

I was previously unaware of it.
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mentioned above. This form of the passive is only used in a

few tenses, thus HITOTT “ to beat,” Passive present # HITET

“ I am beaten,” Future # ATTWITT “ I shall be beaten ,"

Potential (old present) H ATTAT“ I may be beaten .”

With these exceptions, there is no synthetic form for the

passive in the modern languages. This phase is usually formed

by an analytical process. It is not much used , the construction

of sentences being more frequently reversed , so as to make the

verb active. The large number of neuter verbs also renders

a passive for the most part unnecessary . It does exist, how

ever , and is formed by adding the verb “ to go,” to the

past participle of the passive, ht doing all the conjuga

tional work, and the participle merely varying for number

and gender.

Thus from HTT “ beat,” H . Sing. HTTT JTT“ to be beaten ”

m ., attatt f., Plur. HTF IT M ., HTTI STOTT F., P . Aft

PT9T m ., ATTIf., Plur. Hrî m ., Attif. Gujarati also uses this

method side by side with the passive intransitive, as HTETT 1

“ to be beaten ,” with the participle varied for gender and

number as in the others. M . मारिला जाणे , B. मारा जाइते , 0 .

HTTT that. In these two last the participle does not vary for

gender or number.

Occasionally in G . and M . a passive is formed by adding the

substantive verb to the past participle, thus M . f atyret

grat “ the cow was tied ,” and G . ty qet e “ the book is

made; ” such a construction would in the other languages be

incorrect, or, if used at all, would have a different meaning

altogether .

The use of TTT “ to go," to form a passive, seems somewhat

unnatural ; at “ to be,” would occur as the most fitting verb

for this purpose. I am tempted to hazard a conjecture that

the use of atat in this way has arisen from the Prakrit passive

form in ijja. This, as we have seen above, has given a regular
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passive to Sindhi and Marwari, and it seems possible that the

masses who had quite forgotten , or had never known, the

meaning of the added j, may unconsciously have glided into

the practice of confounding it with the a of the common word

1 which would lead them to consider the verbal stem pre

ceding it as a passive participle. Thus a form Hifta “ he is

beaten,” would easily pass into HTTT OTU , as in modern Hindi.

The process must, of course, have been unconscious, as all such

processes are, but the supposition does not involve a more

violenttwisting of words and meanings than many others which

are better supported by actual facts.

The non -Aryan party have something to say on this head .

They point out that the Dravidian languages, like our seven ,

largely avoid the use of the passive by having recourse to

neuter verbs, and that with them , as with us, the neuter is

often only another form of the same root as the active. Indeed ,

the similarity in this respect is very striking, the process is, to

a great extent, the same in both groups, though the means em

ployed are different. The passive does not, strictly speaking,

occur in the Dravidian languages; a clumsy effort is sometimes

made to produce one, by adding the verb padu “ to happen ”

(Sanskrit qa , modern Aryan Te ) to an infinitive or noun of

quality . This process, however, is as strained and foreign to

elegant speech as the construction with jâ is in the Aryan

group. It appears, also , that the verb poyu “ to go,” is also

used in Tamil to form a passive, as also a verb meaning " to

eat,” which latter is parallel to our North - Indian expression

ATT TTAT “ to eat a beating " = " to be beaten .” In this, as in

so many other instances of alleged non -Aryan influence, the

known facts do not justify us in saying more than that there is

a resemblance between the two groups of languages, but that it

is not clear which borrowed the process, or whether it was ever

i Caldwell, pp. 353, 364 (first edition).
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borrowed at all. There is no reason why it should not have

grown up simultaneously and naturally in both families.

§ 26 . Wenow come to the Causal, an important and much

used phase of the verb. Sanskrit forms the causal by adding

the syllable aya to the root, which often also takes guņa or

vſiddhi, ve " do,” causal attafa . There is, however, in

Sanskrit a small class of verbs which form the causal by insert

ing q between the root and the characteristic aya. These are

principally roots ending in a vowel ; but in Pali and the Prakrits

the form of the causal in q has been extended to a very large

number of stems, in fact to nearly every verb in those lan

guages. In Pali, however, its use is optional, thus van

“ cook ," causal pâcheti, pâchayati, pâchâpeti, pâchâpayati. In

Prakrit, also , there are the two processes, by the first of which

the aya of Sanskrit becomes e, thus कारयति = Pr. कारेइ ,

ghafa = ETT (Var. vii. 26 ), and by the second the inserted

qis softened to a , thus giving attac or attac (ib. 27) .

It is from this form , and not from aya, as I erroneously sup

posed in Vol. I. p . 20, that the modern causal arises. Even in

Prakrit the e in kârâveï is frequently omitted , as it is also in

kárez, and we find such forms as kâraï, târaï, side by side with

kárávač (Weber, Hala, p . 60 ), so that there remains only av

for the modern causal.

Among the modern languages Marathi stands alone in

respect of its causal, and, as in so many other points, exhibits

a hesitation and confusion which confirm the impression of its

being a backward language which has not so thoroughly

emancipated itself from the Prakrit stage as the others .

Whereas these latter have passed through the period in which

rival forms conflicted for the mastery, and have definitely

settled upon one type to be used universally, the former pre

Kaccâyana, Senart, Journal Asiatique, vol. xvii. p. 436 .
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sents us with several alternative suffixes, none of which appears

to have obtained undisputed prominence. The authorities for

Marathi consist of the classical writers, the one dictionary

maker, Molesworth , and a host of grammarians, all of whom

differ among themselves, so that one is driven to ask , “ who

shall decidewhen doctors disagree ? ”

The competing forms are : ava, iva, iva , ari, dva , ävi, and one

sees at a glance that they are all derived from one source, the

causal with q , modified in Prakrit to ą . The difficulty lies in

the vowels. Where one authority gives a causal in ava to a

particular verb, another makes the causal of that same verb by

adding iva , and so on . Stevenson (Marathi Grammar, p . 87 )

teaches that ava is the ordinary form , as basaņen " to sit," ba

savanen “ to seat.” This type, however, he adds, is peculiar to

the Konkan or lowlands along the coast; in the Dakhin or

centre table land above the passes the form iva is more used , as

karanen “ to do,” karivanen " to cause to do.” A third form avi

is said to be “ of a middle class,” and not characteristic of

either dialect, as karavinen . It is to be noted here that the

causal suffix, strictly speaking, ends with the v , and the vowels

that follow this letter may fairly be regarded as mere junction

vowels, used to add the terminations to the stem . In those of

the cognate languages which use à as the causal suffix , the

junction vowel used is either i, as B . karå-i-te, 0 . kará -i-bå,

S. karâ -i-nu , or u , as Old - H . karâ- u -nâ, P . kará -u -nå, or

hardened to ra, as G . kará -va-vun. Dismissing, then , the final

vowel as unconnected with the suffix , we get for Marathi four

types, av, av, iv, iv . Of these four av approaches most closely

to the Prakrit, and may therefore be regarded as the original

type from which, by a shortening of the vowel, comes ar ,

which , all things considered, is perhaps the most common and

regular ; a further weakening of the vowel produces iv ; and

the fourth form , iv, probably owes its long vowel to the

Marathi habit of lengthening vowels at the end of a word , or
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in a syllable, where the stress or accent falls. Thus all four

formsmay be used, as

W “ to do,” atau, attaū , afraw , artat ; also acau ,

and air fall “ to cause to do." I

Causals may be formed from every verb in the language,

whether neuter, active, active or passive intransitive. The

meaning of the causal differs, of course, according to that of

the simple verb.

Those formed from simple neuters or active intransitives are

generally merely actives in sense, as

qe “ sit,” ha “ seat.”

FHOS “ meet,” fH009 (junction vowel T ) “ mix.”

faa " sleep,” 797 “ put to sleep," " soothe.”

Those from actives are causal in meaning, as

cause to

ATT “ strike,” hita “ cause to strike.”

fua “ teach,” frana “ cause to teach.”

Those from passive intransitives are passive causals, as

fuit “ turn ” (i.e.be turned ), futa “ cause to be turned.”

az “ be cut," aica , aita " canse to be cut.”

Simple roots ending in vowels insert a v between the stem

and the suffix to avoid hiatus, as

CT “ eat,” traa (junction vowel T) “ cause to eat."

So also with roots ending in E , as

for “ write,” fuega “ cause to write.”

The various forms of the causal suffix in Marathi may be

regarded as types of a stage of transition which the other lan

1 Godbole's Marathi Grammar,p . 102, § 279.
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guages have passed by. The following are examples of the

causal in these latter :

fere “ write,” H .P . B .O . S. foret“ cause to write,” (H .Pres.likháta, Pret.

likhayá,Aor .likhấe ,or likhay,or likháve.)

07 “ read,” id. TOT “ cause to read.”

99 " hear," id. ETT “ cause to hear.”

In Hindi, as in the other languages, the causal of a neuter

verb is , in effect, nothing more than an active, as

TAT “ be made," a t “ make.”

बोलना “speak, " 19T “ call ” (i.e. “ cause to speak.” )

799T “ move," TOT " drive."

TITUTETT “ be awake," FUTOTT “ awaken .”

BUTT “ rise,” BUTAT “ raise.”

Da CIT “ be cooked,” DataT “ cook .”

So also in the case of double verbs given in $ 8 20, 21, the

active form ,with long vowel in the stem syllable,may be re

garded as a causal. In fact, it might be said , looking at the

matter with reference to meaning, that the modern languages

have two ways of forming the causal, one in which the short

vowel of the stem is lengthened , the other in which â or some

other suffix is added. Looking at it in another way with

reference to form ,the division which I have adopted commends

itself, the forms with a long vowel in the stem being regarded

as actives, those with the added syllable as causals. In point

of derivation, however, both forms are causals. There is a

wonderful, though unconscious, economy in our languages ;

where Prakrit has more types than one for the same phase of

a verb , the modern languages retain them all, but give to each

a differentmeaning. For instance , Prakrit has three types for

the passive, one in which the final consonant of the stem is

doubled by absorption of the y of Skr. as gamyate = gammai,
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a second in ia, as gamyate = gamiadi, and a third in ijja , as

gamyate = gamijjadi. The first of these types, having lost

whatever might remind the speaker of its passive character ,

has been adopted in the modern languages as the form of the

simple neuter verb, the second survives in the Panjabi passive,

asmârida = mâriadi, the third in the Sindhi and Marwari pas

sive given in $ 25. So, also, it seems to me that the two types

of the Prakrit causal have been separately utilized ; that which

corresponds to the Sanskrit type in aya with long or guņa

vowel in the stem , has become in the moderns an active verb,

as hârayati = hârei = hâr ; trotayati = toreï = top ; while that

which takes the q causal is preserved as the ordinary causal of

the moderns, as kârayati (karâpayati) = karârei = karā .

Often , however, both forms exist together, and there is little

or no apparent distinction between them ; thus from UiZat are

made both फाटना and फटाना, from हरना are made हारना and

IT, and so in many other instances.

The causal, properly so called, namely , that with the suffix

å , av, etc., has always a short vowel in the stem syllable, ex

cept in a few instances where the stem vowel is vriddhi, in

which case it is sometimes retained. Thus in the double verbs

the causal suffix may be regarded as added to the neuter form ,

as in

ACTIVE.

तप ताव तपा

घुल घोल घुला

In such cases, however , we more commonly find the double or

passive causal.

Single verbs with a long or guņa stem - vowel have causals

with the corresponding short or simple vowel, as in the

examples बोलना and बुलाना, जागना and जगाना given above.

Verbs whose simple stems end in a vowel insert a semivowel

before the termination of the causal, and change the vowel of

the stem , if å , i, or e, into i, if û or o, into u . The semivowel

NEUTER , CAUSAL.
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used is sometimes a or T, but more commonly . Thus, era

“ to take,” faqt “ to cause to take,” but,

H . ZAT “ give,” FOTIT “ cause to give.”

sitai “ live,” TUTT “ cause to live."

utat“ drink,” GTAT “ give to drink.”

खाना “ eat," खिलाना “ feed."

Etat “ wash,” YOTIT “ cause to wash .”

HTT“ sleep,” JUTT “ put to sleep .”

रोना “ weep, " TUTOTT “ make to weep."

In a few cases of stemsending in , or in aspirates, the ais

optionally inserted , as

H . ETT “ say," 218TAT and aguTAT “ cause to say,”

“ be called.”

a “ see,” fata » FFCUTTIT “ show .”

at" learn,” foretat „ fcant“ teach.”

adat“ sit,” fadidit (or ao) , fazat (@ O) " seat.”

A similar method exists in Sindhi, but with T instead of a ,

as is customary with that language, as'

डिअणु " give," fGHITU “ cause to give.”

wy “ leak,” THITY “ cause to leak .”

fagy “ sit,” faETTY “ seat.”

fHay “ learn ," सिखारण “ teach. "

उथणु “ rise, ” BETTY “ raise.”

सुम्हणु " sleep, " OFETTY “ put to sleep .”

Here the T is inserted after the causal suffix , and this was

probably the method originally in force in Hindi, for we find

in the mediæval poets such words as dikhârnâ “ to show , " and

even in modern colloquial usage baithâlná is quite as common

i Trumpp, SindhiGrammar, p. 256 .
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as bithlânå. Gujarati forms its causal in an analogous way,

but uses g instead of T , as

धावq "suck, " Vareg “ give suck .”

atag “ sew ," targo “ cause to sew .”

atag " sound,” w eg " strike ” (a bell, etc.)

After words ending in a vowel, the suffix takes a to prevent

hiatus, and so also after , as

T ( ) “ be,” 16g “ cause to be.”

CTE “ eat,” w eg “ feed.”

ga “ give,” Fareg “ cause to give.”

ÀTED “ endure,” sareg “ cause to endure."

agg “ rot,” teateg “ cause to rot.”

This language, like Hindi, also reverses the position of the

long vowel of the causal suffix , and uses such forms as dhavarâr,

khavarâv, with change of g to T .

There is nothing remarkable about the Panjabi causal, which

is identical with Old Hindi, merely retaining the junction

vowel u , as khilâ -u -nâ, dikhâ -u -nâ. In both these languages

the old form âu has, in a few instances, changed to o instead

of â , as

faritat “ to wet,” from attai “ to be wet.”

gatat “ to drown,” „ GOTT “ to be drowned.”

Bengali and Oriya have only the causal form in å with

junction vowel i, as B . karå -i-te, Q . kará-i-bâ, and use this

form in preference to that with the long stem vowel, even in

those causals which are, in meaning, simple actives.

There are thus, independently of the stem with the long or

guņa vowel, which I prefer to treat as an active, two separate

systems of forming the causal in the seven languages : one

starting from the Prakrit causal in åre, and exhibiting the

forms âva , ava, iva , iva , av, åu, , å ; the other starting , I know

VOL. 111 .
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not whence, but probably from a method in use in early Aryan

speech, which has only been preserved by the classical lan

guage in a few instances, and exhibiting the forms ár, ád,

ål, rá, lâ . Whether these two forms are connected by an in

terchange between the two semivowels 1 and v, is a problem

which must remain for future research . Such a connexion is

not impossible, and is even , in my opinion , highly probable.

$ 27. The Passive Causal may be also called the double

causal. The use of either term depends upon the point of view

of the speaker, for whether I say , “ I cause Râm to be struck

by Shyâm ,” or, “ I cause Shyâm to strike Râm ,” the idea is the

same. As regards form , the term double causal is more ap

propriate in some languages. In H . and P . this phrase is con

structed by adding to the stem H . at, P . ans , in which we

should , I think, recognize the syllable đv of the single causal

shortened, and another åv added to it, thus from sun “ hear,"

comes causal sunâ, “ cause to hear,” “ tell,” double causal sunvâ,"

“ cause to cause to hear,” “ cause to tell ; " here, as sunå is from

the fuller form sunar, so sunvå is from sunâv + âv = sunav + â =

sunvâ. This double or passive causal is in use mostly with

neuter and active intransitive stems, whose single causal is

naturally an active, as 290T “ be made,” a t “ make,”

autoT “ cause to be made.” Thus they say, “ The

fort is being built ; " gaf te a NAT “ The architect is build

ing the fort ;" and TT5 yaf a TIT TE aratat “ The king

is causing the fort to be built by the architect.” In this last

sentence, and in all similar phrases, the nature of the construc

tion is such that we can only translate it by the passive causal,

we could not render “ The king causes the architect to build ,”

etc., by again in any other way than by putting " architect”

i Generally, the semivowel in this form is pronounced softly, almost like the

English w , so that sunwând would more nearly represent the sound than sunrând .

The v , however, in all Indian languages is a softer sound than our v.
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in the ablative with artor 8 . When we are told, therefore,

that this phase means “ to cause to do " (the action of a neuter

verb), the assertion , though correctly expressing the form , is

incorrect as to the meaning ; the dictionary-makers here halt

between two opinions. Thus

BT “ rise," BOT “ raise ” (i.e. “ cause 379T “ cause to be raised ”

to rise ” ), (i.e. “ cause A to cause

B to rise ").

कट " be cut, ” काट “ cut, " megt “ cause to cut.”

çe " beopen,” eta “ open,” COTT “ cause to open.”

In double verbs, like those just quoted , however , the single

causal in â may be used , as alt “ cause to cut.” As a general

rule, the exactmeaning of stems in this phase must be gathered

from the sentence in which they are used .

Sindhi makes its double causal by inserting rå (Trumpp,

257), as

विर्च “be weary," विची " make weary,tire," विचारा “cause to make

weary.”

ETT " wound,” TTT “ cause to wound,” ETTTTT “ cause to canse to

wound, or cause (another)

to be wounded.”

Stack instances also passive causals formed on the same

model as ordinary passives, thus

HE “ be on fire," HTG “ burn," HTET " cause to burn," HTETEO “ be caused

to be burnt.”

One example given by him shows a full range of phases, as

Tuy “ to be sucked , to issue ” (as milk from the breast),

neuter ; EEN “ to suck the breast,” active ; UTEULU “ to be

sucked ,” pass. ; ytray “ to give suck ,” neut. pass. ; UTTY

" to suckle,” caus. ; ETT EGY “ to be suckled,” pass. caus. ;
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ETTTTTTY “ to cause (another ) to suckle, " double caus.;

ETTTTTETY “ to cause to be suckled by another,” double pass.

caus. The whole of these forms, however , are rarely found in

one verbal stem . The double causal is common enough, thus

from the causals mentioned in the last section are derived

double causals —

FFETTY “ to put to sleep," FETTET “ to cause to put to sleep."

BUTTY “ to raise,” BOTTICI“ to cause to raise” (H . 38977 ).

$ 28. Although the suffixed syllables shown in 8 26 generally

and regularly indicate the causal phase, yet there are numerous

verbs having this suffix which are neuter, active intransitive,

or passive intransitive. As mentioned in § 11, these stems are

probably built on the model of Sanskrit denominatives, and

owe their long vowel to the aya or aya of that form . Hence

they cometo resemble in form modern causals.

In Sindhi these stems have a development peculiar to that

language, and have a corresponding active phase like thedouble

stems mentioned in § 19 . Trumpp gives ( p . 252, et seqq.) the

following examples :

ACTIVE.

CATHY “ to be extinguished,” BHEY “ to extinguish.”

BGTHY " to fly,” ESTOY “ tomake fly, to spend.”

NEUTER.

muy 1 to be born ,”

sry “ to bring forth .”

HU )

Guy " to be satiated,"

CTHY “ to be on fire,”

GET " to satiate."

algy " to burn."

HTEY “ to contain.”
199 for to be contained,"

HTHYS

facthy " to be passed, to pass ”

(as time),

GUTHY " to grow less,"

fakley “ to pass the time.”

TY “ to lessen.”
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In this group the neuter stems have the type âpa and ama,

which, if we regard them as derived from the Prakrit type åbe

of the causal, will appear as respectively a hardening and a

softening of the b of Prakrit. In some cases the neuter form

is clearly derived from the older causal, as in HTEY “ to con

tain ,” rather, “ to go into," Skr. V AT “ to measure ;' but

HITY , Skr. caus. Atuera “ to cause to measure,” where, by a

natural inversion of the sense, the causal has become neuter.

In the case of huy the process by which the meaning has

been arrived at from Sanskrit v a is less clear. The other

stems are also obscure, and I possess no data on which to

establish any satisfactory explanation .

Sindhi stands alone in respect of this group ; Hindi and

Panjabi have a number of neuter stems with causal termina

tions, which stand on a different footing, and recall by their

meaning the Sanskrit denominatives, having no corresponding

active forms, as

H . fCHTT“ to be abashed,” “ to shrink away.”

faTTT “ to be worn out.”

GEUTTT “ to itch .”

TATTAT “ to be agitated,” “ to be in fear ” P . gayToUT.

ETHTIT “ to bask in the sun .”

CTTT “ to tremble,” “ to be unsteady." P . id .

P . TUTBUTT “ to grow

soft” (a scar).

greCTTTT " to wither,” to grow flaccid .” P . id .

In words of this class, also, a syllable is often inserted , as

fafety “ to grin .” P. fara EU id .

This type is evidently closely connected with the passive of

Gujarati and other dialects given in 24 , which I have been

led by the considerations here mentioned to regard as a passive
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intransitive. It seems also to be connected with the passive

intransitive in B . in such passages as they gay

Stato II “ He must be a king's son, by his appearance

and marks (of birth ) it is known.” — Bhârat, B .- S . 378 ,

where jânây = jânâë, “ it appears,” “ it is evident,” a con

struction exactly parallel to the Gujarati phrases quoted in

$ 24 .

Marathi has similarly neuters with a causal type, which

recall the method of formation of the Sanskrit denominative,

inasmuch as they are referred by the grammarians to a nominal

origin , thus

acat " a cracking or crashing sound ;” asaraq “ to crack ,

crash ;” aratau “ to roar at,” “ to make a crashing noise.”

WHAT (from Persian 3) “ deficient,”a tau “ to grow less.”

atat " a grating sound,” atarifau “ to grind the teeth .”

MITT (Skr.) “ doubt,” atamatay " to be doubtful.”

- but this may also be formed from the two words at “ why ?”

qet “ how ? ” and would thusmean “ to why -and-how ," " to hum

andانرکلعلوتیل ha ; just as they use in Urdu the phrase

“ to prevaricate," literally to make “ would that ! ” and “ per

haps.”

A distinction may apparently be drawn in many cases be

tween forms in dva and those in âvi, the former being rather

denominatives, and as such neuter,while the latter are causals.

Thus from 7am “ little,” “ few ," u araw “ to grow less,"

and uttara u “ to make less, but the authorities accessible

to me are not agreed about this point, and I therefore hesitate

to make any definite assertion on the subject. Molesworth

gives, for instance, staigu n , “ to bellow ,” “ bluster,” and

Otaifau “ to frighten by bellowing ; " also staunt “ the act

of roaring at,” from ottfat or otrau “ to intimidate,” where
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the i of the infinitive seems to be represented by a in the

noun .

On the other hand, the close connexion of these neuters with

the passive type is seen in S ., where the passive characteristic

is used , according to Stack , convertibly with the neuter ,

having the short vowel. Thus Gigy orgray “ to be satiated ; "

while there are also verbs of two forms, one with the neuter

type, the other with the causal type, but both having a neuter

sense, as fety and f614“ to grow loose or slack .”

Further examples are

झपणु and झपिजणु “ to grow less ; " also झपामणु “ to decrease. "

Cory and gramory “ to fade,” “ tarnish.”

माइणु and माइजणु " to be contained in. "

It is not certain how far later and better scholars like

Trumpp would confirm the accuracy of Stack 's definition . He

seems to be somewhat inaccurate and careless in drawing the

distinction between the various phases of the verb.

$ 29. Secondary verbs are not so numerous as secondary

nouns, and those that exist have, for the most part, a familiar

or trivial meaning. They are formed by the addition of a

syllable to the verbal stem , or to a noun . This latter feature is

especially common in H . verbs formed from feminine nouns in

aka (Vol. II. p. 31), thus Behari Lâl.

कुटी न शिशुता की झलक झलक्यो जोबन अंग ॥

“ The splendour of childhood has not ceased , (yet) youth shines in

the limbs.” — Sats. 17.

Here the substantive era “ glitter," " splendour ” (probably

formed from v ), gives rise to a verb yahat “ to shine.”

Similarly all the nouns quoted in the passage referred to in

Vol. II. have verbs formed from them as there stated . It is un
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necessary to give a list of them , and it may be here observed

that in languages which , like English , have advanced far into

the analytical stage, great freedom of formation exists, so that

many words may be used either as nouns or verbs. Many

nouns have, in common usage, verbal terminations added to

them , and thus become verbs. We see constantly in modern

English, French, and German , new verbs thus formed , as, for

instance, by adding -ize, -iser, or -isiren , as colonize, coloniser,

colonisiren , several of which have not found their way into

dictionaries. The same is the case with our Indian languages,

and it is impossible here to follow or set forth all these con

stantly arising innovations. Those which have received the

sanction of literature will be found in the dictionaries, and

many more will probably be admitted to the dictionaries of the

future, if the authors of those works are wise enough to keep

pace with the actual growth of language, and do not permit an

overstrained purism to prohibit them from truly recording the

language as it exists in their day. ,

I will content myself with giving a few examples of this

class of verbs from Marathi, which, as I have before noticed , is

very rich in forms of this kind . This language has secondary

stems formed by the addition of ac , vz , IT , WE , 46, 706 ,

WT, a series the items of which seem to indicate a progressive

softening from some earlier type. Thus ,

घासणें “to rub "(Skr. / घृष् ), secondary stems घसटणे "rub," घसरणे

“ slip,” EHITU (a potential form ) “ graze the skin,” “ be practised in ”

(an art or science), ETCW “ scour” (pots), ETHEU a , “ rub off,

deface,” n , “ be rubbed,” “ be despoiled of.” Analogous is H . geitzat

“ drag.”

gaü “ to sink ” (rarely used), gal , gaº, Głº,“ to splash about

in the water,” gaaw id., gaafaù “ to plunge into water,” (causal)

gando U “ to dip."
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uto “ place,” TUTTU “ to arrange."

U19 “ pat,” TUZU “ to pat,” TUTT “ to back water," " to steady

a vessel by short strokes of the oars while working the sails."

दंड “ stick,” दंडणे “to press, punish, ” दंडपणे “ to compress," दंडावणे

" to stiffen ,” compare B. Gietā" to stand up.”

Materials are , unfortunately , deficient, so that in the present

state of research, no thorough analysis can be made. Nor can

any definite separation into classes be effected . As so many

verbs of this kind, however, are derived from nouns, the course

to be pursued would probably be to affiliate each group of verbs

to that formation of nouns with which it corresponds, verbs

which add a to the primary stem being regarded as formed

from nouns in a , and so on. In this method no further ex

planation is required for secondary verbs, as the origin of the

afformative syllable has been explained under the noun . Thus

the secondary verbs, whose added syllable is at, or vat, are ex

plained under nouns so ending in Vol. II. p . 65, those having

al, al, or cognate forms, are referable to the nouns in Vol. II.

p . 90 , and so on .

§ 30. Reduplicated and imitative verbal stems are very

common . The former usually express sounds, or motions,

while both frequently partake of the denominative character

and type.

In Hindi the second syllable usually contains the same con

sonants and vowels as the first, and the question arises whether

the first or the second of the two syllables is the original, in

other words, whether reduplication is effected by prefixing or

affixing a syllable. The following examples show that the re

duplicated syllable, whichever it be, contains, as a rule, the

same vowel as the original.

(a ) with a .

CTCETUT “ to knock , pat, rap,” from CTCC n . f. onomatopea.
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GOCCITT “ to clatter, rattle, jar," from gran. f. onomatopea.

OCCETAT “ to bubble, simmer,"

COGUTOTT " to rumble ” (of bowels,Gk. Kopkopvryéw , BopBopúcw ),

opamatop.

JETETT “ to quiver,” probably connected with uk q.d . “ to be

seized and shaken .”

ROUTIT “ to mutter, murmur.”

HEHETAT “ to flap, flop,” from ETT " to fall off.”

YUJUTOTT “ to tinkle, jingle, clank ,” Skr. Gugu .

TOT “ to glitter, glare, throb,” Skr. 99 @ ?

46UCTOIT “ to flutter, twitch,” Skr. Erit ?

TUTTOT“ to tremble, quiver,” probably onomatop .

(B ) with i.

fanfaatat “ to giggle,chuckle, titter,” onomatop .

fusfuetat “ to quiver, waver " (the voice in supplication ), dimly

traceable to Skr. 8 , itfa ?

farurautat “ to turn sick at,” from feru “ disgust,” Skr. GUT;

there are also verbs fEfUUTET, faut it and fauna .

fefeutat “ to squeak,” onomatop.

fqafqatat id.

fgefHETTT " to rave,rage, scold.”

fËFETTAT “ to twang,” onomatop .

( y) with u .

CUTAT “ to envy , be spiteful,” perhaps from Skr. T through

H . CH7Tand G9TT “ to pierce."

jjatat “ to mutter.”

JUGUTAT “ to be silent, to move about quietly,” from 919 " silent."

E TAT “ to itch, tickle .”

gaGuT “ to be soft or squashy.”
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TESHTIT “ to whisper," onomatop .

TUTTTT" to powder, sprinkle.”

The above exhibit the ordinary type of this class, in which

both syllables are the same. In some cases, where the root

syllable ends in a nasal, the first syllable of the reduplicated

word softens the nasal to anuswara, asin गुंगनाना, चंचनाना “ to

throb,” and even with a , as quat “ to be unsteady," where

the reduplication takes place already in Sanskrit 99. From

the analogy of this last word we may conclude that the latter

of the two syllables is the original one, and that reduplication

has been effected by prefixing a syllable. There is, however ,

another class of such words, in which the second syllable differs

from the first in the initial consonant, which, for some reason ,

is generally a labial. Thus side by side with CCTT,

खलखलाना are found खदबदाना and खलबलाना with the same

meaning . So also OT and you , the latter with

the different, though allied, meaning of being restless or

fidgety. In other examples there is some slight difference of

meaning in the various forms, thus from t , which has the

general sense ofmoving, comethe adjectives ETT“ talkative,"

TUTT " acrid , pungent,” TUTT “ active,” 7TOTT “ expert,

alert,” whence the verbs aTTT“ to crackle, to sputter, to

scold ,” TUTTIT “ to smart,” TUTTOT “ to shake, swing,"

ETETT “ to speak plausibly, to wheedle.” Other instances

are

ZYZTOT“ to toss, tumble, flounder."

ACCETTI “ to be on fire.”

f afa TTT “ to flicker.”

TEMETOIT “ to flutter.”

fatfattat “ to dazzle, glisten.”

TUZTIT “ to stagger.”

TGCETIT “ to stammer, stutter."
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In Panjabi, as also to a great extent in other languages,

there is a tendency to use a reduplicated substantive with an

ancillary verb, rather than a reduplicated verb itself. These

substantives are, to a large extent, imitative or onomatopoetic,

as at Tat “ to bang, to pop,” expressing the sound of a

gun going off, atat “ to pipe," as young birds. It has,

however, a large number of the same words, as Hindi. Of

these , the following may be cited : fosfacBUT “ to prate,

sputter, ” चिडमिडाउणा “ to smart, ” चुलचुलाउणा and चुलबुल '

" to flutter," u UTBUT “ to tingle ” as the limbs when be

numbed.

In Sindhi, also , I find reduplicated nouns, but few , if any,

verbs, and the language does not appear to be rich even in

those . From € “ blaze," comes GUETTY “ to blaze; "

and a few more may be found, but the large group given in

Hindi, to which many more might have been added, is either

not existent or not recorded .

___ Gujarati is fuller in this respect, as कडकड, and कडकडावं

" to rattle,” also C CES ; TUZO “ to fret,” quaug “ to

throb , smart,” u ue “ to clink, clank,” also use ;

4695 " to flap, to scold ," and 45neta ; ac95 " to shake,

rock.” In its vocabulary Gujarati agrees in the main with

Hindi.

As might be expected from the genius of Marathi, there is

a great variety of such verbs, more even than in Hindi. In

examining only the first consonant of the alphabet, numerous

formations of this kind are observed . Thus from man for Skr.

man " fatigued ,” by prefixing a shortened form a , they make

a tau “ to be distressed , to starve," and draichu “ to worry,

harass." From the onomatop. e " brawl,” “ noise,” “ row ,"

comes first a reduplicated noun कचकच , and then कचकचणें “to

gnash the teeth ,” TUTU “ to screech," pati " to slip, give

way with a noise.” With a second syllable added, beginning
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(as we have seen in H .) as such syllables often do with a labial,

is the imitative substantive che expressive of “ squashing,”

" muddling of soft substances,” also of “ things grating on the

ear,” or “ being gritty in the mouth,” whence Hû (from

T ATU ) “ to dabble with mud,” “ to stir," " to finger,"

which, from a sort of remembrance of Hos “ dirt,” is often

changed into 2 HSll “ to make a mess by dabbling. ”

Another imitative syllable,which it is not necessary to regard

as formally derived from Sanskrit a “ cut,” or from a

“ trouble,” though the existence of these words has probably

led the native mind in that direction , is az expressive of

“ teasing, quarrelling ;" whence azazu “ to wrangle, tease

by squabbling,” “ to make harsh or cracking sounds.” Allied

to this is the word ca expressive of “ the snapping of

little things,” whence agacî , which may be generally

rendered “ to go kadkad,” that is, “ to crash, crack , peal, to

squabble, to hiss and bubble as hot water, oil," etc ., also, “ to

be violently angry.” Perhaps connected with this is THE

“ to be feverish ,to glow , ache,” which , from some remembrance

of ate “ breaking,” is also pronounced aC HTCW . In these

outlying words, the irregular cavalry of language, forms melt

into one another, like a cloud of Pandours or Cossacks hovering

on the outskirts of an army, bound by no law , and disregard

ing all the acknowledged tactics. A list here follows :

quaug “ to be feverish,” from any and quau “ feverishness,"

“ heatand throbbing,” “ cramp."

Tatū “ to caw ” (as a crow ), from antal “ cawing ” or any other

harsh sound.

condo “ to glow with heat, to be qualmish ” (as the stomach ), from

adomion a word meaning “ all sorts of disorders brought on

by heat, or rage,” possibly connected with Sanskrit 2018

“ dispute.”
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U “ to ache, shudder, palpitate,” from wune " pains and

aches."

ob Has ll the sameas dico chiesa .

omd69060 “ to writhe,yearn.”

faefatū “ to chatter ” (as a monkey), from fagfaiq “ any gritty

or sharp clacking sound.”

augu “ to whisper, mutter, murmur,” from gugu “ low , soft

murmuring .”

Under other letters the following may be quoted :

CHCU “ to go to work smartly,” from 643 “ smartly, quickly,"

connected with y , which in all the languages means

“ quick !” “ look sharp ! ”

UHUÊ “ to tinkle, tingle, ring."

9064cou “ to glitter, sparkle.”

TETT “ to trickle, ooze, pine away.”

TUTU “ to twitch, flutter.”

facfATŪ " to sting,be pungent.”

In Bengali such forms are less common, it is by nature the

language of a poor scanty population, and when Bengal became

rich and populous, new ideas were expressed by borrowing

from Sanskrit, instead of forming new words from the existing

resources. There are numerous reduplicated nouns, but these

are verbalized rather by adding the verb kar, than by making

a new verb . Thus, where M . makes a verb jhanjhaņaņen, B .

prefers to say go ya ory n afta . The following are a

few examples :

gugurà “ to buzz,growl.”

fara afta “ to blaze, glitter.”

TTTT " to throb , ache.”

faufzutra " to fidget, twitch .”
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Jarofa ao“ to backbite or quarrel mutually.”

gagat o “ to rap , tap."

Cath 7° “ to sparkle, shine.”

Tefta “ to quiver, tremble, shake.”

Uutta “ to buzz, hum .”

HETETEā " to murmur, whisper."

Many of these words are, as it has been seen , onomatopoetic,

and in a language so unfixed as Bengali, it is impossible to say

how many are really admitted into the proper stock of the

language, and how many are mere local or individual peculi

arities. Thus Bharat Chandra adorns, or disfigures, his poems

by innumerable fanciful words of this sort, which probably no

one but he ever used , and which he has merely invented for the

occasion, e.g .

झनझन कङ्कण रणरण नपूर ।

घुनु घुनु घंधुर बोले ।

“ The bracelets go jhan jhan ! the anklets go ran ran !

Ghunu ghunu goes the girdle of bells." — B .-S . 299.

The remarks made about Bengali apply equally to Oriya, in

which there is not any very extended use either of reduplicated

or onomatopoetic nouns or verbs.

$ 31. Occasional mention has been made in the foregoing

sections of some of the stems used in the Gipsy verb. That

strange, wandering, low -caste people has, however, picked up

many of its words from Iranian and Slavonic, as well as

from non -Aryan sources. But true to the original instincts

of its race , it has retained Aryan stems for its most common

words, only adopting new words to express the few new ideas

which , in spite of its nomad unsociable life , have been forced

upon it by circumstances.

Rejection of initial h occurs in many words, as asáva “ to
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laugh," Skr. V h , even when the initial h has arisen from an

earlier aspirated letter, as in uváva “ to become,” Skr. 12 ,

Pr. st . An a is also prefixed to roots, as arakâva “ to guard,

to find ,” Skr. VTO , H . TCT; and in the impersonal verb

aráttilotar “ it is night,” Skr. tif . As might be expected,

however , the Prakrit or modern form of verbal stems is that

generally adopted . Thus katáva “ to spin ,” H .agat, keráva

“ to do,” H . Tat, kinäva “ to buy,” Skr. Vmt, H . atqat,

ghoshâva “ to clean," Skr. Vaa , H . FEHTAT “ to rub," but qu

might give a Pr. y , whence this word, also pronounced kho

shâva. Kovliováva, from kovlo uváva , Skr. atha , with it “ to

be,” “ to be soft ;" khânjiováva , from khânj uvâva , “ to scratch , to

itch ,” Skr. als “ itch,” H . Cat , Cat. Khåsiováva , also

khâsâva , “ to cough,” Skr.Vath , but H . athat. Khandara

“ to dig ,” Skr. Vaq ; khâva “ to eat,” Skr. VETE , Pr. C , H .

id ., but the nomads of northern Rumelia use a form khaderáva ,

which preserves the d of Sanskrit. Khiniováva for khino uvâva ,

Skr. fca with “ to be fatigued .”

There are three very similar verbs which illustrate the

principle of stem - formation in this language well ; ghedâra “ to

assemble,” ghelâva “ to bring,” ghenåva “ to count.” The last

of these three reminds us of Skr.VU, H . faat, for the gh

is only so written to secure the g being pronounced hard ; the

p .p . is ghendo, Skr.oua ; ghedâva is apparently for ghen dava ,

the latter word meaning “ to give,” and being added as an

ancillary , just as gant is in H ., so that ghen dåva = H . fora at.

Its p .p . is ghedino, and that of dâva is dino, Pr. fput, Old - H .

toet and ital, which confirms this derivation . Similarly,

ghelâva is ghen låva ,where lâra means “ to take,” H . @ ht From

these two examples, it would appear that the ghe of ghedåra and

ghelåra is not connected with ghenâva , but is Skr. V T8 , Pr.

GUE “ to take.”

Strange perversions of meaning occur, as might be expected,

thus chalarâva, Skr. 199 , H . Toh , should mean " to cause to
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move,” H . GOTT. It means, however, “ to beat,” thus jâ , dik

kon chalâvela o vudâr, “ Go, see who knocked at the door !”

This is singularly close to the Indian languages. We might

say in H . jâ , dekh kon chalâya dwâr ko. The confusion between

the two meanings of Skr. V T is apparent here also . In Skr.

IT and a mean “ to move," and the former, by a natural

transition, is used also of cattle grazing. In H . they are kept

apart,79Tmeaning “ to move,” and FTTT " to graze.” In

Gipsy charáva “ to eat,” makes its p .p . chalo, the causal chara

vâra is “ to lead out cattle to pasture," and a neuter verb

châriováva or chaliováva “ to be satiated .” Again , chalarâra “ to

be satiated with,” p .p . chalardo “ full,” “ satisfied .”

Frequently , as in the Indian languages, a primitive verb is

wanting, and its place supplied by a compound, thus they say ,

chumi dáva “ to kiss,” Skr. V 32 , H . THAT, but the Gipsy is

= H 91. So, also , chungår dåva “ to spit,” probably to be

referred to Skr. vita , and connected with H . ta , M . Ta

“ sneeze."

Under a occur words familiar to us in India , as janára “ to

know ,” Skr. v S , H .Jaat; jâva “ to go,” Skr. VUT, H . atat,

with its old -Tadbhava p .p . gelo, B . 7a , H . foret, TET; jangåva

“ to awaken," Skr. Vali, H . Jaat, and the neuter jangânio

vâra , H . utta tat, T T ; jivåva “ to live,” Skr. voita , H .

staat, atat, p .p. jivdo, Skr. sitfaa .

Under , we find tavâva “ to cook ,” Skr. aq p .p . tardo, Skr.

aufga , also tatto “ hot,” Pr. 777 , Skr. 7 , H . TIT . Con

nected with this probably are tâp dåva, tâv dåva , “ to beat,"

where Skr. ata , H . ara , has passed over from the meaning of

heat through that of vexation into that of beating. The neuter

is tabioráva or tapiováva “ to be burnt,” as in leskeré sheresté

tábiolas shamdán “ at his head burnt a candle.” A more

modern form with the characteristic 1 of the p.p . in M . G . B .

and 0 . is tablo “ hot.” A derivative is tabaráva (a causal) “ to

cause to burn ."

VOL . III.
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It is apparent, from these examples, which might be in

definitely increased , that the base of Gipsy verbal stems is the

Prakrit, in its earlier as well as its more modern forms; that

the phases of the Indian verb are also fairly represented ; that

the practice of using ancillaries is also not unknown ; and

that thus this wild and wandering race has carried with it,

wherever it has gone on the face of the earth , the principles

and sentiments of speech formation which it inherits from the

land of its birth, the deserts of the Indus and the Chenab.
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§ 32 . The preceding Chapter has dealt only with the stem ,

or that part of the verb which remains unchanged throughout

all moods and tenses ; we have now to consider the processes

used to express the various relations which the idea involved in

the stem is capable of undergoing.

The tenses of the modern verb fall naturally into three

classes or grades, and it is surprising that so patent a fact

has not been noticed by any of the grammar-writers. It is

impossible to give, as somewriters do, a fixed number for the

tenses in any of our languages, for the combinations are almost

infinite ; but a broad, general classification would , one might

suppose, have suggested itself to the most mechanical compiler.

The grammar-writers, however, including even authors so

superior to the general run as Trumpp and Kellogg, have been ,

for the most part, led away by giving their attention , in the

first place, if not exclusively , to the meanings of the various

tenses. This practice has led them to lose sight of the primary

idea as evolved out of the structure of each tense. Had the

structure been first considered , it would have been easy to dis

cover which of the many conventional senses of a given tense
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was its primary and legitimate one, and by adhering to this

process, a more simple and natural classification of tenses would

have been arrived at.

Kellogg does, indeed , clearly grasp the principles of the

structure of the Hindi verb, but he is too metaphysical in

his considerations about the meaning of each tense, and has

adopted a phraseology which cannot but prove bewildering to

the student, and which scientific linguists are not likely to

adopt.

In Sindhi Trumpp divides the verb into simple and com

pound tenses. The simple present is by him called the

Potential, though he is well aware of the fact that it is really

the old Sanskrit present indicative, and in his philological

notes duly recognizes the fact. His classification is sufficient

for Sindhi, though it would hardly cover all the tenses in the

cognate languages. As usual, he is, in this respect, much in

advance of all other grammar-writers on the modern languages.

In the Grammars of Gujarati, Marathi, and Oriya, the same

distinction between simple and compound tenses is preserved ,

though in many cases erroneously worked out.

It appears to me, however, that for purposes of comparison

between all the languages of this group, a finer distinction still

is required , and I would suggest a threefold division ,which it

will bemy business in the following pages to substantiate and

describe in detail.

First, there are the simple tenses, — exact modern equivalents

of corresponding tenses in the Sanskrit and Prakrit verb , whose

form is due to the ordinary processes of phonetic change and

development, and in which the old synthetic structure, though

very much abraded , is still distinctly traceable.

Secondly, the participial tenses, formed from participles of

the Sanskrit verb, used either alone, or with fragments of the

Sanskrit substantive verb , worked into and amalgamated with

them so as to form in each case one word only. In the latter
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case these tenses have a pseudo-synthetical appearance, though

the principle on which they are formed is really analytical.

Thirdly , compound tenses, in which the base is a participle

with an auxiliary verb added to it, but not incorporated into it,

each person of each tense thus consisting of twowords in juxta

position .

A further development of the analytical system produces the

large class of verbs with ancillaries, in which the master-stem ,

so to call it, remains unchanged , and the ancillary does all the

work of conjugation . Each of these classes will now be con

sidered in its turn. The present chapter is devoted to the first

class, or simple tenses.

Itmust here also be noted that the seven languages have but

one conjugation each , that is to say, that the terminations and

methods of forming tenses in use in any one language are

applied without variation to every verb in that language. A

partial exception may, at first sight, seem to occur in Sindhi

and Marathi, in both of which there is one method for conju

gating neuter,and another for active verbs. It will be shown,

however, that though at first sight the terminations of the

neuter verb seem to differ from those of the active , as in M .

FÈ “ I escape," n , but oft erst “ I set free,” a , yet in

reality the scheme of terminations is one and the same for

both, and the difference is due to a process of preparing the

root to receive terminations, and to the abrasion of those termi

nations, in some cases from euphonic causes, and not to the

existence of a double system of conjugation .

§ 33. First among the simple tenses comes, in all the lan

guages, the old Sanskrit present indicative, which , in form ,

preserves clear traces of its origin , though, as in its abraded

condition it now no longer indicates with sufficient clearness

present time, it has wandered away into all sorts of meanings,

and is given by grammarians under all sorts of titles. Con
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sidering the very vague meanings which it now expresses,

especially in regard to the note of time, it has seemed to me

that the Greek term “ aorist ” more accurately describes this

tense in itsmodern usage than any other. The fact that it is a

present, no matter what additional indefinite meanings may be

attached to it, is, however, necessary to be borne in mind , and I

think that in modern grammars it should always head the list

of tenses, as the simplest and most genuine, and legitimately

first in order, of them all. In those languages of this group

with which I am personally acquainted, I can assert, from my

own experience, that it is far more frequently used in colloquial

practice as a present, pure and simple, than our grammar

writers, basing their views too much on the literary aspects of

the languages,would have us believe.

The terminations of the aorist in the classical form of each

language in the present day are the following. (For the full

forms, see the tables at the end of this chapter.)

SING . 1. 2. 3. PLUR 1. 2. 3.

Hindi iT ut

Panjabi t ở g ओ अण

Sindhi अां एं । अनि

Gujarati उं ए ए (a ) te

Marathi vé( v ) आं अत्

Oriya D 3 O (o ) wa

Bengali TE T (o ) da (99)

The third person singular is the same in all the languages,

ending universally in T. In Oriya poetry it ends in 97, and

this now somewhat antiquated form is still occasionally heard ,

as in att “ he does,” WZT “ it is.” The form in vg is in use

in the rustic dialects of Hindi and Gujarati, as is also the in

termediate form . It seems certain that this universal v

has been formed from , the termination of this person in

a
d

d a
f

.S.

on
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Prakrit, and corresponds to the Sanskrit vfa . Thus gara

becomes चलइ, चले , and चले. The rustic Hindi forms चलहि ,

qay , are, I think , to be explained by the Prakrit process of

inserting y and to fill a hiatus ; thus qafa becomes are

and safe . In the hill dialects of Kumaon and Garhwâl the

final vowel is lost, and they say a for vê . The same takes

place in Nepali.

The third person plural similarly points to the same person

in the Sanskrit present. Oriya has here preserved the termina

tion unaltered , as atfan “ they do ," HT fan “ they beat,"

though in common conversation there is a tendency to drop the

final i, and to say karant,mârant. P . S. and B . have lost the a ,

and with it P . and B . have rejected the vowel also, which

Sindhi retains. Hindi has softened the nasal consonant to

anunâsika, and Gujarati has rejected the nasal altogether, so

that the 3 plural is the same in form as 3 singular. This also

is the case in the dialects of Hindi spoken in Rajputana, which

have # 17 “ they strike,” where classical H . has hit . After

the rejection of the a , which is a phonetically anomalous,

though widely used process, the remaining form would be ufa ,

as मारनि , closely approximate to which is Garhwali मारन .

The Braj form ait is deducible also from Attfa , through an

intermediate ATTE and ATTİ. The last-named form is still in

use in the Eastern Hindi area , and has in Bhojpuri modulated

into Attt; while the type ATR is preserved in the Oudh and

Riwa form ATC, where y has been substituted for g , and an

inorganic second anunâsika added , concerning which there will

be more to say presently.

Marathi stands alone in preserving the t of the Sanskrit anti.

In old Marathi the final vowel is preserved and lengthened , as

Bont “ they rise ; " in the modern language 879 . In the

Konkani dialect all three persons of the plural are said to end

i Grammatica da Lingua Concani (Goa , 1859), p . 74.
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in ti. Thus in the Portuguese method of transliteration, which

is not very accurate, the words are thus written , ami assati “ we

are," tumi assati “ ye are,” te assati “ they are.” We should

probably write wufa = classical M . W . The author tells

us, however, that one may also say ami assaữ " we are,” which

is classical M . first person plural WIFET , though in Konkani

it may be used for all three persons of the plural.

The second person singular ends in g in H . and G ., and is

from Skr. ufo by elision of # , thus Tafa , qafe , 108 ,

(Braj), q @ . In B . it formerly ended in ufe , but the final

vowel has been rejected, and the a weakened to i, thus afce

“ thou seest ;" this form has been excluded from literature , but

is extremely common in speech. In M . also the # has persisted ,

as “ thou dost get free,” where the e is apparently due to

the epenthesis of the final i of an earlier pizfH . The i may,

however, be dropped altogether, without leaving any trace, and

one may say FEH. P . and S. take anunâsika, as aprit “ thou

doest,” which is perhaps due to the influence of the , which

has disappeared . The termination TH is often heard among

the lower classes in the Hindi area, but always in a past sense,

and extended to all persons, as farge “ he did ,” afah “ he

said ” (also I or thou ). The O . termination 3 for this person

is abnormal, and I am at a loss to account for it.

The second person plural in all but M . ends in o, for though

B . and O . write 7 , they pronounce Ö, and when emphasis is

used , ô. There is no difficulty in affiliating this termination to

the corresponding Skr. 2 plural in tha, through Pr. dha and ha,

thus af " ye go,” where, by elision of h and conflation of the

two vowels, we should get you and Tu . The final â has

been lengthened to o, as in the plural of nouns. Marathi also

formsthis person on the analogy of its noun, in which the final

anuswâra is typical of the plural, so that we get gai. The

process, however, is quite modern, for in the mediæval poets

the second person plural ends in â without anuswâra.
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There is some obscurity about the first person in both num

bers. In H . and G . the singular ends in Fi ( ), while the

plural ends in 0 ( ) ; but in S. M . and O . it is the pluralwhich

ends in Hi, while j is in M . and O . the termination of the

singular. Now if we look to the earlier forms, it would seem

more natural to derive and from ald, where the presence of

the final accounts easily for the T , and so the plural TOTA :

with its Prakrit representative got would regularly result in

Bi. Moreover, in many dialects even of Hindi, the plural is

still 93 and gat, 700, wat. In the Rajputana dialects it

is wat, which agrees with the singular of modern P . and S .

For five of the languages Skr. senfa softened to quic would

become OTT , whence M . and 0 . JE “ I go ,” and further

shortened , B . alfa id ., while the rejection of final 7 gives P .

Tai, S . gut “ I go.” The singular, therefore , in these five is

easily understood . So also is the plural, for Skr. qata :, Pr.

चलामु , would become चलाउ and चलाउं , whence dialectic H .

चलां ( Rajputana), चलं , चलौं , चलों (in the Himalayan dialects),

S . Ei, M . id., G . a . But how are we to account for the

singular and plural in H . and G .? It seems as if an inversion

of the two persons had taken place. It is probable enough that

a form originally plural should have become singular, because

natives universally speak of themselves as “ we ” even when

only one person is speaking. In this way the plural form may

have passed over into a singular. And this tendency would be

further developed by the fact that in H . and G . the languages

which make the singular end in un , the pronoun of the first

person was, in mediæval times, and dialectically still is, et , so

that it would be natural to say i att “ I do," on account of

the identity of sound. In the other languages this pronoun

has dropped out of use (see Vol. II. p . 302). Even if this con

jecture be disapproved , and if it be thought that the singular

arif is derived from Pr. TTfH by loss of the final i and soften

ing of the m into anuswara, we are still as far as ever from the
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origin of the plural in en . I think that this might perhaps be

accounted for by the form of the third person plural having

passed over into the first. That formsbelonging to one person

or case do often get extended to other persons or cases, is

generally admitted . In the Riwa dialect of H . the 1 pl. ends

in a , as ATTA “ we strike,” which seems to be connected with

the 3 pl. of P . S . and B ., and in most of the dialects the 1 pl. is

identical with 3 pl. Now the 3 pl. has a right to an i, coming

as it does from a Skr. -anti, and the presence of the n in the

Riwa, and other eastern Hindi dialects, points to the same

source. The inorganic anuswâra in poetic Hindi, as HIT

“ they strike," and dialectic forms, seems to have arisen from a

feeling that final anuswâra was the proper type of plurality ,

and thus depends upon a false analogy with the plural of

nouns. The widespread Bhojpuri dialect has Attt both for

1 pl. and 3 pl., where the ending retains the nasal and the i,

though the latter is lengthened. Wemay, however, also sup

pose that at 1 pl., " we do,” is really the singular, and that

the real plural having been used for a singular, the real singu

lar became a plural. For though a native is fond of speaking

of himself individually as “ we,” yet the consciousness of only

one person being referred to might lead him to use the singular

verb, just as the Muhammadans in Orissa , in their corrupt

Urdu, say ham karůngå “ I will do,” literally “ nos faciam ,” a

plural pronoun with a singular verb. So, also , the French

peasant says " je faisons," " j'avons; " and the English one " we

goes,” “ he do,” “ they says.”

The above remarks leave this difficult point still far from

elucidation. It is surprising that none of the grammarians

have observed the existence of the difficulty , or offered any

hints towards its solution . It is further complicated by the

fact that P . and G . insert i, i, ay or iy between the stem and

the termination of the 1 pl., thus P . ych , afcu , G . qata , uc

" we read .” Here it has been suggested that the Apabhrança
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form in imo is the origin , thus faut " we laugh ” became

हसियो and हसिये, but the change from म to य is unusual.

On the whole , then, the correspondence of the modern forms

of this tense with those of the ancient synthetical present is so

close that there can be no doubt as to its derivation therefrom .

The terminations, however, have been so much worn away, and

in some respects confused with one another, that the tense

itself no longer indicates present time with sufficient definite

ness, and other forms, which will be treated of hereafter, have

been called in to supply the place of a present. This tense has

thus become vague , and in modern times is often used in both a

future and a past sense. In Marathi grammars it is set down

as an “ Habitual Past," so that it už means “ I used to get

loose.” In Panjabi it is given as an indefinite future, as #

gai“ I would send,” or, “ I am going to send.” It bears this

meaning also in Hindi. Still, in literature, it is frequently the

present, and nothing else, while in Bengali it is used as an

“ historic present," namely , that tense which is used by his

torians when, to give vigour to their style, they speak of past

events in the present tense, thus tatpare katak-guli loka giya

pâthara sangraha kare, emana samaye ekakhâni bara påthara kha

siyâ pare, “ After that several people went and collected stones,

suddenly a great block of stone slipped and fell; " where kare

and pare, though they must be translated by preterites, are

really the old synthetic present. This practice is extremely

common in modern Bengali, both in the literary and in the

colloquial style.

It is unnecessary further to pursue the question of the

1 In the Gujarati grammars of Leckey and Edalji this tense appears several times

over . It is the first present and first habitual past of the Indicative mood, first

Aorist of the Subjunctive, first present of the second Potential and the Optative. All

this merely means that it is used in the senses which , in a Latin or Greek verb,

would be assigned to those tenses ; but as the words are the same in all, it would be

quite as accurate, and much simpler, to record it once only, and note that it is used

in a variety of senses.
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various senses in which this tense is now employed, as the

point is one which belongs not to the domain of comparative

philology, but to the grammar of each individual language.

The name “ aorist," which I have suggested, has the advantage

of being indefinite as to time, and in this way represents fairly

the scope of the tense.

4
.

§ 34 . The next simple tense is the IMPERATIVE, and this, like

the aorist, is descended from the imperative of the ancient

languages. As might be expected , it closely resembles the

aorist or old present, and has the following scheme of endings :

S. 1. 2. 3. P . 1. 2. 3.

Hindi B VIT À T

Panjabi ut

Sindhi ut

Gujarati __ ओ

Marathi ऊं । ओ ऊं आ श्रोत

Oriya ✓ 3 % (o ) wanan

Bengali ✓ Bay (o ) 39

In this scheme only the second persons singular and plural

have been given for P . S . and G ., because the other persons are

the sameas the aorist. This is also true of H ., the aorist being

used as a potential in all these languages, the first and third

persons of both numbers can only be considered imperatives in

so far as the potential is itself imperative, just as in Latin and

other Indo-European languages. So we may say in H . pashe

“ he reads," or , “ let him read.” It was shown in $ $ 4 , 5 , etc.,

that even in Pali and the Prakrits the present and imperative

had been confounded together, à practice that has paved the

way for the modern system .

It is only in M . O . and B . that the third singular has a

1 This mark means that the 2 sing . is the simple stem , as kar “ do thou !” pash

“ read thou !"
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separate form , which may in all cases be traced back to the

Skr. 3 sg . 97 , Pr. 73,which in M . becomes wit. In M ., how

ever, the termination or for this tense is also in use. To the

same origin may be ascribed the 0 . B and B . 39 , the final a

of which, however, presents considerable difficulty. It will be

discussed along with a similar termination in the future.

The third plural in M . O . and B . is parallel to the singular,

and is connected with Skr. van , just as the corresponding

person in the aorist is with Skr. ufa . In O ., owing to the

influence of the final u , this termination is often written untu ,

as karuntu “ let them do,” jääntu “ let them go.”

In all but S . the second singular is the bare verbal stem . In

M . a final is heard, and slightly also in B . and 0 . In the

dialect of Northern Gujarat a J is sounded after the final con

sonant, as are “ do thou,” ate “ speak thou ,” “ go thou.”

But in the rest this person ends with the final consonant,as kar

“ do,” dekh “ see.” In the H . mediæval poets this person often

ends in fe, as stated in $ $ 4, 5, 7, corresponding to which is a

plural in F , as

___ तुम्ह लेहु तुम्ह लेहु मुष जंपि जोध ॥

“ Seize ye! seize ye ! muttering of war.” — Chand, Pr. R . xix . 33 .

This form is also found in G ., and in Old - M . takes the shape

' of एं , as पावें “ find thou ! " for पावई, from पावहि , with in

organic anuswära. Sindhi,which causes all its words to end in

a vowel, makes this person end in 3 , which is apparently only

a weakening of the final vowel of the stem . The dialectic

forms of H . present few noteworthy peculiarities, in some cases

the forms which Kellogg gives as imperatives are really other

tenses used imperatively. Thus the form Atta “ beat ye !”

common in the eastern area, is really a future, “ ye shall beat."

Often , too , in colloquial Hindi, and in Urdu, in giving an order,

1 Vans Taylor, Grammar, p . 89.
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the future is used , as TTA at qua HT Tita “ You will bring

Râm with you,” that is , “ bring him with you !” So also the

infinitive, as og Ha ATA et aTaT “ Do all this work to

day,” literally, “ ( Take care ) to do,” Ta fru a sata na

wat otat “ Pay this debt, and then go away.”

Most of the seven languages have, in addition to the ordinary

imperative, a respectful form used in addressing a superior, or

in entreating and asking a favour. This, in Hindi, ends in

Sing. h , Plur. gut. In P . this form is seldom employed ,

and when used, may be considered as borrowed from H . In

the other languages are

Sindhi Sing.2. TOT , V Plur. 2. Tott , vart .

Gujarati » Va , „ wait.

In a few stems in H . which end in e, a is inserted between

the stem and the termination , the final vowel being changed to

t, as ले “ take, " लीजिये, दे "give, " दीजिये ; the stem कर “ do "

is in this case changed to at, making afte “ be pleased to

do.” Sindhi sometimes takes in the singular 9 instead of ca ,

probably on the analogy of the simple imperative, which ends

in u ; and in the plural, instead of THT, the forms 511, 518,

इजाह, इजाहु are used when great respect is implied, as वत्रिज़ा

“ be pleased to go,” afuote “ be pleased to hear.” Many of

the rustic dialects of Hindi have also this form ; thus Rajputana

TH , 750 , h , or simply 3 , as Hifti, arta , Hobe pleased

to strike.”

Vararuchi (vii. 20, 21, 22) teaches that jja and jjâ may be

optionally substituted for the affixes of the present and future,

also for those of the imperative, in verbswhich end in a vowel.

In Old -Marathi, accordingly , a form with inserted a is found

in present, past, and future, as well as imperative, as afiant

" he does, " करिजेला " he did , " करिजेल “ he will do, " करिजे “ do

1 Pincott 's Sakuntalâ , p. 12, a first-rate text-book in admirable idiomatic Hindi.
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thou,” in which the junction vowel between the inserted 5 and

the termination has been changed to e. As, however, the in

serted F is also a type of the passive, this form has occasionally

been mistakenly used in a passive sense, as #ft Aftolat “ I am

struck.” Lassen (p. 357) refers this increment to the Skr.

potential, which is confirmed by the Pali forms quoted in $ 4,

and by the dotted q in S ., which usually indicates that a

double letter has existed . The y of the Skr., as in gazi, is

doubled in Pa. 7 fa , and hardened to me in Pr., whence

themodern , with lengthening of the preceding vowel in H .,

and change of e to a in G . (cf. G . pe = aa). As Vararuchi,

in extending the use of this increment to present and future, is

writing of the Maharashtri dialect, it is not surprising that the

modern Marathi should show a wider use thereof than the

sister idioms, in which the sense of a potential has passed over ,

into that of a respectful imperative, or, as Trumpp well calls it,

precative.

To this tense belong the two M . words म्हणजे and पाहिजे .

The former is the precative of FEU (Skr. V 279 ) “ to speak,”

and means literally, “ be pleased to say ;" in modern times it

means “ that is to say,” “ i.e.," " videlicet," as a FEUS OTST

“ açwa, that is to say, a horse." It has also a future form

FEVĪa , meaning “ in that case, ” as OTSIE TEHT FEUG

ota tra “ If rain falls, then (or, in that case ) there will be a

crop.” The latter, with a plural utfesa, and a future festa ,

is from YTET “ to see,” literally “ please to see,” and means

“ it ought,” as Z ATH ana atfes “ this work ought to be done,”

literally " please to see (that) this work is done ;" “ see ”

being used in M ., as in English , in the sense of “ seeing to,"

“ providing for,” “ taking care for.”

Similar to these is the H . atfea , lit. “ please to wish,” but

i See Molesworth 's Marathi Dictionary under these words; also Godbol's Marathi

Grammar, p . 92.
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meaning “ ought,” and, like uirga in M ., used with the past

participle, as यह काम किया चाहिये “this work ought to be

done.” Colloquially, however, and even among good writers,

fe is often, like other ancillary verbs, constructed with the

oblique form of the infinitive, and it would not be absolutely

incorrect to say ata a ge . In fact, the construction both in

M . and H . with the past participle remounts to a period when

the participial character of this form was not yet forgotten.

Since, however, the past participle in H . has come to be used

simply as a preterite, this construction has lost its significance.

Not so in M .,where, as will be seen hereafter, the distinction

between the preterite and participle still survives.

Gujarati has an analogous formation in the word aita “ it

is wanted ,” French “ il faut,” Italian “ bisogna.” It is from

the verb ste " to see," and is used with a dative of the subject,

as Ha atot at pige het “ I want no other blessing,” like

Latin “ mihi necesse est, oportet, decet,” etc . It is conju

gated throughout the full range of tenses, as 89 Hi Hata

बोतुं हतुं " Whatever was required for the voyage, " जो मारे

GTU STE a “ Should I require venison, then . . . ."

$ 35. A simple future derived from the old synthetical tense

exists only in Gujarati and in Old - Hindi. The tense is as

follows, taking the stem kar “ do,” as a type :

SING. 1. 2. 3. PL. 1. 2. 3.

Gujarati arta Tū at aftg aut ah.

Old-H . aftet after aft after aftet afk.

Kellogg (Gr. p. 238) gives the following interesting tran

sitional type from eastern Rajputana :

SING . 1. 2. 3. PL. 1. 2. 3.

करस्यूं करसी मरसो करस्यां करस्यो करसी .

करतूं
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There are, in fact, four types of the future in the modern

languages, having for their characteristics respectively the

letters , , , and a . The sa type has a variant ha. The

ga , la, and ba types belong to the class of participial tenses,

and will be discussed under that head. The sa type, with its

variant ha, found in G . and Old - H ., with dialectic variations in

several of the modern rustic dialects of H ., is the only one

which is directly derived from the corresponding Sanskrit and

Prakrit tense. It is the Sanskrit future in ishya , as in karish

yami, which, as already pointed out in 4 , becomes in Pali

karissåmi, and retains that form in the higher Prakrits. The

transition from this to the eastern Rajput ait seems to rest

upon the confusion between the first persons of the singular

and plural already noticed in H . ; for Rajp.ateit, though now

a plural, represents afrifo better than does are , which

latter leads to Pr. plural after , just as does G . afty . The

G . 1 sing. arta has rejected all terminations, and lengthened

the preceding vowel; this form is also, in the general con

fusion, due to the corruption of personal affixes, used for the

2 sing. The second and third persons of both numbersmay

be traced back to the corresponding persons of the Prakrit just

as in the aorist, and the loss of the i in the second syllable is

probably due to the neglect of vowels in G ., where the first

plural even is written in three ways, as arty , afty , or a .

The orthography of G . is, it will be remembered, still unfixed.

In most of the Prakrits the future has undergone a further

weakening, by which the of the higher types has been re

solved into , so that we get such forms as fafefa side by

side with fama. It is from this weakened form that the

Hindi type is derived . Thus 3 sing. afte represents Pr.

after from aft & fa ; 3 pl. aftg = artgfa , and so on . Here

also come in the old Purbi forms करिहहि , करिअहि , which are

transitional from Pr. to Old - H . In poems in the Braj dialect

occur such forms as करैहौं , करहै, where the ai has crept into

VOL . III.
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the second syllable, probably from the analogy of the ga type

karai-gâ. The commonest form is that given above, with short

i in the second syllable. This is Chand's ordinary future , as

हम सावंत सब जुझिहैं ।

राज चंदेल न जाय ।

“ We nobles all will fight,

(That) the kingdom of the Chandelmay not perish .” .

- Pr. R. xxi. 94.

के सिर तुमहि समप्पिहौं ।

के सिर धरिहौं छत्र ॥

“ Either I will yield my head to thee,

Or I will put the umbrella on my head. " - Pr. R . i. 279.

(i.e. I will either die or conquer.)

कनवज लूटि रिधि सब हरिहौं ।

पाछ जुध मौहौबे करिहौं ।

“ Having plundered Kanauj, I will carry off all your riches,

After that, I will fight at Mahoba.” - ib. xxi. 87.

It is also the ordinary future throughout Tulsi Das's

Ramayan, as

सबहि भांति पिय सेवा करिहौं ।

मारग जनित सकल अम हरिहौं ।

“ In every manner I will servemy beloved ,

I will take away all the fatigue of the journey.”

- Ay- k. 399.

Also universally in Kabir, as

ना जानो कब मारिहै क्या घर क्या परदेस ॥

“ Ye know not when he (i.e. death) will strike, whether at home or

abroad .” — Ram . xix . 5 .

बहुरि न ऐसौ पैहौ थाना ॥

. " You will never find such a place again. — ib. xliii. 2 .

where पैही = पादही 2 pl. fut. of पाना “ to find. "

When the ga future, which is now the ordinary type in

Hindi, arose, cannot be clearly defined . It is not in use in the
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mediæval poets, and, as has been shown above, it has not suc

ceeded in expelling the old synthetical future from the rustic

dialects.

8 36 . In M . and S . the terminations of the old present or

aorist, and those of the imperative in S ., seem at first sight to

differ in the active from those in the neuter verb , and some

remarks are necessary in explanation of this peculiarity . The

neuter FZ “ to get loose,” and the active HTSU " to set free,”

are thus conjugated in the present in M .

SING. 1. 2. I PL. 1 . 2 . 3 .

सुटे सुटेस (°टस ) सुटे मुटुं सुटां सुटत.

सोडी सोडीस सोडी सोडां सोडीत.

Similarly in S . the neuter gay “ to go," and the active

egy “ to give up,” conjugate the present thus:

SING . 1. 3. PL. 1 . 2. 3 .

हला हले हले हलूं हलो हलनि .

छडिओ छडिएं छडे छडिऊं छडिओ Bestfa .

prefa .

छडी

On comparing these two sets of forms, it will be seen that

the active differs from the neuter by insertion offin M ., and

of 7 in S . This inserted vowel has, however, disappeared in

some persons, as in M . first and second plural, and in S . third

singular, and, optionally , also second singular and third plural.

Some writers on Marathi seek to derive the forms of the neuter

from those of the Skr. Âtmanepada, and the forms of the active

from those of the Parasmaipada. There is, however, a fatal

objection to this argument in the fact that the Skr. Âtmane

pada had died out of use so early as the Prakrits, and that the

neuter forms of M . agree closely with the forms in use in the

other languages, where there is nothing to lead us to look for
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an origin from the Atmanepada, inasmuch as the known changes

of the Parasmaipada afford a satisfactory explanation, and in

those languages the type which in M . is restricted to neuter

verbs is used for both neuter and active. A more probable

supposition is that which would derive the forms of the active

in M . and S. from the Skr. causal, the characteristic aya having

been changed in Pr. to e, and still further shortened in S . to i,

while in M . the personal terminations have been blended with

the y of aya into a long vowel ; thus M . atst presupposes an

earlier form सोड्यद् or सोडो, for it must be noted that the

termination T resulting from Skr. ufa , Pr. vi , has been

dropped in this word . So in the first sing. S . font repre

sents an older atzefa , and is thus earlier in type than M .

सोडों for सोडिएँ , through सोडयाई. The second singular in

which the personal termination is retained also supports this

view , for in it the characteristic & holds the same place in the

word as the characteristic aya of the Sanskrit causal, namely,

between the stem and the termination : so it does in Sindhi in

all the persons. The value of the comparative method is shown

in cases like this where a student, who is guided by the facts of

one language only , is liable to be misled , owing to want of the

light supplied by the sister languages.

It is only in S . that the imperative differs in the active from

that in the neuter. According to strict rule, the second singu

lar of neuter verbs ends in u , as # ty “ to die,” imperative HT

“ die thou ;" while in active verbs it ends in T , as utay “ to

cherish,” imperative uifa “ cherish thou.” Trumpp, however,

gives a long list of active verbs whose imperative ends in u ,

while there are others which take both terminations. It is

impossible, at present, satisfactorily to account for this irregu

larity , but it seems probable that active verbs in S . derived

from actives in Sanskrit form the imperative in u , while those

which are derived from S . causals form it in . Should this

suggestion be confirmed by further research , the I would
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appear to be the representative of the Skr. aya of the causal.

Thus while Skr. At produces S. AT, Skr. produces S .

पालि , shortened from पाले ( Pr. पालेहि ). The second plural of

neuters ends in o, as gat “ go ye ! ” while that of actives ends

in io or yo, as pfcut or suit . The earlier form in iho

(Pr. ( F ) is also in use as afect.

In the following list there is no reason why the imperative

should not end in u , notwithstanding the rule , for the words

are derived from simple Sanskrit active verbs of the Bhû con

jugation, or , if in Sanskrit of other conjugations, yet reduced

to the Bhû type in Prakrit.

gay “ to read ,” imp. 96 Skr. / पठ् imp. पठ .

qay “ see,” w us orra

fagy “ grind,” „ f45 V fox „ furie ,butPr.Ote

(Hem . iv. 185 ).

TU " graze," » „ VET » 7 .

Toy " keep,” » Tg „ VT » To .

anay “ say,” „ 25 „ agh , but Pr. arike

(Hem . iv. 2).

ay “ to inform ,” makes y and fa , it is from Skr.

आख्या , imperative आख्याहि , from which comes regularly आखि ,

through a form ere , but this verb may be also neuter , as in

“ tell ! tell ! ” and would thus, by the masses, be formed like

neuters, and have wc. jau “ to blow " (with bellows),

makes rię and vifa , it is from Skr. XT, imp. YA , whence

regularly rig. Here the form vifa , the ordinary form for

actives, may have been introduced from forgetfulness of the

special reasons for that ending in U . As a general result, it

may be suggested that each of these peculiar verbs requires to

be traced back to its origin , in which case there will generally

be found some special reason for the divergence from the

normal type.
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$ 38 . The simple tenses in the Gipsy verb, as given by

Paspati and Miklosich, differ very widely from the Indian

type, and it is difficult to grasp their forms, so much have

contraction and a slurring habit of pronunciation weakened

the original terminations. The present among the Rumelian

gipsies has the following endings : S . 1. a , 2 . sa, 8, 3 . l ; Pl. 1 .

sa, 8, 2 . na, n , 3. na, n . Thus from keráva “ to do ”

Sing. 1. keráva, or keráv. Pl. 1. kerása , or kerás.

2 . kerása ,, kerás. 2. keréna „, kerén.

3. keréla „ kerel. 3. kerena „ kerén.

Of the two forms, those ending with a are the fuller and

more correct forms, and those ending in the consonant which

precedes the a are used in ordinary conversation . The S. 2

sounds also keresa , kerés. Here we distinguish two junction

vowels á and e,as ker -a - sa, ker- é-sa , a peculiarity which recalls

the practice in Prakrit by which the e originally proper to the

tenth conjugation is often used in verbs of the Bhû and other

types, and as often omitted in causals ; so we have gorfa and

geefa , TaTfH and itafa , ETTT and gria, 978 and air .

But with regard to the terminations,there is much difficulty ;

we recognize, indeed , the termination âmi of S . 1. in Paspati' s

åva, or dv, and asi in his ása, or ås. So also anti, Pr. enti, re

appears in ena or en . The ela, el of S . 3. may stand to ati in

the same relation as the ila of 0 . and M . p .p.p . does to Skr. ita ;

but if so , it is a strange confirmation, and from an unexpected

quarter, of what is as yet little more than an unsupported

hypothesis. In the P . 2 . the ena, en may have been borrowed

from P . 3, for we have seen similar cases in the other lan

guages, but the P . 1, with its ending in s, is entirely in

explicable.

The Syrian gipsies have retained a fuller form of the S . 1 , as

jami “ I go,” avami “ I come,” stůmi “ I am ," and the following

almost pure Prakrit words, bihemi “ I fear," chinemi “ I cut,"
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dâmi, demi “ I give,” jánami, jánemi “ I know ,” enemi “ I bring "

(from it), kinimi“ I buy ” (ait), and others (Miklos. ii. 4 ).

The imperative is the only other simple tense, it has the

forms ker “ do thou,” kerén, do ye,” me kerel " let him do,” me

keren “ let them do.” The meaning and origin of this prefix

me is not explained by Paspati, and I am not aware of any

thing in the Indian languages with which it can be connected .

It is probably a construction borrowed from modern Greek, or

Turkish, or some of the languages spoken in or near Rumelia .

The imperative is, in its general form , precisely analogous to

the languages of our group, but there is nothing specially

noteworthy about it.
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§ 39. So widely has the modern verb diverged from its

parent, that the simple tenses, in which there still remain

traces of the ancient synthetic structure, are, as we have just

seen, extremely few . Farmore numerous in all the languages

are those tenses which are formed by the aid of a participle

derived directly from the Prakrit. These tenses may be

divided into two classes, (1) consisting either of a participle

alone, as in H . chaltà “ he moves,” which is really “ moving

(he is),” or of a participle, to which are attached much-worn

fragments of the old Sanskrit substantive verb , as in M . hasatos

“ thou laughest, ” which is really “ laughing thou art,” Pr.

hasanto 'si (whether the remnant of the substantive verb still

appear, or whether it have entirely dropped out, in either case

the principle underlying the formation is the s
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like H . chaltà , and M . hasatos, belong, therefore, to the same

category) : (2 ) consisting of a participle, to which is subjoined

a substantive verb , the two words standing separate, but form

ing one phrase, as in H . dekhta hai “ he sees,” i.e. “ he is

seeing,” M . lihit dhe “ he is writing.”

Between these two classes there is this fundamental differ

ence, that in the former the traces of the substantive verb

which do exist are still in the Prakrit stage of development,

whereas in the latter the substantive verb, which is combined

with the participle, is not in the Prakrit shape , but is a later

form , evolved by the languages out of the Prakrit.

The first of these two classes I propose to call “ participial

tenses," and they will be treated of in this chapter ; the second

I shall call, following the example of the grammarians, “ com

pound tenses," and shall reserve their discussion for another

chapter.

The participle used in the formation of tensesmay be traced

back to the Prakrit equivalents of the following Sanskrit

participles.

1. The present Active (Parasmai.),asin 979 m ., qe mit f., yaan.

2. The past Passive (with inserted ), as in 904 m ., at f., and n .

(Pr. aftur etc.).

3. The future participle Passive or verbal adjective, as in a m .,

opatf., o gain.

To these must be added certain much abraded forms of

special past participles, which are used in a peculiar way in

three of the languages, as will be shown hereafter, and it must

beborne in mind that, especially in the case of the past parti

ciple passive (noted as p. p . p .), it is the Prakrit forms that are

to be looked to, rather than those which occur in classical

Sanskrit. The classical language does not prefer to insert the

intermediate r in the p .p. p., but the popular languages do

prefer it to a very great extent, so much so , that it has almost
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become the rule to insert it, and the cases where it is omitted

may be classed as exceptions.

§ 40. The participle of the present active in Pali and the

Prakrit takes the forms of the a -stem of nouns, and retains the

nasal throughout ; thus Teat m ., agiat f., qed n. The varia

tions introduced by the conjugational peculiarities of the

Sanskrit verb are neglected, and all roots take this one form .

Sindhi reproduces this universal Prakrit form with softening

of a into 7 , and declines it for gender and number thus (hal

“ go ” )

Sing.FizTm .,Fiets. Pl.ETET M ., Feifast f.,“ going.”

In active verbs, with which must be reckoned causals, the

characteristic i appears ($ 36 ), but here lengthened to i, as

(bhar “ fill ” )

Sing. arutatm.,ariais. Pl.artētm.,utifeaif.“ filling.”

There are some minor exceptions and contractions which may

be learnt from the special grammar of the language, but the

forms given above are the regular types.

Panjabi retains the nasal in verbs ending in vowels, as já

“ go,” atct “ going,” ho “ be,” HET “ being,” seü “ serve,”

DET “ serving.” In some of the rustic dialects the nasal is

retained also after stems ending in a consonant, thus I have

heard ATIGT or ATTET “ beating.” In the classical dialect,

however, the nasal is omitted after a consonant, as singular

HTTGT m ., HTC f. ; plural HTTÊ M ., HTTEIHI f. Not un

frequently the द is dropped, and we hear जाना , हुना for जांदा ,

FT.

Hindi has two sets of forms; one indeclinable originally

ended in ant, and still exists in several rustic dialects with the

termination at. Chand inserts or omits the nasal at pleasure,

to suit his metre, as a alta Hwa “ possessing three feet "
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(Pr. R . i. 61) ; 799 a TE 417 I " the ear hearing, it is

broken ” (ib . i. 159) ; Toia “ shining,” hsia “ arraying," pria

“ being beautiful,” aża “ being cut,” etc. (ib. vi. 18 ), but qua

“ playing (music),” 76a “ mounting (a horse) ” (xix . 3).

Tulsi Das chiefly uses the latter form , as ITA " going ” (Râm .

S .-k . 7) ; 19a " humming " (ib. 9); w19a " meditating,” ataa

“ finding," uraa “ being pleased,” nga “ singing ” (all in

Ay-k . 1) ; and this is also common in most mediæval poets,

thus Bihari Lall yta “ placing ” (Sat. 6 ), ata (usa ) “ falling "

(ib.), atka “ being beautiful,” ha “ appearing,” argua

“ looking ” ( ib. 7, 9 , etc.). Kabir faya “ living ” (Râm . 30 , 5 ) ;

aura “ being bound ” (ib. 31, 3). It survives in all the dialects

of the eastern Hindi area, in Oudh, Riwa, and Bhojpur, and

even in the Gangetic Doab.

The other form ends in a vowel, and is in use in classical

Hindi, as sing. HTTTT m ., Httat f. ; pl. Attâ m ., httat f.

“ beating.” In the Braj dialect it takes the forms ATTI m .,

ATTfa f.; pl. aTTa m . f. The Garhwali dialect preserves the

older form , as HTTWT, but has also, as have the Rajputana

dialects, मारतो . Kellogg gives also a Kumaon form मारन ,

which probably arises from Attarit, just as Panjabi atat from

OTET.

It would seem that, to account for the co -existence of these

two forms, one ending in a consonant, and the other in a ( = 0),

wemust have recourse to Hoernle 's theory of the ka- affix, and

derive करत, करत from Pr . करन्तो , while we derive करता,

atat from a Pr. ataant . The ka- theory, however, thus

begins to assume rather formidable dimensions, and will, ere

long, require a whole treatise to itself.

Gujarati has also two forms, one indeclinable ending in at,

as tsat “ loosing,” the other declinable, as sing. ETT m .,

at f., a n .; pl. TETT m ., at f., ai n . The terminations are those

of the adjective in this language (Vol. II. p . 150). There is

also a form of the indeclinable participle in a , as area, which ,
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like the Bangali, is apparently the locative singular, while that

in af has the ending of the old nom , pl. neuter, though, in

sense, it approaches more to the locative, as ATTT Quã Eat

attt za HTOT “ If in loosing my bonds thy teeth should

break.” ! Vans Taylor, however, distinguishes two separate

words with this ending, one of which he would derive from the

locative singular of Sanskrit feminines, as TITATA , the other

he would derive from the Skr. infin ., as aia . The first form

he assumes to have been the origin of such phrases as ATT

Mai “ on my coming ,” the second , of such as atai frage

“ he teaches to do.” This, however, is very doubtful.?

Two forms are also observable in Marathi, or rather two sets

of forms. The indeclinable ends in a , at , and atat, as # za ,

hat, atat. The first of these agrees with Hindi, the

second with Gujarati, and the third is merely the second with

an enclitic particle of added for emphasis. In active verbs the

characteristic i appears, as atsta , tetat, histatat “ loosing."

There is also a declinable form , which,however, is not now used

as a participle, but appears in the third person of the present

tense, thus sing. Hzatm ., yzatf., azãin.; pl. gza m ., uzaf.,

uzat n.

Oriya has only one form for the present participle. It is in

declinable, ending in 3 or 5 ,asas, g “ seeing.” Of these

two forms, that with the nasal is the older , though now less

used, and probably comes from the Pr. neuter in ai , though

the intermediate steps are not easily traced .

Even in the earliest writings in Bengali there is no regular

present participle, but a form derived from the locative of the

Prakrit is in use. It ends in ga , as area , and is now used

as an infinitive, meaning " to see.” Literally, it means “ in

seeing,” and is used in this sense by Bidyâpati, and the older

poets. Thus an faşirea af FT UTTT I “ In wringing (or

1 Leckey,Grammar, p. 179. 2 Grammar, p. 113.
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from wringing) her hair there flows a stream of water ” (Pr.

K .-S . 13, 15 ) ; tiga ocê tra utata i “ On seeing (her ),

love smote him in the heart” (ib. 15 , 7 ). Even here, how

ever, it becomes almost an infinitive, as gigawan TEC Titi

“ I saw the fair one go to bathe (i.e. in going, or while going) ”

(ib. 13, 13) ; ang itiga ra te ATATZ 1 “ In seeing (or to see)

Kánh, there has been now delight” (ib. 20, 10 ). So Bharat

Tata ufaa urga HATOTT “ By causing to hear ,and by hearing,

I shall obtain news” (Bidya S. 247).

§ 41. Having thus given the formsof the present participle,

we next proceed to exhibit the tenses constructed therefrom ,

either with or without the addition of fragments of the old

substantive verb , and it will be seen that there is great variety

in the practice of the respective languages, though all the

variations are sufficiently alike to justify their being classed

generally as structurally present tenses. In some cases the

sense of present time is more clear and definite than that

afforded by the old present of the synthetic system , or, as we

now call it, the aorist, while in others it has wandered away in

different directions.

Sindhi,1 to begin with , makes this participle into a future.

In the third person of both numbers the participle is used

without any addition, thus

Sing. Feet M ., Feel F. Pl. ERICT m ., geifti f. “ he, she, etc.,

will go.”

The second person , however, retains traces of the substantive

verb WH “ to be,” though much abraded and indistinct, it runs

Sing . od m ., gef * f. Pl. ERIT3 m ., gefif. “ thou, ye,

etc.,will go.”

The singular masculine ends in V , just as does the corre

1 This section follows, for the most part, Trumpp, pp. 289, 291, etc.
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sponding person of the aorist, and we may resolve it thus,

halando asi = haland' asi = haland ' ai = halandē. The anuswara

is here, probably , as in the aorist, put in to fill up the hiatus

caused by loss of s, and first stood over the a of aï ; when these

two syllables were contracted into one, it took its place over

that one. In the singular feminine we start from halandî asi,

where the final long i of the participle is shortened , and asi =

aï = è, giving halandię, a form still in use, though Trumpp gives

as the classical type the still further contracted halandia . The

plural masculine arises from halandå stha, where stha has be

come tha , and then ha ; the h being dropped,we get halandâa =

halando, subsequently resolved into its present form halandaü .

The plural feminine is merely the feminine of the participle,

there is no trace of the substantive verb .

In the same way may be explained the first person of both

numbers.

Sing. Eriefe m.,Exiffufa f. Pl.Fezret m .,Exif veit f.

Here, again , we meet an instance of the curious change of

into # , which we observed in the Panjabi and Sindhi pro

nouns of the first person plural wet and WHT (Vol. II. p . 308 ).

Thus halando asmi becomes halando asi, then halandu 'si, the

final o being shortened to u . In the feminine, however, the

elision of the a of asmi cannot take place by the old laws of

Sandhi; instead, the i of the participle changes to its semivowel,

producing halandy asi, which the Sindhians in the present day

write either as above, or gaafa , or even gaf ufa . As to

the termination et of the plural, I am disposed to regard it

as formed by analogy from a singular fa , rather than , with

Trumpp, as a derivative of Skr. :, which, if the # be re

jected , would yield T or , but not, according to any known

processes, t .

§ 42. Closely analogous to the Sindhi future is the definite

present in Marathi. In this tense , as in the S . future, the third
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person preserves no trace of the substantive verb, and in this

respect curiously resembles the periphrastic future of Sanskrit

(bodhitâsmi, bodhitási, but bodhita ).

The participial form which enters into the composition of

this tense is, apparently, not used alone in a participial sense.

afrator affatwould always imply “ he does,” never “ doing.”

For the purely participial sense the indeclinable participles

given in the last section are used .

There is much more difficulty in tracing out the Marathi

persons than those of Sindhi, not only because the remains

of the substantive verb are more abraded, but because in the

second and third persons there are two sets of terminations, one

of which is used when the sense is that of the indicative pre

sent, the other when it is conditional.

Beginning with the third person , we have these forms ( sut

“ escape” ) :

Indicative. Sing. uzat m .,at f.,ain. Pl. azata m . f., n., “ he,

she, etc., escapes.”

Conditional. Sing . EzaT m ., at f., at n. Pl.uzâm.,Pf., atn.,

“ were he, etc., to escape."

Here the indicative strikes us at once as the older type ;

adjectives do not now in M . end in o in the masculine singular,

though they did so in Maharashtri Prakrit ; the to of the in

dicative therefore preserves the earlier form . So also in the

plural there is but one form for all three persons which con

tains the verb santi, in Old - M . changed to åtë, just as in the

third plural of the aorist, but with disregard of the varying

terminations for gender of the modern participle. The con

ditional, on the other hand, is simply the modern participle,

with its full range of endings for number and gender.

The second person runs thus :

Indicative. Sing.Heath 11., ata f.,de n. Pl. yzatm ., f., n .

Conditional. Sing. Teata m ., ata f., ähn., Pl. gzat m ., f., n .
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Again , in the indicative,the older ending in 0, sutatos = sutato

'si (asi) ; while in the conditional, sutatás = sutatâ asi, with the

modern ending in â. The plural, however, is the same in both ,

and agrees in termination with the aorist. The first person is

the same in both indicative and conditional, and is

Sing . eat m ., ai f., di n . Pl. azať m . f. n .

Final anuswâra here represents probably Pr. sing. amhi, pl.

amho ; but the sandhi is irregular, as f. sutatê = sutati amhi; the

variant sutatyè, used in the Konkan, is more regular for suțaty

amhi. The pl. sutató = sutatâ amho, where, again , the steps of

transition to sutató are difficult to work out.

$ 43. A similar use of the participle, in a conditional sense ,

occurs in Bengali and Oriya. In the former , the present tense

is made up by using an auxiliary, and it will come under dis

cussion in the next chapter , but the conditional has traces of

the old Pr. form of the verb, and therefore belongs to this

place. The tense is (dekh " see ” )

Sing . 1. afaata , 2. afafae, 3. area . Pl. 1. & feata, 2.

aran , 3. area.

The participle here has lost its terminations for gender , as

the Bengali adjective has (Vol. II. p . 147) : dekhitâm therefore

= dekhita asmi= dekhita amhi in the sing., and dekhita amhu in

the pl., lit. " seeing I am ;” dekhitis = dekhita asi, where, on the

analogy of the aorist, the i has crept into the penultimate (now

ultimate ) syllable ; dekhitâ similarly = dekhita stha, whence

dekhita tha = dekhitaha = dekhità . So, also , dekhiten = dekhita

(s)anti, with the same treatment of the verb as in the aorist.

The third singular is the simple participle.

In Oriya this tense runs thus :

Sing . l. gefa , 2. dg , 3. Teat. Pl. 1. area (a ), 2. ada ,

3 . zea .

VOL. III.
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In this tense is preserved the older form of the participle

Pr.dekhanto, O . dekhantå ,which , as usual, appears unchanged in

the third sing., as also the pl. Pr. dekhante preserved in the

3 pl. The other persons exhibit only slight modifications of

the terminations of the aorist,which are those of the Sanskrit

present asmi, asi, etc .

In B . and 0 . this tense is used with off (af ) “ if,” pre

fixed , “ if I were to do,” etc .; when used alone, it means " I

might or should do,” and in B . narrative it occasionally ap

pears as an habitual past, " I used to do."

It should also be mentioned that just as the Bengali pandits

have banished the old singular of the pronoun and declared it

vulgar, so they have branded the singular number of all their

tenses as low , and those grammarians who write under pandit

influence gravely assure us that “ the singular and plural are

the same in Bengali verbs, and it is the nominative case before

them which determines whether they are singular or plural ”

(Yates's Gr., ed . Wenger, p. 43). When they come to the real

old singular, their agitation is extreme, they are too honest to

leave it out, and too fastidious to put it in . So they preface it

thus, “ If a person speakswith the greatest humility of himself,

or with the greatest contempt of another, he employs this form ;

but it is not found in good composition. We should have been

happy to pass it over entirely ; but to enable the student to

understand what he will but too often hear (alas ! yes, far too

often , in the mouths of ninety -nine out of every hundred

persons in Bengal), it seems necessary to give one example ”

(ib . p. 47).

The best Bengali poets had not discovered that these forms

of their mother-tongue were low or vulgar down to the be

ginning of the present century. In a page opened at random

in the Mahabarat of Kasiram Das occur tea " he remained ,”

बलिला “ he said , " जिज्ञासिला “ he asked, " दियाछे “ he has

given," gtca “ he shall be.” Kabi Kankan uses ofera “ thou
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shalt fall,” afire “ thou diedst,” life . “ I was ;” and

Bharat Chandra, fefe “ thou hast done,” OTO “ I found,” and

innumerable other forms,which would be classed as vulgar by

the purists of the presentday.

§ 44. In the remaining languages, Hindi, Panjabi, and

Gujarati, both forms of the present participle are used as an

indefinite present tense, without any trace of the old substan

tive verb. The indeclinable form occurs constantly in Chand,

thus afaran aca 45 91T # 917 i Traia AETAH 999 919 II “ In

Kartik he performs ablutions at Puhkar, and hears with his ears

the glories of Gokarn .” — Pr. R . i. 198 . The long list of words

of this form in vi. 39, describing the fight at the darbâr,may

be construed either as participles or present tenses. It is one

of those scarcely translateable jingles of which Chand is so

fond धुकंत धार धार सों । बकंत मार मार सों । झुकंत झार झार

ofIndia art aIT ofII and so on for fifty lines. Perhaps the

meaning may be thus roughly paraphrased

They thrust with sword - edge biting,

They shout the shout of smiting ;

They crouch from weapons sweeping,

They watch the steel blade leaping.

The meaning is clearer in other places. चलत पवन पावक

समान । तपस्यात सुताप मन । सुकत सरोवर मचत कीच । तलफंत मीन

a7 ll (Pr. R . lx . 17) , “ The wind blows like to fire, distressing

the mind (as if with ) penance, the tanks dry up , the mud is

stirred up, the fishes' bodies pant.” So in Bihari Lal, Hatteja

गोपाल के कुंडल सोहत कान । धयों मनौ हिय घर समर ड्योढी

ha fruta u “ The dolphin - shaped earring shines (sohat) in

the ear of Gopal, as the flag of love appears (lasat) at the

threshold while he enters the heart ” (Sat. vi.). He constantly

uses the feminine Braj form in fa both as a participle and a

present. mera a aa ait gaa gafat ottfa II 377
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a vent for man oft hafa ofa u “ The virtuous wife does

not repeat the bad words of her husband's younger brother ,

fearing ( darâti) a quarrel, but dries up with fear, like a parrot

when a cat approaches its cage ” (Sat. xv.).

In classical Hindi both forms are used as a present tense, it

is unnecessary to give instances, as the practice is universal.

The same is the case in P ., whereH F T " I send,” is the

ordinary indefinite present.H et het je geta u

“ They put a lump of sugar in the mouth of the boy and girl.” !

Classical Hindi also uses this participle, with “ if ” prefixed

as a past conditional ; thus they say नदि मैं जानता तो कबही नहीं

ATGT “ Had I known, I never would have gone,” — a similar

practice to that of O . and B . mentioned in the last section.

The declinable participle is used in G . as a past habitual, or

as a subjunctive aorist, according to the grammarians, so that

ten means “ I used to loose,” or, “ I should loose.” In

the former sense it is employed in the same way as the old

present or aorist at . The example given is aâ asiat

भाग राखता ( pl. masc.) नहीं " you used not to keep a fair

share." ? Most commonly, however, it is used with an auxiliary

verb in a variety of meanings, this language being very fertile

in the production of compound tenses.

$ 45. The passive past participle in Sanskrit has many forms;

the simplest, though least widely used , in the classical lan

guage, is, however, that in ita (itas, itâ, itam ), as ofaa “ fallen .”

The ñ of the affix, as would be expected, becomes in the

higher Prakrits Z , and in the more common dialects falls out

altogether ;thus wehave giforgiftai “ lost,” afast = afa:

“ robbed ,” fecreta “ taken ," and many others.

But Var. vii. 32 admits even in Maharashtri the form from

1 “ Panjab Customs,” in Appendix to Panjabi Grammar, Loodhiana, p. 91.

2 Leckey , Grammar, p . 160.
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which the has entirely dropped ,and instances grad for fani

“ laughed,” oferi for ufort " recited ,” and this form has be

come the type of most modern languages. In Old - Hindi this

participle regularly ends in sing. t m ., & f., pl. Q m ., f.,as

Jait m .,atf., etc., “ burnt.” Here the y represents the

of the Prakrit, hardened into a semivowel before the final

vowel. In the feminine it is merged in the f ofthe affix , and

in the plural lost altogether, for ute easily passes into .

Chand uses this form throughout, as aa rat otra e a

TI“ his body remained bright, he went to the abode of the

gods” (i. 299); quit “ done,” runt “ gone,” etc. It is, how

ever , more frequently used as a tense than as a participle , and

further illustrations will be given in a following section.

The form in uit lasts all through the mediæval poets, and is

still in use in the dialects of Rajputana and in Braj. In the

former a slight change has occurred , sing. HTUT, pl. HTUT,

whilein Kumaon the form is sing. मारियो , pl. मारिया .

Modern classical Hindi has sing. ATTT M ., HTTI f. ; pl.

ATT M ., HTTI f., “ struck.”

Panjabi retains the of the Prakrit, and has sing. Hift m .,

Art f. ; pl. Htim ., Airtut f., “ struck ; ” so also does Sindhi,

sing. out or getm ., aut f.; pl. a m ., grosif. Trumpp

seems to be here in error in saying that the y has been inserted

to fill the hiatus caused by the elision of the Z . It is rather

the 7 of 7 hardened to a semivowel, as in Old - H . and P .

Oriya has rejected the final syllable, just as it has in its

present participle, and has an indeclinable past participle in i,

as dekhi. This is never used alone, but only in composition ,

with an auxiliary forming a tense. The past participle used to

form the passive ends in å , like H ., as dekha jibâ “ to be seen.”

The same form is found in Gujarati,as sing. Tent (chhodyo)

m ., IST f., Ice (chhodyū) n . ; pl. PIETM ., Rietf.,sicut n .

G ., however, in common with M . B . and O ., has another
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form of this participle ending in an affix , whose special type is

. The formsmay be brought together for comparison

G . Sing sett m ., aceitf., gen.

M .(neuter) Sing. HTUTm ., Ezotf., za n .

„ (active) „ afsalt m ., afsartf, Hifcen.

G . Pl. team., St., Tain.

M . (neuter) Pl. a m ., taTf., zatn.

„ (active) , tfsem ., TECITf., itfeet n .

B . area , in Old - B.ZEGT (only used as a tense combined with as),

afce “ having seen.”

o . area (the same), arcaid.

The Bhojpuri dialect of Hindi has also an indeclinable past

participle मारल , in some districts also मारिला, fromwhich it

forms a tense.

Here the junction vowel varies much . In B . 0 . and the

active of M . it is T . In G ., on the other hand, it is t , while

in the neuter of M . it is a. M . has a long string of verbs, both

active and neuter, with the junction vowel å ; someof these are

causals by origin , as 906 " flee," p. p. Totat, for palå -ilå (as

in B . and 0 . gata). Others, again , owe the long vowel to a

Skr. ay, as उड “ hy , ” p.p. उडाला, Skr. उद्दयित / उद + डी .

Others are denominatives, as itu “ be dazzled ,” Tata , Skr.

tofaa ; there are, however, some which I am not able to

explain on any of the above grounds. The list comprises

about thirty verbs only , and in twenty -five of them participles,

with the junction vowel a , are also in use .

The usual explanation of this form in l is that it is derived

from the Skr. p.p.p. in ita, through Pr. ido, by change of z to

E , and thence to . The change is undoubtedly possible as

far as 3 and are concerned, or as far as a and Z are con

cerned ; but the change from 7 to G is a great stumbling-block .

The great authority of Lassen (p . 363) is usually quoted in
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support of this view , but even he cannot avoid being struck by

the coincidence between this and the Slavonic preterites in l.

As regards the change from 7 to 3 , it is observable that it

only occurs in those Skr. preterites which contain a cerebral.

Thus a becomes in Magadhi S (Mr. 270). Here, however,

there was evidently a form ana = a2 = 216 , so that there is no

question of a द at all. So also in वाबड for व्यापत = व्यापत =

out = ue (Mț. 227). The only other instance known to me is

Tf for ga (Mſ. 276), but here we may fairly assume a false

analogy with a t = 09. So widespread a form as the modern

participle in l must rest upon some firmer proof than the rare

examples given above.

I am disposed to think that we have in this participle the

survival of an ancient form which has not been preserved in

classical Sanskrit, nor in the written Prakrits. Perhaps (but

here I tread on ground somewhat beyond my own domain ) that

type of the passive past in Skr. which ends in 9 or + may be

the classical representative of this ancient form ; thuswe have

from va “ cut,” 79 :, from v faz “ cleave," fra :, and in some

roots both forms, that in 7 and that in a , stand side by side,

thusVq“ fill,” makes qu: and ya:,v77 “ push,” TA : and 77 :

Even in the Slavonic languages, however, the characteristic l

of the preterite is thought to have arisen from an original d,

and that again from t. If this be so , we have here an ancient

change which took place before the separation of the various

members of the Indo - European family, and not a mere local

corruption confined to Indian ground. In Russian the pre

terite is a participle with formsfor gender, thus from dielať “ to

make,” pret. sing. dielal m ., dielala, dielalo n ., pl. dielalimfn .?

In Servian the same form occurs, trés “ to shake,” has

Sing. trésao m ., trésla f., tréslo n .

Pl. trésli m ., trésle f., trésla n .

Rapp, Verbal-organismus, vol. i. p . 99.

2 Reiff, Russ. Grammar, p . 97 ; Rapp , vol. i. 137.
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Compare Marathi —

Sing. trâsalâ ,

Pl. trâsale,

trâsalî,

trâsalyâ ,

trasalê.

trâsali

from THW “ to trouble.” The similarity is striking, and seems

to be more than a mere accidental coincidence. Moreover,

the connection between this Slavonic 1 and n is shown in

more than one instance. Thus, the Russian verb has from nes

“ to drag " a pret. past sing. nesen m ., neséna f., neseno n .,

pl. neseny. The same form occurs in the Czech.

But we are getting beyond bounds. The comparison is

attractive , and, if there were time to study the Slavonic

languages as well as the Indian,might perhaps be worked out

to some conclusive result. All that can be said at present is that

two groups of the same family have a preterite in l, and that

theremay be some connection between the two ; while, on the

other hand, the derivation of this preterite from a past participle

in t seems strained and ill-supported as regards the Indian

group, and if true for the Slavonic group, must have occurred

a long while ago, before the separation of the families, and has

strangely failed to leave any traces of itself in the most im

portant language of the Indian group in its most cultivated

stage.

§ 46. Let us turn to matters more within our scope. The

passive past participle is the only part of the modern verb

which affords an exception to the general rule of the un

changeableness of the stem -syllable. Each one of the modern

languages has a few such participles, which, being derived

from the Prakrit developmentsof the Skr. p.p .p.,differ from their

respective verbal stems, which latter are derived generally from

the form of the root used in the present tense. These early

Tadbhava participles, as they may justly be called, are most

numerous in Sindhi. Trumpp gives (p. 273) a list of no
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less than 140 of them , a number which far exceeds that to be

found in any other of the languages. They owe their existence

chiefly to the omission in Skr. of the intermediate , so that

the afix त of the p. p. p. is added directly to the root, and when

this root ends in a consonant, there arises a strong or mixed

nexus,which in Prakrit has to be dealt with according to the

ordinary phonetic laws. Sometimes, as we saw in 8 14, the

stem of the verb itself is entirely borrowed from the p.p .p.,

and in that case the modern participle does not differ from the

rest of the verb ; but when the ordinary stem is derived from

the older present, and only the participle fromthe old p.p. p.,

thetwo differ so much that it is difficult at first sight to recog

nize the connection between them .

___ The verbs given in $ 19 have mostly old Tadbhava participles,

and it is through these participles that the clue is found to the

derivation of the verb. Thus

STEM.

बझ “ be bound " ) Vबंध् बुझो (quasi बंधित बंध्यो ).

बंध " bind " बद्ध

बुझ " be heard "

Vबुध बुधो
बुंध " hear "

रझ “ be cooked "

रंध " cook "

लह " get "

लभ “ be got "

डुम " be milked "

SKR. P . P . P . SKR. PR..

बृधो

१२५ रधो रख

लम् वधो लब्ध लदो

} ( दुह बुधो दुग्ध दुद्धो

दह धो दग्ध दडो

} भञ् भगो

धो

भग्गो

ड्रह “ torment "

भन " be broken " )

भत्र “ break "

भुज़ “ be fried "

भुत्र " firy "

भट्ट ( analogy of

भत्र)
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STEM. SKR . P . P . P . SKR . PR.

___ P.P.P. SKR. PR .

feur " be broken " )

छिद् छिनो छिन्न
छिन “ break " )

ET “ be heard ” VO सुनो श्रुत

सुण “ hear " सुणिो (regular modern form )

खण " raise " स्कंद खंयो स्कन्न खणिो

FEDined , Vकुष् कुठो कुष्ट कुट्ठो

गह " rub "

, Vघृष् गठो घृष्ट गिट्ठो, गट्ठो
गस " be rubbed " )

छुह “ touch "

be touched , | Vछुप् छुतो कुप्त कुत्तो

कुह “ kill "

Ano
k

The exact coincidence of these participles with the Sanskrit

and Prakrit confirms the derivation of the verbal stems given

in $ 19. There are many others equally instructive as retain

ing the Prakrit form ; thus, for instance , we can explain the

following :

SKR . 8 . P . P . P . SKR . PR.

लिंब “smear," / लिप लितो लिप्त लित्तो

तप “ warm, " Vतप ततो तप्त तत्तो

सुम्ह " sleep, " / स्वप् सुतो सुप्त सुत्तो

पा " get, ” प्राप् पातो प्राप्त पात्तो [2 ]

आण “ bring," / आनी आंदो आनीत

रु " weep," । रु नो रूदित नमो

So also the origin of gay “ wipe out,” is obscure, till we

look at the p.p. p. उघठो , whichleads to Skr. उद्दष्ट, and then we

see that ughaņu is for ugahanu = udgharshanam . The participles

in tho similarly explain themselves, as

. SKRs . P. P. P . SKR.

डिस " see, " दृश् डिठो दृष्ट दिट्टो

वस "rain, ” Vवृष् वठो, वुठो, उठो वृष्ट । वुट्ठो

PR.
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SKR. 8 . P . P . P . SKR . PR.

पट्टोपिह, पेह " enter; " / प्रविश् पेठो प्रविष्ट

___ ( H. पैठ )

विह “sit,” उपविश् वेठो उपविष्ट उवट्टो

( H. बैठ)

पीस " grind, " / पिष् पीठो पिष्ट पिट्ठो

तुस “be pleased," Vतुष् तुठो तुष्ट तुट्टो

The next three words have old Tadbhava participles in

almost all the languages of this group :

डिअणु " give, " p.p.p. डिनो, Pr.दिमो .

करणु “ do," , कीतो,किरो, कयो, Skr. कृत, Pr.किओ, see

under H .

मरणु “die,” , मो , मुओ, Skr. मृत, Pr.मुओ.

Another class is composed of denominatives or neuter verbs

with the causal type am (828). These are

Infin. उभामणु “ to boil over, ” p.p.p उभाणो

, उझामणु “ to be extinguished," , उझाणो

" उडामणु “ to fiy, " उडाणो

झपामण “ to decrease, " झपाणो

खामणु “ to be burnt, " खाणो

, विसामणु “ to be extinguished, " , विसाणो

, विकामणु “ to be sold, " ,, विकाणो

There is, as already mentioned , considerable obscurity as to

the derivation of these words : udâmaņu is, however, certainly

from Skr.ud-di, p .p .p .dina ; ujhâmaņu perhaps from Skr.ut-kshi,

p .p .p . kshiņa ; vikâmaņu from Skr. vikri, p .p . p ., however, not

kriņa, but krita. On the analogy of those verbs whose p.p.p .

ended in na, may have been formed the modified p. p . in no for

all verbs of the class, regardless of the fact that in the classical

language the causal p. p. would end in apita, e. g . sthapita . In
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Hindi, also , stems ending in a take this p. p. in no in the poets

asफिरा, p.p. फिरानो, or apocopated n, as रिसा p. p.रिसान . .

The above remarks explain nearly half the words in

Trumpp's list, for the rest the uncertainty is too great to

admit of satisfactory explanation . Trumpp, for instance, would

derive gray " to satisfy,” and gray “ to be satisfied,” from Skr.

Vतप, तर्पति , but the p.p. p. द्राओ can hardly represent तप्त .

Others again there are whose p .p . is intelligible, while the

infinitive is not. जु at “ engaged ” (in work) explains itself by

Skr. युक्त , Pr. जुत्तो, clearly enough, but its infinitive should be

jujaņu or junjanu (Pa. gjafa ) . Whence then comes it that the

infinitive is jumbaņu ? So also rudho “ busily employed ” is clearly

Skr. रुद्ध (रुध ), one form of the infinitive rujhanu is regularly

derived from Skr. रुध्यते, but what are we to say to another

form rumbhanu or rubhanu ?

Panjabi has several of the same early Tadbhava participles

as Sindhi, and a few of its own. The total number, however,

is much smaller than in Sindhi. The commonest are

SKR.

करना “ do, " कीता कृत ( dialectically also कीदा).

जाणा “ go, " गिा , गहा गत (also जाया = Skr. यात).

जाणना " know, " जाता ज्ञात .

देखणा “ see," दिट्टा दृष्ट (also डिट्ठा more Sindhico).

देणा " give, " दित्ता, दिया दत्त .

लैणा " take, " लीता, लिया लभित,instead of classical लब्ध .

वरसणा " rain, " वट्ठा

खाणा " eat, " खाधा खादित .

पैणा “ fall," पित्रा पतित,Sindhiid.throughप ओ

बंन्हणा “ bind, " बद्धा बद्ध .

पाणना " recognize, ” पछाता परिज्ञात ? H. पहिचानना.

सिडणा " sew, " सीता सेवित .

सौणा " sleep, " सुता सुप्त .

P . P .

वृष्ट .
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P . P . SKR .

पहुंचणा " arrive, ” पडतो, पुज्जो ?

रिंन्हणा " cook," रिद्धा रद्ध .

विअहणा " marry, ” विअहतो विवाहित.

कहिणा “ say, " किहा कथित .

रहिणा “ remain, " रिहा रहित . .

In the two last the 7 has leapt over into the preceding

syllable, and kihå, rihâ,are for kahid , rahiâ , respectively . The

above list nearly , if not quite, exhausts the early Tadbhava

participles of Panjabi, and Hindi influence is already at work

in favour of the ordinary type.

SKR. PR.

$ 47. Gujarati has, like Panjabi, a smaller number of these

participles than Sindhi.

INFIN.

करवू “ do " कों , कीधी कृत करिओ

लेवं "take " लीधो लब्ध

पोहोचवं " arrive ” पोहोंच्यो, पोहोतो ?

देखq “ see " दिठो, दीठो दृष्ट

बीहोवू "fear " बीहीनो, बीहीधी भति बिहिदो ( 13)

खावु “ eat " खाधो खादित

उपजवं " produce " उपनो न्यो उत्पन्न (present utpadyate )

नीपजवू , नीपनो न्यो निष्पन्न ( pres. nishpadyate )

पीवं “ drink " पौधो

Ho “ sleep " सुतो सुप्त

मरवू “ die " मुओ मृत

देवं " give " दीधो

बेशवं “ sit " बेठो उपविष्ट

पेशवं " enter " पेठो प्रविष्ट

नासवं “flee " नाठो नष्ट ( present nasyati )

नवं " go " गो

पीत

गत
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In the instances of kidho, bihidho , khâdho, pidho, and didho ,

we have probably formations based on the analogy of lidho, for

the exception of bihidho, which may owe its dh to a com

bination of the h and d of Pr. vihido, there is no older form

which would yield dh . The origin of these forms will be

more fully inquired into under Hindi, where they are well

illustrated .

So far does the original meaning of these participles appear

to have been obscured , that from them a participle ending in

elo is also formed , and they say kidhelo , dithelo, and the like,

where the participial element occurs twice. The ordinary verb

having two forms of participle, one in yo, the other in elo, the

verbs in the above list were bound to have them also , and

instead of adding elo to the stem , and making karelo, lielo ,

it has been added to the already formed early Tadbhava

participle.

There appears to be a slight difference in meaning be

tween the two forms of the Gujarati past participle, that

in elo being somewhatmore emphatic than that in yo . Thus

Jo mai “ I am come,” but i at se “ I am come,”

(emphatically).

Marathi has early Tadbhava participles, and it has others,

which are accounted irregular by the grammarians from

other causes . The former are not numerous, and are chiefly

found in the same stems as in the other languages. Thus we

have

ONT “ go," p .p.p.iat

" come,” „ HET

मर “ die, " मेला

e “ take” (wear), ल्याला

कर “ do, " „ at
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Stems ending in U exhibit z in the participle, as

CU “ dig," P.p.p. CETT

FEU “ speak ,” „ FETTI

ETU “ slạy,” » Teen

The explanation of these words is apparently to be found in

a contraction of syllables ; thus Skr. V 09 “ dig ” forms

regularly p .p.p . ata , but the a being changed to u in Prakrit,

a p .p .p . afua would be legitimately formed , whence are , to

which , forgetful of the fact that this is already a participle, M .

adds its own participial termination T, and by rejection of

the nasal arrives at खटला. So also / भण, p. p. p. भणित, whence

भण्ट and म्हट + ला . Skr. हन has p. p. p. हत , but a Pr. form

grua would be, and is, used, whence ace , and the stem -vowel

having been lengthened , ETT + T .

To a similar retention of the ñ of the Skr. p .p .p. may be

attributed the following, though the etymology is in some

cases very obscure :

@ “ take,” gaat“ taken.”

y “ washed,” YTOT “ washed .”

बघ “ see, " बघितला “ seen. "

माग " ask, " HifTOGT“ asked .”

सांग “ tell, " सांगितला “ told. "

घाल “ put, " घातला " put."

CT “ eat,” TIET“ eaten.”

In § 15 it was shown that Pr. inserts 7 in forms like

ghettum , ghettuna, which may be a retention of a in grihita .

In the next four words on the list there seems to be a double

participle, as in G . kidhelo , etc. The origin of ata is unknown

to me, it looks like an early causal of a take. In at the p .p .

is apparently a contraction of खादिला, Skr. खादित .
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§ 48. Hindi has very few of these participles. In the

classical language only the following are in use :

Tat “ do,” faert “ done."

मरना “ die, " मुआ “ dead. "

T “ take,” faet“ taken .”

at “ give,” feat “ given.”

जाना “ go, " गया " gone. "

All the other verbs in the language form this participle

from the common stem used in all the other tenses, though

in the mediæval poets some of the old Tadbhava participles are

found, as ditthau " seen,” tutthau “ pleased ,” (tushta ) in Chand.

The three verbs kar, le, and de, however, have several peculiar

forms in Old - H ., and in the mediæval poets, which are still

heard in some of the rustic dialects. There are three parallel

forms:

has i.atest or farest. ii. atat or faat iii. anteft or fast.

a „ i atent or feet. ii. tat or feat. iii. tutor fast.

„ i. tutor foreit. ii. tat or fart. iii.muft or fast.

The curious thing about these three verbs is that every two

of them have borrowed a form peculiar to the third . For

kiyau is properly the participle of kar, Skr. 3a, Pr. fast and

fauit. It has been borrowed by le and de. So dinau belongs

to de, Skr. 777, Pa . and Pr. fut, and has been borrowed by

kar and le. Also lidhau belongs to le, Skr. aft, Pa. and Pr.

ast, and has been borrowed by kar and de. We cannot

get kinau or kidhau phonetically from v e , nor diyau and

didhau from v T , nor liyau and linau from v , without

forcing etymology. These three verbs are so constantly used

together, and fall in so conveniently for rhymes in the poets,

that it is not surprising that, in the general decay and con

fusion of forms out of which the modern languages sprung,

they should have borrowed from one another. To begin with
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our oldest author, Chand, faut, forest , and fut, all occur

frequently, with the first vowel both long and short, and the

final vowel occasionally cut off if it happens to be in the way

of the metre. Da farejt Il “ The girl made lamenta

tion " (Pr. R . i. 171). It is long in

कीयौ तब चित चिहीं दिस ॥

“ He then made reflection on all sides.” — xx. 20 .

atet an et il

“ Hemade preparation for going." — xx. 28.

A pocopated , as ty and aty in

गढ पतिक गढ भार दीय ॥

पूरब दिस तन गमन कीय ॥

“ He entrusted the fort to the castellan ,

Made a going to the eastern country.” — xx. 29.

लीयै सब बोलि बंब बज्जिय ॥

“ Took all shouting and playing on drums." — ib.

A form with a occurs for le and de only, as pet fag

at ll “ Took Brahmins and gurus, saying ” (ib . 20 ), and

at 999 at 1 “ When the maiden gave her troth to the

bridegroom ” (ib. 22).

Commonest by far is the second form with either long or

short vowel, in the latter case generally with doubling of the

following consonant, and very frequently with the last vowel

apocopated . Of these types that with the double consonant is

nearest to the Prakrit, and thus presumably the oldest, the

rejection of one consonant and lengthening of the preceding

vowel is a later feature. In Chand, however, there is no distinc

tion between the two ; so that one rhymes with the other, as in

गैर महल प्रिथिराज सषी सवका रम दिन्नव ॥

कुसम पटा सिर पाग लाग कंद्रप रस कीनव ॥

“ In his private apartments Prithiraj dallied with his wives and

attendants,

In saffron robes and turbaned head he made the sport of love."

- xxi. 22.

VOL . III. 10
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So also afz utat fafy faaa “ having plundered the land,

he has taken treasure " (xxi. 89) . In this passage the pre

ceding line ends with faha . ( In Hindi av = au, so kinnav is

to be read kinnau, etc.)

विहसित वरं लगन लिन्नौ नरिंद ।

“ Smiling the king accepted the espousal.” — xx. 23.

सहस घट्ट सिव उपर कीनौ ।

तीन उपास नेम तब लीनी ॥

“ He poured (gave) a thousand jars over Siva,

Then he took a vow to fast three (days). " - i. 189.

See also the quotation at p. 268 of Vol. II.

Instances of the apocopated form occur chiefly at the end of

a line ; as

दस कोस जाय मुक्काम कीन ।

विच गांम नगर पुर लूट लीन ।

“ Having gone ten kos he made a halt,

Villages and towns between he plundered. " _ i. 208.

परिमाल जुद्ध पर हुकम दीन ॥

“ Parimal gave the order for fighting.” — xxi. 5 .

The third form is more frequently found with de, to which it

least of all belongs, and has an additional termination iya

sometimes attached to it, as

दान मान घन दिद्धिय

“ He gave gifts and honours abundant.” - i. 342.

In this passage it rhymes with afst , which ought perhaps

to be read लिद्धिय “ having taken. "

There is an instance of the natural change into the palatal in

सगरी नाव जाय बंध किज्जिय ॥

आल्हा उदल उतरन न दिज्जिय ॥

" Carts and boats he went and stopped ;

Alha and Udal he suffered not to alight . " - xxi. 86.
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for fast and fast respectively. This latter occurs frequently,

in a slightly altered shape

at tut got after

“ Dhundhâ gave a blessing to theking.” — i. 305.

प्रिथिराज ताहि दो देस दिद्ध ॥

“ Prithirâj gave him two provinces.” — ib. 307.

All three types may be found repeatedly throughout the

poem . In later times, as in Tulsi Das and in Braj poetry

generally, these verbs takethe forms लीन्ही, कीन्हौ , and दीन्ही ,

and the last syllable is occasionally apocopated as in Chand.

Thus Tulsi Das

एहि विधि दाह त्रिया सब कीन्ही ॥

विधिवत न्हा तिलांजलि दीन्ही ॥

“ In this way he performed all the ceremony of cremation ,

Having duly bathed ,he presented the offering of sesamum ."

- Ay-k . 894.

मोहि उपदेस दीन्ह गुर नीका ॥

“ The guru hath given me good advice.” — ib. 928 .

तो कत लीन्ह संग कटकाइ ॥

“ Then why has he taken an army with him ? " — ib. 982.

The above examples may suffice for these special types,

which have no analogy with other preterites in H . Oriya and

Bengali have few such forms, for 0 . HOT and are merely

contractions of मरिला and करिला, from मर “ die, " and कर

“ do,” respectively . From JT “ go,” 0 . TOT, B . i7 , is about

the only real old Tadbhava in those two languages.

§ 49. The participial tenses formed from the past participle

are analogous to those from the present. In ordinary Hindi

the participle itself is used as a past tense, without any relic of

the substantive verb ; it will have been noticed that in all the

passages quoted in the last section , the participle must be trans

lated as a preterite,and this is the case in the modern language,
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both for active and neuter verbs, as bolâ “ he said ,” kiya “ he

did.” In the mediæval poets, however, and to this day in the

rustic dialects of Oudh and the eastern Hindi area, there exists

a preterite with terminations retaining traces of the incorpora

tion of the old substantive verb . Before these terminations the

long å and i of the p. p. masculine and feminine are shortened,

and the vowel of the masculine is often replaced by e. Thus

we have (mår “ strike” ) —

SING . 1. 2. 3. PL . 1. 2. 3.

m. मारउं मारउ मारउ मारेन्हि मारह मारेन्हि

f. मारिउं मारिउ मारिउ मारिन्हि मारिह मारिन्हि

Also in m .ATTB ,etc. In the sing. 2, 3 , the syllable fh is often

added , as मारेसि , and variated into हि , as मारेहि m., मारिसि ,

मारिहि f. Thus चलेउ हरषि हिय धरि रघुनाथा “ he went re

joicing, holding in his heart Raghunâtha ” (Tulsi Das, Ram .

Sund -k . 4 ), zatea TTA AT TAT “ I have seen with my

eyes the messenger of Ram " (ib. 12). Tulsi does not observe

the gender very closely , if at all, fautespara Bauft

“ Again she gave up even dry leaves ” (Bal-k . 155), a

799 ang BETE II “ She asked the people, why is this re

joicing ? ” (Ay-k . 87 ). But the feminine is kept in fugaffa

fue atrage atre il “ The flatteress has given instruction to

(has prompted ) thee ” (Ay-k . 101). The type ending in si,

though used for both 2 and 3 sing., more strictly belongs, I

think , to 2 sing. from Skr. asi; but in this tense the traces of

the substantive verb are so much abraded that it is difficult to

speak with certainty about them . The following handful of

instances, taken at hazard from one page of the Sundara

kânda of Tulsi's work , will show the various senses in which

this affix is used : खाएसि फल अरु बिटप उपारे “ He eats the

fruit, and tears up the bushes ” (S -k . 40 ), he alifa ane Hafa

as an faaafa yrt II “ Some he slew , some he trampled under

foot, some he caused to mix with the dust,” ar jau aga a
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कीसा । केहि के बल घालेसि वन खीसा । कीधौ श्रवण सुनेसि नहिं

Atfe I . . . . Arifa faftet af VYTTETI " Saith the lord of

Lanka, who art thou, and what ? By whose strength hast thou

torn to pieces the forest, hast thou never heard of my fame, . . .

for what fault hast thou killed the demons?” (ib.) Panjabi

tbrowsno light on the subject, as it does not use this form , but

employs the participle simply as a tense, as mai, tủ ,uh måriâ ,

“ I, thou , he, smote.” Indeed , to such an extent in H . and P .

has this custom of using the bare participle as a preterite tense

prevailed, that it cannot now be used in any other sense, and if

we wish to say “ smitten ,” we must not use H . márå or P .

måriâ alone, but must add the participle of the modern sub

stantive verb, and say H .märá hủá, P .máriâ hoiâ. The only

trace in P . of the old substantive verb is to be found in a

dialectic form which I have often heard, though it does not

seem to be used in writing, as atate “ he did ,” which is

probably to be referred to S . atsfe . The grammarians,

however, suppose that kitos is in some way a metathesis of usne

kita , so that kitâ + us = kitos. The instrumental, however, of

uh “ he," is not us ne, but un ; us ne is Hindi, and would

hardly have been resorted to in the formation of a pure

dialectic type like this. Moreover, in the 1 plural we have

such expressions as at ht, which is evidently khånde + ' sâ , for

asâ = asmåh.

Different from modern , but strikingly similar to mediæval,

Hindi in this respect is Sindhi, which does not employ the

participle singly as a preterite, but, except in the 3 sing. and

pl., has relics of the substantive verb incorporated with it, thus

(hal “ go ” )

SING. 1. 2. 3. PL. 1. 2. 3.

m. हलिउसि हलिए हलिओ हलिासी हलिअउ हलिआ

f. हलिअसि हलिअं हली हलिऊंसी हलिऊ हलिऊं

By comparing these terminations with those of the S. future,
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which is based upon the present participle ($ 41), it will be

seen that they are absolutely identical, thus :

halandu -si corresponds to haliu -si.

halandia -si halia -si.

halanda -sĩ halia sĩ.

halandia sĩ halim -sĩ.

etc . etc .

and the termination
s may, in the case of the preterite, there

fore, as well as in that of the future, be referred to the old Skr.

verb as in variousdegrees of decay .

Marathi exhibits the same analogy between the present and

the preterite ; to its p. p. in a m ., 1 f., n ., etc., it adds the

same terminations as to the present p . in at m ., at f., a n ., etc .

Thus

Sing. 1. yzetm ., zaif., Hotn .

2. YIOTH m ., Ef., are n .

3. HzeTm ., aftf., n .

Pl. 1. gzotm . f.n.

2. Flat id.

3. az@ m . Elif. copt n .

The forms exactly agree with those of the present, as will be

seen by turning to § 42 . There is no conditional as in the

present. When it desires to use this form in an adjectival

sense, M ., having apparently forgotten its originally participial

nature, adds another T , thus we get Hotel OTT “ a dead

animal,” FOTOT TIT “ a made (i.e. experienced) man.” The

fact so well established for S . and M . may help us to under

stand, if we cannot fully explain , the preterites of O . and B .,

which are formed in the same way. From a p.p. afeg , 0.

constructs a preterite, thus

Sing . 1. grafer 2. fas 3. Eram ,

Pl. 1. faoi 2. arco · 3. zrca ,
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where the terminations correspond exactly with those of the

conditional, which is similarly formed from the present par

ticiple .

Bengali does the same (pace the Pandits), as

Sing. 1. gfag 2. afere 3. afaa .

Pl. 1. area 2. afaat 3. afcêra .

Here the 3 sing. has also afaan with a final a , as in the

imperative and future, concerning which see § 53. The 1 sing.

in nu is frequently heard in speaking, and is very common in

the old poets, as quenoga TTAT “ I saw the fair one looking

woe-begone ” (Bidyapati, vii. 1), where some read ofag .

In Gujarati the participle is used alone as a preterite in both

forms, that in yo and that in elo, butmore frequently a modern

substantive verb is added for greater clearness. This language

has no traces of the old incorporated Sanskrit as.

$ 50 . In the past tenses of all but B . and 0 . the prayogas or

constructions mentioned in Vol. II. p . 264, are employed . In

most of the languages, indeed, their use is restricted to the past

tenses. The direct or kartâ prayoga is used with neuter verbs,

and requires the subject to be in the nominative case, while the

participle, which does duty for a preterite , changes with the

gender of the speaker. Thus

H . OF TOT " he spoke,” â ata “ thosemen spoke.”

qe atat “ she spoke,” a arat“ those women spoke.”

So, also, in P . S . and G . In M . the principle is the same,

though there is more variety of forms:

· FEZETT " he said,” Q FEZ illi dixerunt."

at ezot " she said,” CU FETET“ illæ dixerunt.”

a fez " it said,” at rezatilla dixerunt.”

And so through all the persons except 1 and 2 plural, where no
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distinction of gender is necessary, as the speaker is known. In

the active verb, however , the karma or objective construction is

used , where the subject is put in the instrumental, the verb

agreeing in number and gender with the object. Thus, H .

मैं ने तुम से बडे कठोर वचन कहे हैं “ I have spoken very harsh

words to you ” (Sak . 33). Here the subject maî ne is in the

instrumental, the verb kahe hai is masc . plural, to agree with the

object vachan . Ea a aet dit to fHET FEET (ib. 39) “ Destiny

has joined just such a joining ” (has brought about such a

marriage).

So also in M . the p .p . is declined for all three genders in

both numbers so as to agree with the object, as mata atent

anfeat " he read the book ," where vâchili is fem . sing., to

agree with pothi. In M . and S . many verbs are both active

and neuter , in which case the preterite has a double construc

tion , direct or kartâ when the verb is used as a neuter, objective

or karma when it is used as an active. So also in G . The dis

tinction appertains to syntax, and not to formlore , and need not

be more than mentioned here.

There is also a third or impersonal construction technically

known as bhâva , in which the object is not expressed, and the

verb , therefore, remains always in the neuter. In M ., however,

this construction is used even when the object is expressed, as

ata UTOT Aftoi “ he beat him ," literally “ by him to him

beaten .”

§ 51. The participle of the future passive, which in Sanskrit

ends in Tal , plays an important part in the modern verb in

some languages. It does not, like the two previously noticed

participles, form modern participles, but rather various kinds of

verbal nouns, such as in Latin grammar we are familiar with

under the names of gerunds and supines, also the infinitive.

The Latin gerund itself is, however, closely allied to the parti

ciple of the future passive, for amandi, amando, amandum , are
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respectively the genitive, dative, and accusative of amandus.

There is, therefore, a participial nature inherent in these forms

which justifies their inclusion in the present chapter. The Skr.

tavya becomes in Pr. davra, and with elision of the d , avva.

Thus Skr. afinal , Pr. alfuza , areng . So also Pr.

करिदव, करिअब , which must be referred to a Sanskrit form

aftra rather than to the classical form arra , for Prakrit, as

mentioned before, generally takes no heed of Sanskrit subtle

ties about inserting or omitting the intermediate , but treats

all verbs alike, as if that letter were inserted , and it naturally

gives the type to its modern descendants in all cases .

The treatment of the form so inherited from the Prakrit

differs in the various languages, both in form and meaning.

Sindhi uses it as a present passive participle ending in ibo,

Pr. aftugt, losing the a and the first v of the suffix , becomes

aftat, meaning “ being done.” The transition from the

original sense of “ that which is to be (or must be) done,” into

" thatwhich is being done,” is simple and natural. Examples

are

HTCY " to choke,” hiftat “ being choked.”

GEY “ to cheat,” stigat “ being cheated.”

wory " to seize.” graat“ being seized.” I

Gujarati differs from Sindhi in rejecting the 7 and retaining

the 7 , thus making a cat “ being done,” as great m ., at f.,

o n ., etc., “ being loosed ;” arqat,however,means “ bringing,"

where the sense has become active. The neuter of this form

does duty as an infinitive, as og " to go,” of which more

hereafter .

In Marathi the vowel preceding the vo is lengthened, and

one v rejected, giving a form ottä , which is the same for

active and neuter verbs. The meaning, to judge by the

i Trumpp, p . 54.
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examples quoted, has also changed, for although properly the

same as in the older languages, “ that which has to be done,” it

is used in constructions where it implies “ the doing ” of a thing

only . It takes all three genders, and is commonly used also in

the genitive and dative cases करावयाचें and करावयास , or

कराव्यास. Thus तें मी करावयास सिद्ध आहे “ I am ready to do

that” (i.e. “ to the doing of”), muutet antet ataque vig

“ I have something to say to you," i.e. “ with you something of

that which must be said I am .” Thus it approximates some

what to the infinitive of G ., as in the following passage :

न करावा संग । वाटे दुरावावं जग ॥

सेवावा एकांत । वाटे न बोलावी मात ॥

9 ya 99 i arz aera ana u

“ It is proper not to associate , to be separated from the world ;

It is proper to preserve solitude, not to speak at all ;

People, wealth , self it is proper to consider as vomit.”

- Tukaram . Abh. 1885.

Here râte (Skr. atta ) means “ it seems," i.e. " it seems

proper,” like Latin decet, oportet, licet, used impersonally , and

the participle agrees with the object. Thus sanga and ekânta

being masc., the participles are masc. karávå and sevâvâ ; måt

(Skr. HTET) being fem ., bolâvî is fem . also ; jag, vaman neut.,

hence duráváven , lekhåven neut. The original meaning of a

passive participle may be exhibited by supposing the sentence

to be “ society is not to be made . . . this seems proper," which

is easily inverted into the rendering given above.

When used in the genitive or dative case , the a sometimes

drops out, and they say, for instance, TEETH antatt atute

पडेल “ We shall have to go to another country, " for जाक्या ,

literally “ to us in another country of going it will fall.” Latin

would here use the corresponding passive participle, Nobis

eundum erit, or Skr. gantavyam asti.

Panjabi has apparently no trace left of this participle, nor
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has classical Hindi, but in rustic Hindi, especially in the

eastern parts of its area , as well as in Bengali and Oriya, this

participle exists. In Bhojpuri it ends in a or a , without any

junction -vowel, and means the doing of anything, as paa a

aga sunbe na kailan, “ they did not make a hearing," i.e. “ they

would not listen," Fitfaâ q aftë mânve na karihaî, “ they will

not make an obeying," i.e. “ they will not obey." It is more

emphatic than a simple preterite or future ,and implies that the

persons referred to obstinately refused to hear or obey .

In B . and 0 . it is a simple infinitive, but as a noun is de

clined in all cases, thus B . 0 . & feat " to see,” genitive arcatt

“ of seeing,” etc. As a noun, it also implies the act of doing

anything, as 0 .Huc atta yua vita pê dat a ata “ the

hearing of, or listening to , obscene songs, is a fault, the singing

(of them ) is a crime ” (see $ 74).

(chha
d
can form a turn the pres

e

§ 52. The tenses formed from this participle come next

to be considered. In Sindhi the old substantive verb is

incorporated, just as in the tenses derived from the present

and past participles, but it is used to form a future passive

from active verbs only , as (chhad " abandon ” ), “ I shall be

abandoned,” etc.

Sing. m . 1. afsala 2. afgai 3. æfgart

f. 1. fefaufe 2. æfsfati 3. æfeat

Pl. m . 1. argaret 2. æfa3 3. & feat

f. 1. æfefast 2. æfçfaoi 3. fgfasi

Here the terminations are precisely identical in every respect

with those of the active future and preterite, exhibited in the

preceding sections.

In Gujarati this participle used alone, and inflected for

· Kellogg, Grammar, p . 231.
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gender, constitutes what the grammar-writers are pleased to

call the second present of the second potential mood. It is,

however, really a construction of the objective, or karma, kind,

in which the verb agrees with its object, and the subject or

agent is in the instrumental or (as usual in G . in this con

struction ) in the dative ; thus they say Hi orH e at “ I

ought to release,” i.e. “ by me it is to be released ,” ati or a

atatu Tat " you ought to have confidence," i.e. “ by thee

trust is to be made,” Skr. aun faath : 977an .

The genitive case also, oddly enough, forms a tense of its

own, also with no trace of the old substantive verb , as

Tsarait m ., at f., ai n . The meaning seems hardly , if at all,

distinguishable from that of the nominative , and the construc

tion is objective, as in that tense ; thus a TTA VHTT taigi

“ the work which we ought to do.” I am not altogether satis

fied , however, with the explanation of this tense as the genitive

of the above participle, and would suggest that it may possibly

be derived from the Atmane. pres. part. in mâna, like bhava

måna. It is possible, I think, that though the Âtmanepada

has dropped out of use at an early epoch, yet that this parti

ciple, not being specially recognized as belonging to that phase

of the verb,may, in some dialects, have held its own. From

the want of documents of the intermediate period , however, the

question is one which must remain , for the present at least,

obscure.

Marathi combines the terminations used by it in the indica

tive present and past, with this participle also , but, from a

memory of its origin , employs the tense so formed somewhat in

the same way as G ., namely , as indicating that a thing ought

to be or should be done. From this strict and primary sense

other subsidiary meanings branch out, as might be expected .

The neuter verb uses the direct or kartâ construction , also the

bhava or impersonal; the active uses the karma and bhåva . As

it is only in the direct construction that the verb is conjugated
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for person , it is only in the neuter verb that the verbal termi

nations occur. Thus ( sut “ escape ” ) —

Sing . m . 1. patat 2. oath 3. oat Pl. 1. a 2. oña 3. o

f. सुटावी ०वीस ०वी व्या व्यात व्या

n. Hetã cãe cã oat cata oot

The 2 plural here differs from the other tenses in preserving

a separate form for all three genders, in which the final t

recalls the termination of the 2 plural of the Sanskrit opta

tive.

In the active verb with the karma construction, the participle

is declined for all three genders of both numbers, but in the

nominative case only, and the agent is in the instrumental,

thus rit, a or a HTETT -at - ä , etc ., “ I, thou, he, should

loose.” In both neuter and active, when the bhäva construction

is used , the verb stands in the neuter singular with all persons,

as Filtä or pista .

Stevenson (p . 101) distinguishes no less than fourteen dif

ferent senses of this tense, but the distinctions seem somewhat

too finely drawn, and belong rather to the department of con

ventional usage than to that which deals with the organism and

structure of the language.

With a short a preceding the characteristic a , which is all

that remains of the participial ending, M . forms a whole po

tential mood, which may even be looked upon as a separate

phase of the verb. Thus (sod “ loose " )

Aorist (Pasthabitual)HOT HTCâ “ I used to be able to loose ” (rare),

Present „ atsaa “ I can loose,”

Preterite „ Cad “ I could loose ” (rare),

Future stoga “ I shall be able to loose,” ,

Imperfect , sqa tai " I could have loosed,”

Pluperfect „ tega stai “ I had been able to have loosed ,"
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and so on, through all the range of compound tenses. The

construction is the Bhâva or impersonal throughout, showing

that the form originates from the participle, and is to be

literally rendered " by me to be loosed it is , or was,” which

accounts for the neuter form being used.

$ 53. It is to this place that I would now refer the ba type of

the future as used in B . and O ., and in the Bhojpuri dialect of

Hindi. It has been usual to compare these tenses with the

Latin future in bo, as amabo, and the comparison is tempting,

but, as I now think , delusive. It rests upon the supposition

that the b of the termination represents the substantive verb

bhû ; but to this there are the seemingly fatal objections that

bhů, in its modified form of bhava, had from very early times

become ho, losing its labial element altogether, and that the

present tense bhavâmi, etc., though much changed and worn

away in modern times, always retains its characteristic vowel o,

sometimes shortened to u or resolved into ua. It is only when

an i follows the o , that the combination oï is at times shortened

to e, as in 0 . hebâ = hoïbâ.

Judging by the analogy of the cognate languages, it seems

that we ought now to see in the B . and O . future the Skr.

participle in tarya, in combination with the present tense of

Vas. The forms are (dekh, “ see ” )

B . Sing . 1. afaa 2. afafa 3. afcacata

0. 1. afara 2. fag 3. area

Bhojpuri. „ . a aa 2. aaa 3. aat

B . Pl. 1. afaa 2. feat â 3. afaan

0 . . zfag •at 2. afea 3. afaa

Bhojpuri. „ 1. a 2. ca 3. afast

The 3 sing. and 3 pl. of Bhojpurimay be excluded from this
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group, as they belong to the sa or ha type of the future ($ 35 ).

The dialect of Riwâ has some forms of the ba type, as 2 sing.

Hiffah , 1 pl. Hifra , HiTa , and Alfta , 2 pl. hifrat. The

dialect of Oudh (Avadhî) has 1 sing . HITI, 2 aTTah , arta ,

1 pl. Htta , 2 Hitat, and in the old Purbi dialect HiTa

mârab is used for all three persons of both numbers.

There is thus apparent a general tendency to the use of the

ba type of future throughout the eastern area of the Aryan

territory in India , and it will be seen by comparing either B .

or 0 . terminations of the future with those of the tenses

formed by those languages from the present and past parti

ciples respectively , that they are almost, if not quite identical.

Thus 0 .

PAST. FUTURE .

Sing. 1. dekhant -i dekhil -i dekhib -2

2 . dekhant -u dekhil -4 dekhib - u

3. dekhant -a dekhil - dekhib -â

Pl. 1. dekhant -ū dekhil - û dekhib - û

2. dekhant - a dekhil -a dekhib -a

3 . dekhant - e dekhil - e dekhib -e

PRESENT.

As the analogy of the other languages compels us to see in

these terminations abraded fragments of the present tense of

as, when combined with the present and past participles, the

sameprocess of reasoning leads us to see the same element in

combination with the future participle, and the 2 sing. of the

Riwâ and Avadhi dialects further confirms this view by having

preserved, like Marathi, the characteristic s of the Skr. 2 sing .

asi. There is the same agreement of the final vowel in these

three tenses of the B . verb, though it is not so accurately

preserved as in the more archaic Oriya. Thus B . dekhib - a

does not correspond with dekhit-âm , and dekhil-âm . So , also,

B . dekhit-is differs from dekhil-i and dekhib - i. There is, how

ever, sufficient general similarity, and the differences consist
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mostly in this, that one tense has preserved a more archaic

form than the other , thus dekhitâm preserves Skr. asmi, Pr.

amhi, better than dekhiba , dekhitis preserves the s of asi,while

dekhili and dekhibi have rejected it. Thus, while the abrasion

of the substantive verb has been carried to so great a pitch in

these two languages as almost to obliterate all traces of it, yet,

from the general analogy of cognate forms, there is little doubt

that we have in the ba future the Skr. participle in tavya. The

final k in the 3 sing. of B . is a phenomenon for which I have

in vain sought an explanation ; the most probable one is, I

think, that which considers it merely as a tag, or meaningless

addition, but why a tag should have been added to this person

merely , and not to others also, remains to be explained .

$ 54. The two remaining types of the future may ap

propriately be introduced here. They are certainly participial

tenses, though not participial in the same sense or on the same

plan as the other tenses discussed in this chapter ; they are, in

fact, exactly the reverse. Whereas, in the other participial

tenses, it is the modern stem which is the participle, and the

ancient verbal additions are a present tense, in the two types

of future, which we shall now examine, the modern stem is a

present tense, and the ancient verbal addition is a participle.

The first of the two is the ga type. This consists in adding

H . sing. O m ., oft f., pl. 7 m .,of f., to the aorist, and the

same in P . except the pl. f.,which is oftut. In the pl. f. H . also

ordinarily drops the anuswâra . This type is only found in H .

and P . The tense runs thus (sun “ hear ” ), “ I will hear,” etc.

H . Sing. 1.pont 2. Taat 3. gan

„ P . 1. 2. gata 3. gälä

P. Sing. 1. Jutri 2. güa 3.ETT

„ Pl. 1. Futa 2. puta 3. yuaa
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If the reader will compare this example with that of the

aorist in § 33, it will be at once apparent that this tense is

formed by adding the syllables gå, gi, etc ., to that tense.

Among the Mahomedans of Delhi and other large cities, this

form is used even as a present, and one frequently hears such a

word as haigå, for hai “ it is .” There can be little doubt that

this gå is the Skr. p .p . ta , Pr. O , TUT, tut. In H ., as

mentioned in $ 48 , the p .p. of jânâ “ to go,” is gayâ m ., and

this in the mediæval poets is often shortened to gå . The f. is

of gai, which easily becomes aft , so also pl. m . Tu becomes I .

The meaning of the tense is thus, “ I have gone (that) Imay

do," a construction which recalls our English idiom “ I am

going to do," and French “ je vais faire.” The participial

nature of the affix is shown by its being inflected for gender

and number in concord with the agent.

This type seems to be of late origin . It is not much , if at

all, known or used by the early writers, who, except when they

use the future of the ba type, generally express a future sense

by the aorist only . As this method grew by degrees to be

felt insufficient, the participle was added to give greater dis

tinctness.

46 .

$ 55 . The second type is that which has l for its character

istic. Among the classical dialects Marathi only employs this

form , and there has been much speculation about the Marathi

future by those who only looked to the language itself. It

had, however, long been known that a future with this type

existed in the Marwâri dialect, belonging to the Hindi area,

and spoken over a large extent of country in Western Rajpu

tana. The able researches of Kellogg have recently placed us

in possession of two more instances of a future of this type

spoken in Nepal and by the mountaineers of Garhwal, and

Kumaon in the Himalayas, who are by origin Rajputs from the

VOL . III.
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plains. Thus, the Marathi future now no longer stands alone,

and we are in a position to compare the whole group of futures

of the la type ( par " fall, " mar " strike, " ho " be, " sut, sod).

SINGULAR.

Marwari. 1. पठूलो

Garhwali. 1. मारलो

Kumaoni. 1. भारूलो

Nepali. 1. ईला

' ( neuter.1. सुटेन

al active. 1. सोडीन

2. पडेलो 3. पडैलो

2. मारियो 3. मारलो

2. मारेलो 3. मारलो

2. होलास 3. होला

2. सुटसील 3. सुटेल

2. सोडिसील 3. सोडील

Marwari. 1. पडांला

Garhwali. 1. मारला

Kumaoni. 1. मारूंला

Nepali. 1. हाला

neuter. 1. HE

( active. 1. सोडूं

PLURAL.

2. पडोला

2. मरिया

2. मारला

2. होला

2. सुटाल

2. सोडाल

3. पडेला

3. मारला

3. मारला

3. हनन्

6 C

3. सोडितील

In these dialects the aorist has had added to it a format

sing. and a pl., which does not appear to be inflected for

gender, but has only sing. and pl. masc. So far as it goes,

however, it directly corresponds to H . and P . gå, ge, etc., and

like them points to a participial origin . In Marathi the

inflectional terminations have been dropped , and in some cases

even the la itself. The 1 sing. of the neuter aorist is t , and

adding to this, we get fän, which , being difficult to

pronounce, has glided into सुटेन. Inthe 1 pl., however, the ल

has simply been rejected , so that it is the same as the aorist.

In the 2 sing. the aorist has सुटस , but, as has already been

shown, this is a contraction from सुटसि , and सुरसि + ल =
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petita , from the Marathi habit of lengthening the vowel of

a final syllable. In the 2 pl. aorist azt, the has neither

been fused with the anuswâra into a , as in the 1 sing., nor has

it altogether dropped out, as in the 1 pl. ; but there is no trace

of the anuswâra; the reason of this is that the anuswâra in

this person is not organic ; the older language has simply å , as

FZT, and it is to this that the has been added , and not to

the modern form . The third person singular and plural is

still simpler ; aor. 2 + = p2a , and (archaic) yeat + =

uzata . The same process is followed by the active verb

exactly.

I look upon this was the shortened form of a sing. o7 m .,

at f., pl. a m ., at f., of which the feminine is apparently not

in use, and I derive it from Skr. 199 , p.p .p . 4 , Pr. Toit ,

of which the gg has been reduced to g according to ordinary

practice, and the single g has then dropped out, leaving uit,

shortened into . This derivation is confirmed by the fact

that in all the languages this verb is used in the sense of

beginning to do any thing,as in H . að TT, “ he began to do.”

In M . especially it is used in a very wide range of applications,

and in appropriatelymeans " he begins (that) he may do,”

in other words “ he is about to do ,” “ he will do."
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$ 56. I give here, for convenience of comparison, a tabular vier

___ I. - PRESENT PAR.

Sanskrit पचन m., पचन्ती /., पचत् ।

HINDI. PANJABI . SINDHI.

Neuter . Active.

Participle.

(a ) declinable.

देखता ती 1. जांदा दी दे दीनां हलंदो दी भरीदो दी

ते ती 2. मारदा दी, etc. दा दिउं । | दा दिउं

देखत देखत ,
| ( B) indeclinable.

-

देखता ती मारदा दी

हलंदुसि दिअसि भरीदुसि,

हलदें दिअंभरीदें दिवं

भरीदो दी

P
r
e
s
e
n
t

( F
u
t
u
r
e

,e
t
c

.) T
e
n
s
e

.

-

| देखते ती मारदे दी

हलंदासी चूसी भरीदासों,

हलंदउ यूं भरीदउ ,

हलंदा यूं भरीदा यूं

i On account of the multiplicity of forms in Marathi, the masculine
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of the participles and the participial tenses derived from them .

TICIPLE ACTIVE.

Prakrit पचंतो m., तो ./., in.

GUJARATI. MARATHI. ORIYA. BANGALI .

Neuter . Active .

छोडतो तो तुं सुटता ती तें सोडिता ती तें

ता तोता | ते त्या तो ते त्या ती

छोडता ते | सुटत तां तांना सोडीत तां तांना देखु देखिते

मुटतों | साडि देखितामसोडितों देखंति

छोडतो तो तुं मुटतोस सुटतास सोडितोस सोडितास देखंतु

मुटतो सुटता सोडितो सोडिता देखता

देखितिस

देखित

सुरतो
ं

सोडितों देखतुं

छोडता ती तां सुरता साडितां देखत

देखिताम

देखिता

देखितेनसुटतात सुटते सोडितात सोडिते देखते

nly of the indicative and conditional are given in this table.
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§ 57. The only participial tenses in the Gipsy verb are those

formed from the past participle. This participle is sometimes

regularly formed from the modern verbal root, and sometimes,

as in the other languages, is an early Tadbhava, perpetuating

the type of the Prakrit participle .

There are, as in the other languages, three types of this

participle ending in (1) to or do, ( 2) lo, (3) no. Examples of

the first type are

anáva “ to carry,” ando, Skr.ânî, p. p. p. ânîta, S. åndo.

jivåva “ to live, jivdo, „ jîv , „ jîvita .

keráva “ to do," kerdo, „ kři, „ krita , Pers. karda.

nashava “ todepart,” nashto, „ naç, „ nashta.

chinava “ to cut,” chindo, „ chhid , „ chhinna.

Of the second type

avâva “ to come,” alo , „ âyâ , „ âyâta, M .alâ, B . O .
âila .

jâva " to go,” gelo, „ yâ , „ yâta, M . gelâ , B .

gela , O . galà .

dikáva “ to see,” diklo, B . dekhila, O .

dekhila .

Of the third type

dâva “ to give,” dino, „ dâ, „ datta, Pr.diņņo,0.

H .dinnâ,dînâ

låva “ to take,” lino, „ labh, » labdha,0 .- H .linna,

lînê.

rovåra “ to weep,” rovno, „ rud, „ rudita, Pr. ruņņo,

S . runo.

uryåra " to fly,” uryano, „ uđạî, „ udąîna, S . udâņo.

The Aorist is formed by adding the terminations of the old

substantive verb, thus from lino “ taken ”

Sing. 1. linom ,

Pl. 1. linân ,

2 . linân ,

2 . linân ,

3. linâs,

3 . linâs “ I took," etc.
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So from kerdo “ done,” comes

Sing. 1. kerdom , 2. kerdân, 3. kerdâs,

Pl. 1. kerdâm , 2 . kerdân, 3. kerdâs “ I did ,” etc.

And from muklo “ abandoned ” (Skr.mukta) —

Sing. 1. muklom , 2 . muklân, 3 . muklâs,

Pl. 1. muklâm , 2 . muklân, 3. muklâs “ I left," etc.

This proceeding is strictly analogous in principle to the

method employed in Sindhi, to which , of all the Indian lan

guages, that of the Gipsies bears the closest relation.

The future is formed by prefixing to the present tense the

word kâma, Skr. kâm “ desire,” and thus means “ I wish

to do,” etc. Thus kerâva “ I do," kamakerâva " I will do," i.e.

“ I wish to do.” The prefixed word does not vary for number

or person . This method of forming the future is, as Paspati

( p. 101) points out, borrowed from modern Greek , in which

Ofw contracted to Qè and Od, is used in thisway, as Od útánya “ I

will go." There is nothing strictly analogous to this method

in our seven languages, though the futures of the ga and la

types are formed on a not very dissimilar principle.
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$ 58. FURTHER removed from the old synthetical type than

either of the preceding classes of tenses is that class which now

comes under discussion . It is by means of this class that the

seven modern languages, after having rejected the numerous

and complicated formations of the Sanskrit verb, have secured

for themselves the machinery necessary for the expression of

very delicate shades of meaning. So numerous, indeed , are

these shades of meaning, and so fine are the distinctions be

tween them , that it is very difficult for a foreigner to catch

them .

The tenses in question are constructed by adding to the

participles alreadymentioned various tenses of certain auxiliary

verbs, and in a few instances by adding these auxiliaries to

the simple present, or aorist. The auxiliaries themselves are

modern formations capable of being used alone, and are trace

able to well-known Sanskrit roots through processes partly

Prakritic and partly post-Prakritic. Pali and the Prakrits

carry the verbs in question through certain grades of change,
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and the modern languages either preserve the Prakrit form un

changed , or subject it to further changes of their own, such

changes being often governed by laws unknown to the Prakrit

stage of development.

The roots so employed are WA, V 27, V NIT, VIT, and

another, whose origin is somewhat obscure in Sanskrit, but

which appears in Prakrit under the form yox . It will be

necessary first to examine each of these roots and draw out the

modern forms to be affiliated to each, after which the tenses

formed by them may be arranged in order.

§ 59 . AS. This rootmeans “ to be," and is the simple copula

like Latin esse (see under sthâ in § 12). Only the present tense

can be clearly traced in the modern languages, though there

are some detached fragments here and there which may possibly

represent other tenses. These will be noted further on . In

Sanskrit the root belongs to the second or ad conjugation , in

which the terminations are added direct to the root, thus giving

rise to various euphonic changes in accordance with the laws of

Sandhi. Pali and the scenic Prakrits, in contradiction to their

usual practice of employing the bhů type for all roots, retain

in this verb the ad type. Omitting the dual, the tense runs

Sing. 1. asmi, 2. asi, 3. asti.

Pl. 1. smah , 2. stha, 3. santi.

Pe and Pr Sing. 1 . asmi, 2 . asi, 3. atthi.

amhi.

(Pl. 1. asma, 2. attha, 3. santi.

amha.

In Prakrit the initial vowel is often elided as 'mhi, 'mha.

These forms, however, belong to the scenic Prakrit, which, as

Pischel has shown, is really almost as artificial a language as

Sanskrit, and on comparing the corresponding tense in the

modern languages, it seems difficult, if not impossible, to derive

it from the scenic forms. We are not justified in assuming
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that the modern tense was derived, according to different

phonetic laws, from those which have guided and effected the

transformations of other words in these languages. On the

contrary, in the absence of a continuous chain of documents

exhibiting the gradual changes that have taken place, we have

nothing to guide us but the general principles of phonetic

evolution, which we have been able to formulate for ourselves

from undoubted instances. Wehave numerous well-established

cases in which the Prakrit, followed by the moderns, has conju

gated a verb according to the bhů type, though in classical

Sanskrit it follows some other conjugation ; indeed, it may, I

think, be considered as proved that the formsof the bhủ conju

gation have swallowed up all other conjugational types, just as

much as those of the as stem in nouns have driven out all other

declensional forms. In this view there would be strong reasons

for postulating the existence of a present tense of VW conju

gated after the bhů type, thus

Sing. 1. asâmi, 2 . asasi, 3 . asati.

Pl. 1. asamaḥ, 2. asatha, 3. asanti.

It is only from such a form as this, the existence of which,

though I am not aware of any text in which it is found ,may

fairly be inferred from analogy, that the modern forms can , in

accordance with the ordinary laws of development, be derived.

Beginning with Sindhi as the most archaic, or nearly so , this

tense runs thus

Sing. 1. uifgart, 2. utg , utet, 3. vie .

Pl. 1. wifi, 2. uifuit, 3. wifefa .

Now , barring the troublesome superfluity of anunâsikas

which the Sindhians have seen fit to bestow on this aorist, the

forms are strikingly similar to those of the Sanskrit tense

postulated above. The 3 sing. âhe is contracted from ahaï,

which, again , is good Prakrit for asati, but it could hardly be

deduced from asti,which, as we have seen , naturally results in
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Prakrit atthi. The terminations of the other persons agree

with those of the aorist of the active verb given in 33, and

those are obviously and admittedly derived from the termina

tions of the bhủ type . I am unable to account for the peculi

arity of this tense using the forms of the active verb , where we

should naturally have expected those of the neuter, więt, etc.

like gat, etc . Trumpp does not notice this point, and as I

am not in possession of any documents in mediæval Sindhi, I

have no materials on which to form an opinion . It is to be

hoped that the learned author, in the next edition of his very

valuable grammar, will furnish some elucidation of this curious

anomaly . This tense is all that remains to us in Sindhi of the

Sanskrit substantive verb as.

Only the aorist, also , has survived in Marathi, which has—

Sing . 1. wig , 2. IgE 3. WIE .

Pl, 1. viet 2. viet, 3. utga .

These are the regular terminations of the aorist in the neuter

verb, only the 1 plural differs slightly , having it instead of

In M ., as in S ., the initial vowel is lengthened , the reason for

which is not obvious, as there has been no loss of consonants

requiring compensatory lengthening. M ., like S ., has only

this one tense from as. No traces of it are found in G . or O .,

except in a negative form , which will be treated of in the next

section .

Hindiand Panjabi agree very closely in the aorist. Classical

Hindi represents, however , a modern development of this tense .

In the mediæval writers, and in the present dialects of the

eastern and central Hindi area, the older form is preserved

thus

SINGULAR.

Old- H . 1. WEB 2 . were 3. wefe

Avadhi. 1. WEB 2. VEE 3.

Riwai. 1. , # 3. S , M
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PLURAL,

na

Old -H . 1. vers 2. WEF 3. veri

Avadhî. 1. et 2 . Vš, ust 3.

Riwâî. 1. 2. vga , et 3. via f.

The 3 singular in the poets is sometimes written with , and

sometimes without, the last h , as in Kabir fafaratF ita Ta

WEE “ There is one line of duty in the world ” (Ram . lvi. 1 ), or

written as a dissyllabic word, as TTH TH US FEET HTE “ The

name of Ram is itself the true one ” (ib. lxiv. 5 ) , or with long

i,metri gratia, y me ha at U “ Religion ,he saith, is all

(one like) water ” (ib. lxxiii. 5 ). The 1 singular occurs in

रहहु संभारे राम विचारे कहत अहौं ( for अहउं) जो पुकार हो ।

“ Pause and attend, ponder on Ram , thus I am calling aloud ,

oh ! ” (ib. Kah. 7). So also in Tulsi Das, afa ofa fuit weg

afu watu “ Thus her mind is changed as fate decrees"

(Ay-k . 117 ), TTH (TET atera etII “ Ram is lord of things

moveable and immoveable ” (ib. 445), fara araa gue ha

VERT “ The laws of duty are all reversed ” (ib. 617 ), ETA HO

HT GEE 2 WEET “ All roads are easy to thee ” (ib. 574 ).

By aphæresis of the initial a we get the ordinary classical

Hindi tense

Sing. 1. , s , 2. B. 3. B. PI. 1. , 2 , 3. .

ver

The classical language uses in the 1 sing., but it is used

in the poets, in Braj, and in the rustic dialects. Between ,

used as a singular, and I, used as a plural, there is the same

confusion as in the same persons of the aorist in the ordinary

verb ($ 33). The form of seems to belong more naturally to a

Pr. ahamu, and to ahâmi, and we are led to suspect that an

inversion of the two words has taken place. Avadhi 2 sing.

ahes has, like M ., a variant ahas, both of which lead back to an

older ahasi, just as 3 sing. ahai does to ahati. It is obvious that

had Vas not been treated as a bhů verb, there would have

-
-

-
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arisen no such types as ahai and hai; for asti goes into atthi,

which would have led to something very different.

Panjabi closely follows H ., having

Sing. 1. I. 2. , 3. . Pl. 1. T. 2. ET, 3. .

It has also, as noticed in § 54, a form of this tense with the

participial addition of m ., oft f., etc., as –

Sing . 1. gton , 2. , 3. TT ,

Pl. 1. th , 2. th . 3. “ I am ," etc.,

where the type of the future is mixed up with that of the

present. I have heard this form used mostly at the end of

a sentence, where the speaker seems to hesitate, as if he felt

the want of something more to say, and ultimately adds a gå.

It is also used doubtingly, as when you suggest a possible

explanation of some difficulty, and your companion answers

“ well, perhaps it is so " — .

The same form occurs in the Kanauji dialect of Hindi.

The present of this verb in the dialect of the Rumilian

Gipsies (Paspati, p . 80) adheres more closely to the Sanskrit.

It runs thus

Sing. 1. isom , 2 . isán , 3 . isí.

Pl. 1. isám , 2 . isán , 3. isí.

$ 60. Panjabi has also an imperfect in a great many forms

which must apparently be affiliated to this root. First there is

a purely participial form

Sing . 1, 2, 3, ET m ., et f.

Pl. m ., ut f., “ I, thou , he was,” etc.

Then गा is added as in the present, giving सागा, सीगी, सेगे ,

rotat. I do not remember ever to have heard this form ,

but it is given in the Ludhiana grammar. One often hears

eft , which is properly feminine singular, used for the mascu
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line singular, and plural also. Moreover, there is a defective

form having only some of the persons, which looks somewhat

inflectional. The singular 2 and 3, and plural 2 , are supplied

by parts of स्था .

Sing . 1. af. Pl. 1. at. 3. 89, 9 .

To this, also, is added TT, thus

Sing. 1. HITT m ., utunts.

Pl. 1. atim., attuif. 3. Hai m ., pituif.

Yet another and extremely common form in colloquial usage

prefixes to this type

Sing. 1. fat. 2, 3. a .

Pl. 1,2. ga m., feitatf. 3.287.

Most of these formsare dialectic, and, as such, in use only in

certain parts of the country . The participial form given first

is probably the original; seeing how much the past tenses of

the Sanskrit verb had fallen out of use at an early period , we

are, perhaps, hardly justified in looking for anything but a

participial origin for a modern past tense, and in this view we

might postulate a p .p .p . asita . On the other hand, however,

it so happens that the imperfect of as is one of the few imper

fects of Skr. verbs, which did live on into the Pali and Prakrit,

and the inflectional form of this tense can be phonetically de

rived therefrom , thus

Skr. Sing. 1. q . 2. weiti, 3. weita .

Pl. 1. HIE , 2. ya, 3. 19.

Pr. Sing. 1. at 2. at, 3. eft .

Pl. 1. at, - 3. 9 .

If we take this view it would seem that the tense was

originally inflectional, but that all other verbs in the language

having a participial construction , this also was, by the common
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process of mistaken analogy, considered participial also, and i

being the ordinary termination of the feminine, oft was

erroneously taken for a feminine, and a masculine HT was

invented to suit it, together with the plurals and out.

This reasoning will account also for the fact that Ht is often

used for the masculine singular. Whether the origin of this

multiform tense be participial or inflectional, it is abundantly

clear that the present usage of the language presents a maze of

confused forms, which,their origin having been forgotten , have

become mixed together in great variety.

Here, I would provisionally refer the imperfect in the Braj

dialect of Hindi, which is participial in form , and does not

vary for person . It is sing. Et m ., eit f., pl. m ., et f.

A variation of this form in Western Rajputana (Márwár) has

sing. Et , pl. et. I think we must see in this form a p. p. p . of

as, with loss of the initial vowel, and change of g into g .

So, also , here would , on the same principle, come in two

preterites or rather imperfects

Kanauji. Sing . Eat m ., at f.

Pl. a m ., gat f., “ I, etc.,was.”

Gujarati. Sing. Eat m ., kat fog egn.

Pl. a m ., zatf., gaf n . id .

which appear to come from Pr. present participle Hat “ being.”

The change of meaning from a present to an imperfect has an

analogy in the treatment of the corresponding tense of the

verb ho ( 67) .

The Gipsy language has retained an imperfect of this root,

not directly derived from the Skr. imperfect, but formed by

the addition of the syllable as to the present.1

Sing. 1. isomas, 2. isánas, 3. isás (isí + as).

Pl. 1. isámas, 2. isánas, 3 . isás.

Paspati, p. 80. Miklosich , vol. ii. p. 15, has a long dissertation on the subject,

which , however, is very confused and bewildering to read .

VOL. III. 12
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This language uniformly makes an imperfect from every root

by adding as to the present, but the process is so foreign to our

Indian languages as to have no interest for us in the present

inquiry.

$ 61. The derivatives of as in the present tense are in some

languages curiously bound up with the negative into a tense

which exists in those languages in which there is no trace of

the positive form . Thus Oriya, which has no positive present

as, has a complete negative present, “ I am not, etc.”

Sing . 1. Je, 2. 76, 3. ge .

Pl. 1. HTF , 2. 715 , 3. argtfat.

Here the u in the first syllable of the singular is due to some

confusion with the tense of bhů, to be noted hereafter ; but

though this form is common in writing, the peasantry often say

simply a , “ he is not.” The insertion of this u is accounted

for by supposing it to have slipped over from the following

syllable, thus, nuhe would be for na hue, and nuhanti for na

huanti. Nuanti, and not nâhânti, is the older form , as in

करुणा हृदय नुहन्ति निरदय ।

“ Merciful-hearted they are not, but pitiless.” — Rasak. vi. 18.

There being in O . no positive present from as, the survival of

the negative present has naturally been accounted for by

referring it to the only positive present remaining, namely,

that from bhú ; but this seems to be a false analogy, because,

aswill be shown later on, in many constructions the negative

is used without the u, and is generally so used by the rustic

classes.

G . has put for all persons of both tenses, they say out

“ I am not,” at“ thou art not,” a quit “ he is not." This

is a case of forgetfulness of the origin of a word leading to its

use being extended to cases where it has no right to be, for
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quit is clearly derived from ufa , the Pr. form of off with a

prefixed, and thus, strictly speaking, belongs only to the

3 sing.

The negative of as is kept distinct from that of bhủ in

Marathi, the former runs thus

Sing. 1. a1st, 2. PETA , 3. et. Pl. 1, 2. argt, 3. ateta .

In Hindi afg and agt are used to mean simply “ not,” and

if they ever had any verbal meaning, have now quite lost it.

In Sindhi the negative prefixed merely coalesces with it, with

out in any way influencing it, or bringing about any change in

its form ; thus tę or “ he is not.”

$ 62. The present tense from as is added to the simple and

participial tenses of the neuter, active, or causal stem , to form

a class of compound tenses, having significations somewhat

more definite than the participial tenses when used alone. In

some cases, however, no additional strength of meaning seems

to be gained . In the following examples itwill suffice to quote

the 3 singular in each tense, from which the reader can form

the rest for himself.

Hindi adds the present of as to the present and past parti

ciples of the ordinary verb , to form a definite present and

definite preterite respectively, as

Def.Present gaat he is seeing.”

Def. Preterite cat “ he has seen.”

Colloquially, also, one sometimes hears a tense formed from

the aorist of the verb, and that of the auxiliary, as ma " he

comes.” This usage prevails more in the Western Hindiarea,

where the language is transitional to Gujarati, and is not

approved of in classical speech.1

1 Kellogg, p. 206 .
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Panjabi has the following : -

Def.Presentatgif " he is going."

Def. Imperfect at T HT “ he was going ."

Def. Preterite for t he hasgone.”

Pluperfect for HT " he had gone.”.

Sindhi has, like Hindi, the two definite tenses :

Def. Present a t " he is going.”

Def. Preterite fout “ he has gone.”

Marathi has a wider range ; it forms two separate tenses, one

from the indeclinable, another from the declinable form of its

present participle, a definite perfect from its past participle,

and a sort of future with its noun of agency (875). In the

last-named instance , however, we have hardly a tense , but

rather a participial construction

Def. Present fasta tē " he is writing.”

» (Emphatic) fareat “ he is writing.”

Def. Preterite fargat he haswritten."

Future farEUTT TIÊ “ he is about to write.”

The other languages having no traces of this auxiliary ,

naturally have no tenses formed by it .

$63. ACHH. This root must be taken next, in order to pre

serve the natural sequence of tenses in the modern verbs. It

has been customary hitherto to accept without inquiry the

assumption that the auxiliaries of this form are derived from

as ; but there are considerable difficulties in the way of ad

mitting this view , which appears, as far as I can trace it back,

to have arisen from Vararuchi, xii. 19 (Sauraseni), asterachchha.

But the next sûtra gives tipatthi, as far as we can see from the

very corrupt state of the text, and the parallel passage from

the Sankshipta Sâra (Lassen , App. p . 51) gives only atthi,
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though fragments of a present tense achchhaï, etc., are quoted by

Lassen (p . 346 ) from the latter authority. By his reference to

p . 266 , the author would seem to favour a derivation from asti

by inversion atsi, as ts we know (Vol. I. p. 317) migrates into

me , but this will not account for the other persons of the tense.

It does not, however, follow that Vararuchi, in quoting

achchh as an equivalent for as, ever meant that the former was

phonetically evolved from the latter. He is merely giving us

the popular equivalent of the classical word. Just in the same

way he tells us ( viï . 68) that vutta and khuppa are used for Skr.

masj, but no one supposes that vutta can , by any known process

of phonetic change, be derived from masj. It is simply a

popular word used instead of a refined one. So, also, when he

tells us that achchh is used instead of as, we are not bound to

believe that he means to say that the former is derived from

the latter, but simply that it is in use side by side with it.

Hemachandra, in the same way, gives many popular equivalents

of Skr. roots, which are not derivatives from those roots.

Weber, Hala, p . 41, rejects, and with justice, the idea of any

connection between the two words, and suggests that acch is a

form of gach (v gam ), “ to go.” This view is supported by

citations from the Bhagavati (i. 411, etc.), as e.g . acchejja vâ

citthejja vá nisieyya va uyaltejja, “ Let him go, or stand, or sit

down, or rise up.” In the examples quoted from the

Saptaśatakam , however , the word bears more often the opposite

meaning of standing still ; and often may be rendered by either

one or the other; thus

tuppâņaņā kino ac

chasi tti ia pucchiai vahuâi. - Sapt. 291.

Here Weber translates, “ Why goest thou with anointed face? "

but the scholiast has kim tishthasi, “ why standest thou ? ” The

general meaning of the passage is merely “ why art thou ”

thus, i.e. “ why have you got your face anointed ? ” So in 344,
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asamattamanorahaim acchanti mithunaim , it must be rendered,

“ They are (or stand ) with their desires unfulfilled .” In another

passage, 169 , it has still more unmistakeably the meaning

of stay :

acchaü tâva manaharam

piyâi muhadamsaņam aïmahaggham

taggâmachettasîmâ

vi jhatti dittha suhâvei,

literally, “ Let stand (or let be) the heart-entrancing, very

precious sight of the face of my love, even the boundary of the

fields of her village , when seen , straightway delights." He

means a sort of hyperbole, as wemight say, “ Her face delights,

said I ? not her face merely — (or, let alone her face ) — why even

the sight of the village where she lives delights." Here acchau

is 3 singular imperative ; the idiom is in common use in

modern speech ; thus in 0 . they would say tâku dekhibâ thâü,

tâhâr grâm simâ madhya dekhibâ ânand ate, “ Let the seeing of

her stand aside, the seeing of her village boundary merely is

delight.” It is like the use of the word alam in Sanskrit.

Parallel to the use of 0 . gT in this construction is that of gran

in B . Thus, Bhârat Chandra

उपोषे उपोषे लोक हैल मृत प्राय ॥

थाकुक अन्नेर कथा जल नाहि पाय ॥

“ From long fasting the folk were nearly dead,

Let alone food , they could not (even) get water.” — Mânsingh, 446 .

Literally , “ Let the matter of food stand (aside),” see $ 69. In

the Chingana or Gipsy also ach means “ to remain ,” “ to stand."

Thus, opré pirende acháva , “ I stand on my feet," or simply ,

“ I stand,” Paspati “ se tenir debout; " achilo korkoro " he re

mained alone,” ate achilom “ here I am ,” literally “ here I have

remained ; ” achen devlésa “ remain with God ,” “ good -bye ” (i.e.

“ God be with ye" ), Pasp . " Salutation très-commune parmi les

Tchingianés.”
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Not to multiply examples, the use of this verb in a sense

which, whatever its original meaning, has become almost

equivalent to that of “ being,” is well established in the Jaina

Prakrit and in Hâla. The aphæresis of an initial consonant is

rare. In scenic Prakrit it is confined almost entirely to the

root o ( jana ), as in ânâsi = jânâsi, âņabedi = âjnâpayati, etc.

Also in uno = punaḥ, and a few other words.

But I would suggest that this word may after all be nothing

more than a form of Skr.V aksh , “ to appear.” This root

seems to have borne in Skr. rather themeaning of “ to reach ,

pervade” (see Williams's Dict. 8.v .), but if we are to connect

with it ufo " eye,” as seems probable, the meaning of “ to

see,” or “ to appear,” would be natural to it. It will be

shown presently that the various languages have forms ending

in B , H , and @ , and all these three forms phonetically point

to an earlier 7 .

Leaving Prakrit scholars to decide whence comes this stem

Toe or wo (Weber writes it in both ways), we may, I think ,

start from the fact that there is such a stem in Prakrit, and we

have the opinion of a high authority for disputing its con

nection with wh . Indeed, as has already been shown, WH so

regularly passes into us in the moderns, that it is difficult to

conceive by what process it could ever have become v . I

1 Hemachandra's evidence seems conclusive against any connection between ach

and gam , for he has a sútra to the effect that words of the class gam take the

termination cha; the list consists of the four words gacchaï (gam ), icchaï (ish ),

jacchaï (yam ) , and acchaï (3) . - Pischel, Hem ., iv . 216 . If acchaï were only gacchaï,

with loss of the initial consonant, it would hardly be given as a separate instance of

the rule. In another passage occurs a use of this word exactly similar to that from

Hala quoted above

jâmahim visamîkajjagaï jîvaham majjhe ei

tâmahim acchaü iaru jaņu suaņu vi antarudei,

“ As long as (your) circumstances in life go badly (literally as long as a difficult

condition of affairs goes in life ') , so long, let alone (acchaü ) tbe base man, even the

good man keeps aloof (literally gives an interval')," “ Tempora si fuerint nubila ,

solus eris.” Kajjagaï = karyagati, iaru = itara.
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have preferred to treat it as a separate stem altogether , and

I think this treatment will be found to be to a very great

extent justified by the examples from the modern languages

which I shall now adduce.

$ 64 . Classical Hindi, Panjabi, and Sindhi, do not retain any

traces of this root. M . has, however, a complete verb PH ,

which we should refer , I think, to this root, resting on the

well-known peculiarity of M ., by which it changes ,

especially when derived from an earlier 7 , into 8 (Vol. I.

p . 218 ). The Sanskrit V as having in M . become âhe, an

affiliation concerning which there can be no doubt, we are

driven to seek for a different origin for M . ase, and we find it

appropriately and in full accordance with known phonetic

processes in . M . has the following tenses :

1. Aorist -

Sing. 1. v . 2. whe , 3. wa ,

Pl. l. vei , 2. wet, 3. wha ,

where the terminations exactly correspond with those of the

aorist in the ordinary verb.

2 . Simple imperative

Sing. 1. Wh, 2. VE , TH, 3.Wt.

Pl. l. wei , 2. wat, 3. wata .

3 . Simple future

Sing. I. eta 2. weita , 3. vha .

Pl. 1. 2. wata , 3. wenta .

4 . Present formed with present participle and Sanskrit

substantive verb

Masc. Sing. 1. waat, 2. Verta, 3. venit.

Pl. 1. what, 2. what, 3. venta .
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5 . Conditional similarly formed . Sing. 3 masc. What, etc.,

as in the ordinary verb.

6 . Preterite formed with p.p.p. similar to conditional. Sing.

3 masc . Who , etc.

7. Subjunctive formed with future p.p. Sing. 3 masc .

werat, etc.

Oriya comes next,with an aorist of old simple present only ,

which is thus conjugated

Sing. 1. af , 2. v , 3. ufe .

Pl. 1. ve 2. vie, 3. wfm.

There being no formation from vas in 0 ., this tense does

duty for the simple “ I am , thou art,” etc . With lengthening

of the first vowel, in accordance with its usual practice, Bengali

has a present,and an imperfect ; but in modern times the initial

long vowel of the latter has been entirely dropped , so that we

now have

Present Sing. 1. inf . 2. eh, 3. te “ I am ," etc.

Pl. 1. ifee, 2. me, 3. m n .

Imperfect Sing. I. feq. 2. færa , 3. fen “ I was,” etc.

Pl. 1. fæCTA , 2. feu 3. feat .

Though used as an imperfect, this latter tense is in form a

preterite, corresponding to dekhinu, etc., of the regular verb .

The loss of the initial å is comparatively recent, for it is re

tained in so late a poet as Bharat Chandra (A . D . 1711 - 1755) .

ofea far ITZ GA aga “ She was (i.e. had been ) very

wanton in her youth ” (Bidya- S . 246 ). It is common enough,

also , in the other Bengali poets, 5 ata aata fhs wife

DTATT “ What vicissitudes were experienced by you ” (Kasi

M . 284), and the poets of the present day freely permit them

selves the use of this form as a poetic licence when their metre

requires it.

Passing westwards from Bengal, we come to the extreme
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eastern limits of Hindi, in the Maithila province (Tirhut,

Purnia , etc .), where the rustic dialect has the following present:

Sing. 1. & 2. & . 3. . Pl. 1. Bé, 2. , 3. Q .

It has also a feminine singular pet, plural ot, uninflected for

person .

Close to the Bengali frontier, near the junction of the

Mahanandâ and Kankai rivers, they speak a curious sort of

mixture of Hindi and Bengali, and have a present,

Sing. 1. fee , 2. fer , 3. 5 . Pl. 1. fee , 2 . , 3. de .

Further west, in the same district, one hears —

Sing . 1. eet, 2. , 3. gr. Pl. 1. f , 2. et, 3. 16 .

In Bhojpuri, for the present is often heard ê , which is un

changed throughout both persons. This widely -used form

seems to confirm the supposition of the derivation from E ,

for changes both to me and to me .

From the Himalayan districts of Kumâon and Garhwâl,

Kellogg (p . 201) gives a present of this verb, and it is in use

in Eastern Rajputana. It is also the ordinary substantive verb

in Gujarati

SINGULAR .

, de

Kumaon . 1. ait,

Garhwal. 1. cet

E . Rajputana. 1.

Gujarati. l.

a
i

o
i

o
iai

ana. 1.

o
j

o
joj

2. De oj

PLURAL ,

89, st.Kumaon. 1. d , eet 2. PT

Garhwal. 1. ,2976 2. , QUITE 3. 87.

E. Rajputana. 1. Bet 2. et

Gujarati. 1. 2. cet 3. .

The first and third of these have also a preterite participle

3. ge .
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in type likemost of the preterites. Thus in Kumâon they say

sing. faut, pl. feet or feet, which seems to point to a Skr.

p.p .p. ufa = Pr. ufout. In Eastern Rajputana there is

sing. t , pl. T .

Although modern classical Hindi does not use this root, yet

it is found with the initialvowel in the shape of an indeclinable

present participle in the old poets, as in Tulsi's Ramayan

आप अछत जुवराज पद रामहि देउ नरेस

“ Thyself remaining, give the heir-apparentship to Ram , O king !”

- Ay-k . 11.

That is, “ during thy lifetime,” literally “ thou being.” The

dictionary -writers erroneously give this as a Tadbhava from

voa , with which it has nothing to do.

It is worthy of consideration whether the forms of the im

perfect in P . given in § 60 should not be referred to this root

rather than to as. The change of into # so characteristic of

M . would thus find a parallel in Panjabi.

Gujarati has also a present participle indeclinable at and

pa “ ( in ) being,” and declinable cat m ., at f., 8 n . ; pl.

pat m ., at f., at n . “ being."

$ 65 . The compound tenses formed by the addition of this

auxiliary are most numerous, as might be expected , in Marathi,

that language having a larger range of tenses of the auxiliary

itself than the sister- tongues. First, a present habitual is

formed by adding the present of the auxiliary to the present

participle of the verb , as tiga what “ he is living," i.e. “ he

habitually resides,” fogta paat “ I am (always employed in )

writing.”

Next, a past habitual, by adding the aorist of the auxiliary

to the present tense, as aga e “ he was in the habit of

sitting.” It will be remembered that in M . the aorist has the

sense of a past habitual in modern times. This compound
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tense seems to differ very little in meaning from the simple

tense.

There is also a compound present of the conditional, wherein

the leading verb is in the present participle and the auxiliary

in the conditional present. It is used with TT " if ” prefixed,

either expressed or understood, as FT WTA aitta WANT “ If he

were doing the work ,” OTSTE T6a peat “ ( If ) rain were to fall

(as it is now falling).” The same tense of the auxiliary, when

used with the past participle, serves as a conditional preterite ,

as TEUT WHAT " he would have fallen ( if, etc.).”

With the preterite of the auxiliary and the present parti

ciple of the leading verb is constructed a present dubitative, as

तो जात असला तर ते काम त्याला सांगा “If he should be going,

then entrust this affair to him .” Similarly , with the same part

of the auxiliary and the past participle of the leading verb is

made a past dubitative or pluperfect, as at a WHAT

“ Should he have arrived , then, etc.”

So , also, with the future participle and the past auxiliary ,

as जर तो जाणार असला तर मला सांग " Should he be about to

go, then tellme."

The future of the auxiliary also forms three tenses with

the present, past, and future participles of the leading verb

respectively . It is difficult to give these tenses any definite

name; the senses in which they are employed will be seen

from the following examples :

1. Present participle of verb + future of auxiliary

तुझा बाप तुझी वाट पाहत असेल " Your father will be waiting

for you ” (i.e. is probably now expecting you ; râța

pâhat = “ looks at the road,” idiomatic for “ expects ” ) .

2. Past participle of verb + future of auxiliary

at via WÊT “ He will have come” (i.e. “ has probably

arrived by this time” ).
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3 . Future participle of verb + future of auxiliary

fofeut ên “ I may be now going to write ” (i.e.

“ I shall probably be writing presently " ) .

The above is a fair illustration of the remark which I have

frequently made before, that the modern verb, while throwing

aside all the intricacies of the synthetical system of tenses, still

manages to lose nothing of its power of expressing minute

shades of meaning. On the contrary, by its almost unlimited

power of forming compound tenses, it obtains a fullness and

delicacy of expression, which even the synthetic verb cannot

rival. Indeed , this fullness is at times somewhat embarrassing,

for the subtle distinctions between one tense and another are

very difficult to grasp, and, as might be expected , careless or

uneducated speakers are unable to observe them accurately.

The minute analysis of these various tenses belongs to the

domain of syntax rather than to that of formlore, and a very

long dissertation mightbewritten upon the numerous shades of

meaning involved in each one of them . The selection , for

instance, of the different parts of the leading verb and

auxiliary depends, to a great extent, upon the method of

reasoning employed unconsciously by the speaker. These

compound tenses are, in fact, rather phrases than tenses, and

much depends upon whether the speaker regards the action as

already past, or as actually being done with reference to the rest

of the sentence. When we translate one of these phrases into

English , or any other language,we do not really translate, but

substitute our own way of expressing the idea for the native

way. A literal word - for-word translation would be almost un

intelligible . Thus, in the sentence above, Râm ját asalâ , tar të

kâm tyâlâ sångâ, the words are actually , “ Ram going was,

then that affair to him tell,” where the speaker, as it were,

pictures to himself that his messenger, after receiving orders,

goes to Ram and finds that he was just going, and therefore
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tells him the affair. Complicated and of course unconscious

undercurrents of thought like this underlie much of the

elaborate mechanism of the compound tenses in all our seven

languages, and we often find natives of India who can speak

English composing in our language elaborate sentences of this

sort, to the entire disregard of our English idioms, because they

think in Hindi or Marathi, and then translate the idea into

English . This fact, which all observant Englishmen who have

lived long in India must have noticed , lies at the root of much

of the difficulty which our countrymen experience in making

themselves understood by natives. They think in English, and

render word for word into Hindi or Marathi; thus probably

producing a sentence which means something widely different

from what they intended . It is the same with all foreign

languages; until a man learns to think in the foreign language,

and utter his thoughts in the shape that they have in his mind ,

he can never hope to speak idiomatically. In seeking to

explain the compound tenses of the modern Indian verb , there

fore, it is necessary to analyze the connection and sequence of

mental impressions to which they owe their origin , a task for

the metaphysician , and not for the student of comparative

philology.

Gujarati has also a plethora of compound tenses, but they

are less complicated than Marathi, perhaps because the language

has been less cultivated . In the simpler languages delicate

nuances of expression do not exist, and if one wishes to trans

late any such phrases into one of these simple languages, it

must be done by a long string of sentences. Thus, in trying

to exact from a wild forester of the Orissa hills an answer to

the question, “ Did you know that Ram had run away before

you went home or afterwards ? ” one has to go to work in this

way, “ Ram fled ? " Answer, ho ! (Yes). “ You knew that fact ? ”

ho ! “ You went home? ” ho ! “ When you reached home they

told you ‘ Ram is fled ,' thus ? " answer nå ! nâ ! (No ! No !).
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“ When you did not go home, before that, they told you ? ”

ho ! So to get out the meaning of the Marathi sentence quoted

above, “ If he should be going , then entrust this affair to him ,"

one would have to say, “ Near him you having gone, he ‘ I am

now going ' having said , this word having heard this matter

to him you will tell.” Perhaps in citing an Orissa wild man

of the woods, I am taking an extreme case ; but the remarks

will hold good,more or less, for all the peasantry and lower

classes all over India, and it must be remembered that the

expression “ lower classes ” means in India eight-tenths of the

whole population.

The compound tenses formed with the auxiliary ge in G . are

the following :

1. Definite present ; aorist of verb + aorist of auxiliary,

as a ge " he does.”

Sometimes both verb and auxiliary lose their final vowel, as

कर छ for करे के “ thou dost, " करे छ “ he does. ” करो छ for

I " ye do,” etc.

2. Definite preterite ; p .p. of verb + aorist of auxiliary , as

TUTTE “ he has given ,” active used in karma construction

with instrumental of subject. तेणे काम बजावेलं के “ he has

performed the work ; ” neuter in kartå , as TCUT “ I have

ascended .”

3 . Another definite preterite with the second form of the p .p.

in elo, as alat " I have ascended.” There seems to be no

great difference of meaning between this and the last.

4 . Definite future ; future participle of verb + aorist of

auxiliary, as CTTTTT " he is about to eat.”

5 . Another tense with the second form of the fut. part. in

vâno, as ji atatat “ I am going to do.” The uninflected

form of the future participle in âr may also be used , as gi

ATOTT BE “ What art thou going to do ? ” These definite

futures differ from the simple future in implying intention and
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definite purpose, much as in German er will thun differs from

er wird thun .

The auxiliary Be is sometimes also used afteranother auxiliary

derived from bhủ,as setent to a " he is (now ) loosing.”

Of the tenses so formed more will be said further on .

It seems from comparing the examples given of these tenses

that there is not for each one of them a distinct special

meaning, but that they are used somewhat vaguely , the

auxiliary being added or omitted at pleasure. This is certainly

the case in Hindi, as will be seen below ; and in the poets, who

are our only guides for themediæval period ,metrical necessities,

rather than any desire to bring out a particular shade of

meaning, appear to determine which form shall be used .

Those dialects of Hindi which possess tenses from this root,

use them also as auxiliaries. Eastern Rajputana has the defi

nite present formed by the two aorists, that of the verb and

that of the auxiliary, HT “ I am beating,” also a preterite

composed of the p .p. of the verb and aorist of auxiliary , as

HTTUT “ I have beaten ." There seems to be some anomaly

in this latter , for in the preterite of the active verb ge is added

to all six persons, whereas, when used with the substantive

verb gt “ be," the auxiliary is participial sing. t, pl. T .

Perhaps we hardly know enough of these rustic forms as yet

to be able to draw accurate distinctions.

Garhwali forms its definite present from the present parti

ciple and the aorist मारदो ( or मारदू ) छौं “ I am beating ; " and

its preterite in the same way from the p.p . and aorist Atiere

“ he has beaten ," HITT “ they have beaten.” So does

Kumaoni, present ATTI , preterite HITT De ; but in these ,

also, there is still room for more accurate analysis, and a wider

range of observations requires to be made in remote and little

known parts of the country .

1 Kellogg, Grammar, p . 240.
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Bengali has four well-defined tenses. The definite present

and imperfect are formed respectively by incorporating the

aorist and imperfect of the auxiliary into one word with the

locative case of the present participle, thus

Def. Present afeāle “ I am seeing ” (dekhite + achhi).

Def. Imperfect afcafea" I was seeing ” (dekhite + [a ]chhinu).

In the latter of these tenses the 1 pl. has in ordinary speech

to a great extent usurped the place of the 1 sing., and wemore

frequently hear

äraaf TA “ Iwas seeing” (dekhite + [a ]chhilâm ).

By incorporating the same tenses of the auxiliary into one

word with the conjunctive participle (see § 73), it forms a

definite preterite and a pluperfect, as

Def. Preterite areente " I have seen ” (dekhiya + achhi).

Pluperfect afgelen “ I had seen ” (dekhiyâ + achhinu).

Here, also , areen TH is common for 1 sing. Wonderful

corruptions occur in pronunciation in these tenses : & loses its

aspirate and becomes 7 , so that we hear for afrage a word

that sounds kõrche, and may be written ata , for atga “ is ”

vulgo hoche ( हच )े, for देखियाके dekhiche ( देखिच )े, and for

arcunfecto dekhichilěm , or dekh'chilém ( faraoh ?). So

also for Enfaaee “ goes " chaloche (ege ). These forms are

freely used in conversation by educated persons, and some

recent authors of comic novels and plays introduce them into

the mouths of their characters. The same remark applies to

all tenses of the verb, and it is a curious subject for specula

tion, whether the growth of literature will arrest the develop

ment of these forms, or whether they will succeed in forcing

their way into the written language, and displace the longer

and fuller forms now in use. If the latter event takes place,

we shall see enacted before our eyes the process of simplifica

VOL. III. 13
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tion which has been so fertile a cause of the formation of the

present types in the whole neo- Aryan group. I anticipate,

however, that the purists, aided by the conservative influence

of a literature already copious, will ultimately carry the day

against the colloquial forms.

Oriya has the four tenses corresponding to Bengali, but only

two of them are formed with the auxiliary we are now dis

cussing, the definite present and the definite preterite

Def. Presentat afe“ Iam doing ” (pres. part.karu “ doing " ).

Def. Preterite afr area " I have done” (p.p. kari “ done ” ).

Here, also , colloquially, the auxiliary is generally incorporated

with the verb, and they say agree and aftree respectively . In

the south of the province , also , the older form of the present

participle in prevails, and one hears agire “ he is doing,"

and contracted fee “ he is.”

§ 66. BHÚ. This widely -used root took as early as the Pali

and Prakrit period the form H0; and in that form it has come

down to modern times. As the ordinary substantive verb " to

be," it has a full range of tenses in all the languages, and it

not only serves as an auxiliary, but takes to itself the tenses of

the other auxiliaries like any other verb. In the latter capacity

it need not here be discussed, as the remarks which have been

made concerning the ordinary verbs will apply to this verb also .

Although ho is the general form of this root in all the Indian

languages, yet there are one or two exceptions in which the

initial bh is retained. In Pali, both bhavati and hoti are found

for 3 sing. pres., abhavâ and ahuvâ impf., bhavatu and hotu

impt., and in Sauraseni Prakrit we find bhodu = bharatu , bhavia

= bhútvå, and the like. Distinct traces of the retention of the

bh are still in existence in some rustic dialects of Hindi, and in

the old poets. In the latter, a p.p .p . sing. ouit m ., 48 f., pl.

Hd, is extremely common, used alone as a preterite, or with the
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verbal endings, as भयेउ, भयउ, etc. It is also contracted into

Ht; and in the modern form HET “ was,” may be heard

commonly in the mouths of the lower orders all over the Hindi

area of the present time. This form presupposes a Pr. ofaut

= a Skr. भवित , with elision of the व , and य called in to fill

up the hiatus. I give from Kellogg the dialectic forms

( Gr. p. 236)
SINGULAR.

Kanauji.' 1. 2. 3. भयो m., भई .

Braj. id . भयो m., id.

Old- Parbi. 1. भयउंm., भा , 2. भयउ m . 3. भयउ m., भा

भउं . भ . भ

- Avadhi. 1. भयेउंm., भवा, 2. भयेस m . 3. भवा, भया m.

भयिउं . भयिसि / भद्, भै .

Riwai. 1. 2. 3. भा , भ .

Bhojpuri. 1. भोइली, भैली, 2. भैल , 3. भैलस, भैल.

PLURAL.

Kanauji.' 1. 2. 3. भए m., भई . (also भये m.).

d.

Old-Parbi. 1. भये, भेm. 2. भये, भयेह m. 3. भये, भेm.

भई . भई , भइंडf. भ .

Aradhi. 1. भये m. 2. भये m. 3. भयें .

भै भयिउf. भयेनि

Riwai. 1. 2. 3. मयेन , भयेन्ह.

Bhojpuri. 1. भोइली, भैली , 2. भैलह , 3. भैलन .

The verbal affixes are the sameas those in the ordinary verb

explained at $ 33. Chand uses the same form as in Braj and

Braj.

i Kanauji may be taken to mean the speech of the country between theGanges

and Jumna, the heart of the Hindi land ; Braj, that of the right bank of the

Jumna ; Old - Pûrbi, of the country north of the Ganges from the Gandak river

eastwards ; Avadhi, that of Oudh ( Avadh) ; Riwai , of the country south of the

Ganges and between the Chambal and the Son rivers. Braj and Old - Pûrbi are the

dialects in use in themedieval poets generally.
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Kanauji, thus Heit aife athe NIA | “ He became violently

disturbed with anger” (Pr. R . i. 48), Tito Hot Thou

“ Anangapâl became King ” (iii. 17 ), ya qut suf I H

i ast nga “ How the former matter happened, listen while

I tell the wonderful tale " ( iii. 15 ), 97 ETA HE HA I “ While

the son was being (born ), she became dead ” (i. 170),H if

wa afant fatã 1 “ As many poems as have been (written) first

and last ” (i. 10 ), HU fazia OTOT EITT 3 ata i “ The folk be

camedistressed , (being) wounded and heated " (xxi. 5 ). Con

tracted मन भौ हास करुन पुनि आय ॥ " Daughter became ( arose )

in her mind , then after pity came” (iii. 10 ). The use of this

tense is so common in Chand as to supersede the other form of

the preterite to a great extent.

A few examples may be added from Kabir : gfaren ATH

uttafa I au atat fait at a II “ Her second name

was Pârvati, the ascetic (i.e. Daksha) gave her to Sankara ”

(Ram . 26 , 5 ), gan you are ati, ara eifa ota i arrito

“ Onemale (energy), one female, from them were produced four

kinds of living beings ” (ib . 6 ), pa utart ã og ga

Mit TETT “ From one egg, the word Om , all this world has

been created ” (ib . 8 ). In these three quotations all three

forms of the participle are used side by side.

Tulsi Das does not confine himself to Old -Pûrbi forms, but

uses, also , those classed above under Braj, as af agift teit

are CTTT “ It filled again and thus became salt (i.e. the sea ) ”

(Lanka- k. 3), aqay HT att fa 1 “ The Setubandh became

very crowded ” (ib. 10). But the Pûrbi form is more common,

as in ATT TIT oea ya 13 “ Bowing his head, thus he was

asking ” (Kis-k . 2 ), aft sqa hea WA HUS “ Making salu

tation, thus he was saying ” (Ar-k . 259) . The contracted form

is also very common, as ha afea utt fut Te I “ He be

came (or was) enraptured at meeting with the beloved ”

(Ay- k . 441) .
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SINGULAR .

Closely connected with the Bhojpuri भैल is the form भेल ,

used by the half-Bengali half-Maithil poet Bidyapati, as in

शून भेल मन्दिर शन भेल नगरी ॥, शून भेल दशदिश शून भेल सगरी ।

“ Empty has become the temple, empty has become the city,

empty have become the ten regions, empty has becomeevery

thing ! ” (Pr. K .S . 118), alfaia carta faire HTTT I “ From

the sound of the koil's notes my mind has become distracted ”

(ib . 120). It does not vary for gender or person.

I am not aware of the existence in any of the other

languages of this type with the initial bh. It is, as far as I

have been able to ascertain , confined to the rustic Hindidialects

mentioned above. In all other respects Hindi keeps to the

type ho, like the cognate languages.

The aorist has the following forms:

PLURAL.

Hindi. 1. Etsi 2. tu 3. to . 1. Et 2 . tu 3. ETT .

P. 1. Etat 2. gta 3. gta . 1. eta 2. Etat 3. gtu .

1. FTİ 2. FT 3 .FV. 1. 2. FUT 3.Fufa .

G . 1. B 2. gtel 3. TT . 1. th 2. gtt 3. gta .

l. i 2. ET 3. t . 1. Etai 2. i 3. gtka .

0 . 1. ETO 2. 3 3.FV. 1. B 2.57 3.Fxfa :

B . 1. 2. 3 3. 4 . 1. 2 . gut 3. 9 .

In Hindi this tense, as mentioned before, is frequently used

as a potential in all verbs, and especially so in ho, where, owing

to the existence of an aorist with signification of “ I am ,” etc.,

from as, the tense derived from ho is more usually employed to

mean “ I may be.” The Pârbatia or Nepali dialect also uses

this tense as a potential, thus

Sing. 1. ff, 2. gte , 3. st. Pl. 1. et. 2. I, 3. 59 .

Several peculiarities call for notice in this tense. In classical

Hindi there is the usual diversity of practice always observed

in stems ending in â or o, as regards the method of joining the
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terminations. Thus we have for 1 sing. it in addition to

TO ; 2 and 3 sing . are written gitu , te , eta , and it ; 1 and

3 pl. v , gtu , eta , gt ; 2 pl. et as well as tout, which

makes it identical with the same person in the aorist of as.

Dialectically the chief peculiarity , which, like most dialectic

forms, is merely an archaism preserved to modern times, con

sists in the hardening of the final o of ho into e . This is

observable in the Rajputana dialects, and partially also in that

of Riwâ (Kellogg, p. 233).

SINGULAR . PLURAL .

Rajp . 1. i 2. 3. 1. i 2. 3. .

Riwai. 2. & TE 3. & Th . 2. & ta 3. grei.

This peculiarity is more marked in the simple future noted

below . It also occurs in M ., where the aorist, as shown above,

when used as a past habitual = “ I used to be,” takes the termi

nations of the active verb ; but when used as a simple present,

those of the neuter,as

Sing. 1. Eta 2. Eta 3. Eta . Pl. 1. & 2.gt 3. gta .

The same combination occurs throughout this tense when

used negatively = “ I am not,” as

Sing. 1. og 2. a 3. arch .

Pl. 1. & 2. i 3. aaa ( & a ).

and in other parts of the verb affirmative and negative .

In Sindhi this root is throughout shortened to hu, and when

the vowel is lengthened by the influence of affixes, it becomes

hû, rarely ho, except in poetry,where 3 sing . Er is met instead

of Fų. The j, which in some forms of Prakrit is inserted

between the stem and its termination , appears here also , as

Sing . 1. FHI 2. F 3. F . Pl. 1. FE 2. Fuit 3. safa .

Oriya sometimes shortens o to u , but in that language the

distinction in pronunciation between these two vowels is so
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slight that in writing also the people often confuse the two.

In a great part of this verb, however, the o is changed to a

very short e . This is generally, but not always, due to a

following i, where, from the shortness and indistinctness of the

0 -sound, oti = a + i = aire. Thus 2 sing . is in full ,

though generally pronounced ho. In Bengali the o is generally

written a , that vowel having in B . usually the sound of short,

harsh o, like the o in English not, rock , etc. Thus it comes to

pass that it and 69 may be regarded , either as shortened from

Ety and to respectively , and thus derivable from ho, or as

equivalents of H . and , and so to be referred to as. In

practice, certainly , themeaning in which they are used favours

the latter hypothesis.

The imperative in H . is the same as the aorist, except 2 sing.,

which is simply at “ be thou.” In the Rajput dialects the

2 sing. is , 2 pl. atat ; the former occurs also in Chand as a

3 sing. in Ha aifa meita fars fars u “ All speaking, said ,

May there be success, success !" " (i. 178 ) The Riwa dialect has

2 sing. & TA , 2 pl. & ta , like the present.

P . 2 sing. ET , 2 pl. atat. S. has 2 sing. Et and 13 , 2 pl.

and Fut. G . for 2 sing . and 2 pl. both st .

M . Sing. 1. eta 2. ET 3. stat, str.

0 . „ 1. JU 2. 3. 3 .

2. ET3,53 3. 539

M . PI. 1. Etat 2. T 3. stata , storia .

„ . Og 2. 57 3. § jg.

B . , 3. FET

The respectful form of the imperative follows that of the

other verbs in the various languages. H . here inserts 7 ,

making होजिये “ be pleased to be," G . होजे.

Nepali has somewhat abnormally 2 sing . 38 , 2 pl. ETH .

The simple future in G . is formed according to the usual
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ve 1
ust

rule ; but here again wemeet the tendency so common in B .

and 0 ., to express the o sound by a, so that side by side with

the regular forms II, ETT , etc., we have also sing. 1. EGI ,

2 . , 3 . El ; pl. 1. , 2 . Eit, 3. En , which we must

apparently pronounce hoish , hoshe, etc.

The simple future in old and rustic Hindi is regularly

formed , as tet " I shall become,” etc. ; but in this tense the

employment of the type še is very common, both in the poets

and among the peasantry of the western area . Thus—

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Braj. l. et 2. 3. . 1. 2. 3. .

West Rajp. 1. Q & 2. get 3. st . 1. Et 2. ZET 3. st.

We have also the curious transitional form of East Rajpu

tana which approaches so closely to G .

Sing . 1. del , 2. a 3. et.

Pl. 1. det, at 2. kert , at 3. gut.

Further details of these dialectic forms will be found in

Kellogg's admirable grammar. When the wilder parts of the

country , at present little known to Europeans, shall have been

more fully explored , we may expect to obtain many finer gra

dations of transition ; for all over India the Gujarati proverb

holds true , “ Every twelve kos language changes, as the leaves

change on the trees.”

The Braj form is interesting to students from the fact of this

dialect having become at an early date the traditional literary

vehicle of the Krishna-cultus, and thus to a certain extent a

cultivated classical language. Its forms, however, are found

in Chand long before the revival of Vaishnavism . He uses the

full form the , a shortened form gife , and the Braj .

Also occasionally etc in a future sense, which is probably a

form of the 3 sing. aorist for tu (EU). Examples are a

Etre faa II " His race shall become extinct” (Pr.- R . ü .
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29), gtfe azafa # 978 II " The Jadavani shall be with child ”

(i. 249), fece de a vafi gata fet ufa 11 “ In the space

of five days, he shall become lord of Dilli ” ( iii. 411), ma uit

an apa I“ There has not been , and there shall not be, any

(like him ) ” (i. 331).

To Tulsi Das, Kabir, Bihari Lal, and all the mediæval poets

Ethe , TEE, Eife ,and Et& are the forms of the ordinary regular

future ; got is very rarely met in their pages, if at all. In

stances are, wef S T I “ They who have been,

are , and shall be hereafter ” (Tulsi, Ram . Bal- K . 30), Tafe

ust on va 1 “ Now this good fortune will be (will happen) "

(ib. 82 ), wa ä tra na atu T TEE TA Vaşi“ Henceforth ,

Rati, the name of thy lord shall be Ananga ” (ib. 96 ). The form

does not appear to be used by Tulsi Das, though in Bihari

Lal the participle is common ; this latter poet's subject does

not give much occasion for the use of the future . asfT TA

a le arat “ There shall not again be birth to him (he shall

escape the pain of a second birth ) ” (Kabir, Ram . 57 ). In the

majority of the poets the formshrai and hoi seem to be regarded

as virtually the same, and they use indifferently the one or the

other as it suits their metre. There is unfortunately as yet no

critically prepared or corrected edition of the texts of any of

them , and owing to the mistaken policy of the Government,

by which artificial works written to order have been prescribed

as examination tests, the genuine native authors have been

entirely neglected .

$ 67 . The participial tenses are formed as in the ordinary

verb . The present participle is in Old - H . gaa , as in Chand

& # 9 Faa fagift “ Laughing being prevented ” (Pr.- R . i. 6 ).

In modern H . the classical form is Etat m ., ketat f., Braj qa ;

and in most of the rustic dialects simply Eta indeclinable. In

the Rajputana dialects the format is found. The other

languages have P. FET, S. pt, G . glat, M . eta , gtat,
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gatat, 0 . 3 , B . Eta, though really the locative of a

present participle is used as an infinitive.

The past participle is in H . one of the old Tadbhava class

mentioned in $ $ 46, 47, and as such takes its type from Skr.

Ha , H . & . The vowel of the stem is in the present day

commonly pronounced short Fh , and this practice is not un

common in the poets. P . 17 , S. FUT, G . ut, tet,

that.

M . has a strange participle gat, which may be explained

as phonetically resulting from an older form Eta , shortened

from Eteta . I can trace nothing similar in any of the cog

nate languages, though the change from U to y is perfectly

regular. In the poets a form ota is found, and even FTETET.

These types have led some writers to regard this participle as

derived from the root o . This, however, is very doubtful.

Tukaram always uses Tº, as mifa yra 998 | E ETC ET

fah II “ To-day our vows are heard , blessed has become (is)

this day ” (Abh. 508).

0 . Eta , gel , B . ETT , .

The future participle is in M . & tat, 0 . ga , B . a , con

tracted to ga (hobo).

These participles serve as tenses, either with or without the

remains of the old substantive verb , just as in the regular verb ,

and need not be more particularly illustrated .

One point, however, deserves a passing notice. The present

participle in M . forms with the aid of the substantive verb as

a regular present, as 3 sing. glat m . stat f. eta n. But the

slightly different form of this tense, which in the ordinary

verb ($ 42) expresses the conditional present, is in the case of

ho employed as an imperfect. Thus, while the form just given ,

hoto, etc., means " he becomes," the conditional form hotâ , etc.,

means " he was.” This usage is analogous to that of the G .

hato, etc ., mentioned in $ 59, and agrees with a form of preterite

used in Braj Hindi, sing. Fait m ., Fat f. etc. It has been
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suggested that this latter is derived from Skr. 27a ; but against

such a derivation must be set the fact that bhůta had at a very

early epoch lost its t and become in Pr. hùam , hoïam , and the

like; also that in Chand the anuswära of the present participle

is still preserved , as in go at gulay HIT I (Pr.- R . i. 49),

“ Brahman became to Brahman hostile ; ” and a few lines

further on in the same passage To Bat fefore frou “ There

was one Śpinga ķishi.”was o

§ 68 . The tenses of the regular verb formed by the additions

of parts of the verb ho are numerous, but vary in the different

languages. In Hindi we have mostly tenses with a general

sense of doubt or contingency, in which those compounded

with the present participle run parallel to those formed with

the past participle. Thus with fortat “ falling,” and first

“ fallen ” (gir “ to fall ” ) —

1. fotat TSi (aorist of ho ) “ I may be falling,” which may

be called a definite present subjunctive or contingent ; as in

answer to a question ATT at ant ma “ Are you going to my

house ? ” one might answer stat ETO " I may be going (but

am not sure).”

2. गिरता हंगा (future of ho shortened from होऊंगा ) “ I shall

or must be falling," a future contingent, or doubtful ; as in

asking TTA vagt wat “ Is Ram coming now ?” the reply

is, i TAT TITT “ Yes, he will be coming,” or , “ he must be

coming,” i.e. “ I suppose he is now on his way here."

3. fortat at “ ( If) I were falling ,” conditional present

definite. This is very rarely used , but it seems to denote a

phase of action which could not, when occasion requires, be

otherwise expressed. It may be illustrated thus : TTH of

भागता होता तो मैं उसको रोकता “ If Ram were now running

away, I would stop him ” (but as he is not, there is no need for

meto do so ). It is the present participle of the auxiliary used

in a conditional sense, as in the simple verb .
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4 . FTTT ETET “ I may have fallen.” Also somewhat rare. In

answer to तुम ने उसके नाम कबही सना “ Have you ever heard

his name ?” one might say FTETO " I may have heard it ”

(but have now forgotten it).

5 . GOTT TT “ Imust or shall have fallen .” This is a very

commonly used tense . Thus FNT TOT is a frequent answer

where a person is not sure, or does not care ; and is almost

equivalentto “ I dare say,” “ very likely,” “ I shouldn't wonder.”

Also , it indicates some degree of certainty , as TTH ä Harz

UTAT “ Has Ram received the news ? ” Answer, qUT ETTT

“ He will have received it,” meaning “ Oh yes, of course he

has,” or with a different inflection of voice , “ I dare say he

has."

6 . forti ETAT “ (If) I had fallen .” Hardly ever used , except

in a negative sentence . I do not remember to have heard it in

conversation ; though an analogous form with the participle of

रह may be heard in eastern Hindi, as तुम जदि कल्ह आए रहते

“ If you had come yesterday." The only instance Kellogg

gives is apparently from a translation of the Bible (John xv. 22)

Ha atat GIAT 39 T OTO 9 TAT “ If I had not come . . .

they had not had sin .”

Panjabi makes a somewhat different use of the tenses of ho .

In this language ho, when used as an auxiliary, has rather the

sense of continuance in an act, than that of doubt or con

tingency. Thus we find the ordinary definite present atat

“ He is going,” side by side with a continuative present with

ho, Tigt BET “ He kept on going ;" also, “ He is in the

habit of going.” So, also, there is a continuative imperfect

HIET SET HT “ He kept on going ,” “ He was always going."

Similarly, there are two forms of the future, one with the

simple future of ho (like No. 2 in Hindi given above) SIGT

atau “ He will probably be going,” and a continuative form

containing ho twice over, GET BETTCu “ He will probably

be always going.” Thus, to the question se faigaa fet og
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TfEzt tant “ How long will he be stopping there ? ” the

answer might be, bê op T OT BE AT HET # Tagt Be

TE FT tau “ His home is there, he will probably

always be stopping there.” With “ if ” prefixed, the tense

att $ T means “ If I were in the habit of going."

Parallel to the above are two tenses with the aorist of ho :

ACT Tat “ I may be going," and with “ if ” prefixed, “ If I

should be going ;" and utet at tat “ I may be constantly

going,” “ If I should be always going.”

With the past participle they combine the present participle

of ho, as Thang BET “ I would have put," and conditionally ,

a trag ZT “ If I had put,” “ If I should have put;'

as in उह जे रुपा बणीएं दे हत्थ दित्ता हुंदा तां सानु मिलिया

FET “ If he had given the money into the care (lit. hand) of

the merchant, then we should have got it.”

There is also a combination of the past tense with the aorist

of ho, as fantà “ He may have gone,” or, “ If he has (per

chance) gone."

Colloquially , they frequently also insert au pleonasti

cally in phrases where it is difficult to attach to it any definite

meaning. Thus 39 of " he has sent," and of

EITH " he is having sent.” In this latter phrase there is,

perhaps, implied the idea of the action having been performed

some time ago, and being still in force, so that it harmonizes

with the generally continuative meaning of ho as an auxiliary

in Panjabi. Also, though it is not noticed in the grammar, I

remember having heard frequently this word hoäâ , repeated

probably for emphasis, as HifTUT ETTWT ETCUT “ beaten ”

( repeatedly , or very much indeed ).

In Sindhi the present and past participle are both com

pounded with the aorist of ho to form potentials, thus— 1.

gaat FU “ he may be going ;" 2. faut FV “ he may have

gone.” There does not appear to be in this language so strong

a sense of doubt, or of continuance , in these combinations, as in
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H . and P., probably because ho plays a more important part in

S. than does as,which is represented by only one tense, or achh ,

which is not represented at all.

3. Eet T " he was going.” This is the present participle

of the verb with the preterite of ho.

4 . grout “ he had gone." The past participle with the

same. These two are exactly parallel.

5 . ICT Bet " he will be going." Definite future, made

up of present participle with future of ho.

6 . faut at " he will have gone." Past future, the past

participle with the same. These two are also exactly parallel.

In the passive phase of active verbs there are also six tenses

formed by the same process, whereof 2, 4, and 6 are the same

as in the active, or, in other words, these two tenses may be

construed either actively or passively , according to the struc

ture of the sentence. Trumpp gives them twice over, probably

for this reason :

1. orçatFV “ he may be being released .” Future parti

ciple passive ($ 51) with aorist of ho.

3. feat at " he was being released.” The same with

preterite of ho.

5 . feat " he will be being released .” The samewith

future of ho.

Gujarati employs ho in the following tenses ( Taylor, p . 92 ),

mostly dubitative (chad “ ascend " ) :

1. Present participle + aorist, peat gta " he is ascending."

Definite present.

2 . The same + future, yeat “ he may be ascending."

Contingent present.

3. The same + pres. part. indeclinable, Tengta “ (if) he

were ascending.” Subjunctive present.

A parallel group with past participle :

1. Past p . + aorist, witty " he has ascended .” Definite

preterite .
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2. The same + future, aut tū “ he may have ascended.”

Contingent preterite.

3. The same + pres. p. ind.,aut gta “ (if)he had ascended.”

Subjunctive preterite.

The same combinations may be formed with the p .p . in elo ,

as a ty , but there does not seem to be any very great

difference in the meaning.

Also a group with future participle ; in the form váno

(see § 52) —

1. Fut. p. + aorist, att ta “ he is about to ascend .”

Definite future.

2. The same + future, 16911 TT " he may be about to

ascend .” Contingent future.

3. The same + pres. p . ind., 46att ta “ ( if) he were about

to ascend.” Subjunctive future .

An example of the use of the last of these tenses is a Hai

Etat na at pica “ If he were going to (or had intended

to ) release me, he would have released me (long ago).” Three

similar tenses are formed by combining the three above parts

of the auxiliary with the participle in âr or âro, which, as in

Marathi, is rather the noun of the agent, and will be discussed

further on ($ 75) .

Compound tenses in Marathi are formed so largely by the

auxiliaries derived from as and achh,that there is comparatively

little left for ho to do. It is used in the following tenses :

Imperfect, made up of present part. and imperfect of ho, as

at a stat “ he was coming.”

“ Incepto -continuative " imperfect, as the grammar-writers

call it, made from the present part. and the preterite of ho, as

at ataan TET “ he began to speak.” This is rarely used .

Future preterite formed by the future participle and im

perfect of ho, as it fafcut tai “ I was to have written," i.e.

“ It had been arranged that I was to write under certain cir

cumstances.” The example given is uit To WTOUT CE QUTT
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Etat au ricta faerat gratha atta “ I was to

have called (yeņâr hotân) on you yesterday, but in my body

illness having been (i.e. feeling unwell), I stayed at home.”

Future continuative composed of the present participle and

future of ho, as at ataat te “ he will begin to speak (and

go on speaking )."

Imperfect subjunctive, from the subjunctive (future pass.

part.) and imperfect of ho used in the Karma prayoga , as at

Harta sitä " you should have told,” lit. " by you to be told

it was.” This may also be expressed by using uites “ ought,”

as Hat fest gta “ I ought to have walked .”

Another preterite phrase is formed by adding the imperfect

of ho to the neuter genitive of the future pass. part., as HET

platene ai “ I had to walk ,” i.e. “ I was obliged to walk.”

It will be seen that all these instances of the use of ho as an

auxiliary are rather elaborate verbal phrases than tenses, in

genious and successful attempts at filling up the gap caused

by the loss of a large range of synthetical tenses and participles

from the earlier stage of language.

This verb is not used as an auxiliary in O . or B ., though it

is used as an ancillary to form a pedantic sort of passive

with Tatsama p .p . participles, as B . üfta tra , 0 . afragat

“ to be sent.” This, however, forms no part of the actual

living languages of either Orissa or Bengal, and may be passed

over with just this much notice.

8 69. stha. The Palie and Prakrit forms of the various

tenses of this verb were given in § 12, where also the principal

parts of the verb in S . G . and O . were given. In Hindi there

is only one part of this verb in use as an auxiliary, namely , the

participial tense tha “ was,” sing. UT m ., ut f. ; pl. ü m ., utt.'

1 I had formerly connected this tense thả with G . and Braj hato and been thus

led to refer it to as; but further research, aided by the dialectic forms brought to

light by Kellogg and others, has led me to abandon that view , and to adopt that

given in the text, - dies diem docet.
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This form is, I believe, shortened from fout, and that again

from the Skr. p. p. p . rea . It is therefore analogous to the

shortened forms of other p .p . participles so largely employed in

the modern languages. We saw in Vol. II. p. 275, how the

genitive postposition kả had been evolved by a long and

varied process from Skr. krita ; so, also, gå in the H . and P .

future from gata, bhà in Old -Hindi from bhůta, lâ and la in M .,

and other futures from lagna ; and in exact parallelism to these

is tha from sthita .

The Kanauji Hindi has sing. oT m ., ut f.; pl. û m ., ut f. ;

but the Garhwali still preserves a fuller type in sing. To m .,

u f .; pl. rem. Nearer still to sthita, and with incorpora

tion of the Skr. root as, so as to make a regular imperfect, is

the Nepali “ I was,” etc.

Sing. 1.fereni 2.fere 3.feet. Pl.1. forej 2. feat 3. ferent .

Nepali is not an independent language, but merely a dialect

of Hindi. The people who speak it call it Pârbatiya or

mountain Hindi; it may therefore appropriately be taken into

consideration in arguing as to the origin of Hindi forms.

is used in Hindi in two tenses only .

1. With present participle, atea o “ was speaking."

Imperfect.

2 . With past participle, ata UT “ had spoken.” Pluperfect.

In P . # T is occasionally used , though HT, in its numerous

forms, is far more common . This verb is also used with a full

range of tenses in Sindhi. Trumpp calls it an auxiliary, but

I can find no instances of its being used to form tenses of the

ordinary neuter or active verb like as or bhủ, and it takes parts

of the latter to form its own compound tenses. There are,

however, two parts of sthâ in use as auxiliaries in Sindhi, the

former of which ut probably = fea: nom ., and the latter

i Grammar, p. 305.

VOL. III.
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थे = स्थिते loc. थो agrees with the subject in gender, and is

used to form with the aorist an indefinite present

Sing. 1. Eat ut m . gai et f.

Pl. 1. a m . i fusif.,“ I go,” etc.

This auxiliary differs from all others in the seven languages,

in that it may be put before the principal verb . has the

same peculiarity , and is used to make a continuative imperfect

with the past participle of the principal verb ; it does not vary

for gender or person. Thus

Sing. 1. grasfe @ 2. feu a .

Pl. l. fautet E ,etc., “ Iused to go,” orsimply " I was going.”

Examples are

a ut att han facel “ Two women were quarrelling (the

vidahyun) about a child .”

fefact a HUT atsię a faul“ Two men weregoing (the bia)

to a foreign country.” !

Here the auxiliary precedes, and with reference to the sug

gested origin of this auxiliary from the locative sthite, it is

more natural that it should do so , for the verb , whether in a

simple or compound tense, naturally comes last in the sentence ,

so that the phrase “ I am in the act or condition of) having

gone,” is rendered “ in having been , I am gone."

G . has also the full verb in all its tenses, and it may ap

parently be used as an auxiliary just as ho. As regards

meaning, og is more powerful than itg ; the latter , also, is

more powerful than ge . There are thus three grades of sub

stantive verb . Qe “ he is,” is merely the copula ; gta “ he

is, or becomes," is a definite expression of existence ; yry “ he

remains,” is positive and prolonged existence. The distinction ,

Stack,Grammar, pp. 134, 135.
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as pointed out before, is analogous to that between ser and

estar in Spanish .

थq forms compound tenses by taking parts of होवं as

auxiliaries, just as the ordinary verb, thus

Imperfect थतो हतो, as in ते लढाई थती हती “ That fight was going

on . "

Preterite थयो होय छ, as in तेनुं मन कठण थयुहोय के “ His heart

has become hard.”

Dubitative present थतो हश ,े as in ते हवे परतावो थतो हशे “ There

fore you may now be regretting,” and so on.'

In Oriya this verb plays a somewhat different part. It is

there used not as a second auxiliary side by side with ho , but

to the exclusion of it, and forms, with the participles of the

principal verb, a range of well-defined tenses, which cannot be

expressed otherwise .

1. With the present participle (kar “ do ” ) a “ doing ”

a. Aorist of tha an eng, karu thâë, “ he is (or was)doing.” Con

tinuative present.

6. Preterite „ a fuo ,karu thild,“ he was doing.” Imperfect.

c. Future „ ar fya , karu thibo, “ he will be doing .” Con

tinuative future.

2 . With the past participle aft " done "

a . Aorist of tha art TV “ he has (usually) done.” Habitual

preterite.

b. Preterite „ aft furent “ he had done.” Pluperfect.

c . Future „ aft fua “ he will have done.” Future past.

The difference between la and 2a is very delicate, and rather

difficult to seize. Karu thâë implies that a person habitually

The examples are from Leckey,Grammar,pp. 76 , 81.
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does an act, and thus that he was doing it at the time

mentioned, according to his usual custom . Thus, to a question

À Erzî af foren “ Was he sitting in the market ? ” the answer

might be at afd an OTO “ Yes, he always sits there ;' and thus

it is implied that he was sitting there at the time referred to.

So again, कबिराज जेते बेळे आसिला मुभलहेउ थाएं “ When the

doctor came, I was getting well,” implying that I had been im

proving before he came, and continued to do so . Kari thảë, on

the other hand, literally, “ He remains having done,” implies

a habit which is not necessarily in force at the time referred to,

as HTTFT ofa OTETT TG 777 ETT OTT “ He is always very

angry with his wife,” not implying that he is actually angry

at the moment of speaking. It is also used of an action which

lasted some time, but has now ceased , as het HT 25

aty to UTU ! “ At that time I had a bad cough,” implying

that he had a cough which lasted a long while, but from which

he has now recovered . Both tenses thus imply continuity , but

the former indicates continuity still existing, the latter con

tinuity in past time, which has now ceased .

There are similarly two imperatives formed respectively with

the present and past participles

a . OT“ Remain thou doing.”

b. aft AT “ Remain thou having done."

Here, also , the same fine distinction is drawn as in the other

tenses. Tfaz ĦATH OT OTB “ Let Gobind go on doing that

work .” But, as Hallam well remarks (Grammar, p . 153), “ The

Oriya very often uses a past participle in his mode of thought,

where we should use the present.” He illustrates this tense

1 Hallam , Oriya Grammar, p. 78.

? I had the advantage of assisting Mr. Hallam when he was writing his grammar,

and the definition of this tense was a source of much difficulty and discussion . He

consulted a large number of natives, both educated and uneducated , the former as to

the rationale, and the latter as to the practice . The latter, without knowing the

reason why, often corrected karu thâ into kari tha instinctively , and a large range

of observations led to his adopting the definition in which I have followed him .
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thus : “ Suppose a person should say to another, ' Do that work

so,' and the person addressed should reply , ' I have done it so,'

and the first speaker should then say, ' Well, always do it so,'

or, ‘ Continue to do it so,' this last phrase would be expressed

by this tense.” Ex. gr. : —

Të afg ath hafa ft “ Do that work so.”

Answer hafa aftree H “ I have done it so,” or, “ as (you order)

so I have done.”

Rejoinder MBT hafa aft AT “ Well, always do so,” literally, “ thus

having done, remain.”

Here, if we used karu thâ,we should imply that the person

addressed was actually doing the work while wewere speaking,

while kari thâ is used when he is not actually working.

Lastly , there is a pair of tenses with the conditional -

ao utat “ hemight be doing,” or, “ if he were doing."

aft wiat “ he might have done,” or, “ if he had done.”

These explain themselves.

Bengali does not employ the primary form of this auxiliary,

but has instead a secondary stem derived from it. This is

gra , which is conjugated throughout in the sense of remain

ing, and partakes of the combined senses of continuity and

doubt peculiar to this verb. There are, strictly speaking, no

compound tenses formed by this verb , and the method of its

employment is rather that of an ancillary verb .

$ 70. Yá. This root takes the form 5 , and is used in H .

P . M ., occasionally in G . and B ., and usually in 0 ., to form

the passive voice. G . having a passive intransitive of its own

($ 24), does not often have recourse to this verb, and S . having

a regularly derived synthetical passive ($ 25), dispenses with it

altogether. When used as in H . P . and M . to form a passive,
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it is compounded with the past participle of the principal verb ,

as (dekh “ see ")

H . Aorist a TV “ he is seen.” P . FEDT ia .

Imperfect atatHT “ be ye seen.” foturaT.

Future देखा जाएगा " he will be seen. " दिठा जावेगा .

So also in M . and 0 . The various tenses of u are formed in

the samemanner as other verbs. When compounded with any

other part of the verb than the past participle, jà is ancillary ,

and is used in various other senses.

There has been , in former times, much discussion about this

form of the passive, some writers declaring it inelegant, others

considering it unusual and opposed to the genius of the Indian

languages, while some have even gone so far as to deny its

existence altogether. The most discerning inquirers, however ,

admit it as a form in actual use, though they point out certain

circumstances which obviate the necessity for recourse to it.

Such are the existence of a large class of neuter verbs, the

practice of changing the object into a subject, and figurative

expressions like “ to eat a beating,” mâr khânå, " it comes into

seeing,” dekhne men åtà , and the like. Speaking as one who

has lived in daily and hourly intercourse with natives of India

for nearly twenty years, I can testify to the use of this form

by speakers of Hindi, Panjabi, Bengali, and Oriya frequently ,

and even habitually. Idiomatically , many other ways of ex

pressing the passive idea undoubtedly exist, and in some lan

guages, as Bengali and Marathi, ho may be used to form a

passive. There are phrases and occasions, however, where it

would be more idiomatic to use the passive jâ than any other

construction , and we may conclude that, though its use is some

what restricted , it is erroneous to describe it as always in

elegant and unidiomatic, and still more so to deny its existence

altogether .
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$ 71. By using the expression “ compound tense " in a wider

sense than that in which it has been employed in the former

part of this chapter, wemay legitimately include under it that

large and varied class of phrases in which two verbal stems are

used together to express one idea. In such a combination the

first verb remains unchanged , and all the work of conjugation

is performed by the second, which acts, so to speak, as a hand

maid to the first. For this second verb I have thought it

advisable to employ the term “ ancillary,” as expressing more

clearly than any other that occurs to me, the actual relation

between the two. The ancillary verb differs from the auxiliary,

in that the former runs through all the tenses of the verb ,

and the principal verb on which it waits remains unchanged ,

while the latter only forms certain specified tenses in compo

sition with several parts of the principal verb, being attached

now to the present, now to the past or future participle . Thus,

the tenses formed by the aid of auxiliaries are integral portions

of the primary simple verb. In the case of the ancillary , on

the other hand, it, together with the principal verb, forms, in

fact, a new verb , which , though consisting of two elements,

must be regarded for conjugational purposes as essentially one

throughout. Thus, the elements mâr “ strike," and dal

“ throw ," combine into the compound verb mår dålna “ to

kill,” which is conjugated through the whole range of simple,

participial, and compound tenses of dâlnâ, mâr remaining

unchanged.

Grammarians have invented many strange names for these

verbs with ancillaries, calling them Frequentatives, Inceptives,

Permissives, Acquisitives, and many other -ives. It would,

perhaps, be simpler not to seek to invent names for all, or

any of them , but merely to note the combinations that exist

with their meanings. Indeed , it is hardly possible to group

them into classes, because, in practice, some ancillaries may be

combined with any verb in the language, while others again
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can only be combined with one or two specific verbs. More

over , there are exceptions to the general rule that a verb with

an ancillary runs through the whole range of tenses, for some

ancillaries are only employed in one tense, or in two tenses ;

thus lag, in Hindi, is usually only employed in the past tense ,

as kahne lagâ " he began to say .” Some again are formed in

only one tense in one language, while they may be used in

several tenses in another language.

The subject is a very wide one, for the number of primary

verbal stems in the seven languages being small, they are

driven to express complicated ideas by combining two of them

together. They have also lost the facility of expressing such

ideas which is possessed by most original Aryan languages,

through the upasargas, or prepositions, and can no longer

develope from one simple root a variety of meanings by pre

fixing pra , abhi, upa, or sam . Under such circumstances they

have taken a number of their commonest verbs and tacked

them on to other verbs, in order to imply that the action

expressed by the principal verb is performed under the con

ditions expressed by the added, or, as we may call it, the

ancillary verb. As might be expected , however , while the

principle is the same in all seven languages, the method

of its application , and the particular ancillaries used , differ,

to some extent, in the several languages. It will be better

to take each ancillary separately, exhibiting the general effect

of each as combined with different parts of the principal

verb.

$ 72. Ancillaries may be attached not only to other verbs,

but even to themselves ; the verb to which they are attached is

placed in the conjunctive participle, and remains in that form

throughout. Another class, however, exists, in which the

principal verb is in the infinitive mood , which, as Kellogg

justly observes, is not strictly a case of a compound verb, but
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that of one verb governing another, and in this view would

more properly be regarded as a matter of syntax. Inasmuch,

however, as certain well-known and constantly - used phrases of

this kind have grown up in all the languages, whose use , to a

great extent, supplies the want of regular tenses, it will be

better to give them all here, so as to complete the survey of the

modern verb in all its aspects. It must be noted, also , that in

Hindi, and occasionally in P. M . and G ., the conjunctive

participle loses its final syllable, and thus appears in the form

of the simple stem ; that it is the participle, and not the stem ,

is shown by the analogy of the other languages, and by isolated

instances of the preservation of the participial form even in

Hindi.

1 . a “ give," and “ take,” are in H . widely used as

ancillaries, and the meanings which are obtained by their use

are somewhat varied . In a general way, it may be said that

de is added to verbs to express the idea that the action passes

away from the subject towards the object, while le implies that

the action proceeds towards the subject. Thus de can , strictly

speaking, be used only with actives and causals ; and in some

cases adds so little to the meaning of the principal verb, that it

appears to be a mere expletive. With active verbs examples

are

gaat " to throw .” wat aat “ to throw away.”

faatadt“ to take out,” faata " to turn out, eject.”

Thus erT Ô Ta faata “ he took the rice out of the house,”

where the idea is, that the man being outside went in and

brought out the rice ; but in मझ को घर से निकाल दिया है “ he

has turned me out of the house ,” it would be understood that

the speaker had been forcibly ejected .

TCAT " to put,” teat “ to put away, lay by.”

HTTOTT “ to strike," HIT AT “ to beat off.”
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With causals it is used very frequently , and with scarcely

any perceptible change of meaning

समझाना and समझा देना “ to explain. "

foTTAT „ foTT ETT “ to cause to fall, or to throw down,”

aoran „ at t " to seat, or to put into a seat.”

Perhaps one can sometimes trace in the form with a sense

of the action having been done with some force, while in the

simple verb the idea of force is wanting, but in the majority of

instances no such distinction could be traced . There is oc

casionally some additional emphasis, as in the common phrases

a “ give,” and @ “ take,” where the ancillary is added

to itself, but these expressions belong more particularly to the

Urdu side of the language.

When attached to the infinitive of another verb, de implies

permission, as ata at “ let (him ) go," ga ant aca fara

“ please let me sit down.”

· P . uses de in the same way as H ., but it does not appear to

be so used in Sindhi. In G . it is added to the conjunctive

participle of another verb to give emphasis, it also expresses

impatience, but, in both cases, like H ., with a general idea of

the action being from the speaker towards the object. Thus

ng “ to abandon ,” nsit “ let (it) alone! ” “ let go ! ”

aree “ to throw ,” atet wt “ throw ( it) away !” But as in

H ., with the infinitive it implies permission , or “ to go," 791

za “ to allow to go,” ucat “ to let fall,” upeat “ to

permit to write.”

M . has the same usage of 2 ; when added to the conjunctive

participle it has the same senses as in H ., as faca u “ to

write,” aya ku “ to dig ; ” in both of which phrases there is

only a little additional emphasis implied , or perhaps an idea of

finishing and having done with , as “ write it off," “ dig it up

and have done with it,” as in Ztaa “ throw it away.”
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With the infinitive it implies permission, as HUT HITSI a

“ suffer me to go," atct for a atet “ the wind will not let

mewrite."

Precisely similar is the usage in O . and B ., as 0 . faec feu

“ break it open ,” literally, “ having caused to open , give ;" but

with the infinitive मते आसिबाकु देला नहीं " he would not let

me come."

Bengali uses this verb with the conjunctive to imply com

pleteness or emphasis,as ganafa fenice “ I have seen the

book ," that is, “ I have examined or perused it." With the

infinitive it, like the rest, signifies permission, as of a

ffa fT “ They did not allow me to read.”

2 . is in all respects used similarly to 2 , but with exactly

the opposite meaning, namely, that of the action being directed

towards the speaker, or the subject. In this construction its

meaning is often very slightly different from that of the simple

verb . Thus we may say, hat “ he drinks,” and ot hat “ he

drinks up,” or “ drinks down," in the latter case implying a

more complete action . With causals it is used when the action

is towards the subject, as TTH a EHT? OTA TATT" call Ram

to me,” where the simple verb Totat merely means “ to call.”

The distinction between the use of de and le is well shown

when added to TCIT “ to put; " thus to ot means “ put it

away (for your own use),” but te “ put it down (and leave

it).” There is, as Kellogg has shown, a sense of appropriating

a thing to oneself involved in le.

P . follows the usage of H ., but has less frequent recourse to

this ancillary . S. uses favy, which is the same word as le, in

the sense of “ taking away,” which in H . is expressed by a

HTT , as in HTCTT HUIC e foate fouT “ In crossing the ocean

they were forcibly carried off ” (Trumpp, p . 340). In another

instance, however , the meaning is more that of simple taking,

HTETT fagy “ to bring back," literally, “ having caused to

return , to take."
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In G ., the meaning is the same as in H ., acquisition , or

action towards the speaker or subject, as in wholt a “ to

understand,” i.e. “ to make oneself acquainted with ,” vet

at“ learn (this)," i.e. “ acquire this knowledge.”

M ., as before remarked, uses ê , where its sisters have a .

It is used freely in all combinations involving the idea of

taking, and seems, like many other ancillaries, to be often used

pleonastically. Perhaps, however, we ought to make allow

ance for the trains of thought which, in the minds of native

speakers, underlie the expressions which they use, and, in this

view , to admit that an idea of taking may be present to their

minds in expressions which , in ourmode of thought, would not

involve such an idea . It is difficult to get a native to concen

trate his mind upon what he is actually saying or doing, he

will always mix up with his present speech strange under

currents of nebulous fancies as to what he did or said last, or

what he is going to do or say next, and this habit influences his

speech and produces phrases which, to the practical European

mind, seem unnecessary and confusing. Thus Molesworth

(s.v . a ) reckons as pleonastic the use of this ancillary in 1997

ata a 21 " quickly having bathed take.” Here the word

“ take ” is probably inserted from a feeling that the person

addressed is wanted again after he has had his bath . Thus, if

you were about to send a man on an errand , and he asked (as a

native usually does ) to be allowed to bathe and eat first, you

might use the above sentence. In Hindi one would use anâ

“ to come," in the same way, as UT VETTO ata it. If

you did not use some ancillary or other, it might be under

stood that you did not want the man's services after he had

bathed . In another phrase पोराने हात पोळऊन घेतला " The

child burnt his hand,” judging from the analogy of similar

phrases in the cognate languages, I feel that if eactwere not

used , the person addressed would be capable of supposing that
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the child burnt the whole of his hand up, whereas, what is

really meant is, that the child got a burn on his hand .

The O. verb नेबा is used as in H., as कागज पत्र बुझि नेचं " I

will take charge of the papers and accounts," where he means

that he will take them and study them , it is literally “ having

understood I will take.”

So also with B . aut, as feet TEITUT akan “ they took

and read the letter.”

3. HT “ come,” ETT “ go,” as also the cognate stems in the

other languages, when used as ancillaries, stand to each other

in the same contrast as le and de. H . ut is not very widely

used , and principally with neuter verbs; it implies doing a

thing and coming back after having done, and thus has a

certain sense of completing an action. Thus 9771 “ to be

made, " बन आना, or sometimes colloquially, बने आना “ to be

completely done, successfully accomplished ,” ca at a TOT

“ Having seen the field , I am come,” i.e. “ I have been and

looked at the field ,” and he implies, “ I have examined it, and

am now ready to make terms for the rent of it.” The usage is

similar in P ., though rarely heard .

The equivalent of â in S. is very , pres. part. 27 “ coming,"

p .p . HTUT “ come.” It is used with the infinitive to mean be

ginning to do, and this usage is thus different from that of H .

and P . Thus THU TTT “ to come to rain ," or, as we should

say, “ to come on to rain ," as

विजूं वसण आईयूं सारंगु चढिओ सेज ॥

“ The lightnings have begun to rain, the rainy season has ascended

(his) couch.” — Trumpp, p . 344.

G . UT is used in the sense of coming into action , or into

use, becoming, and is used with the present participle, as avec

wag “ to become spoilt.” But far more frequently wat, the

conjunctive participle, takes other ancillaries after it.

û in M . is also used in a potential sense, but generally , as
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far as I can learn , with the indeclinable form of the present

participle, and with the subject in the dative case ; thus it

literally means “ to me, to you, etc., it comes to do,” as HOT

grat atat “ I can go,” lit. “ to me going comes." Similar to

this is the use of ânâ in H . as an independent verb, chiefly in

negative sentences, as what facrae wat met “ He does not

know how to read and write,” lit. “ To him reading-writing

comes not.” So also in O . and B .

4 . 5JT “ go,” is used more frequently , and in a wider sense

than â . In H . it implies completeness or finality , as CTTTT

“ eat,” TT TT “ eat up,” sê TTT “ go away," where the

principal verb preserves the termination of the conjunctive

participle. In the familiar compound ET JIT “ to become,” the

ancillary adds a little distinctness to the idea of the principal.

So, also, in 9€ , or ab, TOT; thus, if a man is hesitating or

fumbling over a story or message, you say as TWT, i.e.

“ Speak out ! ” or “ Out with it ! ”

When added to neuter verbs (especially the double verbs

mentioned in § 18), it seems to add no special meaning, and

one may say टूटना or टूट जाना “ to be broken; " मिलना or मिल

TTT “ to meet ” or “ be obtained.” Colloquially, and especially

in the past tense, the form with jânå is far more commonly

heard than that without it ; thus, for “ it is broken ,” one hears

ZT TOT twenty times for once of ZIT. This practice seems to

confirm what was conjecturally advanced in § 25, concerning

the origin of the use of anat to form a passive , as compared

with the Sindhi passive in ija.

Sindhi uses, in a similar way, its stem Fly “ go ” (impt.

E , p.p. faut, pres. p. effat, äat), from Skr. Vag, Pr. 09 .

Thus, wat asiy " to take off,” Hit arty " to be dead,” i.e " to

go, having died .” Totary “ to ascend,” i.e. “ to go, having

ascended .” There is also a phrase in which it is added to

quy “ to lift,” as aut ag “ be off !” “ go away!” The
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general effect of this ancillary may thus be taken to be that of

completeness. Trumpp gives the following examples (p . 340 ) :

Atafcfg ast afsfi arit faut “ When he was grown up, then

he died ” (say “ died off” ). defa GT HOTE 97 a att jag

“ Take the advice of the pilots that thou mayst pass over (or pass

through and escape from ) the flood tide.”

Completion or finality is also indicated by jâ in G ., attached

to the conjunctive participle, as in H . and P . ; when added to

the present participle, it implies continuance, as ant T “ go

on writing.”

In M . B . and O ., this stem is not used as an ancillary .

5 . H19 “ be able,” is attached to the stem - form or apocopated

conjunctive participle of all verbs in H . to imply power, as

चल सकता “ he is able to walk, " कर सकेगा " he will be able to

do.” It is rarely, if ever, used alone in correct speaking,

though one sometimes, in the eastern Hindi area, hears such

an expression as a Hai Tet “ I shall not be able.” This,

however , is probably to be regarded merely as an elliptical

phrase for T Hai TEX “ I shall not be able to do."

In P . also it is used always as an ancillary, as att haat

“ he is able to read,” and is conjugated throughout the verb.

In S . the corresponding verb gay is used with the conjunctive

participle in the same sense, as at hay " to be able to do."

In all these three languages this verb may be added to the

inflected form of the infinitive, though in H . and P . this con

struction is avoided by those who desire to speak elegantly.

Still one often hears it, as a Haat agt “ he cannot go," and

in the eastern Hindi area it is very common, as well as in the

Urdu spoken by Musulmans in all parts of India . Among

these latter, indeed , karne saktà is much commoner than kar

saktà .

It is used in G .as in H ., and may also be used in M ., but in

this latter language the existence of another method of ex

pressing potentiality ($ 54 ) renders its use less frequent.
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B . and 0 . do not know this ancillary. In its place they use

ATT in B . with the infinitive, as arra atft " I can do,” in 0 .

with the past participle, and generally with the future of the

ancillary, as aft unftfa “ I shall be able to do,” where we

should use the present. Thus in asking, “ Can you tellmehis

name?” one would say ATETT OTA afg nifta , literally, “ Shall

you be able to say his name? ”

6 . 777 “ begin ” (see § 12). In H . and P . with the infini

tive, as aa aa " he began to see.” The ancillary ismostly

used in the preterite, indeed almost exclusively so ; for ca

AT “ he begins to see,” would be inelegant, and, I believe,

quite unidiomatic. S . uses the same construction,as Tuu afunt

“ he began to cry .” So also G ., as HTTET ETT “ to begin to

strike," and M . with infinitive of the principal verb , as HIT

OTTO “ he began to strike,” but also with the dative of the

future passive participle, as atteTH T & T “ he began to

do.” B . the same, as ofta fra " he began to do," 0 .

करिबाकु लागिला.

7. “ fail,” hence “ leave off, cease to do.” In H . added

to the conjunctive part. in the sense of having already finished ,

as खा चुका " he has done eating, " जब खा चुकेगा “ when he shall

have done eating.” P . does not use this verb in this sense .

S . uses a , as in a gay “ to have finished doing ; ” but it

has also other ways of expressing this idea, as by TEY “ to

remain, ” वठणु “ to take, " निभणु “ to be ended , " बसि .करण id .

G . att jag “ to have finished doing.” B . the same, as frut

granice “ I have done giving." O. uses HTT, as ETE Hiffa

“ I have done eating,” Ô Tô TG Fiftat “ That business is

quite finished .” B . also uses on “ throw ,” in this sense, as

aferen ofurata “ They have done speaking."

8 . Marathi has two verbs not used in the other languages,

hau and zaw ,which are employed in many senses, and the

distinction between which appears to be, at times, hard to draw .
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The illustrations given , however, show that each word is faith

ful to its original meaning; ठेवणे = स्थापनं , and consequently

means “ put,” while Itaū = City, and means “ throw away."

These two words stand to each other in the same contrast as a

and 2 in H ., thus eatua att 2769 gq “ Fold up this cloth

and lay it by," at the aiyaga “ Tie up that cow " (having

tied , put), but arat atut path 2979 ETO “ Give him up his

book ” (i.e. " give it him and let him go " ), a H15 buZa ZTCH

“ Root up that tree ” (i.e. " uproot and throw away " ) .

9. aT " do,” is used in the sense of repetition or continuance ,

in H . with the perfect part., as die Tat “ he always comes,"

TA Fit Tht fagt ata Et “ Why do you keep on doing so ? ”

In Sindhi this sense is obtained by repeating the verb in the

required tense after itself in the conjunctive participle, as te

HT gru ofautk ut qof “ Even that, that letter I read over

and over again ” (Trumpp, p. 343), where the participle has

the emphatic i added to it. G ., like H ., uses ang with the in

flected form of the p.p.,as aeft are “ to keep on doing,” aten

onto “ to keep on reading.” The various uses of karna in

forming compounds both with nouns and verbs are so numerous

and peculiar, that they cannot be inserted here, but must be

sought for in the dictionaries of the respective languages, and,

still better , by those who have the opportunity , from the mouth

of the people.

10. TE “ remain ," differs from art , in that it implies con

tinuance in a state , while at implies repetition of an action .

In H . and P ., with the conjunctive participle, as ar TETT " to

remain sitting ," cata “ They are going on with their play ; "

also with the present participle, as agt aant zgat “ The river

flows on continually," labitur et labetur. There is a curious

phrase in Hindi, TaT TEHT (literally , “ to remain going ' )

used for “ to be lost and gone,” as an euphemism for death ;

thus # TT at aTAT TET “ My father is dead (has passed

VOL . III.
15
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away) ; ” also for loss of things, as Buat Ha 5 JTT TET

" All his property is gone." I do not find this idiom in the

sister languages .

Sindhi uses Try in the sense of continuance, as atzi TERT

faat fafHT ITA “ He goes on travelling in fatigue from Egypt

and Syria ” (Trumpp, p . 344). The same sense is produced by

any " to turn , wander,” as atog uten aritat qâ “ Bîjalu

goes on grazing the horses ” (ib.). In both cases the principal

verb is in the present participle.

G . employs TE , which is its version of te with conjunctive

participle for continuance, as arct tag to remain doing,” and

with the present participle in the sense of completion, as rent

Tele " he ascends completely.”

This ancillary is truer to its originalmeaning in M ., where

it implies leaving off, refraining , with the genitive of the

future participle, as HTTTTET TIET “ he left off beating.”

This sense recalls that of Skr. Then = “ deprived of.”

B . and 0 . do not use this verb as an ancillary . B . substi

tutes for it atq , and 0 . T .

11. JE “ fall,” implies generally accident, as in H . GOT

“ to know ," 119 4GOTT “ to be found out” (i.e. “ to be known

by an accident "), as उस का दोष जो जान पडे तो हम भी नहीं

aag “ If his fault should be found out, then we, too, shall

not escape.” So also in G ., as w639 “ to stick to,” about

qeg “ to become attached to , to get caught in .” M . uses it

with the dative of the future participle, as तू ज्वरग्रस्त झालास

FELUT HON CUT ETGIETH ucā “ On account of your being

attacked with fever, I have to waste my time in travelling,”

literally , “ to me the throwing away of journeys falls.” Here

the sense is that of necessity , as also in atua anant at OT

atuTETA UGO “ If you marry a wife, you will have to set up

house.” The same idea is expressed in H . by adding ue to the

infinitive, as CTH ont ata ISOTT “ You will have to go (whether
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you like it or not) ; ” so also in B . olka ofsa , where it also

implies subjection , or falling into a state , as YTT OFF " he got

caught, " as सुन्दर पडेछ धरा शुनि बिद्या पडे धरा “ Hearing that

Sundar had been caught, Bidya falls to the ground ” (Bharat

B .- S. 359 , where there is a pun on the double use of the

phrase ), घुमिया पडिल " he fell asleep, " मारा पडिल “ he caught

a thrashing.” The same in O ., as utt afefe ( for ofs ufee)

“ he has been caught.”

This verb sometimes precedes the principal verb in the sense

of doing a thing accidentally, and is then put in the past parti

ciple. In this sense I would explain the sentence quoted by

Kellogg (p. 195 ) Thang yet foTAT ET “ A tiger happened to

be prowling about,” literally , “ a tiger fallen was prowling,"

the word “ fallen " being used to express accidentally arriving.

In P . the verb takes the form og T ( = 47° ), and the p .p . is

पित्रा ; thus they say उह पित्रा खांदा है “ He is engaged in eat

ing,” where the sense is rather that of continuance; when put

after the principal verb, it implies setting to work at a thing,

as JTIT “ to walk ,” TT UT UT " to set out on a journey.” So

also in Sindhi, where the verb has the form qay, the con

junctive participle us or of precedes another verb with the

sense of emphasis or energy, as वसरु सो विहार जो पई पुराणो न

fev “ Buy those goods which do not grow old ” (Trumpp,

p.341); here of a fug means rather “ do not happen to become,”

“ are not likely to become.” aut, the conjunctive of cury “ to

lift,” is used in the sameway, but the two verbs appear to be

contrasted much as le and de in H ., khaṇi being used where

activity , paiwhere receptiveness or accident is implied . Thus

aut faray “ to set to work writing,” aut aime “ he sets

himself to play (music).” The past participle fut is also

prefixed with much the same effect, as aife Haferat fafafura

ata fout foufa “ In it flashes like lightnings are found ” (or

“ take place,” or “ appear ;” Trumpp, ib.).

12. The above are the principal, if not the whole, of the

ser
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ancillaries in general use. There are, indeed, a few others, but

their use is restricted to one or other of the languages. Thus

dTAT “ to find," is used with an infinitive in Hindi in the sense

of being able, or being permitted, to do a thing. The verb in

this construction is neuter, as में उसको देखने नहीं पाया “ I was

not allowed to see him, " तुम घर के भीतर जाने नहीं पाओगे “ You

will not be permitted to go inside the house ; " so also in B .

ofsa ITT TT “ I am not able to read," that is, not because I do

not know how to read, but because I cannot find leisure, or

cannot get the book.

CT09T “ to throw ," is used in H . with verbs implying injury

to show that force also was used , as

HTTOT " to strike,”

TETT “ to break,”

TETT “ to cut,”

HIT GTUT “ to kill.”

te gaaT “ to dash in pieces.”

OTT GOTT “ to cut down, hack , hew .”

There are, besides, numerous combinations of two verbs, in

which the latter of the two does all the work, the former re

maining unchanged ; but for these the reader is referred to the

Dictionary , though,as far as I have seen ,Molesworth 's Marathi

dictionary is the only one where they will be found fully

treated.
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$ 73. The participles of the present, past, and future, being

used in the formation of tenses, it has been found necessary to

depart from the natural order of the verb, and to discuss them

in Chapter III. There remains, however, a very widely used

and important participle, which is not employed to form a tense .

From the fact that it is used to connect one clause with another ,

and thus helps the native speaker or writer to build up those

interminable sentences of ,which he is so fond, it has been

called, very appropriately , the Conjunctive Participle. It

implies “ having done,” and the sense of the clause in which it

is used remains incomplete until another clause containing a

finite verb is added ; thus, instead of saying, “ Next morning he

woke and arose, bathed, ate, dressed, collected his goods, loaded

them on his camel, bade farewell to his friend, and started on

his journey,” the Indian languages would say , “ Having woken,

having risen , having bathed, having eaten , having dressed ,

having collected his goods, having loaded them on his camel,

having bidden farewell to his friend, having started on his

journey, he went.”

Sanskrit has two forms of this participle, one in T , as AT

“ having been,” the other in 07 , as HZIT “ having met.” Each
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of these forms has left descendants in the modern languages,

and although the form in ya is, in classical Sanskrit, restricted ,

for the most part, to compound verbs, yet this peculiarity has

been overlooked in the spoken languages, and simple verbs, as

well as compound ones, are treated as having this form also .

Thus in Prakrit we find yuUT = Skr. “ having heard ,”

as well as fueH = fata “ having gone out.” So also

= ETT “ having given ,” afto = at fuel “ having

stolen ,” = RT “ having gone,” farew = fHAT “ having

sprinkled ,” IfTE = T “ having taken .”

In Old -Hindi this participle ends in i,as aft “ having done,”

are “ having gone,” which is apparently the Prakrit form

with loss of the final a , thus

सुनि कग्गर नृपराज प्रथु । भौ आनन्द सुभाइ ।

“ Having heard the paper, King Prithiraj was glad, being pleased ."

- Pr. R . xii. 52.

Chand, however, in his more archaic passages, uses a form in

ya, and one in aya , as —

भुगति भूमि किय क्यार ॥

वेद सिंचिय जल पूरन ॥

बीय सबय लय मध्य ॥

para ver el

like a garden plotith water,“ Taking possession of the earth , like a garden plot,

Irrigating it with the fullness of the Veda, as with water,

Having placed good seed in its midst,

Up sprung the shoot of knowledge.” — Pr. R . i. 4 .

Here किय “ having made, " and भुगति किय = mod. भोग करके

“ having made (or taken ) possession,” feifera “ having watered ,”

= ay“ having placed .”

Mediæval Hindi has regularly the form ending in T , as TTA

बचन मदु गढ मुनि “ Haring heard the gentle mystic speech of

Rama” ( Tulsi, Rám. Bálk. 113), ofsa yêufe Tacti “ Sages

having read the Veda erred as to its qualities ” (Kabir, Ram .
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34 , 1), ufa face o o ha qui aft JeT I “ The re

ligion that is opposed to devotion (bhakti ), all that having

made (i.e. having declared ), irreligion he sang " (Bhaktamál,

Múl. 30 ).

From the habitual neglect of final short vowels, it results

that this participle often appears in the form of the bare stem ,

as in the verbs with ancillaries given above, and this form ,

appearing to be not sufficiently distinct, a secondary form has

arisen , which is now the ordinary one in modern Hindi. This

consists of adding an, art , ara , atait , and even atata to

the stem , namely, the conjunctive participle of atat “ to do ; ”

as a at “ having seen,” TAT " having gone." The first of

these forms an is softened from a ,which, again , is from aft, the

older form of the conjunctive part. of atat, and is used in the

mediæval poets and in Braj and the rustic dialects to this day.

Thus Kabir बहु बिधि के चित्र बनाकै हरि रचौ क्रीडा रास ।

“ Haring made many kinds of appearances (mâyâ ), Hari has

arranged the sport and pastime (of the world ;” Hindola, 16 ).

It having thus become customary to add the participle of a

to all verbs, it has been added to at itself, thus making ama

and ayant , and this reduplicated form again is added to other

verbs. In all the dialects we find such forms as मारिके, मारकै,

HTT, HTFT,and even apocopated as Garhwali Alfta and artta

“ having beaten .” Kumaoni has a curious compound form

Atfrat “ having beaten ,” which is probably the old form Hift

with at " time" (Skr. aat), literally, “ at the time of beating.”

In the case of the common verb ho, the conjunctive parti

ciple, like the future, takes in Old -Hindi the forms ata and ,

especially the latter, as TT a ta attenta al“ Guru

bhakta alone could not remain apart ” (sak ancillary with con

junctive of ho = “ could be ;” Bhaktamál, 116 , 1), taat py

auſ on “ The night becomes as dark as a well ” (Kabir,

Ram . 16, 4 ), high af as tê “ Very great men came”

(lit. “ having become very great;” ib. 17 , 6 ).
me
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P . is the same as H ., and with the latter closely agrees

0 ., which forms this participle by short i, as afe “ having

seen .” This form also appearing too indefinite, in ordinary

conversation they add aft, often pronounced faft, as feaft

“ having seen .” 0 . has also another, and in the classical

speech the only admissible, form in ile, as Hifta “ having

beaten ,” which is also used in B ., and in both appears to be the

old locative case of the past participle, and is thus literally " in

having beaten.” The old form of the locative case having in

O . fallen into disuse, the samehas taken place in the participle ;

thus arise the forms afout “ in having seen,” and areata

“ from having seen,” which are respectively the locative and

ablative, formed after the modern fashion by adding art and

ITT, the initial syllable of which is rejected (Vol. II. p. 274).

B . has, besides the form in ile, one in iyâ, which approaches

closer to the Prakrit, as पडिया “ having fallen, ” बसिया

“ having sat,” ufrut “ having seized.” This latter form is

that which is used to string together long sentences, in prefer

ence to the form in ile, which is used more in short sentences.

Thus Bharat

आन छले पुनः चाहे फिरिया फिरिया ।

पिंजरेर पाखि मत बेडाय घुरिया ॥

“ Another craftily looks, repeatedly turning round,

Like a bird in a cage walks round and round.”

- Bidyâ -S. 245 .

literally , “ having turned , having turned , looks,” and “ having

twisted round , walks.”

S . has four forms for this participle. Neuter verbs take the

ending i, as art “ having returned ; ” active and causal verbs

have e, as He “ having rubbed ,” both of which correspond to

the Pr. ending ia . Less widely used is a form in io or yo, as

Atcet. “ having returned ," urait “ having washed ,” which is

identical with the p .p . p . Thirdly, the inserted ija of Prakrit

reappears here, as from quy " to lift,” arus “ having lifted .”
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Lastly, S . follows the example of H ., and adds af, the con

junctive ofany “ to do,” as art at “ having returned .”

G . resembles S ., having its conjunctive in i, as the “ having

become.” Ordinarily it puts this participle in the objective

case, adding the postposition i , often dropping the anuswâra ,

as करीने or करीने “ having done, " देईने “ having given. " As

G . makes no distinction between i and 1, this is often written

with short i, as a

M . stands quite alone, having its conjunctive in 379 , as

7319 “ having gone," atoa “ having been .” This is some

times written yta , and in the poets takes an increment, and

appears as aforet, utfaat, as FeaTUT wat geraaiau u

(Tuk. Abh. 1888 ) “ What is the good ofmy going to you ? ”

(literally, “ I near you having come, what ? " ) gratfagi a fai

Hautê a Il trata ATTga 9 | “ Having seen men in fine

clothes and ornaments, I am ready to die at once " (ib.).

This form is the old Maharashtri Pr. form in 374 , shortened

from ou , Skr. catai , accusative of at (Lassen, p . 367), and has

undergone singularly little change. I see in this a confirma

tion of the belief that modern Marathi is really the represen

tative of the Maharashtri Prakrit, for it is only in Maharashtri

that the conjunctive in úņa, tûna, is found. All the prose

dialects without distinction take forms of the conjunctive

derived from the Skr. -ya ; this consideration seems to be fatal

to the theory (Trumpp, p. 283; V . Taylor, p . 114, § 256 )which

would derive the G . conjunctive in ine from M . ûņa. Setting

aside the absence of any analogy for a change from û to i in

such a connection , there is abundant evidence that G . is , by

origin , a Rajput dialect belonging to that large group of

dialects which we roughly class under the name of Hindi, and

Sastri Vrajlâl (G . Bh. It. p . 3) points out the great gulf that

exists between G . and M ., as also the close connection of G .

with the northern dialects. Wehave therefore strong reasons

for not looking to M . for the origin of any G . form . The
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latter has, like the rest of the eastern Hindi group, Sauraseni

for its parent, and the form in - ine, when compared with that

in î in the same language, points clearly to the Saurasenî con

junctive in ia with a modern case-postposition ne or nen added.

$ 74. The Infinitive is, in all the languages, a verbal noun

declined throughout all the cases of the noun . Its numerous

formsmay all be grouped under two general types, which may

be called the Ba, and the Na types respectively.

The Ba type is found in the rustic dialects of Hindi, in

Bangali, Oriya, and Gujarati, and is declined as a noun. It

occurs in the oldest Hindi poems. Chand has it in

जो बिलंब करि रहै । तो ताहि हनिबे को आवे ॥

“ If any onemakes delay, he comes to strike him .” — Pr. R . i. 198.

उठि लरिबे को धायौ ।

“ Rising up, rushed to fight.” — ib. i. 254.

It takes the junction-vowel i, and in these passages is in the

accusative case. It may be rendered “ to or for the purpose of

fighting.” This form does not once occur in the Ramaini

(Tat) of Kabir, and only rarely in his other works. I have

noted afta ant " to cross over,” That ( alat) “ to urge on,”

in the Rekhtas. It is more common in Braj, and in Tulsi

Das's Ramayan , where, besides the form with junction -vowel i,

as afra " to break,” occurs also a shorter form in ab , as fata

“ to return.” In the dialects (Kellogg, p . 241) occur the

following (mår “ strike ' ) :

Braj Hiftat, East Rajput ATTāt,West Rajp. id . Old -Pârbi HTTA ,

Avadhi, and Riwai id .

In Gujarati, this is the only form of the infinitive. It is

declined as an adjective for all three genders, thus

Sing. 1977 m ., graats., atag n .

Pl. aqtm ., oat f., oat n . " to bring ” or“ the act of bringing."
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and agrees with the object, as mentioned in § 52, where it is

used to constitute a tense. In the neuter singular it performs

the functions of a simple infinitive, as ng “ to sing,” apg

“ to do."

In Oriya it is the ordinary infinitive ,as afaat “ to sit," and,

though without gender, is declined for case, as

Gen . afHatt “ of sitting,"
. .. ...... . . । एहि बसिबार जागा “ this is a place of

sitting," i.e. “ a fit place to sit in .”

afhali fare ia het “ in sitting nothing

Loc. afhatī “ in sitting,” will become,” i.e. “ you will do no good

by sitting still.”

Acc. afaang “ to or for afhangha “ for sitting it will become,”

sitting," ) i.e. “ you will have to, or must, sit.”

area forat “ he came to see.”

afa af at # tet anfora “ from sitting

Abl. बसिबार “from sit-1
there a chill will attack ,” i.e. “ if you

sit there, you will catch cold .”

Bengali does not use this form as its ordinary infinitive,

having utilized for that purpose the locative of the present

participle, as strā “ to be ” (lit. “ in being ” ), unfaa “ to

remain ," atgā " to go;” but it is used in the genitive case to

form a sort of gerund or verbal noun, as बीज रुपिबार काल आहे

“ It is the time of sowing, or for sowing, seed.” More common

still is its employment with जन्ये, कारण or निमित्ते “ for the sake

of," as देखिबार जन्ये " for the sake of seeing, " करिबार निमित्ते

“ for the sake of doing.”

The infinitive of the Gipsies ends in dva, and probably

belongs to this group. Paspati writes keráva “ to do,” lâva “ to

take,” dâva “ to give,” sováva “ to sleep ,” mangåva “ to ask ,”

ruvára “ to weep,” which may be transliterated perhapsata ,

19 , TT , Hara , iata , Tara respectively . These are words

of the Chingana or Turkish Gipsies. Those in Bohemia ap

.

ting,”
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parently drop the final a and shorten the â , as chorav “ to steal” .

(ata), kerav “ to do ” (ara ), chinnav “ to tear " (fqaa).

Those in Wallachia appear to pronounce the termination as

ao ( ut or IT?), as jao “ to go " (atwt), hao “ to eat ”

( ToT), peo “ to drink ” (aut).

In all these languages the idea of an infinitive glides off

imperceptibly into that of a verbal noun, and the Ba form thus

reveals its origin from the Sanskrit future passive participle in

nal , from which, as we have seen in Ch . III. $ 51, many tenses

are formed .

The Na type occurs in Hindi, as also in P . S. M . It has

two forms in H ., one archaic and poetical ending in ana, the

other modern and classical in nâ . The first of these two forms

I would derive from the Sanskrit verbal noun in anam , as

aitu “ doing,” Jadi “ falling.” It is in frequent use , unin

flected , throughout the poets, thus

पुरुषातन तिन बंधन बिचारि ॥

“ Having plotted to stop his virility.” — Pr. R . i. 178 .

fatve at 4F .

“ Hemade preparation to go." — ib. xx. 28.

जंग जुरन जालिम जुझार ॥

“ To join battle a terrible warrior." — ib. xx . 31.

सत्य कहीं मोहि जान दे माई ।

“ I speak truth , suffer me to go, mother.” — Tulsi-Ram . S.-k. 7 .

राम सैल बन देखन नाहीं ॥

“ They go to see the hill and forest of Râm .” - ib. Ay-k . 91.

It is unnecessary to give more instances of this very common

form . It still survives in Kanauji, as RTTT " to strike.” The

other form in aT was anciently written oft, and is always so

written in Braj, as ATTİ" to strike,” yaat " to come.” This

form I now agree with Hoernle in deriving from the Sanskrit

· Miklosich , Zigeuner Europa's,part ü . p. 9.
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future participle in aniya , so that from acuti, through Pr.

करणी and करण , would come Old - H. करनौं , M . करणें, and

P . T . I, however, would refer the S . arcu to the verbal

noun in anam , because the final vowel is short, and, as in all

similar nouns, reproduces the final o = u of the a -stem ( see

Hoernle's essay in J.A .S . B . vol. 42, p . 59, etc.). The two

forms of the infinitive are thus analogous in respect of their

derivation , and the fact of the existence side by side of two

sets of forms with precisely similar meaning is explained by

that of there being two participles of similar meaning in

Sanskrit, both of which have left descendants.

Under these altered lights I must withdraw the opinion

formerly held by me as to the origin of the infinitive in nå.

That in ana is now obsolete, except in Kanauji, and the nå

form is declined as a noun in â , making its oblique in e, as

karne ka “ of doing,” karnemen “ in doing.” In M . the infini.

tive is also declined as a noun of the sixth declension (Vol. II.

p. 192), thus gen. karanga cha “ of doing,” dat. karana là “ to

doing.” In Sindhi, however, the infinitive vindicates its claim

to be considered as a descendant of the verbal noun in anam by

exhibiting the declension of masculines (i.e. neuters) in u ; the

oblique ends consequently in a , as ginhaņa jo " of buying,"

ginhaņa men " in buying," etc. This would not be the case

were the S . infinitive derived from the participle in aniya .

M . has an infinitive peculiar to itself ending in si , asHe

“ to die,” which is comparatively little used , and only with the

present tense. I am unable to suggest any thoroughly satis

factory explanation of this form which does not appear to have

any analogy in the cognate languages. It may be the only

descendant of the Skr. infinitive in tum , with elision of the t,

but this is somewhat doubtful. To this place must also be

referred the B . infinitive or verbal noun in â , as 27 TT “ to do,"

or “ the act of doing," which, after stems ending in a vowel,

appears as UT, the y of which is not pronounced ; thus utat
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pronounced " hówâ,” ZUTAT “ dewa.” The origin of this form

is not clear to me, but it is probably connected with the parti

ciple in तव्य.

$ 75 . On the basis of the infinitive in nå is formed the agent.

This, in Hindi, is made by adding to the oblique of the infini

tive the words a7 T, ETTT; as ataarat “ a doer,” ac erTT

“ a seer.” Ofthese the former is apparently Skr. ota " pro

tector, keeper.” Thus Skr. o “ cowherd,” becomes H .

TTCT ; as to the latter there is some difference of opinion, some

would derive it from Skr. YTTE “ holder," others from atta

“ doer.” I myself incline to the latter view ; the as would be

elided when it ceased to be initial, and its place supplied by ,

which is often used to fill an hiatus. This is Trumpp's opinion

(Grammar, p. 75 ),who shows that in S. this form of the agent

exists as hâro or hâru = respectively kâraka and kâra , as in

festg “ to create,” FATHUETTI ( T) “ creator,"

faag “ to write,” fæQUETTI (T) “ writer,"

also in its original form of káro or kâru, with nouns, as act

“ quarrel," a5101 “ quarreller.”

Kellogg (p . 245) refers to the phrase TTT UTTO in Chand's

first verse as confirming the derivation from utta ; but this

identification rests on a translation of that verse very confi

dently put forward by a writer whose high estimate of himself

as a translator of Hindi has not yet been confirmed by the

opinion of scholars in general. The translation in this par

ticular instance is extremely uncertain , and no argument can

be based on it.

___ Hindi has also an agent in वैया , as करवैया " a doer, " रखवैया

“ a keeper,” which is shortened from aftat, a dialectic form

of atat. It is confined almost to rustic speech , though the

shorter form art is not uncommon in the poets. H . ATEIT

may be added also to nouns, to imply the doer of an action, or
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the person who takes care of a thing, in which latter respect

the original meaning of pâlaka is well preserved . Thus

algatat “ one who takes care of a horse.” So also in P .

rate " husband,” i.e. one who takes care of or maintains the

house, and still more frequently aratat f. “ wife.” Sindhi

changes to T more suo , and has arit , asearTT “ house

holder," from a “ house," and fexuaTTI “ giver," from

fyg “ to give,” H . zama .

Chand uses the form in ETT , shortened from ITT, to make a

sort of future participle, in the verb Et “ be.” Thus

हो होनहार सीता हरन ।

“ The rape of Sita, which was to be, takes place.” — Pr. R . iii. 27.

Also —

तें ककू होनहार पहचानिय ॥

“ Thou knowing something of futurity .” - ib. xxi. 92 .

इनहार एसी लषी । कही जु आल्ह उपाय ।

“ It is written thus as destined to be, the plan which Alha has spoken .”
- ib . xxi, 94.

Probably , also , to this place belongs the affix att in words

like uzatt“ a village accountant,” the a being an indication

of a lost ā , from an auto ) “ doer.”

In M . and G . this form loses its initial consonant, and ap

pears simply as ára. In G . it is incorporated into one word

with the verbal noun in ana, of which, except in this con

junction, no traces remain . Thus from te “ to be," comes

gtart “ one who is.” But, just as in the Old - H . FTAETT , the

sense of futurity has usurped the place of the original idea of

agency, and honâr now means “ he who, or that which, is to

be,” as he att â i na atat ata agit ata u “ That

which in truth is (destined ) to be, comes to pass, except truth

there is nothing else ” (Samaldas, Leckey, p . 64). It also takes

the long o, as OTT or TTTT “ that which is about to become,”

from ug “ to become,” Tautt “ that which is able," from
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799 “ to be able ; ” and is in practice used simply as a remote

future tense, less immediate in its action than the simple future

of the sa type, but equally common. Thus TTGT ATÈG VÀ

aäi ATTUTT “ For this very reason we are about to kill thee ;"

पोताना धर्मने कदी छोडनार नथी “ He will never forsake his

religion ,” in other words, “ he is not a forsaker (H . TETETTT)

of, or one who is likely to forsake, his religion ;" * auta

arita Ta utaattt gat “ Having killed another, I was about

to enjoy happiness,” literally , “ I was becoming an enjoyer ”

(Leckey, p . 161).

It is probably owing to the absence of any derivative of the

verbal noun in ana that the grammar-writers have failed to

understand the true origin of this form , and have supposed it

to be composed of the verbal stem and a suffix når or nåro, so

that chhodanâro is by them divided chhoda-naro, instead of

chhodan (a )- (h )aro.

A similar misapprehension has occurred in M . In that lan

guage, also, år, årâ, are used , added to the infinitive in , to

make, not a noun of the agent, but a future participle, so far,

at least, as the meaning goes. Thus from oth come TUTT

“ a doer," and aTUTTT, obl. aTuris. But these are used in

the sense of “ one who is about to do,” as in G . So our ofta

is “ the people who are coming," i.e. " who are expected to

come.” Godbol, at p. 109 of his excellent Marathi Grammar,

indicates rightly the origin of this tense , and illustrates it by

such nouns as Skr. कुंभकार, Pr. कुंभार , M . कुंभार. Other

grammarians, however, still speak of “ the participle in UTT."

This noun , used, as above explained , participially, is employed

to form compound tenses, $ 62. In H . and P . the noun in wâlâ

(not vâlâ ) is used in a future sense, as qe ataq OT UT “ he was

just about to go.” This is not perhaps a classical phrase, but

it is one which one hears a dozen times a day from the mouths

of people of all classes.

In O . one also hears a form in wâlâ added to the infinitive,
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as otraTUTETET " a receiver .” I suspect, however, that this is

a recent introduction from the Hindi. There is no w in Oriya,

and in trying to express the sound, they imitate the Bengalis,

and put that form of a which it has as the last member of a

nexus (the ya-phala as they call it), behind an wt. They pro

nounce this extraordinary combination wa, and not oya, as it

should be. The natural genius of the language has no form

for the agent ; instead of saying “ the speaker," they would

say , “ he who speaks,” or, if educated , would use the Sanskrit

agent in 1 .

B . had , in its original state, apparently no noun of the agent.

In modern times, recourse has been had to Sanskrit agents,

which have been used whenever required , but colloquially it

is easy to do without a nomen agentis, by slightly varying the

arrangement of the sentence, and this is generally the course

pursued . Such forms as aiat “ doer,” ETA “ giver,” used in

literature, are, of course, Sanskrit pure and simple, and as such

do not concern our present inquiry .

§ 76 . The pronominal suffixes which are peculiar to Sindhi

among the languages of the Indian group are also affixed to

verbs, and , indeed,much more copiously used in that connection

than with nouns. At Vol. II. p . 334 , these suffixes, as applied

to nouns, were briefly treated ; they require more elaborate

handling under verbs. It was mentioned, at the place cited

above, that in this respect Sindhi allied itself with the neigh

bouring Aryan group of the Iranian languages, especially with

Persian and Pashtu . I am not in a position to analyze the

Persian and Pashtu analogies, and with respect to the latter

language, though Trumpp has shown (Zeitschrift d . D . M . G .

vol. xxiii. p. 1) that it is in many respects more closely allied

to the Indian than to the Iranian group, yet it is so evidently a

border language, transitional between the two, that to admit it

to the present work would carry me beyond the limits of my

VOL. 111.
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undertaking. It will suffice merely to notice, without attempt

ing to discuss, the suffixes of that language as they occur in

analogy with Sindhi.

These suffixes are used to bring the object of the verb's

action into one word with it, and may be thus considered as

datives, accusatives, or whatever case expresses the nature of

the action of any particular verb . They are the same in form

as those attached to nouns, and stand thus in comparison with

Persian and Pashto :

SINGULAR . PLURAL.

Sindhi 1. fa

Persian I. p

Pashto 1. me

2. 7

2. -

2.de

3. fg .

3. 1.

3. e.

1. , 2. a 3. fq, a .

1. 6 2.Ús 3.uLé .

1. mu,um 2. mu 3. e.

Taking the aorist of the active verb as the simplest tense, we

find the suffix simply added without effecting any phonetic

changes in the termination of the verb. Thus ,

Sing. 1. to ofçui “ I let go,” with suff. of 2 sing. ofGVIE “ I let

thee go,” æfçuifa “ I let him go,” with suff. of 2 pl.

greuta “ I let you go,” afruifq “ I let them go."

Sing .2. á æfev “ thou lettest go," with suff. of 1 sing. BfEUTA “ thou

lettestme go,” and so on.

Pl. 3. & ofera “ they let go,” with suff. of 3 sing. arcfara “ they

. let him go,” and so on .

The imperative is treated exactly in the same way. The

respectful form takes pot in the singular in this connection,

not ca , as afraifa “ Please to let me go,” affarifa “ Please

to let him go.”

In the participial tenses a still greater variety of forms re

sults from the change of the termination for gender in the third
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person singular and plural. The first person , however, also

undergoes changes. Thus, in the present participle used as a

future, fH “ I shall be,” m ., becomes tht, and grafa

“ I shall be,” f., becomes tht. So that we get forms

m . ZTETT “ I shall be to thee,” staffs “ I shall be to him .”

f. tata “ I shall be to you ,” taifa " I shall be to them .”

So, also, the plurals crat m ., and fruiat “ we shall be,"

become respectively cle and fruit . The second person

remains unchanged , merely affixing the personal suffixes. In

the third person m. हूंदो is shortened to हूंद ,ु and f. हूंदी to हूं ।

or ; pl. m .Itbecomes , except with the suffix of the

first person plural, as CTH “ they shall be to us,” but a

“ they shall be to you ;” pl. f. remains unchanged .

The past participle used as a perfect tense undergoes analo

gous changes. Thus ,

1Sing. m. होसि “ I was," becomes होसा, as होसांद् “ I was to thee. "

, f. Fafa , „ tat, „ caifa “ Iwas to him .”

1 Pl. m .Fanat“wewere,” „ Eme ,, Emefa “wewere to them .”

» f. Fejat“ „ „ » Fonda “ we wereto you.”

The second and third persons remain almost unchanged . In

active verbs, however, where only the 3 sing. is used, owing to

the objective construction , a somewhat different system prevails.

The subject, which in other languages is put in the instru

mental,may in S . be indicated by a suffix , and the object being

also shown by a suffix, it arises that the verb may have two

suffixes at the same time. Thus “ I forsook thee,” would be in

H . # ã gg a tet, lit. “ by me thee forsaken ,” where the

subject is in the instrumental, and the object in the accusative,

case , the verb (i.e. participle) being left in the masc . singular,

because there is no neuter in H . In M .,which has a neuter,
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the Bhâva or impersonal construction is used,as Rui Tautfrei

“ by me to thee released,” as though it were a me tibi relictum

( est). Sindhi expresses this sentence by one word ofG TTHIE ,

i.e. chhadio-mân-i = “ forsaken -by me-thee.” Thus there arises

a long string of forms for every possible combination of the

agent and the object. A few may be given as examples; a full

range will be found by those who desire to pursue the question

further in Trumpp (p . 371) :

are THICH “ I have forsaken him .”

ofrutifo “ he has forsaken him .”

fakifrutiifa “ he caused him to sit.”

fautoifa " they said to her.”

fquista “ she said to them .”

The suffixes denoting the agent are i sing . and i pl.,which

Trumpp considers to be shortened from a “ by him ," instr.

of at “ this,” and Efa “ by them ,” instr. pl. of & “ that,”

respectively .

A curious proof of the antiquity of these complicated forms

with suffixes is afforded by the fact, that in connection with

them the 3 sing. aorist of v w appears still in its old Pr.

form of yg (wa), $ 59. This form exists only in combina

tion with the pronominal suffixes, whereas the ordinary form

ug is used both with and without suffixes. Thus they say

iffa and wuf “ there is to me," as in the line

गुझी अथमि गाल्हडी आउ ओहे तां ओरी ॥

“ There is to me a secretmatter, come near, then I will tell it."

– Trumpp, p . 350.

It is used just as in Latin “ est mihi,” in the sense of “ I have,"

as अथमि “ I have, " अथी ( for अथइ) “thou hast, " अथसि " he

has," अy (for अथऊ ) " we have, " अथव “ ye have, ” अर्थान

“ they have.” It is incorrect to say with Trumpp (loc. cit.)
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that atha has in S . “ been transferred to the plural.” The verb

remains in the 3 sing. throughout, and takes suffixes of both

numbers and all three persons.

In the compound tenses the suffixes are attached to the

auxiliaries, leaving the principal verb unchanged . Both single

and double suffixes are used in thisway, just as with the simple

and participial tenses. Thus faut to “ thou hadst made,"

sifi fazhatte ( Kods ) e na haiftutgif (for Futs) afi

FETTIE “ He looked towards that seryant whom he had pre

viously instructed ,” literally , “ Which servant previously by

him instructed , to that (one) by him looked ” ( Trumpp,

p . 379) .

It is tempting to look for the origin of this habit of using

suffixes to the Semitic languages, which, from the early con

quests of the Arabs in Persia and Sindh, may have had an

influence upon the speech of those countries. On the other

hand, however, the presence of a precisely similar habit in

Italian and Spanish, seems to show that there exists a tendency

to such constructions even in the Aryan family ; for I suppose

that even if we see in the Spanish forms a trace of Arab

influence, no such motive power can be argued for any part

of Italy , unless it be Sicily .

In Italian there are separate forms for the suffixed personal

pronouns, and when used with a verb in the imperative or

infinitive, these suffixed forms are incorporated into the verb ;

thus they say rispondetemi " answer me,” parlategli “ speak to

him ,” datele “ give her," imaginarlo “ to imagine it,” offriteci

“ offer us.” Double suffixes are also used, as assicuratemene

“ assure me of it,” dateglielo “ give it to him ," mandateglielo

“ send them to him .”

So also in Spanish , vino á verme “ he came to see me,” vengo

á soccorrerte “ I come to help thee,” quiero castigaros “ I will

punish you ,” dejeme “ let me go,” pasandome“ as Iwas passing,”

escribale “ write to him ," diles " tell them .” Here, also , double
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suffixes may be used, as decirtelo “ to tell it thee," mostradnosla

“ show her to us."

It is noticeable, however, that this habit in Italian and

Spanish ismodern , and does not exist in Latin , any more than

it does in Sanskrit. Is it, then, a result of the confusion of

forms that sprung into existence simultaneously with the decay

of the old synthetic system , or is it an adoption of a Semitic

principle ? Diez finds the origin of the suffixed pronouns in

shortened ' forms of the dative and accusative of Latin , which

were already in use in the classical period . It remains, how

ever, to be explained how this peculiarity arose in the Romance

group, in one member of the Iranian, and twomembers ofthe

Indian group, only , and nowhere else in all the wide range of

the Indo-European family .

$ 77. Having now gone through all the forms of themodern

Indian verb, the subject may be closed by some remarks on the

way in which the terminations are added to those verbal stems

which end in a vowel. So many of these terminations begin

with vowels, that a hiatus necessarily ensues, and the modern

languages, though they do not, as a rule, object to a hiatus, do

in this particular make occasional efforts to avoid it.

Hindi stems end only in long vowelsmå, i, ú , e, 0 . Some

grammarians call those stems which end in a long vowel open

roots, and those which end in a consonant close roots. This

terminology has nothing to recommend it, and there is no

advantage in retaining it. The tenses whose terminations

begin with vowels are the aorist, future , imperative, and past

participle.

Before terminations beginning with û or o, no attempt is

made to soften the hiatus, but before â and e there is sometimes

inserted a y or a . As typesmay be taken the stems # T “ go,"

" pe.

i Gramm . d . Romanischen Sprachen , vol. ii. p .85, et seqq.
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The aoristof “ drink," " touch," a " give," and oft " sow .”

of these five is as follows:

SINGULAR.

1. जाऊं 2. जाए, बावे, बाय

1. पीऊं 2. पीए, पीवे

2. छूए

1. देऊं , दूं 2. देवे , दे

1. बोऊ 2. बीए, बोवे

ळ

1. छूऊं

-

PLURAL .

1. जाएं , जावं , जांय 2.जाओ 3. जाएं , जावें ,जांय

1. पीएं, पीवें 2.पीओ 3. पीएं, पोवें

1. छूएं 2.छुओ 3. छूएं

1. देवें , दें 2. देओ, दो 3. देवें , दें

1 . बोवें , बोएं 2. बोरो 3. बोवें, बोएं

The common stems de and le usually suffer contraction by the

elision of their final vowel, and one more commonly hears do

“ give ! ” lo “ take! ” dùngå “ I will give," lùnga “ I will take,”

than the full forms.

The future and imperative follow the same rule as the aorist.

In the past participle of stems ending in â , y is inserted before

the a of the termination, as आ " come, " p. p. p. आ- य् - आ ( आया ),

पा "find , " पाया , खा “ eat, ” खाया. But in the poets, especially

in Tulsi Das, instead of a we find q commonly inserted . Thus,

एहि बिधि राम सबहि समुझावा “ In this way Ram explained to

all " ( Ay- k. 457). आवा “ came, " बनावा " made, " पावा “found, "

गावा “ sang, " for आया , बनाया , पाया , गाया respectively.

Kabir uses both forms indifferently. Thus in Ram. 48, i. पढाया

"caused to read, " पाया "found, " but inthe next, Ram. 49, पावा

and 491. In the fem . sing., however, and in the pl. m . and

f., the junction-letter व is not used , thus आई “ she came, "

बनाई " she made, " fem. sing., आय ,े पाये masc. pl. As all
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causals end in â , these forms are of frequent occurrence, and

sometimes even an 7 is inserted , as ante . In the old ha

future, the â of the stem and the initial i of the termination

frequently coalesce into ū , as

कछुक दिवस जननी धर धोरा ।

कपिन्ह सहित ऐहैं रघुबीरा ॥

निशिचर मारि तुमहिं ले जैहैं ।

तिहुँ पूर नारदादि जश गैहें ।

“ For a few days,mother, sustain thy courage,

Raghubir will come with the monkeys,

Slaying the demons,will carry thee off ;

The three worlds, Nârada and all shall sing his praise.”

– Tulsi, Ram ., S .-k . 36 .

where te = ,SOME, and 5 = y ; so also we

find o “ they will find,” for girl , mod. utan (Tulsi, Ram .,

S.- k . 10). In other places, however,we find the junction- letter

a , as utafa , wafe , etc.

In Panjabi the junction -letter for the aorist, imperative, and

future is regularly a , as a “ he goes,” atau “ he will go,”

but before o it is omitted , as atut “ go ye,” Juta “ ye will

go." For the past participle it is T , as IT “ been ,” masc.

sing., and is omitted before e, as the “ been,” masc. pl. In the

three first-named tenses the a is regularly inserted in pure P .,

but in speaking it is now sometimes, under the influence of

Hindi, omitted , and Zo is heard instead of the more cha

racteristic देवेगा .

In Sindhi all verbal stems end in a vowel, those stems,which

in other languages end in a consonant, having in that language

a short a or i. In this class of stems, before the neuter infini

tive in wu , a ą is inserted, as q “ fall," infin . qay ; fa “ bow ,”

infin . faay. Before the active infinitive in Tu no junction

letter is employed , as # “ measure,” infin . HTU .
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Stems, whether active or neuter, ending in i and ů , and some

times those ending in o, shorten those vowels in the infini

tive, as ,

ut “ drink,” infin . fawy

I " string ,” „ guy

ETT “ wash,” „ yung

“weep," » Full

T “be,” „ wy

but, on the other hand, CT “ carry ," has infin . wy ; and

stemsin â , including causals, retain the long vowel, as

गाल्हा “ speak, " infin. गाल्हाण

" cause to turn ,” „ TEU .

The aorist follows generally the type of the infinitive, re

taining the short vowel. In the persons 7 is inserted as in P .,

except before û or 0 ; thus yai “ I fall,” is declined

Sing . 1. vai 2. a 3. ya . Pl. 1. a 2. qut 3. qafa .

The q may be dropped before 2 and 3 sing., as U “ thou

sayest,” or “ he says.” The common verb fevy " to give,”

undergoes contraction in this, as in all the other languages ;

thus 2 sing. St “ thou givest," not feů, 3 pl. sta, not

frafa .

Verbs ending in â insert y before å , ủ , and o, as agut “ I

grow old ,” at “ we grow old ,” acte “ ye grow old .”

The imperative and other tenses follow the general rule,

which may, for Sindhi, and, to a great extent, for the other

languages also, be thus stated ; the junction -letters are 7 and

y , a is omitted before vowels of its own organ , as u and o , and

y is omitted before i and e ; before â both are employed , but

preferentially a after short vowels, and I after long ones .

Thus, in the present participle, which is used as a future, a is

either inserted or omitted , as
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qay “ to fall,” gazt “ falling."

fowy “ to drink,” fociet " drinking.”

yuy “ to wash,” ytat “ washing.”

Contraction also occurs, as चवणु “ to speak, " चंदो ( चवंदो )

Fuy “ to be," I (F t ) fevy “ to give," izt (fert).

The past participle regularly ends in Tut or ot, and the in

serted a is naturally dropped before it, thus

you makes it , not quit .

aayu Tent » Tait (Old -H . UTET).

If the stem ends in a palatal vowel or consonant, the i of the

termination is dropped , as ,

foy“ to become,” funt, not otwt = fø + TWI.

gay “ to speak,” got.

egy “ to inquire,” pat.

Passives naturally drop the euphonic a of the active infini

tive before their palatal junction-vowel, as—

ay “ speak,” imperfect 93 , Passive cu “ to be spoken .”

gay “ fall,” „ , qory “ to be fallen.”

The stems quoted above, as shortening their radical long

vowel before the termination of the infinitive active, naturally

retain the long vowel in the passive, as

07 " drink,” story “ to be drunk.”

g " string," qaru “ to be strung."

ETT “ wash,” tury “ bewashed.”

There is very little to notice, in this respect, about G . The

orthography of that language is still in so unfixed a state, that

it is impossible to seize upon any principles as to junction

letters. One writer will insert them , while another omits them ,

or the same writer will insert them on one page and omit them

on the next. Thus we find tu, eta , u , sty written in
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differently , also and . Until the natives of that pro

vince make up their minds as to how their language ought to

be spelt, it is impossible for foreigners to evolve any laws or

rules on the subject.

$ 78. Marathi is slightly more sensitive to hiatus, and has

a greater fondness for the y -sound than the other languages.

There exists, consequently , in some persons of certain tenses, a

system of Sandhi for Tadbhava words and forms, which differs

in its general principles from that prevailing in Sanskrit. The

grammar-writers, unfortunately, either omit entirely or only

casually note these important combinations. The following

remarks are offered as a contribution to the subject.

The tenses of the M . verb , whose terminations begin with a

vowel, are the aorist, imperative, future, and subjunctive, also

the participles present and past, the conjunctive and infinitive.

These are for the neuter verb ; in the active verb the t , which

is inserted between the stem and termination , causes a collision

of two vowels in the other tenses also. Verbal stems ending in

all the vowels except a have here to be considered (khâ “ eat,"

pî “ drink,” ghe “ take ” ).

Aorist, (in modern usage past habitual) —

SINGULAR.

1. ATÉ 2. CISH 3. DI& . 1. CTE 2. a 3. ara .

1. uti 2.Uke 3. t . 1. utaf 2. DN 3. uta .

1. Orain 2. Ga 3. Eriko. 1. ES 2. T 3. Era .

But in the 3 sing. a , ut are used , so also h , he in 2 sing.,

and in the 3 pl. the final & is elided . In 2 sing. both fand u

are changed to the palatal semivowel before â, though not

before ů , so that we have on , on side by side with oto (not

mi ), Esi (not zi).

i For the illustrations to this section I have to thank Captain G . A . Jacob,

Inspector of Schools, Punâ, who kindly furnished me with details which are wanting

from most of the grammars.

PLURAL .
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In the future there is similarly in 2 pl. aTA , VIT , 219 ,

and so also in the imperative 2 pl. 221, OTT ; " come,” makes

aorist 2 pl. UT, future to , and occasionally one hears a aorist

3 sing. for the more regular of

In the subjunctive the semivowel occurs again , as ONTOT,

stat, but atat simply from 9 . This last verb should , by

analogy, form 19T, but the double y in such a position would

be unpronounceable, and a single y is therefore exhibited . It

must not be supposed that the e of has simply been dropped .

For the potential the termination of the present aä might

have been expected to be simply added to the verbal stem , as

no hiatus would thus be caused . But the origin of this form

from the Skr. part. in ne renders this course impossible. The

a of qal having suffered elision , there naturally results an

hiatus. Thus from खादितव्यं, Pr.खावं gives खावव , the first

a supplying the place of the lost , so that in the potential we

get not craä , but ataan . Similarly alaga , agad , jaga ,

and even in stems ending in E , as fers " write,” feeqaa .

Stems ending in u preserve the hiatus almost throughout,

thus dhu “ wash ” —

Aor. yć, ya, ył: you, yu (but ya).

Fut. yta, yka , ys ; yma, yatar.

Subj. धुआवा or धुवावा.

Pot. yaaa .

In the present participle only a is added , not fa or wa , as

ata , ota , ea , gra , ya , and in the past participle the semi

vowel is generally used , as

CT p.p . CTET “ eaten .”

a „ TCT “ put on.”

at „ JTOT“ feared .”

„ 21 “ brought forth .”

07 „ OTTor fuert “ drunk.”
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Some stems avoid the hiatus by insertion of a , as ago ,

TG ( see $ 47), which is also used in some stems ending with

a consonant.

The conjunctive is Cria , otoia , asia , 2009 . These are

all the forms in which an initial vowel of a termination comes

in contact with a final stem -vowel, and it will be observed that

the change of the latter into a semivowel occurs generally

before a or å , but not before e or û . When the stem -vowel is u

or o, the semivowel is added to , not substituted for, the vowel,

as in yatat, not sat. From this and other instances in

word -building, and in the formation of the case of the noun, it

would appear that the labial and palatal vowels are more per

manent and less liable to change in Marathi than the guttural

vowel.

It is somewhat difficult to follow the author of the Portu

guese grammar of the Konkani dialect, in consequence of the

peculiarity of the system of transliteration which he uses, and

only half explains, but there would appear to be several forms

peculiar to that dialect. Thus he tells us that a makes its past

part. yelo or ailo, which latter he calls “ marattismo,” as if all

Konkani were not Marathi. â makes gheilo (perhaps DCE ),

as well as ghetlo ( @aa ). Qhatā ( ET) makes qhelo (CE )

“ outros dizem qhailo ” (ETECT), he adds, “ ambos irregulares,”

though the latter, from a Marathi point of view , would be more

normal than the actually used ca . Perhaps the author

would call it a “ marattismo.” Generally speaking, it would

appear from the specimens of Konkani given by Burnell, that

the termination of the p .p . consists of at, at, ai, etc., added

to the stem without an intermediate vowel, as a het " sat "

( M . CHC ), uça “ fell ” (M . TETT), Ttadt “ remained ” (M .

Theat), and the like.

The differences between Konkani and Marathi do not, I

Specimens of South Indian Dialects (Mangalore, 1872).
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think, entitle the former to be considered a distinct member of

the Aryan group, but rather a dialect of the latter, which has

been subjected very largely to Dravidian influences. Parallel

to it, on the opposite coast of India , is the Oriya spoken in

Ganjam and Vizagapatam , which, though radically Oriya, has,

nevertheless, been much Dravidianized by the influence of the

Telugu which surrounds it. Both Ganjam Oriya and Kon

kani Marathi show traces of this influence not only in pro

nunciation , but even in structure. There is much to be said on

this subject, were this the proper place for it, and , from the

known results in languages under our own eyes of Dravidian

influences on Aryan speech,we might base considerations as to

the probable extent and nature of those influences in former

times. The subject would require a whole treatise to itself.

$ 79. In Bangali no attempt is made to avoid hiatus, the

verbs ending in vowels simply add the terminations without

any change. Thus OT " go ” (pronounced já ), makes

SINGULAR . PLURAL .

Aorist. 1. ATE 2. ONCE 3. Art. 1. Unic 2. TH 3. ATT.

Present याइतेछि , subjunctive याइताम, and so on.

Contraction , however, takes place in the 3 pl. of the aorist,

as in यान for याएन, हन ( hond ) for होएन , and in the familiar

verb @ “ give,” almost throughout; thus we have

SINGULAR . PLURAL .

Aor. 1. fe 2. 3. . 1. FE 2. a 3.2a

Pres. 1. frares, etc.

Pret. 1. f 2.ffee 3. f7a . 1. FFUTA 2. ferret 3. ffaa

Fut. 1.faa 2.fafa 3.faâ. 1.fa 2.faroâ 3.feâa ,

contracted from ar, arafa, ana, ara, etc., respectively.
As a rule, however, though in ordinary speech many of the

forms of stems in vowels are very much contracted , yet in
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writing the full forms are always used . It is only in a few

very familiar words that the contractions are admitted into the

written style of the present day. The old poets, however,

writing more freely and naturally, employ them frequently .

Thus Bharat Chandra, मजुन्दारे संगे निला घोडा चडाया “ He

took Majumdâr along with him , having mounted him on a

horse ” (Mansingh, 417), where fact is for THT, from aca

“ to take.” So he constantly uses are for ang “ says," as atate

Effet qe i afea UTE ITT TI “ The Kotwal laughing, says,

Are you not ashamed to say so ? ” (Bidyâ- S. 356), also aa for

afga , as gry Ety far ara fafut “ Alas ! alas ! what shall I

say to fate ? ” (ib. 360), and fra for ga aorist 3 sing., as tā

दिया कतदुख मध्ये दिन कतसुख “ First having given how much

pain , they give in between how much pleasure ” (ib . 359).

The contractions admitted in Oriya are similar to those in

Bangali, but the language does not avoid the hiatus in any

way ; and in both O . and B . the terminations are almost

universally preceded by short i, which does not combine with

the preceding vowel, but in pronunciation often disappears

altogether. Thus they say, 0 . atg “ wilt thou eat? " for

. In a few words the vowel of the root has gone out,

thus from IT “ go,” we have farfa “ I will go,” for utfa ;

from OT " remain ," infin . feat for yttat ; OT " find,” however ,

retains its vowel, as otcf , utafa , atgal. Also off and on

retain their vowels everywhere except in the preterite, future,

and infinitive.
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$ 80. The seven languages are rich in adverbs, and have a

specially symmetrical range of pronominal adverbs, correspond

ing to the several classes of pronouns. The formswere given

in Vol. II. pp. 336 – 38 , in order to show their analogy to the

pronouns, but nothing was said in that place about their origin ;

it will now be necessary to consider them more closely . The

pronominal adverbs may be at once assumed to have sprung

from the pronouns to which they respectively correspond, by

the incorporation of some noun indicative of time, place,

manner, and the like. On the other hand, the adverbs which

have no pronominal meaning are clearly derived from various

cases of nouns, whether substantives or adjectives. Participles,

also , in virtue of their seminominal character, are used ad

verbially , either in their original form , or with certain modifi

cations. Adverbs, therefore, may be divided into two classes,

nominal and pronominal, with reference to their origin , and

into three general categories of time, place, and manner ,with

reference to their meaning. To these must be added adverbs

of confirmation and negation , and certain little helping words

which are more adverbial in their nature than anything else.

It is also to be noted that, while on the one hand simple nouns

are often used adverbially, on the other hand , adverbs are
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capable of being used as nouns with postpositions after them ,

as in H . na ait ara , lit. “ the word of then ," i.e. “ the matter

that took place then ," va a TOT OTOT “ the kings of now ,"

i.e. " those of the present day."

881. (1 ). Pronominal adverbs of time. — The near demonstra

tive is H . va, G . ga , M . Toki, O . va . All these hang to

gether, and are apparently compounds of the Skr. a " time,”

with the type of the demonstrative , T , or . The fuller

form in 0 . shows this, it is va anã , which is clearly the loca

tive case of a masculine ara , literally, “ in so much time.” G .

has prefixed a g , but many words in G . may be indifferently

written with or w ; there is, therefore, nothing organic about

this letter when met with in this connection. In M . Vet also

the seems to be somewhat anomalous. There are also , how

ever, many other forms for “ now " in the various languages,

which appear to be unconnected with वेला .

Hindi is mostly, however, faithful to the type in a ; thus in

Braj va , Marwari wh, and still more clearly Bhojpuri vật,

which approaches to the 0 . ta . The same type runs through

all the pronominal forms, as a “ whenever ,” a “ then," na

“ when .” Bhojpuri sat , aat, aat, Braj ga, aa , a . The

Skr. forms TT,TT, et appear in H . 9 , az , , and in

the dialectic forms, a , aet, 6 , 7i, arat; as also ate , etc.,

an , etc. ; the formswith the palatal and labial vowels have, I

think, arisen from the incorporation of the affirmative particle

et or “ indeed ,” of which more further on .

Panjabi FU , G . S. ETW , B . 299 , and a dialectic form in 0 .

gau , all meaning “ now ,” are to be referred , as the B . form

clearly shows, to the Skr. Tu “ instant, moment.” For the

rest of the series P . has , az , ai . S ., however , has

another type feu , ET " now,” in which wemay, perhaps, see

the Skr. ara “ time,” combined with the pronoun fg # " this ;"

VOL. III. 17
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for the other members of the series it has afget " whenever,”

afcet " then ,” afcet “when ?” which arise from the Skr.UET,

etc., with the emphatic et ,which has changed the preceding

vowel into the i which is so common in S. They also write

कड़ी and कडहें as dialectic variations ; also जां , तां (but not का ),

where the z of oft has suffered elision.

____ G . has, besides हवे, also हमणां, हवडां , and for the rest जेवार ,

तेवार ,े केवारे, commonly contracted into ज्यार ,े etc., in which

we see the Skr. aTT “ time.” Owing to the G . peculiarity in

respect of initial , we have also WHUT, and with a modernized

form of Skr. 7 “ here,” WATT (79 TTT) “ at this time,”

“ now ."

M . is consistent throughout Toet, Jogi, aost, hogi. In

Old - M . forms Terat, etc., occur, showing that the modern of

vh is an inversion from & hv. The suggested origin from Skr.

qil, by aspirating the 7 and adding ni, the termination of

the locative (Godbol, p . 75 ), is unsatisfactory . M . has also a

series gia , etc.,meaning “ while,” “ as long as,” which recalls

H . Ta with inorganic anunâsika.

0 . has the fuller forms, aa aaa , etc., and a explained

above; the former is quite as frequently used as the latter, if

not more so. “ Time ismade for slaves,” and not for Oriyas.

B .Jaa , aga , etc., uniformly , pronounced jökhon or jokhono,

etc. H . adds constantly for emphasis, as wat " now "

( 987),at" sometimes ” (magt), and with the negative azt

agt “ never."

For the indefinite pronominal adverb “ ever," " sometimes,"

the other languages have, P . azt (azet), azt, a , S. aset,

G .at, M . aut, B .mea , 0 . aa , waff. All these are re

peated to signify “ sometimes,” as P . ait ariet, M . quit aut.

The above express definite or quiescent time; for progressive

time, whether past, as “ since ,” or future “ until,” the adverbs

above given are used as nouns with case -affixes. Thus H . va

“ from now ," " henceforth ,” na @ " thenceforth,” ana
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“ since when ? " ga " from the time when ," or with the older

affix àt in the poets, as in na di TTA anff are yê I“ From the

time when Ram married and came home” (Tulsi- Rám ,

Ay-k . 5), P .51, S. affetat, afectat, afectant; where

it is probably a shortened form of art, an oblique from 9€,

which we may connect with ara “ time," as in fè 4T “ now ."

The long â or o of jadihå, jadiho, as contrasted with the i

of जडिहीं, seems to indicate an oblique form. G . हमणाथों

“ henceforth,” WRITTUT, and apparently also sattut, and the

rest of the series. They also say YATT get “ henceforth .”

M . uses 7 or Hidi, which are not pronominal. Neither B .

nor 0 . have special forms for this idea.

To express " until ” in Old - H . afat, ot o , in modern H .

7 , nga , and na , are affixed to the pronominal adverb, as in

Chand

तब लगि कष्ट दरिद्र तन ।

तब लगि लघु मुहि गात ॥

जब लगि हौं आयौ नहीं ।

तो पार न सेवात ॥

“ Till then, pain and poverty of body,

Till then , my limbs were light (i.e. mean ),

So long as I came not to thee,

And worshipped not at thy feet. — Pr.-R . i. 276 .

Here, as always in H ., the negative has to be inserted , and

wemust translate oa afar by “ so long as.” This idiom is not

peculiar to H ., but is found in many other languages. In

modern Hindi जब तक राम घर को नहीं आवे " So long as Ram

comes not home,” i.e. “ until he comes,” and the same in P .

S. has get or vetain " up to this time,” wet or stefate

“ up to that time,” where at , as explained in Vol. II . p . 298,

is Skr. era , which, from meaning " in the plăce,” has grown

to mean “ up to.” ait , I suppose, is a contraction of HT

“ time."?

( 2). Pronominal adverbs of place. See list in Vol. II. p . 336 .
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The Hindi series 98t, gei, het, het, het, is composed of the

pronominal bases with t , which we are justified in referring

to Skr. स्थान ; thus तहां तत्स्थाने . The dental is preserved in

several dialectic forms (Kellogg, p. 265), asMarwari wā , wat,

La “ here," Ba , etc ., “ there,” Avadhi yfzut, utfout, Bhoj

puri vat, 1878 . But the Braj ya , ya , is, I think, by

Kellogg rightly referred to the Skr. series , T , etc. The

Bundelkhandi form etsit is probably only another way of pro

nouncing t. , as we find in Old -Bengali such words as auifs

for Chiš (modern CHTET). To sthåne, also , are to be ascribed

the P . forms tha , o , etc. S. has not only fa , fofa , etc.,

which may come from , 49 , but TÔ , which agrees with P .,

and fea , which is, I suspect, like ferast “ one,” an instance

of a being put on to the front of a word without any etymo

logical cause .

G . has various forms wiet, iet, et, tut “ here," and

the same variety through all the series. The adverbial part

agrees with H . Shortened forms ज्यां , त्यां , क्यां , and even जां ,

ai, at, are also in use.

M . agrees closely with P . and S. in its series 20, 50, etc.,

where the final anuswâra, like that of BhojpuriVITT , preserves

the n of sthâne. But ata “ where,” has the cerebral.

0 . having first made sthåna into JT, proceeds with the de

clension through its own affixes, and has thus a modern locative

ठारे,in एठारे, सेठारे . The final रे is often dropped , and एठा ,

सेठा , or even shortened एठि , सेठि are used . B. uses खाने ,

which seems to come from स्थाने on the analogy of खंभो = स्तंभ

(Var. ii. 14 ) and cry = eta (ib. iii. 15). For “ where,”

however , it has a more regular form atut, in older Bengali

atury , as ATT HA Hauferat otra opera “ Where shall I

find a female saint like her ? ” (Bharat, Bidya -S. 399) , where

the final y for T is a relic of the e of sthåne. We also find

हेथा and हेथाय " here, " etc.
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In the case of the adverbs of this group, as in those of time,

the case -affixes are used , as H . DET À “ from where ? ”

“ whence ? " G . utet vt “ hence," P . faint "whence?” Butthis

practice is only in force to imply motion from a place. To

express motion towards a place a separate set is used.

In classical H . the adverbial element is t , as THT

“ hither,” gut “ thither. ” The dialectic forms are very

various. Bhojpuri has एम्हर , उम्हर, as also एने , उने, etc. ; in

eastern Behar one hears T , EHT, and many others. Kellogg

quotes also a curious form from Rîwâ ve ara , te auta , or te

HF. If we take the original of all these forms to be TT , that

is a word of many meanings both in Skr. and H . ; but I am

disposed to connect the series with M . FETT " face,” G . ANTES

id ., a diminutive from Skr. HC, so that the older adverbial

element would be FT, as in Bhojpuri, whence , which

would , by a natural process, glide into art and ut. For the

Rîwâ form I can suggest no origin .

The S . and M , forms seem to be connected, and with them I

would associate the common 0 . expressions & Hig " in this di

rection," " hither ” (wt is , a wis, etc.), which are loca

tives, and T 78, etc., “ from this place,” “ hence,” which

are ablatives. The Sindhi adverb , as usual in that language, is

written in a dozen ways, but the simplest form is və “ hither,"

and vet “ hence,” which, like O ., are respectively locative and

ablative. Marathi has what is apparently a fuller form Tail

“ hither,” locative, where the adverbial portion is one " a side,"

said to be from Skr. 22 “ hip , loin .” It has also an ablative

series Toisa “ hence.” May we not here throw out a crumb

for our Non -Aryan brethren ? There is a long string of words

in our seven languages of the type adda, and our Sanskrit

dictionaries give v us “ to join ," also “ to stop.” On the

other hand, Telugu has ikkada “ here,” ikkadiki “ hither,”

which looks very like M . ikade. So, also , in Telugu akkada

“ there." All the Dravidian languages have a root add,which,
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in various forms, has a range of meanings such as " to be near ,”

“ close," “ to cross," " to stop," and the like. They may have

borrowed from the Aryans, or the Aryans from them . It by no

means follows, as the opposite party always assume, that when

a word is common to both groups, it must have been originally

Dravidian. In the 0 . expression yg is a noun meaning

“ direction ,” and is used in that sense independently of its

adverbial employment with the pronoun.

(3). Pronominal adverbs of manner. — The Hindi series ut,

mit, ait, etc., and for the near demonstrative and interrogative

respectively softened forms uj and pi, vary very little in the

dialects. Marwari has 5 , TBi “ thus," and, together with

Braj and Mewari, has the far demonstrative, which is wanting

in the classical dialect, at or å . Mewaſi adds at and TT , as

19T , TT " thus,” which Kellogg looks on as from Skr. E and

TH respectively , and rightly so ; for even in classical H . wehave

ajat “ how ? ” and in Chand and the poets aft or (a ) are

added to all this pronominal series at will.

The older form of this group is still preserved in the Purbi

form TH or fa , fafa , fafa . Chand has both this series and

the modern one in यों , as यों भयौ रिषि अवधत । “ Thus the

Rishi was absorbed in thought” (Pr.- R . i. 48 ), IT TE que

gato ll fit una atfag gre I “ Thus this story is proved , its

learned folk know ” (ib. xiii. 5 ), acatan TH @ Teitige

TTo ufUTTO I “ King Prithiraj, rejoicing, thus (ima) led away

Padmâvatî ” ( ib. xx. 35 ), TETE DH f H I “ How can one

go there ? " ( ib. i. 90). Tulsi Das has fa , fafa , etc ., as in

तन पसेउ कदली जिमि कांपी " Her body was in a sweat, she

trembled as a plantain -tree (trembles).” — Ram . Ay- k . 131.

M . may be excluded , as it has no series of this type, but

merely the neuter of the adjective pronoun, as Wh , TÊ , .

All the other languages have closely allied words. B . QHT,

THA, TAQ, Taa , “ thus,” 59, etc . ; the first two are nomi

natives, the last two locatives. 0 . Thfa , Sofa , locatives; also
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Qoft, the pronominal type, with a postposition . G . TA , STA ,

where the termination has been lost, also for demonstrative

WA. This series is sometimeswritten SUA , UA , PA, but SA

is the more common , as in alfa OT 106 ont fait SA TO OTT

ori aitof i “ The fame of Nala was spread abroad, as spread

the rays of the sun ” (Premânand in H .- D . ii. 71).

Next in order comes the Old -Purbi H . A , etc., and, with

the nasal weakened , probably through an intermediate form

इंव , and change of the semivowel to its vowel, P. इऊं and ऐऊं

aiun, and the full series जिऊं , तिऊं , किऊं , as well as one

without the i, poi , asi, etc., to which is allied H . Jut, etc.,

for जिउं. S. rejects the labial element in इंत्र , हींत्र, ईए ,ं and

the rest of the series.

In this instance B . and 0 . preserve the fuller forms, and the

other languages fall away by degrees, in the order given above.

The whole group points, in my opinion, clearly to a type in Ha

or an . This is still more clearly seen by comparing the pro

nominal adjective of quality in B . and 0 . THT , HT , for

मन्तो is the regular Prakrit form of the masc. मत , just as वन्तो

is of qq in Skr. It is true that the existing Skr. series means

rather quantity than manner, thus

Terg , rent, rena “ so much,"

fara “ how much ? ”

Catat, oqat,oqq “ so much,”

utan “ as much as.”

But the affixes mat and vat imply possession, and thus naturally

pass over into the idea of manner. It seems that we have in

the modern group this affix added to the ordinary range of

pronominal types , and thus a formation of a later kind, rather

than a direct derivation from the Skr. Kellogg's suggestion of

a derivation from a Skr. series in tha, of which only ittham and

katham are extant in the classical writings, fails to account for
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the Old -Purbi and G . forms, as well as for those in B . and 0 .

Also the S . form to seems to bemore naturally referred to an

earlier emana, through enan , than to ittham , unless, indeed,we

regard the anuswara as inserted to fill the hiatus left by elision

of tth . S . does, undoubtedly, insert anuswâra to fill a hiatus ;

but as the cognate languages have a # just where the anuswara

in S . occurs, it is more natural to regard the one as a weakening

of the other, and the final anuswâra in H . and P . as the same,

pushed one syllable forwards, so that H . ut would be for an

older form fats . As the change, whatever it was, was com

pleted before our earliest writer Chand's days, there is no

actual proof forthcoming.

$ 82. Adverbs derived from nouns and verbs. — Under this

head may be classed certain words such as those given in

Vol. II. p . 296 , which are either postpositions or adverbs,

according to the connection in which they are used . In either

case they are, by derivation , locative cases ofnouns. Some are

peculiar to one or two languages, while others are common , in

one form or another , to the whole group. I do not, of course,

undertake to give them all, but only a selection of those most

commonly used , so as to show the practice of the languages in

this respect. There are, for instance, H . tô “ before," and

ote “ behind,” which are used adverbially in the sense of

“ formerly ” and “ afterwards ” respectively , that is, with

reference to time, and in this sense take, like the pronominal

adverbs, the case -affixes, as yra ait ara “ the former matter,"

lit. “ the matter of formerly ,” ute o go To Et “ I

will not tell the suffering that followed ,” lit. “ the suffering

of afterwards.” So also with a “ below ," and the other

words given at Vol. II. p . 296 .

Strictly referring to time definite are H . What “ to -day,”

P . Wo , S . 49 , etc. (Vol. I. p . 327 ), from Skr. Vel ; also

H . me from Skr. Dei “ dawn." This word has two meanings,
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it is used for both “ yesterday ” and “ to-day.” In rustic H .

we have the forms काल, कालि , काल्ह, and कल्ह (see Vol. I.

p . 350). As the Skr. means only “ dawn ” in general, it is

used in themoderns in the double sense, but in cases where the

meaning might not be clear from the context, a word meaning

past is employed when “ yesterday ” is intended , and a word

meaning future when “ to-morrow " is implied . It also takes

case-affixes, as कल की लडाई में घायल हुआ “ He was wounded in

yesterday's battle,” but are at I Hafa atua on “ If I

shall be wounded in to-morrow 's battle.” G . ata , S. are ,

ATTE , M . 210 .

So also are used the following : — Skr. UT:27 “ the day after

to-morrow .” In the moderns it has also the sense “ the day

before yesterday ,” as H . Otet, and dialects acet, acet, utt.

P . ATHY, S . ofte , oftgat, seem to be used only in the first

meaning. G . OTH , M . TOT. 0 . has ut always in combi

nation with f79 , and where the sentence does not of itself

sufficiently indicate the meaning, they add the words “ gone "

and “ coming ” to express it more clearly , ta ut f " the

day before yesterday,” and HAT OT fra “ the day after

to-morrow .”

H . goes a step further still, and has a tet “ three days ago,”

or “ three days hence,” where the first syllable is probably

Skr. f “ three.” Similarly S. aft , but also with rejection of

initial a , ufti. Kellogg quotes dialectic forms in H . WATHI,

art, art. In H . we have even a still further acht “ four

days ago,” which is rarely , however, used , and the initial of

which , I conjecture, comes from way, as though it were for

WRATHI " another day (besides) three days ago."

H . HOT " early," " betimes," and vat, or more usually wat

“ late," are Skr. # and , compounded with aut respectively .

S . सवेर and अवेर , also अवेल , besides the adjectivally used forms

सवेरो and सवारो, as well as अवेलो. In this sense is also used

H . Hara , Har , O . and B . id . ; in O . it is frequently used in
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mo we

as

ATE

the sense of " early in the morning,” also " early to-morrovo

morning," as if I gifte af fara fram “ To -day we

shall not be able to go ,wewill go early to -morrow morning.”

H . here uses ca , conjunctive participle of TC " to break ,”

as we should say “ at break of day ; ” also oTT “ dawn ”

is used in H . and 0 ., uti in B . for “ at dawn ; " where G . has

ATETUT, M . Bat (Skr. 37T “ sunrise " ). Common also is Skr.

प्रभाते, B. id ., G . परभात ,े of which the Oriyas make पाहान्ते " at

dawn ; " in Eastern Bengal one hears OTET. The H . att is

probably connected with the Skr. Vart in some way not very

clear. G . has a curious word Hot “ at dawn,” probably

connected with Ho “ to meet,” and, like Skr. HMT, indi

cating the meeting of darkness and light.

“ Rapidly ,” “ quickly," " at once.” — This idea is expressed

by derivatives of the Skr. VAT, principally from the p .p. p .

aftah , which is used adverbially already in Skr. The forms

are : H . Na , M . aa , G .TO, ATA , hatta , s . , O . B . ria ,

afra . M . has a peculiar word 99 “ at once, quickly, "

Skr. a (vat “ to cut ” ) “ a minute,” M . u “ to flash,

twitch , move quickly.” It is not found in any other language.

Commoner, however, is H . TE “ quick !” reduplicated caz ,

M . 209 , S. afzufe and afrufe , 0 . HZ , 4792 , B . gft ,

from Skr. ufafa . . “ Immediately ” is also expressed in M . by

granta , O . and B . aa auta , but these are pedantic. H. P. M .

and S . have also a word waa ; H . also verao " suddenly ,”

" unexpectedly ,” corresponding to which is G . vetea , utfeat,

pointing to a derivation from Wand v fera “ to think,” though

I am disposed also to remember Skr. चमत्कार, म. चौक , in this

connection . O . and B . use t , literally ablative of Skr. ,

meaning “ by force.” It is used generally of sudden and

forcible action , but also in sentences where no force, only sur

prise, or a sudden fright, occurs. Similarly in H . and G .

Tangan “ all of a sudden ,” M . Tarvat, are used .

Among adverbs of place , considerable divergences exist, each
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language having a large stock of words peculiar to itself, in

addition to those which are common to the whole group.

Sindhi is rich in words of this class,most of which are of some

what obscure origin . Thus we find a small group with the

typical ending in 3 , as IST “ opposite,” WIST “ near,”

wifett diminutive of the preceding . Peculiar to S. is also

agt “ near,” with its diminutive afett. ETT “ accompanied

by,” 0 . FET, is by Trumpp referred to Skr. HTŠ “ with ,” and

put “ near,” to wifea , probably correctly . See the remarks

on the postposition in Vol. II . p . 274, and on the Nepali

ablative in fha , Vol. II. p. 235. From adverbs with the

affixes ITand Tt are formed certain adjectives which may,

in their turn , be again used adverbially as well as adjectively ,

that is, they may either stand alone uninflected , or may agree

with a substantive in gender and number. Thus,

iti “ on this side,”

to “ in front,”

utca “ behind,”

मथे “ upon, "

मंझे " in, "

TTTET " somewhat on this side.”

TITET “ somewhat in front.”

OTTAST “ somewhat behind.”

1918 “ somewhat higher up.”

H ET ) . somewhat inside.”

Hyrs

This last word recalls the old poetic Hindi HUTT used in

Chand ( see Vol. II. p . 293). They may also take the feminine

ending yet, as ET, HUET.

Simple ablatives or locatives of nouns are also used ad

verbially, as

gute
{" from behind,” abl. of UT3 “ the rear.”

group“ from behind,” „ gfg " the back.”

yet)

1 Trumpp, Sindhi Grammar, p. 385.
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HUT “ from upon,”

मथे id .

HT " at all,”

aft “ completely,"

Aire

abl. ofHOT the head.”

loc. of id .

„ HTT “ place.”

„ HT " capital," " stock -in -trade.”

abl. of id .

HETE “ before,” loc. of HET “ beginning."

ACT id . abl. of id .

ATT “ on the other side," loc . of ITT “ the other side.”

OTTI “ from the other side,” abl. of id .

T “ within ," loc. of WFT " the inside.”

VETi
i “ from within,” abl. of id.

faa " in the midst,” loc. of fag “ the midst.”

" at all,” » 5 “ the core.”

a " below ,”

UT “ from below ,"

„

abl. of

“ the bottom .”

id .

Sindhi thus preserves the case-endingsmore strictly than the

other languages. The latter mostly take the Prakrit locative,

or ablative, and entirely reject the terminations.

· Hindi has a “ elsewhere," Skr. Walt, fant “ near,” also

नेरे (dialectically an and नेरी) ; परे " on the other side, " भीतर

“ within,” Skr. 777777 , air , ate “ outside,” Skr. afch ,

and others.

M ., like S., has HTII, but in the sense of “ before,” also a

“ before,” TETE “ beyond," at " above,” 7000 " near,” which

are peculiar to itself. In the other languages there is nothing

deserving special mention ; the subject has already been treated

in Vol. II. p . 296 .

Adverbs of manner .— While the adverbs of place, being also ,

in their nature, postpositions, and as such used to form cases, do

not call for special mention , adverbs of manner are not so used ,
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and it is to them that the term adverb , in its more special

sense, correctly applies. Such words as âge “ before,” pichhe

“ behind ,” and the others, may, indeed, be properly regarded

as adverbswhen they are used alone, but when in conjunction

with nouns, they become true postpositions, giving to the rela

tions of the noun a more extended application . Adverbs of

manner, on the other hand, are, for the most part, adjectives

used adverbially , and this practice is common in all Aryan

languages. In Sindhi, which preserves distinctions obliterated

in the other languages, adjectives may, as pointed out above, be

used adverbially by being undeclined , or , in their true use as

adjectives, by agreeing with the subject in gender and case.

Thus, to quote the instances given by Trumpp : 1

ओचितोई कुए हिकिडे उन भांडे जे भरि में बरुकिओ

“ By chance one mouse made a hole near that granary."

Here ochito-i is an adjective in the nom . sing . masc. with

emphatic i, and although by the accident of the construction it

is in the same case as the subject kue “ a mouse,” yet it is evi

dently used adverbially.

तडिही जर हारे जाल घणो रोई माउ वरिओसि

“ Then having shed tears much, having wept much, his mother

returned. ”

Here ghano is an adjective in the nom . sing . masc., and

clearly does not agree with måü “ mother,” which is feminine ;

it must be regarded as used adverbially .

___ लुकू लगनि कोसिऊं डाढा तपनि डीह

“ The winds strike hot, the days burn fiercely ."

In this sentence I do not think we should regard the

adjectives as used adverbially ; a “ winds,” is a noun in the

nom . pl. fem . and attust “ hot ” agrees with it, so also site

1 Sindhi Grammar, p . 386 .
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“ days,” is nom . sing. masc. and GTCT “ fierce, excessive ” (Skr.

), agrees with it ; so that we might more literally translate,

“ the hot winds strike, the fierce days burn.”

In Marathi and Gujarati also, where adjectives have the

full range of three genders, they are often made to agree with

the noun in constructions,where in English they would be used

adverbially. When intended to be adverbially used , they stand

in the nom . sing. neuter, ending in T M . and G . In Bengali

and Oriya, where no gender exists, it is impossible to draw the

same line of distinction, and this remark applies also to that

numerous class of adjectives in Hindi and Panjabi, as also in

all the other languages,which are indeclinable, or which , ending

in mute a , do not vary their terminations. Those adjectives in

H . and P . which end in â masc . and i fem ., when used ad

verbially , stand in the former gender and do not vary with

the noun.

$ 83. Conjunctions. — In Hindi the common word for “ and ”

is utt, Old - H . 6 , VT, from Skr. 79T “ other.” In B .

and 0 . it loses the final consonant, B . , 0 . 73. · In B .,

however, pai, pronounced ebong, is very common ; and it

“ also.” P . wâ, often shortened into a , probably from Skr.

ja “ at the end,” “ afterwards,” as well as VT ( VYT).

S . 8 , , or , in which the fondness of S . for the

i-sound comes out. G . uses generally Tent literally “ then .”

It has besides Q and ut for “ also,” which belong to the group

from put. G . va , shortened a , I am disposed to connect

with P . wa , and ascribe to Skr. va . In the former case the

a has been lost, in the latter the 9 . It may, however , be

allied to M . vifu, w et “ and,” from Skr. wag “ other.” In

all the languages, however, the shorter conjunction a is in use,

side by side with the words given above. The ordinary Skr.

# has left no descendants. The Gipsies use te or ta, which

agrees with P., also u ,which is Persian 5.
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“ Also.” — H . aft, Skr. ufa fe, Pr. fa fę . The various steps

from ufq downwards are all retained in S . fa , fa , fa (for

बिहि ), and भी . The other forms पुणु, पुणि , पिणि , are fromSkr.

GOT " again ,” and show a gradual change from the u to the i, in

accordance with S. proclivities. P . Tā means literally “ near

to," locative of atos “ near." G . qu , meaning also “ but,” is

from पुनर् . B. uses ओ , and O . भि .

“ But ” is very frequently expressed even in Hindi by the

Arabic words afara , qufa all , and Persian Hurt lo;

and in the other languages also. Pure Sanskrit are ota and

किन्तु , as well as बरण (Skr. वरं). In Hindi पर (Skr. परं) is

also used , and in P ., which also uses 7UT , and a strange form

TUT, in the initial syllable of which wemay recognize an in

corporation of the near demonstrative pronoun, so that it means

“ rather than this.” P . has also ATEİ, Hit, probably cor

ruptions of Co. Peculiar to P . and S. are the forms P . gut,

S. हथा, हथो, and emphatic हथाई and हथोंई “ but rather. "

These are ablatives from y , and the idiom may be paralleled

by our English phrase “ on the other hand.” S. has also 9T

“ but,” and qu , in which latter it agrees with G . It also uses

H TT, having added a final i to ko . G . and M ., in addition

to put , use also ota , O . fam and T , B . fame and at.

“ Or.” — H . at, wyat,which are Skr.,with a fora. The

Arabic I \ is very common, and commoner still is fai,

probably shortened from Skr. faiat. This far is colloquially

common in nearly all the languages. G . writes it ân , where

e is short. M . lengthens the vowel and retains the nasalization

की , also using अथवा, as does G . P. के , अथवा, and या . S. के

and at. B . uses several varieties of fact, as farat, farat, fa ,

and at, also wat. 0 . the same.

“ If.” — Skr. ofe , generally pronounced and written af , is

universal. H . shortens it into 5 and 9 ( = 16 , with loss of

7 ) and st, by rejection of final i, and goes out, its place
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being supplied by a and 8 ; thus Fr = a = 28 = ut. Persian

UIT 37 is also very common . P . S and Sat. This last in

troduces at for aft “ having done." S . H .

“ Although.” — Skr. Jafo is used in B . O ., also in H ., but

more common is atat “ if even ." P. has arra , literally “ one

may think,” or “ it may seem .” B . also uses off vt “ if

even .” S . ata , att , sometimes with a prefixed , î ata ;

this, too, is literally “ if even ,” for atë alone is used to mean

“ either," " even ," and is apparently really the correlative at

(93 = af ) with a diminutive affix . It is not found in the

other languages. G . JT QU “ but if .” In all cases there is a

correlative ; thus to H . ut or ot at answers at or at wit

“ then ,” or “ even then ; " to P . aprà answers at aft ; to G . at

out , answers at ou , and so in all. In B . and 0 .,as in written

H ., the correlative is Skr. gefa “ yet.”

“ Because.” — H . # ifa literally “ for why.” B . and 0 . use

Skr. कारण “ cause, " and जे हेतु or जे हेतुक. G . माटे, probably

Skr. hifa, which is also sometimes used in 0 . in the sense of

“ only ,” “ merely ," " for the simple reason that." G . has also

केमके “ for why, " and shorter कांके. S. जेला , जेल्हं, where the

last syllable is for at “ for ” (see Vol. II. p. 260). S. also uses

a string of forms with t “ why ? ” as TOIT, TE , and

et TT, et ot. The correlatives “ therefore," etc., take the a

form तेला " etc. "

These instances may suffice to show the general principles on

which the languages proceed in forming their conjunctions.

There is, as in other respects, a general similarity of process,

accompanied by variations of development.

$ 84. Interjections. The various spontaneous or involun .

tary sounds, some of them hardly articulate, by which sudden

emotions are expressed, are scarcely susceptible of rigid scien

tific analysis in any language. Everywhere we find ha ! ho !

or ah ! oh ! and the like. Surprise, fear, disgust, delight, and
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other sentiments are often displayed by grunts, shakes, turns

of the head , or movements of the hands, and among the people

of India the hands play so large a part in conversation that

they may almost be said to speak for themselves. It is only

the Englishman who can converse with his hands in his

pockets.

In Hindi the principal interjections are g, T, VET , vt

“ Ho! ” or “ Oh ! ” is used to superiors, as qatt “ O

incarnation of justice ! ” which is the common method of ad

dressing a Magistrate or Judge, “ O Lord ! ” afuat “ O

father ! ” , wet, and wt, have no special tone of respect or

disrespect. Sorrow is shown by ill, HIE , ETC , ET ET, WE

“ alas ! ” whence the common cry of native suitors, or persons

applying to a ruler for redress, teto literally “ twice alas ! ”

One often hears dohậe khudâwand, dohậe Angrez Bahâdûr,

which is as much as to say “ grantme justice,” or “ listen to

my complaint.” Others are fe fe “ fie ! ” ge “ hush ! ” Fre ,

JTE “ ah ! ” a cry of pain ; y disgust ; ga art, an

expression with a suspicion of indelicacy about it, like too

many of the native ejaculations, meaning “ begone,” and at

times with a menacing tone “ how dare you ? ” I suspect the

word now spelt ga was originally z from CTT “ to go away,"

“ be stopped ,” and atthe feminine genitive of q “ thou,” is

explained by such filthy expressions as att # T " thy mother.”

Two men are quarrelling, and one says to the other “ ah, teri

mâ,” “ oh thy mother.” The person addressed at once under

stands that some gross and filthy insult to his mother is in

tended, for indiscriminate foul abuse of each other's female

relations is a favourite weapon with the natives of India .

Thus the innocent word Hot or I T “ brother-in -law ," has

become the lowest term of abuse in these languages, the obscene

imagination of the people immediately grasping the idea in

volved in this assumption of relationship.

Panjabi has mostly the same as Hindi. A very favourite

VOL. III.
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interjection of surprise with Panjabis, though it is also used by

the other languages, is atg , and doubled at 18 . The simple

minded Panjabi says “ wâh ! wâh ! ” to every new thing he

sees, and this favourite exclamation helps to form the once

terrible war-cry of the fighting Sikhs, “ uâh wâh ! fatih

guru ji ! ”

All the other languages have these common interjections,

several of which are also Persian or Arabic more or less cor

rupted. Thus the Persian bola shâd båsh, “ be joyful !” is

used everywhere as a term of encouragement, " well done ! ”

and is used to stimulate workers to increased efforts, to express

approbation , or to kindle flagging courage. It appears mostly

without the , as shabash, shabâshe, sabås, according to the

language in which it is used.

A few special remarks are due to a very widespread word

which is claimed by the Non -Aryan writers, s , i or f .

This is used to call inferiors, to rebuke impertinence, in scold

ing or quarrelling, and in most languages takes also a feminine

form yet, st, it. Dr. Caldwell shows that this word is

also in use in the Dravidian group, and is there understood to

mean “ O slave !” Hemachandra , however (ii, 201), knows

it as used in addressing (sambhâshaņe), and in dalliance

( ratikalahe). For reproach (kshepe) he prescribes . I do

not dispute the Non -Aryan origin of this word, but it must

have found its way into Aryan speech at a very early date, and

has there , to a great extent, lost its sense of rebuke, for it is

often used merely to call attention , and in friendly conde

scension to an inferior, and there has sprung up beside it a

form vä , used also in the same tone. The interchange of 3

and I need cause no difficulty, being, especially in early

writers, extremely common. There does not appear to be

any Sanskrit origin for this word , and the fact that in the

1 Dravidian Comparative Grammar, p. 440 (first edition ).
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Dravidian group.it can be traced to a definite meaning, is one

which carries great weight.

In O . and B . 7 is only used in calling males ; when address

ing females, 0 . uses it , and B. of . Thus 0 . H T, HT

asta farat “ Come along, mother, let us go to the bazar; "

B . faazh u ya Twafa “ The lady entreats, ' hear me, oh

mymother "” (Bhârat, Vid .-S. 338). 1, wtart are also used

in B . in contempt or reproof. Both these words seem to be

fragments of tatt, from Skr. ota in the sense of “ person ,”

the word tot or on being used to indicate the women of

the speaker's family, and especially his wife, whom it is not

considered proper to speak of directly .

§ 85. It is necessary to revert to the subject of postpositions,

although they were partially discussed in Vol. II. p . 295,

because in that place they were regarded in only one of their

two aspects, namely, as factors in the declensional system .

Here they must be looked at as parts of speech, corresponding

to prepositions in the western Aryan languages.

In Hindi, in addition to the postpositions mentioned in

Vol. II., may be cited as very common the following, some of

which are also used as adverbs. Thus aller " without ” (Skr.

वहिस ) is used as a postposition with the genitive case, as घर के

atfet " outside the house,” or even without the genitive sign ,

as att af “ outside the door.” So also OTT " across,” “ on

the other side of,” is very commonly used with the direct form

of the noun in the phrase or UTT “ across the river,” “ on the

other side of the river .” So also ha “ with,” “ accompanied

by," as HT THA HAT “ accompanied by his peers and pala

dins," the meaning of the postposition from HA + + T

requires this construction .

ata “ in ,” “ in the middle of,” fat “ at the end of” (Skr.

fTTA ), a “ near to," " at the house of ” (Skr. ad ), #

“ with,” gry “ by means of,” et “ at,” “ at the house of ”
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(Skr. era ),' are also colloquially common, both with and with

out the sign of the genitive, but more frequently with it.

Panjabi has tos " near,” literally , “ in the bosom of,” ataot

“ from the side of,” faz " in,” which is the regular sign of the

locative, YTT " on the other side,” and UTT ATT “ on both sides ”

(of a river , valley, etc.), as well as the Hindi words given above.

The postpositions in Sindhi are more numerous, and are

divided , more clearly than in the other languages, into two

classes, those which are added direct to the oblique form of the

noun , and those which are added to the genitive. Of the

first class are HT or oft “ on," “ leaning on ” (Skr. 77),

where in H . HT rather means “ full,” as at 37T “ a full kos; ”

atfe and atru " up to,” which Trumpp regards as an emphatic

locative from ate “ end ;" fi, fata, , fat, “ like ” (Skr.

Je ) ; Gi , gtę , “ towards, " with an ablative form ggi

“ from the direction of ” ( perhaps from Skr. ffu ; Î , fru ,

“ without” (Skr. ) ; at, hry , # , ang “ with ” (Skr. FA ; cf.

B . Ha ).

___ S. सूधां " along with, ” H. सूधा and सुधा “ with, " 0 . सुधा or

# 7 FUT “ together with,” “ all taken together," from Skr.

ATSA , according to Trumpp and others, but the 0 . usage

seems to refer rather to Skr. 13 , in the sense of # 15 “ com

pleted .”

S. at “ up to,” “ till ” (Skr. BtHT), P . # # and # g , ap

pears occasionally to be used as a postposition , and one or two

others of less importance complete the list.

1 Platts (Grammar, p . 195 ), from whom I take this list, is the first writer to give

the real origin and meaning of this word, which I, in common with most of my

countrymen, had hitherto confounded with yahân “ here.” There was no need for

Platts to be so very dogmatic and arrogant about this and one or two similar small

discoveries. He should try to bear the weight of his stupendous erudition more

meekly . We may be thankful, however , to him for condescending to make a few

mistakes occasionally, to bring himself down to our level. Such are the remarkable

bit of philology in note 1 , page 164, and his remarks on the intransitive in notes to

pp. 171, 174. Hewho undertakes to correct others, should be quite sure he is right

himself first .
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Of the second class are बाझां, बाझं, बाझों “ without, ” P.

al , atit id. This rather means “ owing to the absence of,”

as in the passage quoted by Trumpp, ati afte HTRIT ÊTE

देखण बाझों दोस जे “Then they were considered by the hero as

thorns in the absence of his friend.” It is probably connected

with Skr. vay in the sense of being bound or impeded . fant

“ without” (Skr. fant), is also common in H . P . B . and 0 .

In M . feat, and G . featand 2017 (winâ, wanâ).

S. ak and a “ for the sake of,” correspond to H . P . Fre ,

and are used like it, either with or without the genitive par

ticle ; but in S . themeaning is the same in both cases, while in

H . it differs ; thus ge fee “ for that reason ,” but BH fare

“ for the sake of him .”

While in the other languages the postpositions, when not

used as case -signs, are almost invariably joined to the genitive

with the masculine oblique case-sign , in Sindhi they may take

the ablative or accusative. Thus Het “ in front,” may take

the accusative. It is probably like 0 . Hat " in the first

place," or with a negative met a “ not at all,” “ at no time;”

thus wat afa o afz literally “ to begin with , he did not go

there,” that is to say, “ he never went there at all,” locative

of Skr. Fift " beginning."

aft “ within ,” Skr. tay, but more probably from Persian

dſ. IST“ near to,” UTTI “ apart, without," atû “ for the

sake of,” contracted from artu ; “ upon ," loc. of Het

“ head,” ata “ like to ,” at“ near to," are also used in the

sameway.

In Marathi, besides the postpositions which are exclusively

employed in forming cases, there are some which are added

direct to the oblique form of the noun , and others which

require the genitive case- sign .

Of the former kind are at “ on ” (Skr. guft), which is

generally written as one word with the noun, as ertat “ on
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the house,” gatas “ till to-morrow .” A longer form is a car,

which is declined as an adjective, generally meaning “ up.”

Others are atET " out,” uta “ in ," as “ at,” aca " by means

of,” atea “ without,” fagut “ about,” “ concerning,” literally

“ in the matter (of),” HTOI “ behind,” “ formerly,” që “ before,”

“ in future,” erat “ under.”

There is nothing specially worthy of note in the remaining

languages which do not vary from Hindi very widely, either in

the words they use, or in themanner of using them .

$ 86 . The survey of the seven languages is here ended ; the

thinness of matter and illustration , in some respects, is due to

the want of material, the difficulty of procuring books, and the

absence of persons who might be consulted . Others, who enjoy

greater advantages in these respects, will, in future times ,

supplement and supersede much that is defective and erroneous

in this outline. Amru’lkais sings

ريسفتةشاشحتمادامرملاامو

لآالوبوطلافارطأيريدمب

FINIS .
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The Roman numeral indicates the volume, and the Arabic

numeral the page. Only those words are here given which

form the subject of some discussion, or illustrate some rule . A

hyphen before a word indicates that it is a termination.

NOTE. — When the anuswâra precedes a strong consonant, it

is not the nasal breathing, but the nasal letter of the varga of

that consonant, and is therefore the first element in a mixed

nexus. It must be looked for at the end of each varga.

-aïņ , ii. 167

aüņâ, i. 193

aņin , ii. 311

aņvalâ , i. 254 ; ii. 29

ans, aṇsu (ança ), ii. 174

aņsû, aşsün (açru ), i. 357; ü .
193

-aşhi, ii . 223

aṇhri, i. 134

-ak , ii. 29, 111

aka, ü . 345

akad, ii . 102

akadait, ib .

akatar, ii. 346

akaté, ib.

akarâ , i. 260

akavka, ii. 345

akkh, i. 309 ; ü . 173

akshi, ib .

akhi, ib.

agaru, agare, ii. 296

agaro , ib . ii. 101

agaļâ , ib .

agâü, ii . 296

agiâr, i. 260 ; ii. 134

agio, ii. 296

agun, i. 172

agunis, ii. 136

agûniko, ii. 115

agg , aggi, agi (agni), i. 300 ; ii.

52, 218

aggâü, aggâdu, ii. 297

agra , ii. 288, 296
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aglâ, ii. 101

ank , ü . 120

ankaļi, ib .

anka, üïi. 68

ankûr, ii. 232

ankhadi, ii. 120

ankhi, ii. 173

ang, ii. 121

angana, ii. 17

angâra, i. 129 ; ii. 289

angiyâ, ü . 121

angurijaņu, iii. 71

anguli, i. 134

anglalutno, ii. 288

acharaj, i. 136 , 349

acharat, ib.

acho, achchho, achchhâ , ii. 12

Vachh , achchh ( as ), iii. 180

achhâni, ii. 80

achchhario, achchhero, ü . 286

achhi, iii. 185

aju, ajj, ajja , i. 327

anjali, i. 252

anjhu , i. 357

-at, ii. 67

atak, ii. 31, 51

ataknâ, ib.

atâ , ațârî, ii. 120

atkâ , ii. 63

atkânâ, ii. 31

atkelo , atkhelo, ii. 96

aţth , i. 315 ; ii. 133

aţthi (asthi), i. 317

atthârah , ii. 134

athavaņûk, ii. 44

athậi, athâîs, i. 253

athâvan, ii. 141

adaņâ, adaņen , ii. 20

adat, adatya, ii. 53, 88

adavaņûk , ii. 44

adahan, ü . 134

adiyel, ü . 96

adi, adich , ii. 144

adhat (aphat), ii. 53

aờhail, ü . 96

adhậi (aphậi), ii. 144

adhâr, ii. 134

-aņ , ii. 166

andâ, anden (anda ), ü . 8

andađâ, ü . 120

-at, iii. 123

atasî, i. 130, 179

-atu , ii. 63

adhasta, ii. 298

adhu, adhe, ii. 12

addhâ, ii. 12

-an, ii. 165

-ana, ii. 15

ani (anya), i. 341

antar, antarûŋ (antra ), ü . 174

-ando, iii. 123

andhakâra , andherâ , i. 299

andhâ , andhalâ , ii . 12

andhâpaņu , ii. 73

-anh, ii. 206

annhâ, ii. 12

annherâ , ii . 299

apachchhar (apsaras), i. 309

apûpa, i. 179

apnâ , ii. 329

ab, ii. 336

abhyantare, i. 182

abhra , ii. 21

amangala, i. 252

amaro (-re, -ri), ii. 345

ame, ii . 307

amen , ii. 302, 308

amo, ib.

amb, ambâ, ambu, i. 342 ; ü . 21

ambavaņi, ii. 127

ambiyâ, ü . 21

ambhe, i. 262
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amhe, amhan, etc. (forms of 11

pers . pron. pl.), ii. 302

-amhi, ii. 223 â , ii. 318, 336

-aya, i. 140, 204 Vâ, âïs, âs, üz . 45

-ar (genitive), ii. 276, 280 âïņ , ii. 205

aranya, i. 179 -âïņ, âïņi, ü . 80, 169

aratti, arattutno, ii. 288 -âïn , ii. 166

arahat, araţu (araghatta ), i. âïsâ , i. 158

266 -âît , ii. 104

archi, i, 318 âûlâ, âolâ , ii. 29

arņa, i. 341 ân, ii. 302

ardhâ, ii. 12 âņin , ii. 311

aliam (alîka ), i. 149 âņûn , ii. 302

alsi, i. 130 ânon, ü . 113

ava, i. 178, 204 ânv, i. 254 ; ii. 173

avaka, ii. 345 ânvalâ , i. 254 ; ii. 29

avasthâna, i. 178 ânviro , i. 254

avalambana, i. 252 âņsû, i. 357

avaçyâya, i. 356 âŋhin , ii. 336

avaļo, ii. 73 âku , i. 310

avin , ii. 311 âkhaļu, i. 259

avijaņo, iii. 72 âkhu, i. 310

avgo, avgutno, ii. 288 âg, âgun, âgi, (agni), i. 300 ; ii.

açi (açiti), ii. 137 52, 191, 207, 209, 218

ashtau, i. 315 ; ii. 133 âgal, âgali, ii. 101

ashțâdaça, ii. 134 âgâ, i. 142

Vas, iii. 171 âgiâ , âgyâ (âjña), i. 303 ; ii. 159,

asâ , ii. 302 195

asâdâ, ii. 313 âgion , âgu, âge, i. 296

asi, ii. 137 ânk, iii. 68

asin , ii. 302 ânkh, i. 309 ; ii. 173

ase (as), ii. 184 ângan , ângaņu, ii. 17

asnân , ü . 17 âchhe, i. 215, 218 ; iii. 185

asthi, i. 317 âj, âji, i. 327

-ahan , üi. 220 âjikâra, ü . 279

ahaï, ahahi, iii. 173 ânch, i. 318

-ahi, ii. 221 ânju , i. 357

ahîn , ii. 311 -ât, ii. 65, 67

ahir, i. 268 âț (ashtau ) , ii. 133

-ahun , ii. 220 âtalo , ii. 336

ahvân , ii. 311 âțh (ashțau), i. 315 ; ii. 133
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-âvat, ii. 69

âvatto , i. 334

-âvan , ii. 69

-âvo, ii. 336

âçî, ii. 137

âçcharya, i. 136 , 344 ; ii. 286

âshâŅha, i. 259

âsarâ , âsiro (âçraya), i. 182, 357 ;

ü . 10.

-âhat, ii. 65

-âhi, ii. 213

-âhin, âhun, ii. 220

âhe (vas), üi. 172

âhed, âher, i. 266

-âho, ii. 213

-â ], -âļu , ii. 90

âļokh , ii. 104
A

âțhâis , i. 253

âțhara , ü . 134

âthun , ii. 247

-âtho, ii. 114

âdâi, ii. 144

âdat, âdhat (âșhat), ii. 53

ân, ân (Vân ) iii. 44

âņiko, ii. 115

âņņâ, ii. 8

-âti, ü . 105

âtman, i. 330 ; ii . 76, 328

âdpis, i. 158

âdhâ, ii. 12

cân, ii . 69

âno, ii. 8

ânt, ii. 110

ântachâ, ib.

-ândo, iii. 123

ândhaļo, ii. 12, 73

Vâp, app, iii. 41

ấp, âpan, spana (atman), i. 330;
ii. 328

âpalâ , ii. 330

âpas, ii. 330, 348

âpelo (âpida ), i. 156, 196

âbh, ü . 21

âm, P. 342 ; i . 219

-âmani, ii. 70

âmarâ, i. 54 ; ii. 302

âmi, ii . 54 ; ü . 302

-âmi, ii. 77

âmba, âmbo, i. 342 ; ii. 21

âmbațâņ, ii. 127

âmha, âmht, i . 302, 308

âyâ, iii. 16

-âr, -ârâ , -âru , ii. 94

-âl, -âlu , ii. 90, 94

-âlâ , iii. 142

âlaya, i. 182 ; ii. 10, 93, 98

âv, iii. 44

-âv, ii. 63

i, ih , ü . 317 , 319, 329, 336

-ia, -io, iii. 133

iúp, iii . 262

ik, ikk , ü . 131

-ika, ii. 83, 34, 111, 156

ikade, ii. 146

- ikâ, ii. 164

ikâhat, ü . 141

ikshu, i. 135, 218, 310

igâraha, ii. 134

igyârahvân , ii. 248

ingâlo, (angâra ), i. 129, 250

ingiaņņo (ingitajña ), 302

iņam , i. 156

iņâņam , ii. 335

- iņo, ii. 114

it, itai, iii. 260

-ita , ii. 102

iti, i. 180, 196

itthe, ii. 336 , 346
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itthi, itthikâ (stri), i. 363

itnâ, ü . 336

idhar, ï . 336

-in , - inî, ii. 153, 164

- ini, ii. 84

imi, iii. 262

imli, i. 134

-iya, ü . 84, 88 , 156

iyânâm , i. 186

-iru, ii. 113

-il, ü . 94, 95

- ila , -ilâ , iii. 134

ilsi, i. 130

iva , i. 180

i, ii. 317, 336

- i. ii . 83

-io, i , 83, 89

-in , ii. 223

îna, ii. 336 ; iii. 264

ikh , i. 310

- îņ , ii. 170, 231

- ino , ü . 114

-îndo, iii. 123

-iya, ii. 84, 85, 156
-iro , ii , 97

-11, -ilâ , - ilo , ii. 95 , 97, 98

îsarâ (içvara), i. 358

-ihi, ii . 215, 218

il, ü . 98

ug, ugg, ugav (Vudgam ), i. 294 ;

iii. 39

ugâr (udgâra ), i. 179

ugâl, ugâlhņâ , ib.

uchakkâ, ii. 72

uchâî, uchchâi, ii. 79

uchân, i . 80

uchchâ, ii. 13

uchchhû (ikshu ), i. 135, 146,

218 , 310

ujâạnâ, ujâdû, ii. 36

uncha, ii. 13

unchat, ii. 122

unchâi, ii. 79

uth (Vutthâ) i. 294 ; iii. 40, 83

uthu , ii. 87, 92

ud (uf, Vuļļi), uậiſ, iii. 44

udako, ii. 33

uđâu , üi. 41, 43

udák, ib.

uţân, ü . 81

uņih , ii. 134

undâ, ii. 81

utar (Vuttři), iii. 54

utârnâ, utârû , ii. 36

uti, ii . 336

-uti, ü . 108

utthe, i. 314 ; ii. 336, 346

utthon, ii. 346

utnâ, ii. 336

utsava, i. 317

utsuka, ib .

uda, ii. 21

udumbara, i. 133, 180

udgâra, i. 139

udra, ii. 21

udvodhâ, i. 245, 271

udhar, ii. 336

udhâlû , ii. 37

un , i. 343 ; ii. 48

unâis , unis, ii. 134

u , ii. 318, 336

-ua, -uâ, ii. 39

uajjhâao, i. 328

-uka, ii. 35, 112

ukhandijaņu, iii. 71
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unân, unhân, ii. 318
unâlâ , ii. 93

uni, ii. 319

ungali, i. 134

undir, ii . 231

unho, i. 347

upa, i. 200

upajjhâyo (upâdhyâya), i. 328

upano, iii. 141

upari, ii. 298

upavishţa , i. 179 ; ii . 38

uppalam , i. 284

ubâlnâ, ubâraņu (ujjvâlana), i.
294

ubidako, ii. 33

ubhârnâ (udbhâraņa), i. 294

umrâü , ii. 152

umhal, i. 347

urlâ , ii. 344

urân, ii. 207, 219

-ul, -û , ii. 99, 100

ulka, i. 180

ulko, ii. 33

uvavajjhihiti (Vupapad ), iii. 20

us, ü . 318

ushun, i. 172

ushma, i. 172, 347

uh, uhai, ü . 318, 336

uhado, ii. 336

ûnchâ, ü . 13, 79

ûnchâî, ü . 79

-ûņiko, ii. 115

-ûņo, ii. 114, 115

-ûndo, ii . 81

ût, ii. 21

-ût, i . 108

ûd, ii. 21

ûn, i. 343 ; ii. 48

ûnavinçati, ü . 134

ûnh, i. 347

ûpar, ü . 298

ûrnâ, i. 343

ûs, i. 218 , 310

-ûhi, ii. 215

RI

ſiksha, i. 159 , 218 , 310 ; ü . 14

șitu, i. 159

Vșidh , i . 53

șiddha, i. 159

șishabha, i. 159

șishi, i. 160

û , ü . 318, 339

ûņa, ü . 336

ûkh , i. 135, 218 , 310

îngh, ii. 82, 92

ûnghâs, ûnghâsâ , ii. 82

ûnghâļu , ii. 92

ûchâni, ii. 80

ûcho, ib .

-e, ii. 262

e , ii . 317, 336

eâraha, i. 260, 243 ; ii . 134

- en , ii. 262, 271

eka, ek , eku, ekk, i. 141, 156 ;

ii. 130, 245

eka- (in comp.), i. 253, 259, 288 ;

ii. 134, 141

ekottara, ü . 142

ekhana, ii. 336

ekhâne, ib.

egye (âge), i. 142 ; ü . 296
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etalo, ii . 336

ethâ, ib.

ed , eļi, i. 134

ede, edo, ii. 336

-en, ii. 169

eta, ii . 336

etiro , ete, ib.

-eto, ii. 103

ethâkâra , ii. 280

em , eman, emanta, ii. 336

-er , ii. 276 , 279

eraņda, i. 180

-erâ, -ero, ii. 98

-erâ, ii. 199

-el, -elâ, -elu , ii. 95 , 97, 98

-elo , iii. 134

evado, ii. 336

eve, evo, ib .

esu , -esun, ii. 219

eh, ehâ, ehân, ii. 317

-ehi, - ehin , ii. 219

ehvân, ii. 336

-on (pl.), ii. 218 , 243

-on (loc .), ii. 236, 346

oka, ii. 345

-oko, ii. 112

okovka, ii. 345

okhâne, ii. 336

ogaņis, ü . 134

ogâl, i. 293

ojhâ, i. 328

onja ?, i. 252

oth , onțh (oshtha ), ii. 7

othâru , ii. 92

othî, . 87

ode, odo, ii. 336

oņav, oņâv,oņâ (Vavanam ), iii.57

ondâ, ii. 81

otiro, ii. 336

-oti, ii. 108

odava, ii. 345

ovoka, ib.

os, i. 356

oshtha, i. 317 ; ii . 7

ohi, ii. 204

AI

AU

ai, i. 185

aiņçi, ii. 137

aidan , ii. 336

aiņâ, ii. 336

-ait , ii. 69

- aitâ , ib .

- aito, ii. 103

-ail, ii . 95, 167

aisâ , ii. 336

-aut, ii. 69, 106

-autâ , auti, ib.

-aun, -aunâ, ii. 69

aur, ii. 341 ; iii. 270

aushadha, i. 133, 252

aushtșika, ii. 87

K

ka, ii. 344

-ka, ii. 26

kanval, i. 255 ; ii. 23

kaņh , ii. 253

kanhaiyâ, kaņho, i. 163

o, ii. 318, 336

-on (ord .), ii. 143
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kaņhin , kanni, č . 323, 326 kantaka, i. 297 ; i . 29 , 93

kakaļi, i. 130, 133, 318 ; ii. 35 kanthâlâ , ii. 89

kakado, i. 318 kanthi, i. 270

kakkho, ii. 7 kaņdâ, kaņdiâlâ , i. 297 ; ü . 29, 93

kaksha, ii. 7, 87, 257 kaņņo, i. 343 ; ü . 7

kakhana, ii. 338 kata, ii. 338

kankan, i. 199, 296 kataran , i. 334

kankar, i. 130 ; ii . 95 kati, i. 334

kankarilâ , ii. 95 kath , i. 267 ; iii. 37

kangan, i. 296 kad , ii . 338

kachak , ii. 31 , 88 kadala , ii. 345

kachanen , ïi. 68 kadali, i. 142

kachâț, ii. 68, 89 kaniâ (kanyâ), i. 341

kachiandh, ii. 126 kanu, i. 343 ; ü . 7

kachim , i. 273 kankaņo, kangan, i. 199

kachchh, ii. 7 kankâla , kangâl, i. 198

kachchhapa, i. 153, 273 kandhỉ, i. 270

kachhû , ii. 328 kandha, i. 297 ; ü . 9, 109

kañâ, i. 341 kann, i. 343 ; i . 7

kanjho, i. 356 kannh, i. 300

kaț, kâţ (Vkpit), i. 333 ; i . 13 ; kanhaņen, ii. 60

iii. 59 kanhavâļû , ib.

kat, i. 145 kapaļā (kaprâ ), i. 199, 318

kațâit, ii. 105 kapaļiândh, ü . 126

kațân, ib . kaparda, i. 158, 209

kațâha, i. 199 kapâța , i. 200

kathan (kathiņa), i. 145, 155 ; ii. kapâs, kapâh, etc., i. 259, 318

13, 82 kapitthâ, i. 273

kathanâç, ii. 82 kapûra , i. 318

kad , ii. 93 kab , ii. 338 ; iii. 257

kadak , kařkâ, ii. 31, 33, 43 kabarā, kaburâ , etc ., i. 130, 319

kadakad, ii . 104 kamala , i. 255

kadakhâ, kapkhait, ii. 103 kamâû, ii. 41

kaņâhî, i. 199 kamîn , ii. 167

kaļihin , ii. 338 kamp,kâmp, etc. (V kamp), i.279;

kadil, ii. 98 iii. 34

kadh, kadąh (Vkrish ), i. 353; | kambalâ, kammal, etc., ii. 23
iii. 57 kaya, ii. 344

kaņ, ii. 324 kar (Vkļi), i. 98, 160, 181; ü .

kaņik , ii. 231 17, 19, 38, 162, 179, 285 ; üü .

kaniç, ib . 11, 16, 18 , 23, 41, 72, 75, 77
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kar, karâ (genitive), ii. 277 , 279, | kahun, ii. 253

287 kaļâ , i. 244 ; ii. 13

kara (hand), ii. 11 kaļes, i. 171

karapaņen , ii. 67 kâ , ii. 276

karâi, i. 199 kâïth , ü . 167

kariâ , i. 247 kânhân , ü . 338

kariândh, ü . 126 kâîhîn , ii. 328

kariso , i. 150 kâka, kâg, i. 198

karodhi (krodhin ), ii. 167 kâkâ, i. 210

karoh ( kroça), i. 259 kâkh, kânkh , i . 7, 257

karkațikâ, i. 133 ; ii. 35 kânkada, i. 318

karjâi, ü . 168 kâchhe, i. 218 ; ii. 257, 258

karņa, i. 343 ; ii. 7 kâj (kâcha), i. 199
kartana , i. 333 kâj (kârya ), i. 349

kardama, i. 334 ; ii. 26 kânchana, ü . 17

karpaţa , i. 199, 318 kât,kâțnâ (vkļit), i. 333 ; ii. 20 ,

karpațân, ii. 127 36 ; iii. 59

karpâsa, i. 259, 318 kâțû, ü . 36

karsh (v kệish ), i. 322, 353; iii. 57 kâąhnâ (Vkļish ), i. 353, 354 ; ii.

kal ( kalyam ), i. 350 ; iii. 264 20, 32, 41 ; iii. 57

kavaời, i. 200 kâņâ, ii. 13

kavala, ü . 24 kântâ, i. 297 ; ü . 29

kavâ, . 344 kânțil, ii. 98

kavi, ii. 191 kâtar, i. 334

kaçâ, ii. 325 kâduâ, kâdo (kardama), i. 334 ;

kaçmala , i. 348 ii. 26

kaçmira , i. 348 kân, ii. 7

kashța, ii. 90, 93 kânâ, ii. 13

kas, kasailâ , ii. 96 kânkuļi, i. 133

kas (pron.), ii. 344 kângu , i. 198

kasak , ii. 31 kândh, kândhâ (skandha ), i. 297,

kasaņen, ii. 20 300 ; ii. 9

kasata , kastâlâ , ii. 93 kânh (krishna), i. 163, 347

kasâ , ii. 338 kâpad, i. 199, 318

kasîs, kasu, i. 149 kâpûr, i. 318

kah, kahnâ , etc. (v kath ), i. 267 ; kâpûs, i. 169, 318

ii . 37 kâbar, kabarâ, i. 130, 146 , 319

kahâ, ii. 324 kâbalo, kâmbalâ , ii. 23, 89

kahân , i. 355 ; ii. 338 kâm (karma), i. 152, 345 ; ii. 41

kahâr, i. 299 ; ii. 127 kama (beam ), ii. 195

kahin , ii. 323 | kâya, ii. 324
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-kâr, ii. 126 kiyau , iii. 144

kâr, ii. 279, 284 kiran , i. 130 ; ii. 17

kâraŋhan, i. 260 kiles, i. 171 ; ü . 7

kâraj, kârju (kârya), i. 171, 249, killâ , i. 150

349 kis , ii. 326

kâriso, ii. 325 kisân , i. 160

kârîgar, ii. 167 kise, ii. 324, 326

kâro, i. 247 kisû , ii. 328

kârtika, i. 334 kihaời, ü . 331, 338

kârshậpaņa, i. 355 kihâ, ib .

kâl, kâli, kâlh (kalyam ), i. 350 kihi, ii. 323

kâlâ , i. 244, 247 ; ii. 13 ki (gen .), ü . 276

kâlikâr, ii. 279 ki (pron .), ii. 323, 324 , 326

kâvađâ, ii. 89 kid , kido, i. 199

kâvanjâ , i. 105 kidriça , i. 156 ; ï . 323

kâçmira, i. 348 kînau, iii . 144

kâshta , i. 315 ; ii. 7 kuņvar (kumâra ), i. 255

kâsîs, i. 149 kukkur, ii. 184, 200

kâh , ii. 324 kukh (kukshi), i. 218

kâhâ, kâhân, ïi. 323, 326 kuchchho (kukshi), i. 310 ; ii . 218

kâhâļavun , i. 353 kuchh , ii. 328

kâhâņ, i. 355 kunchi, kunjî, i. 199 ; ii. 35

kâhâr, kâhâri, ii. 327 kunjaờâ, ii. 165

kâhâvaņa, i. 355 kutam , i. 146

kâļā , i. 244 ; ii. 13 kutâļi, i. 273

ki, ii. 324 kuțţinî, i. 146 ; ii. 170

kiâ , ib . kuțil, ii. 98

kinon , i. 257 kuthârâ , i. 270, 273

kikade, ii. 338 kudaņu, i. 334

kikkur, ib. kuļi, kudh , i. 316

kichhi, kichhu, ii. 328 kuļie, ii. 138

kiţta , i. 145 kuņd, kuņđâlâ , ii. 93

kida, kido, i. 199 kundala , ü . 24

kitakâ , ii. 332, 338 kutho, ïïi . 338

kitaro , ü . 331, 338 kudaņen kuddavuŋ (vkurd), i.

kitek , ii. 333 150, 334

kitthe, ii. 338 kuddal, i. 157

kitnâ, ii. 331, 338 kubađâ, i. 286

kiddhau , iii. 144 kubiro, i. 130

kidhar, ii. 338 kubo, etc. (kubja ), i. 285, 286

kin, kinh, ii. 323, 326 | kumâd, ii. 163
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kumbi,kuņbi, etc., ii . 87, 165 , 170 | kevado, ii. 334 , 335

kumhâr, etc. (kumbhakâra), i. kevadhâ, ib .

144, 298 , 346 ; ii. 126 , 165 kevâre, ii. 338

kurûl, ü . 100 kevido, i. 202; ü . 24

kula , i. 155, 244, 247 kevo, ii . 331

kulathâ , ii . 164 keça, ii. 90

kulli, kurli, ii. 24 keçari, i. 259 ; ii. 85

kulhâri, kuhârâ , etc ., i. 270 kesâļû, ii. 90

kushtha, i. 157 ; i . 85, 167 keha, ii. 327

kusanu , kuhanu , iii. 51 keharî, i. 259; ii . 85

kusâthî, ii. 167 kehavun, (v kath ), i. 138, 243 ;

kuhudi, ii. 167 iii. 41

kuļa , i. 244 kehi, ii. 326

kûân, i. 203 kehvân, ii. 338

kûnjî, ii. 35 kaiek , ii. 327, 333

kûdnâ ( v kurd ), i. 150, 334 kaichhana, i. 85

kûpa, i. 150, 203 kaisa, i. 158 ; ii. 325, 331

kûs, ii. 218 ko (objective aff.), i. 48 ; i . 253
kſipâ, ii. 90 ko (pron .), i . 323, 326, 338

kripâlû , ib . koil (kokila ), i. 187, 201; ü . 24

kſishaka, i. 160 koî, ii. 326

krishna, i. 163 koû, ii . 327

ke, ii. 323, 326, 338 koņvalâ (komala ), i. 197, 253

-ke (gen. aff.), i . 260, 276, 278 kokh , i. 157, 310

kei, ii. 326 koț, i. 315, 316

keun , ii. 323, 328 kothâ, koçhî (koshtha), i. 315
keuņasi, ii. 326 kothâ, koțhen (adv.), ii. 338

ketalo , ii . 331, 338 kodhi (kushțhin ), i. 157, 316 ; ii.

kedâ, kede, ii. 333, 334, 338 85, 89

ketâ, kete, ii. 332, 338 koņ, koņi, koņhî, ii. 323, 338
ketiro , ii. 338 koro , ii. 277

kedo, ib . kos, koh , kohu (kroça ), i. 259;
kebe, ib . ii. 7

kemana, ib . kohu (pron .), ii . 33, 338

kemâne, ii. 323 koliyo, ii. 24

ker, kerâ , etc. (gen . aff.), ii. 281, koli, ii. 169

284 kaun, i. 48 ; ii. 253, 260

keriso, ii. 323 kauļi, i. 158, 200, 333 ; ii. 164

keru, ii. 323, 338 kauņ, ii. 328, 338

kelâ , 142, 202 ; ii . 24 kauņasi, ii. 326

kevat (kaivarta ), i. 157 kaun, ii. 322, 323

VOL . III.
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kaula , ii. 91 khapati, ii. 53

kaulârû, ib. khapâû, ii . 43

kya, i . 324 khapi, khapyâ , ü . 35

kyûn, ii. 338 khamâ, i. 174, 310 ; ii. 159

krî, iii . 64 khambh, i. 313

kharadyâ, ii . 35

khaladâ, ii. 120

KH khavalyâ, ü . 89

khava ( / khud ), iii. 68

khanyo, üï . 138 khavijaņo, ib .

khaggo (khadga), i. 285 khaskhas, ü . 104

khacharaţ, ii. 68 khô ( khâu), i, 202, 204 ; ii. 36;

khajaņu, iii. 51 iii. 40, 68

khajûr, i. 319 khâü, ü . 36 , 37

khat (khatvâ ), ii. 48 khân, ii. 166

khațâ, khattâ, ii. 82 khânyâin , ib .

khatâpan , ii. 72 khâpsnâ, i. 191

khatâs, ii. 82 khai, khâjanen, ii. 191

khatiândh , ii. 126 khâţ (khatva), i. 154 ; ii. 48

khadaka, ii. 31, 33, 98 khândâ , i. 285

khaďag, i. 285 , 299 khâdho, iii. 140

khaďkhađâţ, ii. 68 khânora, ii . 100

khađâ, iii. 60 khândâ, khânah, i. 273, 306 ; ü . 9

khadi, ü . 35 khâr, i. 310

khan, ii. 7 khâl (below ), ii. 98

khaņa, ii. 98 khâl (skin ), ii. 120

khaņaņu, iii. 50 khâvaviņen , iii. 77

khaņâ, i. 299 khich , ü . 64

khaṇâņi, ii. 20 kháchâu, khichar, ii . 63

khaṇil, khaſeren , ii. 98 khinj, ii. 64

khanda, i. 299 khiņa, i. 130 ; i . 7

khanqâ (khadga ), i. 285 ; ii. 104 , khitri, ii. 88 , 156

105 khimâ, i. 130 ; ü . 159

khandâït, ib. khilaunâ, ü . 70

khattri, üi. 88, 156 khilâû, ii. 41

khan , i. 130 ; ii. 7 khillû, ii. 36

khani, khanu, i. 299 khisalâhat, ii. 65

khano, i. 285 khisiyâhat, ib .

khandhâ, i. 300, 306 ; ii. 9 khir, i. 309

khapaņu, ü . 43, 53 khujalâhat, ii. 65

khapaņen, ii. 35 | khudako, ii. 33
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khudhà, khuddhiâ , ii. 159 gantâit, ii. 105

khusaņâni, khusrâni, ii. 70 gandhaļā , ii. 101

khusaņu, i. 322 gabbh, gabhu, etc. (garbha), i.

khubu, khûhu, i. 150, 191, 203 ; | 319 ; ii. 7

ü . 202 gabbhin , gabhin , etc . (garbhiņi),

khuhambo, i. 191 i. 183, 319

khe, ü . 253, 256 gambhîr, i. 81, 150 ; ii. 13

khech, khench, iii . 64 garaņu , i. 247

khetu, i. 310 garabhu, ii. 7 , 11

khed, khedavun, etc. (kshetra ), garbhan, i. 183

i. 310, 338 ; ü . 37 garbhinî, i. 165

khet (kshetra), i. 218, 310, 338 galâv, gaļâu, ii . 63

khetri, ii. 88 gavudno, ii. 288

khep (vkship ), i. 196 gah, ganh (v grah ), iii. 42

khel, khel, i. 239, 240, 244 ; gahak, gahako, ii. 31, 33

ii. 36 gaharâ, gahirâ, i. 81, 150 ; ii. 13

khevnâ, i. 200 gâü, ü . 26 , 37

khogir, ii. 232 gân, gân , etc. (grama), i. 254 ;

khoờ, khod , khol, etc., ii. 20 ; | ii. 7, 26

iii. 62 gânvaden , ii. 118

gânvi, ii. 88

gâjanen , gâjnâ ( v garj), i. 319

gânjâ , i. 297

gâţu , i. 337

gajak , ü . 32 gâủaņu, gâdavun , etc., i. 336

gajaņu, gajjna (Vgarj), i. 319 gâdâ, ii. 149

gatho, iii. 138 gâļi, i. 336 ; ii. 149, 192

gathilâ , ii. 95 gâdhâ, gâdho, ii. 13

gathri, i. 120 gând , i. 147, 227

gad , gaļbaļ , etc., i. 336 gât, i. 337

gadahu, ü . 164 gâdâmi, ii. 77

gadbadât, ii. 67, 68 gâdhâ, i. 335

gaddh , iii. 59 gân, i. 256

gadha, ii. 95 gânth , i. 267 ; iii. 59

gadhâî, ii. 62 gâbh , i. 319 ; ii. 7

gadhelâ , ii. 95 gâbhin , i. 145, 183, 319 ; ii. 165

-gan, ii. 200 gâbhûl, ii. 100

gandâsâ , ü . 82 gâm (grama), ii. 7, 26

gandh ( v granth ), iii. 59 gâmadun , ii. 119

gadhâ, gadahâ, etc. ( gardabha), gâvun (Vgai), ii . 37
i . 335 gâhâ, i. 267
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golâ , ii. 148

golârâ , ii. 94

goli, ii . 203

golo, i. 247

gosâin, i. 257 ; ü . 154

gosâvi, ib .

goh, i. 267 ; ü . 48

gohâl, i. 260

gohûn, i. 169, 267

gyâran, gyârah, ii. 134

grasth , i. 166

grâsaņen, i. 154

grisatî, i. 166

grihastu, ib .

gwâlin, ii. 165

GH

gijh , i. 160, 337 ; ii. 21

gidh , giddh , ib.

ginnâ, i. 130

gimh, gim , i. 347

giyârân, i. 260

girâku , ii . 42

gihaņu, ü . 19

gihu, i. 160

gid , gidh, i. 160, 337 ; ü . 21

guâr, ii. 167

guj, gujho, i. 359

guļko, ii. 33

gunapaņâ, ii. 73

gudi, i. 240

gunis, ii. 136

gunth ( V granth ), iii. 59

guru, ii. 166

-gul, -guli, ii. 200

gusail, ii. 167

gusâin , ii. 168

gusâü , ü . 42

gûj, i. 359

gûth ( v granth ), iii. 59

geņh (Vgrah), üi. 42

geru , i. 146

geh, ii. 14

gehun, i. 81, 169, 267

go, i. 267 ; ii. 245

gochhâït, ii. 105

gotâ , ii. 245

gotu , i. 337

gotthî, ü . 218

gothu, ii. 110

god, godil, ii. 98

gondas, ii. 82

gondâ, ü . 82, 90, 98

got, i. 337

gom , i. 267

gora , i . 158

goro, ii. 247

gol, i. 240, 244, 247

ghataņu, iii. 71

ghatitâ , ii. 79

ghadavun, ii . 43

ghađâ , ghaời, i, 199 ; ii . 91, 92

ghadâü, ii . 43 , 44

ghadiyâl, etc ., ii. 91, 92, 94

ghanaghuro, ii. 127

ghaṇaghaṇâț, ii. 68

ghaņâ , ii. 13

ghaņerâ, ii. 98

ghanţâ , ii. 93

ghamori, ü . 100

ghar (gļiha), i. 192 ; ü . 14 , 95,

183, 191, 206 , 280

gharachâ, ii. 110

gharaţu , ii. 64

gharelâ , ii. 95

ghasavat, ü . 67

ghâ, ghâv (ghâta ), i. 187, 202 ;

ii. 100

ghâïl, ghâyal, etc. ü , 100

ghất, üi. 89
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ghân, ghâņelâ , ii. 98

ghânțaời, ii. 119

ghâm , ii . 26 , 99

ghầmelâ , ü . 99

ghâmoli, ii. 100

ghâsanen, ü .67 ; iii. 88

ghisâv, ii. 63

ghiũ, ghi, etc. (ghrita ), P. 160 ; ii.

156 , 157

ghumnâ, etc . (Vghûrņ ), i. 150,

344 ; ii. 64

ghurnâ, etc ., ib .

ghul, gho! (Vghûrņ ), č . 20, 41,

65 ; ii . 56

ghusail, ii. 96

ghe, ghen ( grah), iii.42, 143, 220

gho, ii . 48, 151

ghoạâ, ghorâ (ghotaka ), i. 199 ;

ii. 29, 89, 125, 149, 164, 185,

186

ghomû, ii. 38

ghorâro , ii . 60

ghoro, ii . 30

chabis, i. 253

chamak, ii. 32

chamatkâra , ii. 33

chamâr, i. 183, 346 ; ii. 126 , 165

chamârin , i. 183; ii. 165

chamelo, ii. 97

chamkâvat, etc ., ii. 65

chamrâ , i. 345 ; ii. 120

charu, ü . 37

charchait, ii. 103

charyâito, ii. 104

chal, chall, etc. (V chal), üi. 34,

78

chalâvan, ü . 70

chavaņi, ii. 19

chahunpnâ, i. 276

-cha, “chỉ, etc., ii. 276, 289

chân, P. 182

chânvelo, ü . 97

chângalepaņ, ii. 73

châțuyâ, ii. 39

chânļiņo, ii. 114

chând, i. 297, 337 ; ii. 21

chândalo , ii . 119

chấp, chânp, etc., i. 211, 212

châb, etc. ( V charv ), i. 352 ; ii. 68 ;

iii. 40

châm ( charman), i. 345, 346; ii.

61, 118

châmâr, i. 346

châmotâ , ii. 123

châr, ii. 132, 245

chârâni, ii. 20

châron, ii. 245

châlaņen , etc. (Vchal), i. 155 ; ii .

51 ; iii. 34

châlanî, châluni, i. 133

châlîs, ii. 137

châs, i. 210, 215

chito, i. 336

chiţth (Vsthâ), i. 230

CH

chaütho, i. 334

chanar, i. 148 ; i . 22

chak , etc . (chakra ), ü . 23

chanchalâ, ii. 24

chațak, ii. 32

chatâi, i. 215

chad, chadh, ii. 43, 53, 64, 65, 69

chatur, ii . 132

chand, etc. (chandra ), i. 297, 337 ,

338 ; ü . 21

chandan, ü . 17

chapkan, etc. ( chap), i. 213

chab, chabb (V charv ), i. 352 ; iü .

40
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chidiyâ, ii. 159 choranî, ii . 166

chito, ii . 29 chorî, i. 158, 349 ; ü . 78

chitti, i. 310 chorâvaņ , ii. 73

chindh , etc ., ii. 118, 122 chorâņo, ii. 114, 115

chinh, chihan , etc. ( chinha), i. chorânşû, ii. 141

358 ; ii. 94 chau (châr), ii. 129, 140

chip , chipțâ , etc., i. 212 chauņr, chauņrî, etc . (chamara) ,

chimkâţu , ii. 64 i. 148, 256 ; ü . 22

chimțâ , etc ., i. 212 chaukh , i. 134

-chiyâ, ii. 289 chaughe, ii. 245

chirțâ , ii. 149 chaunk, ii. 31, 33, 96

chirņâ, ib. chauț, chauth , ii. 33, 144

chishth (Vsthâ ), i. 230 ; iii. 34 chaudahân, i. 334

chik , ii. 91 chaudâ (chauſâ ), i . 80

chỉd, ii. 191 chauthâ, i. 144

chỉnt, i. 336 chaudaha, etc. (chaturdaça ), i.

chitâ , ii . 29 144, 334 ; ü . 134

chîro, ii . 30 chaudhari, ii. 166, 167

chuk, iii. 224 chaubai ( chaturvedi), ü . 87

chukauti, ii. 108 chaubis, i. 253

chuțîlâ, üi. 95 chaur, chauri, i. 148, 256 ; ii. 22

chuddo, ii. 161 chauranjâ , ii. 141

chuņûk, ii. 44 chauvi, i. 253

chunâ, etc., i. 344 ; ii. 9

chunâvat, ii. 65

chup, i. 212 CHH

churâ , i. 343

chuhanu , chânâ, i. 321 chha , i. 261 ; ii. 132, 140 , 246

chûnâ, etc. (chûrņa ), i. 343, 344 ; chhaka â , i. 198

ii. 9 chhatthâ, i. 261 ; ü . 143

chûrâ, etc . (chûrņa), ib . chhand, iii. 52

chengaraţ, ii. 68 chhattis, ii . 140

cheđâ , chelâ ( cheta ), i. 240 ; ii. chhattri, ii. 88 , 156

9 , 40 chhan, i. 130 ; ï . 7

chepaţ, ii. 68, 123 chhap, etc., i. 210, 211, 213

-cho, ii . 140, 276, 278 chhappan, ii. 140

chok, ii. 247 chhabilâ , ii. 95

chokh, i. 134 chhabbîs, i. 253

chonch , chonţ, i. 134 , 215, 297 chhamâ, i. 130 : ii. 159

chotho, i. 144, 334 chhay, i. 261 ; ü . 132, 140

chobâ (v charv ), i. 352 ; iii. 40 | chhaho, i. 261
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chheliyâ, i. 261

chhelî, i. 142

chhelemi, ii . 77

chhevân, i. 261

chho, ii. 151, 190

chhokaņâ, i. 215 , 261 ; ii. 72,

120, 163

chhokadâpunâ, ii. 72

chhoțâ, üi. 72

chhod, ii. 52

chha, i. 261 ; ii. 324

chhâņņû, ii. 141

chân , chhanh (chhaya), i. 48

chhanhara, ii . 94

chhâd , iii. 52

chhâpâ , etc., i. 211, 212, 213

chhâpirû, ü . 112

châmu, i . 299

chhâyelâ , ii. 95, 97

chhâr, i. 310

chhâliyâ , i. 261

chhâvadâ, ib.

chhâvo, ib .

chhijaņu, ïï . 50, 138

chhitî, i. 196 , 310

chhin , üi. 7, 283

chhinaņu, üï . 50, 138

chhinnâl, i. 218

chhinno, iii. 138

chhip , etc., ii. 211

chhipanjâ , ii. 141

chhipâv, ii. 64

chhipâvani, ii. 69

chhibarâ , i. 213

chhimâ (kshamâ), i. 130, 310 ; ii.

159

chhio , ii. 10

chhînt, i. 336

chhuâ, i. 261

chhut, ii. 43, 70 ; iii. 52

chhuţâû , ii. 43

chhuțâpâ, ii. 72

chhuto, iii. 138

chhuri, . 218, 310 ; ii . 9

chhuhaņu, etc ., ii. 65 ; iii . 51

chhe (shash ), i. 261

chhe (Vas), iii. 186

chhekâû, ii. 42

chhenchadâmi, ü . 77

chhedhnâ, i. 254

chhemî, ii. 85

jaü, i. 81

jakhana, ii. 337

jag, jagg, etc. (yajna), i. 303; ii.

15

jagațu , i. 81

jagânâ, iii . 78

jangal, i. 248

jangh, i. 81, 296 ; ü . 48

jaj, jajan , etc. (yajna), i. 303 ;

ü . 15

jajmân , i. 197

jațâ , i. 196

jațiņi, i. 168

jađâû, ii. 41

jaạâni, ii. 70

jadąho, ii. 161

jaờnâ, ii. 41

jadyâ, ii. 35

jatan (yatna ), i. 171 ; ii. 16

jatrâ (yâtrâ ), ii. 159

jathaņen , i. 146

jathâ , i. 147

jad , ii. 337

janam , i. 171 ; ii. 60

janeü, janoï, janyo (yajnopavita ),

i. 303

japnâ, i. 196

jab , ii. 337

jamâi, i. 192
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jamu, jambu, i. 297, 298

jaru ( jala ), i. 247

jallâdani, ii. 167

javun (Vyâ ), i. 249 ; ii . 36 , 213,

222

jashpûr, i. 304

jasâ , ii. 337

jahân , ib.

jahiņ , ii. 321

jaļânâ, etc. (Vjval), i. 244

jaļakat, ii, 122

jaļu, jaļo, ii. 151, 193

jâ (Vyâ), i. 249 ; iii . 36 , 213, 222

jânvai, i. 255 ; ii. 193

jânhâ, ii. 337

jag ( yajna ), i. 303 ; ii. 15

jâgaņu, etc. (Vjâgļi), ü . 36 , 51;
iii. 78

jâgarûk, ii. 44

jâgû, ii. 36

jângh, i. 296 ; ii. 48

jâchanûk, ü . 44

jâchû, ii. 37

jâțo, i. 192

jân, jân, etc . (Vjna), i. 303 ; ii. |

104 ; iii.41

jânito, ii. 104

jât, ii. 52

jâtrâ , ii. 159

jâmâi, i. 192

jâmâüo, i. 159

jâmu, i. 297

jâmoţu , ii. 122

járu, jâl, etc. (jala ), i. 81, 247 ;

ii. 7, 199

jâlapaņu, ii. 72

jâluyâ, ii. 40

jâsti, ii. 54

jâhâ, jâhân, ii. 321

jiaņu, i. 242

jiâraņu, ib .

jikade, ü , 337

jijmân, i. 197

jithut, ii. 106

jidahin , ü . 337

jitaka, ib.

jiti, ib .

jitthe, ib .

jithâ , ib .

jithe, ib .

jidhar, ib.

jindu, ii. 117

jindudo, ib .

jin , jinân, ii. 321

jibâ (vyâ ), i. 249 ; iii. 36, 213,

222

jilânâ, i. 241

jio, ii. 321

jih , ib .

jihâ, ii. 337

jihi, ü . 321

ji ( jiva ), i. 252 ; ii. 156

jiü , ib .

jînâ, i. 241

jiban, ii. 17

jibh (jihvâ), i. 155, 185 , 359 ; ii.

48 , 191, 207, 209, 217

juânîn , i. 192

jugala, ii. 24

juguchhâ, i. 196

jugût, i. 172, 173 ; ii. 232

jujh , etc. (Vyudh), i. 268, 328

juţ (vyuj), iii. 54

junâ, juneren, ii. 99

jurimâna, ii. 176

juvalâ , julâ, etc. ( yugala ), ii. 24

jûth , i. 267

jûh, ib.

je, ii. 321, 337

jeün , ib.

jekhâne, ii. 337

jetalo , ib.
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jethâ , ii. 337

jethâku, ib .

jethaut, ü . 106

jeņâ, jede, ii. 337

jetiro, jete, ib.

jethen, jebe, ib.

jem , jemana, ib .

jevado, jevadhâ, ib.

jevo, jevhân, ib.

jeher, i. 139

jaisâ, ii. 337

jo (pron. ), ii. 321, 337

-jo (gen. aff.), ii. 276, 289

jo @ to, ii. 103

jogitâ, ii. 79

joto, jot, etc. (yoktram ), i. 249

joạ (vyuj), iii . 54

jot, joti ( jyoti), i. 197

jodhâpan , i. 268

joru, ii. 207

johi, ii. 322

jau, ii. 185

jaun, ii. 321

jvâin , i. 192

jhari, i. 272

jharokhâ, i. 177

jhalak, ü . 32

jhaļavant, ii. 127

jhânknâ, i. 176

jhâţ, ii. 52

jhâạnâ, i. 177 ; ii. 36

jhâdavo , ii. 121

jhâďû , ii . 36

jhânțnâ, i. 177

jhâmâ, i. 272

jhâmp, i. 177, 276 ; ii . 91

jhâmpâl, ii. 91

jhâlar, i. 332

jhâluyâ, ii . 40

jhia , jhi, etc ., i. 192

jhijhak , ii . 32

jhidak , ib .

jhilgâ , i. 332

jhilmil, ib.

jhukâvat, ii. 65

jhunjhulâhat, ib.

jhuțțho, ii. 161

jhudálo , ii. 93

jhuậdo, ii. 161

jhulko, ii . 33

jhûl, jholâ , etc . ii. 158, 332

jhemp, i. 139

jhok, ii. 33

jhop, jhomp, etc . ii . 91, 120

JH

jhagfâlu , ii. 60, 94

jhangali, i. 192

jhangu, ib .

jhatak , ii. 32

jhataņu , ii. 52

jhatel, ii. 99

jhađâk, ii. 43

jhandâ, i. 139

jhanjhanâhat, ii . 65

jhapak , ii. 32

jhapâs, ii. 82

jhamak, ü . 32

jhambel, ii. 97

takâü, ii. 43

tako, ii. 247

țațak, ii. 32

țațți, i. 237

tațho, i. 337

tan, tan , etc ., i. 227

taņak , ü . 32
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tobo, ii. 30

tri, tre, etc. (Sindhi = Skr. tri), i .

137, 139, 143, 245, 247.

tap, tappâ, etc., i. 214

tapak , i. 214 ; ii. 32

tamak , ii. 32

talnâ, talanen, etc. (vtal), i. 244 ;
iii. 59

tasak, ii. 32

tahak , ii. 32, 33

tahaņu, i. 337

tahni, i. 226

țâkaņen , i. 324 ; üi. 224

tất, i . 215

țân, țânnâ, etc ., i. 227

țândâ, i. 231

țâp, etc., i. 214

tâmo, i. 342 ; ii . 21

țâhâd, i. 231

tio, i. 150

ţikadî, tikaļi, etc. (tilaka), i. 197,

226 ; ii. 120

ţikâït, ii. 105

ţikâû, ii. 41

tip, etc., i. 214, 215

tilavâ, i. 314

țih , i. 163, 347

tihâî, ib .

tilâ , i. 226

ţikâ , (tilaka), ii. 120

tîp , i. 214, 215

țih, i. 259

tuņd, i. 226

tubaņu , i. 276 ; ii. 30

țuț, țâț,etc . (Vtrut), i. 336 ; iii.52

țe , i. 337

țekaņâ, ii . 120

țekuyâ, ii. 39

teknâ, i. 142

țeđâ, ţeờhâ, etc., i. 237, 350

tep, i. 215

țehalyâ, ii . 35

tokâ, i. 215, 261

topnâ, i. 214, 215

TH

thag, i. 314 ; ii. 165, 167

thagan, ţhagin , ü . 165, 167

thagi, ü . 78

thagnâ, i. 197, 314

thathol, ü . 100

thaņak , ii. 32

thaņdâ, i. 230, 237

thanâk , ii. 43

thapak , thapnâ, etc., i. 214; ü . 32

thamak , ii. 32

tharaņu, ţhaharnâ, etc., i. 231

tharâv, ii. 64

thâ ( sthấ), i, 230, 231 ; iii . 34

thâk, etc. (derivs. of thâ ), i. 231

thâkurâin , ii. 166

- țhâru, ü . 274, 295

-thâre , ii . 295

thiâ , i. 231

thikânâ, ib .

thithak, ü . 32

thipkâ, i. 214

thir, i. 231

thik , ib .

thunțho, i. 226

thekirî, ji. 87

thekuyâ, ii. 39

thentâmi, ii. 77

thep, i. 231

thelnâ, i. 142

thevaņen, i. 142 ; iii. 224

thonth , i. 215

D

daņsnâ, i. 225

dakâr, i. 139, 179
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ďakait, ii. 69

ďakaut, ü . 106

dank , dankh, etc., i. 225

dankilâ , ii . 95

dangu, ü . 12

dangaņu, i. 225

dachak , ii. 32

dajhaņu, iii. 50

dațţâ , i. 229

dațnâ, ib.

dadhu, ii . 175

dadho, iii. 137

dandu, etc ., i. 229, 230

dab, dabnâ, etc., i. 225

dabalo, i. 319

dabbû, i. 225 ; ii. 40

damirjaņu, iïi. 72

dayâ, i. 237

dayâlu , ii. 59

dar, i. 225 ; ï . 60

darâlu , ii. 60

dal, etc., i. 226

dasaņen, i. 225

dah, ii. 133, 247

dahaņu, iii. 49, 137

-ņâ, -di, ii. 116, 118

dầa, i. 310

dâïn , i. 237

dânç, etc., i. 225

âkuyâ , ii. 39

đâkû, ii. 36

dakh , i. 182

ạânk , i. 225

dâạh , đâəhî, etc., i. 225 , 237,"

273 ; ii. 35

đâņu, i. 237

đâņţâ , etc ., i. 229

dând, etc., i. 229, 230 ; ii. 85

đâbhero, ii. 97

đâl, etc ., i, 226

đâlim , i. 240

dâIna, iii. 228

đâhap, i. 330

dâhân , ü . 13

đâhâr, i. 225

qâhnâ, i. 225 ; iï . 50

ļiaņu , i. 242 ; ii. 19 ; iii. 80, 139

dianyâţu , ii. 109

diâraņu , i. 242 ; iii. 80

dio , i. 237 ; ii. 93

dighero, i . 117

dijaņu , i. 242

ditho, ii. 138

ļiņu, i. 237 ; ii. 194

ļindim , i. 228

ạiti, i. 162, 315

dino , iii . 139

dibiyâ, i. 225 ; ii. 159

disaņu , i. 161; iii. 138

dith (dřishți), i. 162, 237, 315

dukhu , i. 237

Ņudho, iii. 137

Ņubiro, i. 319

dubnâ, ii. 37

dubhaņu, iii. 49

dumur, i. 133, 180

dulnâ, i. 227

duhaņu, iii. 49

deü , ii. 12, 194

dekhaņu , i. 242

denguyâ, ii. 39

deďaru , i. 334 ; ü . 22

deờh, etc. (13), i. 237 ; ii. 144

deņuâ, ii. 40

deru, ii. 22

desi, ii. 86

dehu , ii. 86, 225

-do, ii. 118

dodhi, i. 286 ; ii. 14

dobû, ii. 36

domadâ, i. 120

dol, dol, dor, etc., i. 227
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DH tapak, i. 214

tapâü, ii. 44
dhakelû , ïi. 95 tam , tame, etc., ii . 309, 311
dhakkâ, etc., i. 227 ; ii. 95 tar (Vtrî), iii. 54

dhabilâ , ii. 95
tala , tale, etc., i. 184 ; ï . 298

dhalait, ii. 102
talâo , i. 240

dhavâi, ii. 63
talaiyâ, ü . 121

dhâî, ii. 144
tav (v tap), iii. 59

dhâlu , ü . 36
tasa, tasen , ii. 337

dhîlâ , etc. (çithila ), i. 155, 272 ; | tahân , ib.

ii . 24, 77, 120 tahvîn , ii. 309, 311
dhonâ , i. 241 ; ü . 62

tâin , ii. 311

dholak , ii. 121
tâü, i. 198, 200

dholai, ii. 62, 63 tânşû, ii. 139

tâșhân, ii. 337

tâd, i. 240

N
tâạnâ, i. 229, 334

ņa, ii. 133
tân, tân, etc. (tấna), P. 227, 229 ;

ii. 7
-ņi, -ņi, ii. 168

nia, i. 300 ; ii. 52
tânt, ii. 174

ņiattaï, i. 164 ; üi. 60 tâmbâ, etc . (tâmra ), i. 342 ; ii. 21

nichham , i. 327 tâmboli, etc., ii. 86

târ ( tri), iii. 54

târû, ii. 38

târûn, i. 247 ; ii. 193, 206

târo , ii. 312

tain , ii . 311 tâv (v tap), i. 198 , 200 ; iii. 59
takhana, ii. 337 tâhâ, ii. 315 , 319

tattuŋ , ii . 192 tâ ], i. 240

tadâk , ii. 32 ti-, tir., etc. (trìņi in comp.), i .

tadatadâhat, ii. 65 139, 140, 141

tan , ii. 131 tiâg (tyâga ), i. 324
- taņo, ii. 287, 288 tikade, ü . 337

tata, ii. 337 tighe, ii. 245
tato , iii. 138

tin , tinkâ , etc ., i. 160

tathâkâr, ii. 280 titi, titthe, tidhar, ii. 337

tathây, i. 314 titakâ , titnâ, ib.

tad , ii. 337 tinro, ii. 345

-tanâ, ii. 289 tipauliyâ, i. 129

tantu , tand, etc., ii . 174 tiriyâ , etc . (stri), i 171, 314

tap, iii. 58 tirkhâ, i. 163, 347, 348
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tel, i. 151 ; ii. 7

teli, ii. 86

tevađâ, ii. 337

tevâro, tevo, tevhân, ib.

tesî , i. 179

to, ii. 302, 310 , 313, 337

- to, üi. 124

toin, ii. 298

tod (v trut), iii. 52

tona, tondâl, etc., i. 227 ; ii. 94,
95

topnâ, i. 214

tomâ, etc ., ii. 309, 311, 312

tol, taul, etc . ( tul), üi. 60

tyaun, ii. 337

TH

tirpat (třipta ), i. 166

tilaďâ, ii. 129

tis, ii. 315

tih , ib .

tihado, ii. 337

tihâ (pron.), ib.

tihâ (tſishņa), i. 163, 347

tina, ii . 337

tîkhâ, i. 300

tijo (třitiya ), i. 150 ; ii. 143

tîn , i. 337 ; ü . 131, 245

tinon , ib.

tiyâ, tîmi, etc. (strî), i. 171, 314

tis, i. 155 ; ü . 137 , 140

tisi, i. 179

tisrâ, ii. 143

tu , tû , etc. (tvam ), ii. 309, 310 ,

312

tuțaņen , etc. (V/trut), i. 227, 237,

336 ; iii. 53

tutho, iii. 139

tud, etc . ( V tud), i. 226

tund, i. 227 ; ii. 90

tum , tumhe, etc., ii. 309, 312, 345

turant ( tvaritam ), i. 324

turi, tûrî, etc., i. 349

tul (v tul), i. 351 ; iii. 60

tus, ii . 139

tusâ , tuhâ, etc ., ii. 309

-te , ii. 295, 315

te -, teis, etc. (triņi in comp.), i.

253; ü . 139, 140

tetalo , ii. 337

tedâ, tede, etc., ib .

tedhâ, i. 237, 350

tetiro, ii. 337

tentuli, i. 146 , 240

tebe , ii . 337

temana, ib.

teraha, etc. (trayodaça ), i. 136,

243; ü . 134 , 135, 312

thakaiļâ , ii. 97

thaknâ, i. 230

thatâ , i. 237

thaņu, than, etc. (stana), i. 313 ;

ii. 175

thandâ, i. 237

thamb, etc. (V stambh), i. 313 ;

iii. 60

tharelo , ii. 97

thavun (Vsthâ), i. 230, 243 ; iii.

35

thâ ( sthấ), i. 230; iii. 208

thâdha , üi. 35

thâpâ , etc., i. 230

thâmb, etc. (Vstambh ), i. 313 ;

iii. 60

thâro, ii. 312, 314

thâļi, i. 244

thi, thianu, etc. ( / sthấ), i. 230;

iii. 35 , 211

-thi, ii. 273, 274
thont, i. 226
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thoravi, ii. 73

thorero , ü . 117

dans, ü . 12

dakhin , i. 310 ; ii. 13

dachhin , ib .

dattâ , etc ., i. 229

dad, etc ., ib .

daņd, etc., ib., ii. 85

dabnâ, etc., i. 224

dayâlu , ii. 59

dariâü , i. 152

darç, daro (vdriç), i. 162 ; ii. 16

dal, i. 225, 226

das, ii. 133

dahinâ, i. 225 ; ii. 13

dahỉ, i. 267; ii. 155

dâ, ii. 276 , 291 ; iii. 42

dâîhî, ii. 85

dâkh , i. 182, 310 ; ii. 48

dât, etc., i. 229

dâdh, i. 225

dâdhi, i. 225 , 237 ; ii. 35 , 92

dâdhiâlû , ii. 92

dândi, i. 229 ; ii. 85

dâd, ii. 175

dâdur, i. 334

dânâ, ii. 152

dânt, ii. 85

dâbnâ , etc ., i. 224

dâm, đây, etc., i . 61

dâmâd, i. 199, 210

dâl, i. 226

dâs, ii. 14, 195, 214

dâh (V dah ), i. 225

dâhâļo, ii. 118, 189

dâl, i. 226

dikhânâ, dikhlânâ, i. 162, 241

ditthi (dộishți), i. 162, 315

din , ü . 8

dinnau, diyau, iii. 144

diyâ, i. 203 ; ï . 9

dirijano, iii. 72

dilânâ, üi. 80

divaddhe, i. 238

divâ, i. 203

diç, dis (Vdpis), i. 161
diâ , ii. 9

dith (dpishți), i. 162, 237, 315

divo, ii. 9

dui, ii . 131

duti, ii. 248

dudhâļû , etc., ii. 91, 94, 97, 98

dupura, i. 133

dublâ , i. 181, 319

duritno, ü . 288

dulhin , etc ., i. 271

dusallû, ii. 101

duserî, ii. 129

dushtumi, ii . 77

dûâ, dâjâ, i. 150 ; ii. 143

dûŋhân , i. 257 ; ü . 26

dûdh, i. 286 ; ü . 14 , 91, 94

dânâ, i. 188, 201

dûb, i. 182 ; ü . 48

dûbe, ii. 87

dûsrâ , ii. 143, 247

dřiềhatâ , ii. 79

de (vdâ ), i. 139; ii. 33 ; iï . 43,
140, 218

de (deva ), i. 253

deü , i. 253

deûļ, deval, etc . (devâlaya), i.

149 ; ii. 10, 232

dekh, i. 161 ; üi. 45

dedh, i. 237

deyar, i. 253 ; ü . 22

dev, ii . 188, 189, 208 , 216 , 225,

263, 272
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des (deça), i . 8 , 224, 225

desi, ii. 86 .

deh, ü . 173, 176

do, i. 324 ; ii . 129, 131, 245

doghe, ii. 245

dojiyâ, ii. 129

don, i. 324 ; ü . 131, 245

donon, ii. 245

dopattâ , ii . 129

dobhâshîyâ, ib .

dor, ii. 149

dol (Vdul), i. 227

dolaďâ, ii. 129

drum , i. 26

dhuaņu, i. 242

dhuârini, ü . 20

dhutalâ, iï . 143

dhuttâ (dhûrta ), i. 334

dhulâi, ii . 62

dhulânâ, i. 241

dhulvađâ, etc. (dhûl), i. 152

dhûân, etc. (dhûma), i. 257 ; ii.

26

DH

dhập, i. 152

dhûpel, ii. 127

dhondâ, ii . 90 , 149

dhondâļ, ii. 90

dhoti, etc . (dhautra ) i. 171, 338

dhonâ , i. 241 ; i . 62

dhobin , etc., i. 183 ; ü . 167

dhobî, etc., i. 183 ; ü . 154, 165 ,

167, 169

dholâi, ii.62

dholânâ, i. 241

dhohâ, ü . 167

dhoļun, i. 268 ; ii . 82

dhaunkani, i. 268

dhaulâ , ib .

dhyân, i. 327

dhak, dhakk, etc., i. 130 , 227

dhakelû, ii. 36 , 95 , 161

dhajâ , ii. 9

dhadak , ï . 32, 33

dhadavâî, ii . 168

dhaņâru, ii. 92

dhaniânî, ü . 169

dhatûrâ, i . 22

dhani, ii. 88

dhani, ii. 34, 88

dhamakâ, i. 268

dharam , i. 171 ; ii. 26

dhavala , i. 268

dhavâdavuņ, iii. 81

dhâņdalyâ, ü . 167

dhât, ii. 174

dhân , etc. (dhânya), i. 341 ; ii. 78

dhâmpnâ, i. 276

dhâv, etc., č . 51 ; iii. 81

dhiko, i. 130, 227

dhî, etc. (duhita ), i. 192, 210 ; ii.

103, 207

dhîru, ii. 164

-na, ü . 334

nanvan ( nam ), iii. 19, 20, 57

nakharelo , ii. 161

nangâ (nagna), i. 191, 300

nachhattar, i. 171

nați, ii. 184

nadinave, ii. 140

nandhapâî, i. 330 ; ii. 72

natait, ii. 103

nadi, ii. 190, 226

nadhânave, ii. 140

nam , iii, 19, 20, 57
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nar, ii. 226 nihachai, etc. (nicchaye), i. 140,

narelu , i. 201 307 ; ii. 297

navani, ii. 156 nihud (v nam ), iii. 57

navâsî, ii. 140 Vnî, iii. 44

navve, navad , etc., ii. 137, 141 -nîn , ü . 262, 271

nashțâmi, ii. 77 nicha, niche, i. 184 ; ü . 297

nahân (snâna), i. 347 nij (nidrâ), i. 182, 337 ; ü . 48

nahiyar, i. 167 nît, i. 152

nât, nâu, ii . 58 nind (nidrâ ), i. 182 , 337 ; ü . 48,
nâknâ , ii. 40 82

nâch (Vnrit), i. 327 ; iii. 36 -nun, ii. 253, 261

nâjo, ii. 161 nuņi (Vnam ), iii. 57

nât (lattâ ), 248 nupûr, i. 168, 175

nâti, nâtû , etc. (naptņi), ü . 58, nûn, i. 144, 248

155, 193 -ne, ii. 262

nam, nâny, etc. ( năman), i. 254, -nen , ii. 253

256 ; ü . 60, 152 neo, nev, etc. (nemi), i. 191, 256

nârangî, i. 130 nengțâ , i. 248, 301

nâriyal, etc. (nârîkela ), i. 201 neņu , etc. (nayana), i. 140 ; č . 17

nârî, ii. 185, 199 nemâito , ii. 103

nâlâ, ü . 9 neval, neul, etc. (nakula ), i. 139

nâv ( v nam ), iii. 57 187, 201

nâhanen , i. 347 nevun (navati), ü . 137, 141

-ni, ii. 334 nehemî, i. 139

niün (nemi), i. 256 -no, ii, 276 , 287

nikat, i. 183 nodi, ii. 226

nikal, nikâl, etc. (Vnishkrish ), i. noru, noliyun (nakula ), i. 187,

354 ; iii. 58 201

nikas, nikâs, etc., ib. nyâv, etc. (nyâya ), i. 341

nitas, etc., i. 152 nha ( / sna), i. 148, 347; iii . 68

nind, i. 182, 337 ; ii. 48

ninđâïto , ii . 103

nidrâlu, ii. 59

ninânave, ii. 140

nindâs, ii. 82 -pa, ii. 71

nipatâru , ii. 94 pak (v pach ), iii. 38 , 78

niba” , nibaſ (nivrit), iii. 60 pakkâ, etc. (pakva ), i. 153, 324;

nimna, i. 340 ii. 25

nirmalai, ii. 79 pakh , i. 310

nivâ (Vnam ), iii . 57 pakhi, ii. 154

niçâla , ii. 89 | pagadi, i. 154
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pach , iii. 12, 38

pachânşû, ii. 141

pachâvan, ib .

pachâs, ii. 137, 140

pachis, etc ., i. 253

pachpan, ii. 141

pachhatâv, i. 218

pachhim , i. 307

pachhe, ii. 297

panchânna, ii. 141

panchhi, ii. 154

panj, ii. 132, 140, 246

panjâha, ii. 137, 141

patakâ, etc., i. 133

pațâkâ , ü . 43

pațvârî, ii. 154

pattâ , etc ., i. 224, 336

pad ( V pat), i. 224 ; ii. 64 ; ïïi.

56, 226

paņâv (parão), ii. 64, 66

padi (prati ), i. 321

paạisâ , ii. 199

padosî (parosi ), i. 321 ; ii . 155

padchhâyâ, i. 321

padh, pașh ( v path ), i. 270 ; ii.

37 ; iii . 40

padhama, i. 132

-paņu , -paņo, ii. 71, 75

paņkappadâ , etc ., i. 152

panditâņi, ii. 166

pandita, i . 72, 166

paņparah, ii. 134

pati, ü . 184, 190

pattâ, ii. 29

patthar, i. 148, 153, 313, 320 ;

ii. 97

pattharailâ , ii. 97

-pan, ii. 71, 75 , 172

pan- (panchan in comp.), ii. 125

pandarah, pandhrân, etc., ii . 134

pandhado, ii. 117

VOL. III.

pannâs, ii. 137

par, pari, ii. 298, 344

parakh, etc . (parikshâ ), i. 145, 182

parakhaùâ, ii. 187

paraṇ , parņâhu, etc. ( V pari-ni),
iii. 44

parab ( parvvan), i. 131, 171, 322,

352 ; ii. 60

paralâ , ii. 344

paraloku , ii. 127

paras, i. 356

parasnâ (vsprish ), i. 171, 356

parosî, ii. 154

parganâ, i. 320

parchhain, i. 321

parjant, i. 136

parți, ii. 164

parţu, ib .

parnâlâ , i. 320

parbatiyâ, ii. 86

parbhu , i. 322

parson, iii. 265

palang, i. 199, 349 ; ii. 119

palangaļi, ii. 119

palân , ii. 349

paçu , i. 135, 260 ; ü . 185

pasibâ (vpravis), i. 316

pastâvaņen , i. 218

pastîs, ii. 140

paharû, ii. 36 , 38

paharyo, i. 267; ü . 142

pahirâ , i. 131

pahirânâ, etc., i. 177 ; ï . 69, 70

pahilâ , i. 131, 138 , 267 ; ii. 142

pahun , ii . 258

pahûnchnâ, etc., i. 276, 343 ; iii.

65

-pâ, ii . 71, 75

pâ, pâv, pâm , etc. ( v prâp), i. 202;

iii. 18 , 41

V pâ , iii. 44, 228
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pâî, i. 262 piu ( pitâ ), i. 165, 187, 202 ; ii.

pâu, ii . 144 58, 187, 194

pâuņ , i. 256 pik, pikâ ( V pach ), i. 129; i . 25 ;

pâûn, ü . 144 iii. 38

pâe, ib . pichhalâ, ii. 101

pâûs, pâvas (prâvșish ), i. 165 pichhe, ii . 297

pâņv, i. 255 , 256 piñaņu, ii. 60

pâkad, i. 133 pinjarâ, i. 130

pâkhi, ii. 154 pit, i. 162 ; üü . 63

pâgalâmi, ii. 77 pitth , etc. (prishtha), i. 162, 165,

pachhe, ii. 297
315

pânch , ii. 132 pitiyâ, ii. 90

pânchvân , ii. 248 pindhibâ, i. 177

pât, i. 273 pinro, ii. 345

pâtalo , ii. 119 pippala , ii. 24

pâtaviñen, etc., i. 320 piyârâ , ii. 94

pâtâ , i. 153 piyâsâ , i. 187, 203 ; ii. 81, 82

pâth, i. 162, 315 pirthi, i. 145

pâdâ, i. 224 pirbhu (parvan ), i. 131, 322, 352;

pâdahû , ii. 36 ii. 60

pâdo, ii. 150 pilsaj, i. 276

pâdhnâ, ii. 37 pilânâ, i. 240 ; üi. 80

pâdhî, ii. 85 pisâî, ii. 63

pân , pân (parņa), i. 343 ; ii. 14 pistalis, ii. 140

pân (atman ), i. 330 ; ii. 328 pih ( v praviç ), i. 316 ; ii. 38, 139

pâņi, pânî, i. 149, 152 ; ii. 125 , piļaņen, i. 240

156 pi (priya), ii. 156

pâpî, ii. 85, 165 pi (v pâ), i. 240; iii. 44

pâras, i. 356 pîchhe, ii, 297

pârecho, ü . 110 pît, i. 162 ; ïïi. 63

pârkhaṇen , i. 145 pith , etc. (přishtha ), i. 162, 315

pâlaņu, i. 247 pitho, ii. 139

pâlân, i. 349 pią , ii. 48 , 50

pâs, etc . (pârçve), i. 183, 355 ; ii. pidaņu, etc. (v pid ), i. 240 ; . 50

25 , 299 pîờhâ, i. 270

pâhâd, i. 154, 260 pidho, iii. 141

pâhun, ü . 258 pipala , ii. 24

pâhunâ, i. 343 pîlâ , i. 243

pahon, ii. 299 pilha, i. 323

pi, (api), i. 175 pih , pis (vpish), i. 259 ; ii . 139

pi (Vpâ ), i. 240, 241, 242 ; iii. 44 | pua, i. 337
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poë, ii. 297

pokhar, i. 133, 306

poņâ, ii. 144

potâ, i. 158 ; ii. 343, 344

pothî, i. 313 ; ii. 29, 202

poner , ü . 134

poh, i. 259

pohe, i. 135, 260

paune, ii. 144

puân , ii. 297

putru , i. 103

puțreto , ib.

puth , puthi (prishtha), i. 315

pudhâit, ii. 104

-puņ, -puņâ, ii . 71, 75

put, i. 337

putali, etc ., i. 133

puturâ, i. 172, 158

purush, ii. 199

purushâtan, ii. 76

pusaņen , i. 218 ; iï . 40

puhap, puhup (pushpa), i. 191,

307 , 331

puhukar, i. 307

pûchh,etc. (prachh ),i.218 ; iii. 40

pâjârî, ii. 58

pûnaü, ii. 174

pûrâ, i. 343, 344

pârba, ii. 25

pûrjanu , üïi. 71

pekkh, i. 162

petâû, petû , ii. 42, 112

petho, i. 316 ; iii. 139, 144

ped, i. 135

penth , i. 139

penû, ii. 38

pem , ii.61

pelaņâ, etc ., i. 240 ; ii. 36

pelo, ü . 340

peç (praviç), i. 316 ; iii. 38

peharavuş, i. 177

pehelo, i. 138, 167 ; ii. 142, 344

pai, ï . 298

paiņsath , i. 168

paith ( v praviç), i. 316 ; iii. 38

paindhâ, i. 168

paintâlîs, i. 168, 215, 292

paintis, ib .

pairâk, ii. 43

-po , ii. 71

PH

phakaņu, i. 276

phat, etc. (Vsphat), i. 308; iii. 53
phad, etc. (id .), ib.

phaņâ, ii. 9

phanas, i. 192

phandrûl, ii . 100

phas, etc. (vsprish ), i. 307 , 355

phaskemi, ii. 77

phânsi, etc., i. 355 ; ii. 8

phânk , ii . 191

phâț (V sphat ), i. 308 ; iii. 53

phậtak, i. 308 ; ii. 31

phâd, etc., i. 308 ; ii. 53

phândnâ, i. 307

phâl, phâr, i. 247 ; ü . 8

phâhî, i. 355 ; ï . 8

phit, (Vsphat), i. 308; iii. 53

phuť (v sphut), i. 308 ; iii. 53

phup (pushpa), i. 307, 331

phâl, i. 151, 152

phenknâ, i. 276

pher, iii. 56

phod , i. 307 ; iii. 54

phoạâ, i. 307 ; ii. 29, 30

phoạû , ii. 38

B

bak, i. 252

bakarâ , etc., i. 131, 144, 319 ; ii.

22, 150, 162
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bagaļâ , i. 252 bahangi, i. 131

baghitalâ , iii . 143 bahin, i. 138, 155 , 183, 202, 266 ;

bachâ, bachhâ, etc ., i. 153, 317 ; ii. 170

ii . 9 , 121, 151 bahirâ, i. 138, 267 ; i . 13

bachânâ, etc ., i. 178 , 211 bahu, bahû, etc. (vadhû), i. 183 ;

baj, bâj (Vvad), i. 328 ; iii. 66 ii. 55, 184, 216 , 226

bajhaņu , i. 328 ; iii. 48, 137 bâ- (dvi in comp.), i. 253, 288,

bajho, iii . 137 331 ; ii. 138

bațe, i. 164, 216 bâa (vâyu ), i. 147 ; ü . 54

bațnâ, etc ., i. 164 ; ii. 62 bâüdâ, bâülâ , etc. (vâtula ), ü . 100

bathân , i. 178 bâys, etc., ii. 8 , 121, 164

bad (vața ), i. 199 ; ii. 8 bâșsulî, ii. 121

bađâ (vſiddha ), i. 163 ; ii, 72, 79 banh, P. 182 ; ii . 54, 173

badhaî, i. 334 ;. ii . 155, 165 bâg, i. 183, 323 : ü . 49

badhâpaņu , ii . 72 bâgun , i. 133

badhin , ii. 165 bâgh , i. 320, 351; ii . 21, 165, 169

baņiân, ii. 187 bachhurî, i. 133

baņiâiņ , ii . 168 bâchhnâ, i. 351

bat- (vârttâ in comp.), i. 151 bâjh , i. 359

battî, i. 154 , 334 bânjhâ, i. 327

battis, i. 331 ; ii. 138, 142 bâdho, ii. 155

badho, iii. 137 bât, i. 164, 182 ; ii . 49

banânâ, iii. 78 bâti, i. 182 ; ii. 49

bandhanu , etc., i. 300 ; iii. 48 bâdal, i. 145

bannâ, iii. 78 bândhnâ, i. 300

bapautî, ii. 107 bâp, ii. 191, 215

bar, ii. 12 bâph, i. 191, 307, 331

baras, barsâ, etc. ( varsha), i. 173, bâbâ, ii. 152, 192, 204

355 ; ii. 9 , 14 bâyako, ii. 161, 192

barethan, ii. 165 bâyân, ii . 26

barochu, ii. 168 bâranu, i. 324

barkhâ, etc. ( varsha ), i. 261, 355 ; || bârah, etc. (dvâdaça ), i. 243, 331 ;

ii . 9 ii . 134 , 138 , 246

barchhâït, ii. 103 bâlak, ii. 199, 201

barj, i. 352 bâlantapaņ , ii. 73

barhyu, i. 355 bâlapan , i. 330 ; ii. 72

balad , ii. 199 bâli, bâlû (bâluka), i. 147 ; ü . 39

balâ , ii. 206 bâlnâ, i. 324

bali, i. 182 bâhoţi, ii. 122

bavanjâ , i. 331 bi- (dvi in comp.), i. 331

bahattar, i. 288 , 331 bio , ü , 143
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bikat, i. 182

bikâv, ii. 64

bikû, ii. 10, 157

bikh, i. 261; ii. 8 , 174

bigad, etc. ( V vighat), i. 273 ; ii.

36 , 70 ; ii. 61

bichhânâ, ii. 70

bichhuâ , etc. (vřiçchikâ ), ii. 146 ,

307

bijli (vidyut), i. 146, 181, 182,
327

bitapaņ, ii. 74

bitnâ , i. 351

bindi, i. 147 ; ii. 54, 174

bindhâļ, ii. 94

birânave, i. 331 ; ii . 139

birâsî, ib .

birt, i. 166

bilaito , ii. 104

bis, ii . 174

bih , i. 242

bihan, i. 202

bihân , ii. 16

bihî ( v bhî), iii. 68

bihu , ii. 8

bij (vija ), i. 331 ; ü . 143

bis (vinçati), i. 155 ; ii. 137, 140

bisvân, ii. 248

bujh (v budh), i. 273, 328 ; ii.66,

107 ; iii. 48 , 137

bujhail, ii. 96

bujhanti, ii. 66, 107

buļ, bûd, etc., i. 132, 276 ; iii.

62

buddhâ, etc. (vșiddha), i. 163 ;

ii. 159

buļhâpaņ, i. 330 ; ü . 72 , 73

bund, bûnd ( vindu), i. 135 ; ii.

54 , 174

bundhanu , iii. 48 , 137

bulânâ, i. 211 ; iii. 78

be, i. 331

beâlis, i. 331 ; ii. 139

beüsâ, i. 143

beng, i . 351

bech , iii . 64

beţâ , ii. 186, 204, 228

betî, ii. 207

betuâ, ii. 41

beậûk, ii. 44

bedhâ, i. 273, 316

bepârî, i. 351

ber, i. 142 ; ii. 22

bel, i. 157

belnâ, ii. 17

behen , i. 138, 202

beherâ , i. 138 ; ii. 13

baigun, i. 167

baith (vupavis), i. 179, 241, 242,

316 ; ii. 31 ; iii. 38

bokar, i. 319 ; . 22

bonâ, i. 158, 200

bol ( V brû), iii. 37

byonțnâ, i. 144

byorâ, i. 143

BH

bhaṇv (Vbhram ), iii. 34

bhaņvara (bhramara), i. 320 ; ii.

22

bhanvaï, ii. 55

bhago, iii. 137

bhagat, i. 287

bhang (1 bhanj), iii. 39

bhajaņu , ii. 38 ; iii. 50, 137

bhañaņu, ib .

bhanj, iii. 39

bhațaku , ii. 37

bhatuaţi, ii. 117

bhatti, i. 154
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bhaquâ, ii . 39 bhid, iii. 63

bhatîjâ , i. 161, 165 bhinoî, ü . 155

bhanvâi, ii. 155 Vbhî, iii. 9

bhabût, i. 145 bhikh (bhikshâ ), i. 152

bham (v bhram ), iïi. 34 bhitar, i. 176, 184

bhay, ii. 10 , 222 bhukhado, ii. 119

bhayau, iii. 195 bhugo, üi. 137

bhar, ü . 19, 20, 38, 51, 70, 108, bhujaņu, üii. 50

109 bhuñaņu, ib.

bharam ( bhram ), iii. 34 bhuņikâţu , ii. 64

bharyatu , ii. 109 bhulanu , üi. 52

bhalâ , ü . 73, 79 Vbhû, iii. 33 , 194

bhavun , ii . 55 bhû, bhûin , etc. (bhûmi), i. 257 ;

bhậityo, i. 161, 165 ii. 52, 89, 184

bhậito, ii. 103 bhal, bhalna, i . 51

bhậi, bhâû, etc. (bhrâtņi), i. 202, bhejnâ, i. 328 ; iii. 65

320 ; ii. 58, 103, 155 , 193, 194 bhed, iii. 63

bhâûj, i. 165 bhedâ, i. 316

bhâkhâ, i. 261 bheļuyâ, ü . 39

bhậg, bhâng (vbhanj), iii. 39 bheņu, i. 187, 202 ; ii. 194

bhậg (bhagya ), ii. 78 bhent, iii. 63

bhâjavat, ii. 67 bhains, i. 192

bhâjâ , ii. 38 bhain , i. 187

bhañû, ib. bholido, ii . 117

bhâd, bhâţâ, i. 199 ; ï . 29, 30 bhaun (vbhram ), üï . 34

bhâņdâ , i. 199 bhaun, bhaunh (bhrû), ii. 55

bhân ” âmi, ii. 77 bhauņr (bhramara ), i. 320 ; ü .

bhậndo, ii. 29

bhâņdpaņiâ, ii. 73 bhauņi, i. 202

bhât, i. 286

bhậph, i. 191, 331

bhâr, ii. 40, 199 M
bhâruâ , ii. 40

bhâlâ , ü . 9 ma, ii . 302

bhâlû , ï . 39 makhí, i. 218, 310 ; ii. 34

bhâv, ii. 14 mag, ü . 8

bhâvi, ii. 170 maghar, i. 323, 354

bhâvîn , ii. 170, 231 manaņu , i. 319 ; ii. 19

bhâshâ , i. 261 machâv, ii. 64

bhikârî, i. 152 machhuâ, ii. 39, 40

bhig, bhij, etc ., i. 176 ; üï . 81 . I maj (pron .), ü . 302

22
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majjh, majhi, etc., (madhye), i. , mâg,mâng, etc. (Vmțig ), i. 319 ;

327 ; ii. 305 | iii . 40

majhâr, ü . 293 mâchhi, i. 218 ; ii. 34

majholâ , i. 327 ; ii. 100 mâchhuâ, ii. 39

manjan , etc., i. 149, 319 mâj (mțij), i. 319 ; iii. 9

manjhâro , ii . 100 mâjh , i. 327 ; ii. 312

matti, i. 162, 333 ; ii . 35 mânjh , ü . 293

math , i. 270 mânjhail, ii. 97

mandal, ii. 24 mâți, ii. 35

mat, ii, 52 mâțhâ, i. 267

matho, i. 313 ; ii. 29, 195, 213 mâņhipo, ii. 72

madhu, ii. 191, 295 mât, ii. 48, 217, 218

manauti, ii. 107 mâthâ, i. 313 ; ii . 29

mandir, ii. 22 -mân (plur.), ii, 199, 280, 316
mandhiado, ii. 117 mâpnâ, i. 206

mamatâlû , ii. 91 mâmu, ii. 39

mar (Vmţi), iii. 55 mârnâ, i. 181 ; ii. 36 , 50 ; iï . 55

maretho, ü . 169 mâro , ii . 306 , 312

marhaņu, ii. 51 mâlâ , ii. 48 , 216

malnâ (çmaçâna), i. 348 mâlî, ii, 154, 165, 193, 195

masûr, i. 133 mâçi, i. 218, 310 ; ii. 34

mahangâ, etc. (mahârgha), i. 149 | mâsûk , ii . 232

273 mâso (matsya ), i. 218

mahâtam , ii. 77 -mi, ii. 334

mahadevado, ii. 119 michhâ, i. 327

mahimâ, ii. 152 mit, mith , etc., 162 ; ii. 63

mahuâ, ii. 40 mitti, i. 162, 333 ; ii. 35

mahûâ, i. 150 mithâs, ii. 82

mahobâ, i. 317 midyoî, ü . 340

maļaņen , i. 243 minro, ii. 345

mâ, mâî, mâû, etc. (mâtâ ), i. mirûn , ii. 72, 226

165, 202 ; ii. 48, 58, 187, 191, misar (mixra ), i. 357

202 mî, ii. 302, 308

-mâ, ii. 244 minh, P. 266

-mân , ii. 292 michh, i. 327

mânhi, ii. 294 mu,mui, ii. 302, 304

mânhain , ib . muâ (mțita ), i. 165 ; iii. 144

mâkhî, i. 310 ; ii. 34 muṇh, i. 266

mâgen, ii . 110 mukhiri, i. 322

mâgitalâ , iii. 143 mukhi, ii. 88, 89

mâgehâ, ii. 110 mugalâni, ü . 166
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i Vyâ, iii. 36 , 213

-yâ, ii. 83, 88

yârahan , i. 260 ; ii. 246

yâhi, ii. 319

yih, ii. 336

yûn , ib .

ye, ii. 317, 319

yeņen , ii. 249

-yo, ii. 83

yog , i. 249

mugdar, etc. (mudgara ), i. 286

mujh , ii. 302, 304, 306

muthi, i. 315

mundâ , ii . 187

mundâsâ, ii. 83

mundû , ii. 86

mutâs, ii. 82

murelâ , ii. 121

musaņu, üi. 51

mûn , ii. 302, 304

mûgarâ, i. 286

mûchh, i. 135

mûth , i. 191, 315

mûdh, i. 286 ; ii. 72

mût, i. 152, 338

mûrkh , ii. 72

mûrchh, i. 172

mûl, i. 351

mûsal, i. 155

mûsâ , ii. 9

meņ , ii. 292

menhi, ii. 92

mejaņen, i. 139

merâ, ii. 312, 313, 314

melen , i. 165

mo, ii. 302, 313

mokh , i. 307

moti, i. 287 ; ii. 34, 157, 206

modi, ii. 154

mor, i. 144

mohodun, ii. 118, 189

mhaņaņen, i. 192

mhatalâ , iii. 151

mhâtârâ, ii. 73

mhâro, ii. 312, 314

mhains, i. 192

raü , ii. 194

rakat, i. 171

rakh, etc. (Vraksh ), iii. 41

rat, etc., i. 228

rad , etc., ib.

rand, i. 299 ; ii. 48

randâpo, ii. 72, 73

ratan , i. 171

rato , i. 287

ran , i. 179 , 341

rana, i. 299 ; ii. 48 , 72

rassi, ii. 148

Vrah, i. 131, 138 ; ü . 38 , 42 ;

iii. 40

rahat, i. 179, 266

râu, P. 202

râut, i. 202; ü . 127

râul, i. 202

râkh (rakshâ ), ii. 48, 119

râjâ, i. 202; ii. 60, 152, 184, 199

râd, i. 228

râờh, râdhî, i. 228 ; ii. 86

rând, i. 299 ; ii. 48, 72

rândâpâ , ii. 72

rất, i. 337 ; ii. 52, 112, 203, 206,

288

râtâ , i, 287

-yal, ii. 100

yah, ii. 317, 336
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rân, P. 179, 341

rânî, i. 303

râvat, i. 202

râs, i. 348

râh , iii. 40

richh, i. 310 ; ii. 14

riņu, i. 179, 341

rîchh, i. 218, 310 ; ii. 14

ris, ib .

-ru , ii. 273

ruaņu, i. 202

rukhi, ii. 341

Vruch, iü . 19, 23

rudhi, ii . 222

V rud, iii. 16 , 24

Vrudh , iii. 20

runo, iii. 138

rulânâ, i. 241

rusiņo, ii. 17

rûdh, i, 316

-re, ii. 292

rekh, regh , etc. (rekhâ), i. 272;
ii. 48

rent, i. 266

renţâ , i. 179

rendi, i. 180

ret, reti, ü . 92, 94, 101

retâl, retilâ , ib .

retuâ , ii. 40

reh (Vrah ), i. 138 ; ii. 48, 49 ;

iii. 40

-ro , ii. 217, 281, 284

roân (roman ), i. 257

roâs, ii. 82

rogî, ii. 85

ronâ, i. 202, 241; ii. 82

Vlag, i. 300 ; ii. 260 ; üi. 34, 216

lagati, ii. 53

lagîn , i. 172

lagun , üi. 261

lajâļû , ü . 92

lajîlâ, ii. 97

lațaknâ, i. 228 ; ii. 32

lath , i. 250, 315

ladkâ, i. 228 ; ii. 72, 201

laddu , i. 228

laờhaņen, i. 228 ; ii. 44

lad , ii. 20 ; iïi.61

ladho, i. 268 ; iii. 137

lanu , ii. 299

labhaņu, iii. 49, 137

lahanu , i. 268 ; iii . 49, 137

lahar, i. 131, 138

- la , ii. 253, 260

- lâî, ib .

lâkh , i. 152

lâg (Vlag ), i. 300 ; ii. 51, 52 ;
iii . 34

lâgîn , ii. 260

lâj, ii. 49, 92

lâțhî, i. 241, 250, 315

lâd, ii. 100 , 101

lâļi, ii. 85

lât, i. 248 ; ii. 49

lâtho, i. 269

lâlâ , ii. 152

lâhaņu, i. 269

likhnâ , i. 266

lit, lią , iii. 64

lito , iii. 138

Vlip , iii. 59, 138

lidho, iii. 141

lîlâ , i. 228

luchhâ, ii. 72, 77

luhaņņâ, ii. 125

luhâ, ii. 15

lûkâ, i. 173, 180

L

lakhavun, i. 266

lakhoţi, ii. 123
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lût, i. 248

lûn , i. 144, 248

lûsaņu, iii. 51

lûhaņu, ib.

le (Vlabh), i. 248, 268 ; üi. 49, 219

-lo , ü . 281, 287

lok , ii. 8 , 28, 200

long, i. 143, 191

loņ, lonâ , i. 143, 144 ; ii. 33,
111, 156

lohâ, ii. 15 , 30

lohi, ii . 92

lohu, ii. 15

lau , ii. 261

laung, i. 143

laund, i. 228

For words not found under V, look

under B .

vah, ii. 118, 334

vahân , ii. 336

vahitru , ii . 45

vahu, i. 183, 267 ; i. 55, 161, 190

vâï, ii. 54

vậu, i. 147; ii. 54, 158, 194

-vân, ii. 244, 247

vâgh , ii. 170

vâghû, ii. 195

vâchâļû , ii . 92

vâchchhâ, i. 153

vâjațu , ii. 45

vânch, iii. 68

vânjh, i. 327

vâțaņen , i. 164

vâțsarû, ii. 192, 217

vâụho, i. 334 ; ï . 30, 202

vâņiko, ii. 111

vật, i. 334 ; ii. 99

vâtûl, ii . 99

vâdaļa, i. 145

vâpâriko, ii. 111

vâph, i. 307

vâyadi, ii. 119

vârî, i. 147

vâryâsâ , ii. 114

vâserâ, ii. 99

vâhipo, i. 330 ; ü . 72

vikin ( vikrî), iii. 64

Vvighat, iii. 61

-vich, ii. 292

vichu, rinchû, i. 146, 307 ; ü .
193, 203

viju , ii. 117, 194

vijuli, i. 327

viñâiņu, ii. 42 ; üii. 71

vitthal, i. 347

vidahaņu, ii. 38

viraü , i. 166

virchhaņu, i. 351 ; ii. 42

vih , i. 242 ; iii. 139

vakhad, i. 252

vagaạnâ, i. 273

vangaļ, i. 252

vați, i. 334 ; ii. 72

vațo , i. 164

vatho, ii. 138

vadhai, i. 334

vaṇati, ii. 53

vathu, ii. 202

var, ü . 298

varihoko, ü . 112

varis, i. 173

varu , i. 182

varttaņuk , ii. 44

varhyu, ii. 14

Vvas, i. 252 ; iii. 138

vasati, ii. 53

vasandî, ii. 54

vastu, ii. 190
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vihu, i . 8 , 174

viņu , ii. 194

vih , i. 259 ; i . 137, 140

vuțho, iii. 138

vuh , ii. 336

ve, ii. 318 , 319

vekiro, ii. 81

vetho, i. 179 ; iii. 139

veru , ii. 112

vevasây, i. 143

V çak , ii. 16 , 36

çatâvîs, i. 289

v çad, iii. 57

çambhar, i. 297 ; ü . 137

çahâņapaņ , ii. 73

çânyçî, ü . 140

çâņņav, ii. 140

çâç, i. 358

çâļ, ii. 50

çidi, i. 273

çih , ii. 132

-çiņ , ii. 271

çîns, i. 354

v çîkh , ïïi. 68

Vçiv, ib .

çun, sun (Vçru ), i. 357 ; iii. 15,

18 , 24 , 28, 41

v 'çushk, iii. 39

çet (kshetra), i. 218 , 310 ; ii. 35

ço , ii. 324

çoïbâ, i. 199

sak , etc ( v çak), iii. 36, 223

sagar, i. 198, 207

sagâ, i. 358

sagauti, ii. 108

saghanu , ii. 51 ; iii. 36

sange, i. 184 ; ü . 275

sach ( satya ), i. 327 ; ii. 109

sajyâ , i. 136 ; ii. 49

sajhâïto, ii. 103

saţth, i. 315 ; ii. 137 , 246

sad , iii. 57

saņsath , i. 289, 293

saņdhû, i. 356

sat-, satt-, etc. ( saptan in comp.),

i. 253, 288, 289, 290, 293 ; ii.

133 , 134, 137, 141

sane, ii. 275

sannh, i. 299

sapu, i. 319

sapedâ, i. 149

sapotâ , ii. 121

sab, sabh, etc . (sarva ), i. 351, 352;

ü . 25, 200, 258, 340, 341

samajhnâ, i. 211, 327 ; ii. 37 , 107

samaran , i. 347

samundar, ii. 21

same, i. 140

samûha, ii . 200

sambalâ , iii. 68

sar, sâr (Vsși), iii. 55

sarason, i. 355

sarâhnâ, i. 171, 266 , 358

savâ , i. 100 ; ii . 144

sasu, i. 358 ; ii. 194

sasur, i. 358 ; ii, 22

sahaņu , i . 38

sahanen , i. 155

sâìn, i. 257 ; ü . 154

sag, ii. 108

SH

shâïth , i. 315

shola , i. 243 ; ii. 134
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sânjh , i. 273, 328 ; ii. 50 sonâr, i. 201; ii. 126

sâțh , i. 315 ; ii. 137 solah , i. 243 ; ii. 134

sâŅhû , i. 356 Vsthambh, iii. 60

sâờhe, i. 273 ; ii . 144 Vsthâ , iii. 34, 208

sât ( saptan ), i. 133 ; ii. 236 , 288 Vsphat, etc., iii. 53, 57

sâmp, i. 319 ; ii. 121

sâmhne, ii, 298

sâsarâ , i. 358 ; ü . 193, 216 H

sâsû , i. 358 ; ii. 192, 216

sikhaņu, i. 242 ; iii. 80 hagâs, ii. 82

singh , i. 160, 262 ; ii. 14 hachâ, ii. 159, 203

sir, ii. 50 hato, iii . 177

-sîn , ü .272 hattar, i. 291, 293

sîs, i. 354, 359 ham , etc., ii . 302, 307, 309, 312

sukkâ, etc., i. 307 ; ii. 13 ; iii. 39 | halaņu , ii. 19, 53

suņaņu , etc. (Vçrû ), i. 356 ; iii.

50 , 138 hâd , i. 317

sunto, ü . 219 , 235, 310 hâņņâ, i. 268 ; ii. 148

sûar, i. 206 hâth , i. 268 , 313 ; ü . 91, 109

sûi, i. 187, 191, 202 hâthî, i. 268, 313 ; ü . 153, 164

sûjhâ, i. 328 hâni, ii. 52

-se, ii , 274 hiyâ, i. 202 ; ii. 117

se, ii. 318, 334 hundi, i. 268

sekhâne, ii. 337 hunto, ii. 219, 234

sethâ , ib . heth , ii. 298

sendh , i. 134, 299 ho, huâ, etc., (1 bhû), i. 268 ; ii.

so, ii . 314, 322, 337 236 , 318 ; iii. 33, 197

so (Vsvap ), i. 199 ; iii. 36 hai (Vas), iii. 173

soņa ( suvarna), i. 241, 343, 358 ; haun, etc., ib .

ii. 15 , 30 | hvai, hvaihai, etc., ib.

356;iii. ha,in ",ii, 19, 53

FINIS .

STEPHEN AUSTIN AND BOXS , PRINTERS, HERTFORD.
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